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abstract 
After exploT-inp Tuaterial on the toT5ic in Indian libraries, nearlv 
two Years ago, when I enihar''ced on journeys abroad to collect material 
for this studv in the libraries of the Middle East and U.K., it was a 
pleasing shock to me to know that this approach of stndyinf^  literature 
had become a trend of the time and that during the last two decades 
Enplish Departments In the West had already produced some two dozen 
Ph D's which can broadly be captioned as "Islam in English Literature". 
Although no significant thematic study of travel literature was avail-
able, there was a good number of studies exploring the literary qua-
lity and stylistic beauty of some more famous travelogues, viz,Issam 
Safady's "Attempt and Attainment:A Study of Some Literary Aspects of 
Doughty's Arabia Deserta"(Kentucky,1%9); S.E.Tabachnick's "T.E. 
Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom as a Work of Art"(Connecticut,197?); 
T.J.O 'Donnell's "The Dichotomy of Self in T.E.Lawrence's Seven Pillars 
of Wisdom"Clllionois,'1'^1) and so on — which again strenthened my 
belief that travel literature was now no more a neglected genre and 
that it was the mos^ recent trend in English research in the univer-
sities of the '-'est +-o stud-^'- it as belles-lettres, lowever, the 
present s+-udv of some half a dozen travelopiies is purelv a thematic 
one and that too is limited onl^ to the examination of Tslamico-Ara'^  
atmosphere prcie^ +e-i i "^  thera. 
The travelopoie writers fipruring in this study belonged to various 
cf'terorieR. The^ inclnr^ e nen of letters like Burton, missionaries 
like Palrrrave, sr)iritunlist-ndventi5rers like Dourhty p>nd imperialist 
agents like Lawrence nnd Philbj. The operatic^al forces that 
determined their attitude tov/ards the Arab world were the same; 
their stronp; sense of racial, cultural and military superioritr 
over the Arabs, their aggresive patriotism bordetin£'- on jinf^ oism 
and their beinp- conscious of the fact that the Arab World is a land 
of a rival religion which once threatened the frontiers of Chris-
tian lands. Beneath all this lay tv^ eir sense of superiority enp-en-
dered by their r>ride in the mipht of the British Empire, 
From six most celebrated travel narratives, that were produced 
during the past one hundred years or so, a number of episodes and 
themes have been taken up that seem to constitute the collective 
British vision of the Arab world. The present study is not intended to 
be a refutation or correction of the British opinion of the Arab world; 
it is rather an attempt at an ob;jective enquiry into the British 
traveller's perceptions of the region. The selection of limited number 
of works from a long list of writings on the sub^ Ject and analysis of 
the vision of their authors do not offer adequete material for passing 
a judgement. However, it has been poosible to draw some general 
conclusion on the basis of the observations of the most representative 
travellers to the Arab world during the nineteenth and early twentieth 
century. 
The attitude of the most of the British travellers to Arabia was 
shaped by a aeries of reactions and misunderstandings that resulted fr< 
an almost unsurmotmtable barrier between the Christian and the Muslim 
world. There was an unbroken tradition of aggriassion in the minds of 
these travellers, deriving precisely from their pre-existing convictioi 
that the Muslim East had always been hostile towards them. Also, for 
them, Islam was a "sum of heresies" invented by Muhammed against 
Christianity. This typical British attitude towards Islam and the Arab 
world was reinforced in the days of British imperialism. 
The imperialist expansion that arose from the soil of Europe was 
yet another factor responsible for shaping the attitude of the British 
travellers. Imperialism, by its very definition aims at exploitation oi 
other people for the benefit of a particular nation. This attitude 
engendered in the travellers under discussion a sense of superiority 
over the Arab people. Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centurv the European officials posted in the Arab world had the convic-
tion that European rule was morally and politically justifiable and 
that if they were unable to convert the people to Christianity, there 
must at least be Christian supervision, and that even if the European 
supervisors were not true Christians they were in any case superior 
to the Arabs because they were, after all, Europeans. This conviction 
was responsible for their agrressive determination to do good to the 
Arab people, whether they wished it or not. 
The factors that were responsible for imperialist expansion among 
European nations had also nurtured a sense of superiority in them. The 
entire imperialist movement during nineteenth and earlj twentieth 
century was characterised by (i) technical advancement (ii) military 
Drowess and (iii) an urge to do good, from the European point of view, 
to others. Technical advancement in Europe led to military supremacy 
and abundance of wealth and as the industries went on producing more 
and more the need to discover and control new methods and aoiiTces of 
raw material also increased. This made it necessary to spread the 
frontiers of their respective empires. To cover up their sordid commer-
cial aims(perhaps to deceive their conscience too) they also considered 
themselves as 'do-gooders' saddled with the responsibility of carrying 
the blessings of civilization to the semi-barbaric people. 
Nevertheless, the attitude of the imperialist powers towsurds the 
Arabs was not exactly the same as it was towards the non Muslim nations 
of the East; like the Chinese, the Hindus and the Budhists of India and 
Burma and the original inhabitants of Africa, Australia and America.For 
many centuries the Muslims were the only well-known foreigners to the 
West and, therefore, its attitude to the Muslim world was somewhat 
defined. It was also aware of the cultural and military superiority of 
the Muslims in the earlier centuries. Therefore, like others, the Arabs 
could not be dismissed as inferior creatures. Hence it was that British 
observers of the Arab society brought its socio-cultural pattern e.g.; 
its supposed sensual life-style, ineauality of sexes and polygamy into 
focus to prove that the Arabs were culturally backward and stood in 
need of enlightenment. The fact that the Muslim East had been a formi-
dable political power in the past and had defeated the Christian world 
in many long-drawn out bat-'-les was never absent from the mind of the 
British observers of the Arab scene. Although they had convinced them-
selves of the cultural and religious backwardness of the Muslim East, 
they could not forget the unpleasant memories of the mighty sword of 
Islam, This could not but result in their hostility towards the 
Arab world. 
In spite of a diversity in their observations on the Arabs, there 
is a uniformity of attitude in their treatment of the Arab society as 
outdated one with antiquated traditions and ways of life. Belonging 
as these travellers did to an industrial society , they found the Arabs 
as still living in a pre-scientific age. Some of them, especially 
Palgrave and Doughty, went to the extent of depicting the region in 
Gothic colours while Burton tried to find in it answers to his 
anthropological queries. However, in the hands of these travellers the 
depiction of Sgypt received a somewhat better and sympathetic 
treatment. This was mainly because in their mind Egypt was associated 
more with the civilization of Pharoah than with that of the Muslims. 
Another reason was provided by the ease with vrhich their colonizing 
mission could carrv out its activities amongst the Egyptians. 
The impressions that are formed from a study of these travel narra-
tives are confused and contradictory,No clear we11-integrated stereo-
type image of the Arabs emerges from these accoiints,Rather,one finds a 
number of mini-stereotypes that have little in common.All the Western 
travel-writers held the Arabs inferior racially as well as culturallv. 
Burton went to the extent of even detecting in their physical features 
a proof of their primitiveness and deployed his knowledge of 
anthropology to establish this point, Palgrave alone consideired them 
superior to other orientals, but he could never reconcile himself to 
the idea that they could be equal to the English people. Both he and 
Doughty consisdred them mere ignorant papans having no concept of 
civilization and culture. The supposed savagery of the Arabs is a 
recurrent thene in all these three travellers. With Lawrence and Philby 
the situation in this respect seemed to be improving but the fact 
remains that they too referred to them in patronising tones and never 
tried to identify themselves with them. In their hands the Arabs 
emerge as a race which could develop and flourish only under the 
benign patronage of the British, Lawrence's admiration of Faisal and 
Philby's of Ibn Saud are natural by-product of this concept. But, as 
Hourani puts it, their's was a queer sort of liking, as it was not 
based on love or friendship. One notices a peculiar eagerness among 
these travellers to highlight and extol the minutest 'western' trait 
that they could discover among some Arabs. This they did in the case 
of Faisal. But even in respect of men like Faisal they could not fail 
to notice the influence that their faith had on them. For them it was 
a unioue experience to find the entire population of a land holding 
religion in great veneration and its entire mode of life guided bv 
its commands. 
But being proud of their own race and religion, they could not but 
react hostilelv apainst the social and religious beliefs of the Arabs 
which accorded an inferior place to their faith and nation. Thus 
they were in conflict with the Muslim East on political and religious 
* Albert Hourani,"The Decline of t^e Vest in the Middle East", 
International Affairs« "l%5, ^ 9, pp.?^-42,156-83 
planes. They stigmatized Islam as a fake religion based on supersti-
tious beliefs and, thus, well suited to the backward Arabs. They 
firmly believed that this religion, if exposed to scientific enquiry, 
would lose all its credibility. According to them it was mainly their 
ignorance which made the Arabs blind followers of Iluhammed. All of 
them were equally critical of the mode of Islamic worship and parti-
cularly, the rituals associated with the holy pilgrimage, the Haj. 
The sufferings of the pilgrims in Mecca and Medina during the Haj 
season aroused their pity. They convinced themselves that it would 
be an act of charity if efforts were made to deliver these wretched 
from such a creed. Amidst openly hostile comments on Islam, these 
travellers, from time to time, voiced their sympathy for those simple 
Arabs whom they found undergoing the ordeal of Ramadhan fast in hot 
summer months. They considered it their responsibility to free the 
Arabs from the supposed tyranny of a'superstitious' religion. 
However, though they could not look upon Islam in an ob;jective 
manner, they were, at least some of them, greatly impressed by its 
unifying quality which had brought the diverse Arabian tribes together. 
It was this very quality which helped in making Wahabism a great 
political force throughout the peninsula. 
As these travel-writers were very much conscious of their British-
cum-Christian identity, it is not surprising to find in their accounts 
a great deal of animus against the Prophet of Islain. The religion to 
which these travellers "belonged had a long tradition of depicting 
Prophet Muhammed as an anti-Christ and an impostor. Though in Arabia 
the reality of Islam was revealed to them in full they scarcely felt 
obliged to study it objectively. Nor did they ever try to test the 
validity of the popular EuiHjpean opinion about the Prophet of Islam. 
True, the medieval European epithets such as "false Prophet", "anti-
Christ "/impostor" or "false Messiah" were not used by them but still 
they were not prepared to concede that his mission had a divine source 
Burton considered the Prophet's tribe as uncivilized and barbarous 
folk while Lawrence held that Prophet Muhsimmed preached his gospel 
only to gain political power for his tribe. Philby was not sure if 
there was any wisdom in the teachings of the Prophet of Islam. These 
writers were, however, astonished by the impact of his teachings and 
personality and were at a loss to find an explanation for it that 
would go with their views about the prophet. 
Their views about the Holy Quran were of the same hue. None of 
them would consider it a divine revelation or even a well-composed 
book. Burton found it confused composition full of errors. He even 
doubted that the Quran in the present form was the same that was 
composed in the Prophet's time. He was also critical of the supposed 
miraculous power which, according to him, the Muslim divines attribute 
to the Prophet. Doughty could feel only headache in the 'farrago of 
the Goran', whereas Philby dismissed it as an ordinary book, having 
nothing special about it. For him the great reverence in which the 
book was held by the Arabs was something iinaccoiintable. His conversa-
tion with Ibn 3aud pertaining to the Holy Quran give the impression 
that he was f?;etting more and more interested in the book, but one 
cannot vouch for the genuineness of this interest. It may all have 
been a part of the gi«nd design that he had worked out to win Ibn 
Sand's allegiance. 
The cultural pattern created by Islam and the mode of living 
shaped by its operational force were looked down upon by these 
travellers with contempt. There were some occasional pronouncements 
in favour of Ax-^ bo-Islamic culture. They mainly focussed on those 
aspects of the Arabian life the coloured version of which were 
already known to the European people which sought to establish 
their superiority over the followers of Islam. Hence, the focus of 
the accounts of these British travellers was on slavery, status of 
woman, polygamy and the supposed sexual perversions of the Arabs. 
The image of the Arab world, as created in these travelogues was 
that of a region where the age-old institution of slavery still 
existed, where women were regarded as no more than a mere source of 
sexual pleasure to men, where the sole purpose of life was to indulge 
in sex vagaries and where the supernatural was deemed quite real, 
almost palpable. This is certainly a world totally different from 
and much inferior to the real Arab world known to the unbiased 
observers. The collective vision of the Arab world — that one gets 
from these books is that of a polygamous society infested with 
homosexuality, slave siirls and concubines with prostitutes playing 
their trade in the holy sanctuaries, and the spirits of the dead as 
also the ghosts and jinns making their presence felt. This picture 
of Arabia is not much different from the one drawn by the medieval 
Europe's imagination. What distinguished these later travelogues 
from the earlier European writings on Arabia and Islan is their manner 
of treatment of these old themes. Distortions such as the popular 
western notion that Muhammed was the nane of an idol which Muslims 
worshipped or that he himself had invented his religion or that it 
was a sensual way of living advocated hj him which attracted converts 
to Islam, were now being avoided as they had lost their credibility 
with the growing knowledge of Islam in the West. However, a number 
of minor misconceptions were introduced to project that kind of image 
of Arabia that was supposed to suit their purpose. Some new themes like 
the supposedly superstitious rituals associated with the modes of 
Muslim worship were added and new sciences like anthropology were 
deployed to depict the Arab world in pseudo-scientific terms. 
Each of the five chapters that follow is devoted to the analy-
sis of the account of a particular traveller. The conclusion that 
the present researcher has reached is that these travel accounts 
reflect the British attitude towards Arabia and Islam — which was 
not based on obnective observations, but was a product of what may 
be called 'colonial malice'. As the main thesis of each chapter is 
the same and eve^ chapter is based on a similar methodology of 
enouiry, each nucceedin"" cha'n+'er viove or less substantiates the 
conclusions arrived at in the preceding chapter. 
The c'^ a^ t^er division of the thesis is as follows: 
Char»te"^  II 
This chapter is devoted to a critical anal^ 'sis of R.F. Burton's 
Pilgrimage to Al-Madina and Mecca^t.Here an attempt is made to draw 
a large circle round all the dimensions of the subject treated bv 
the author and also to find an answer to the question as to hov 
Burton came to see Arabia just as a land of licentious people and 
Islam simply as a religion of sensual way of life. Attempts have 
also been made to discover the factors which seem to have blurred 
his vision and v^-ic'i later led him to translate Arabian Nights,a 
work which was to influence several generations of readers. 
Chapter III 
This chapter is on W.G. Palgrave's Throup;h Central and Eastern 
Arabia and it examines the attitude of a typical British Christian 
missionary towards the Arabs and Islam, Since Palgrave was a man 
from the church, the mnin subject that attracted his attention was 
the relip-ion of Islam itself. His pronouncements on this religion 
and IslaraicoArab culture are harsher than those of other British 
travellers. The reason for this is to be found in his adoption of 
a purely Christian angle in judging Islam, or its Wahabee- variety. 
Chanter IV 
Here an attempt is made to get an insight into Doughty's vision 
of Arabia and Islam as presented in Arabia Deserta. Like Palgrave, 
Doughty too was a Christian through and thrc'-gh^  But what disting-
uishes him from Palrrave and other British travellers discussed in 
this study, is that in Arabia he was not on any colonial mission. 
His pumose wns nurelv spiritual and to his mind Arabia was also in 
a wp-^  the land of the Bihle. Dou-^ hty's pronounced Christian 
identity provided him an opportunity to have a first hand experience 
of the Arab attitude toward a Christian infidel. It also accounts 
for his ill-concealed hostility to Islam. 
Chapter V 
This chnpter on T.E. Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom is a 
study of the author's peculiar vision of the Arab world.Lawrence is 
sienerally regarded as a champion of the Arab cause and this is 
reflected in the plethora of critical writings on him. Surely a 
superficial study of Seven Pillars does lead one to form this impre-
ssion of Lawrence. However, some recent critics, like Edward Said, 
have been able to show that beneath Lawrence's sympathetic remarks 
on the Arabs and his apparent admiration for Prince Faisal there 
lurked his strong sense of racial and cultural superiority. This 
chapter makes an in-depth study of the book to establish the fallacy 
of the commonly held opinion about Lawrence's perception of and 
attitude towards the Arabs. 
Chapter VI 
This chapter is concerned with Philby's two works: The Heart of 
Arabia and Arabia of the Vahhabis. Ibn Saud was to Philby what Faisal 
was to Lawrence. As in the case of Lawrence, the existence of a 
prejudiced attitude benaath Philby's apparently objective observations 
is generally missed. Philby's conversion to Islam in later years has 
also led the critics to take his seemingly sympathetic account of the 
Arabs at their face value. In this chapter it is shown that in his 
early writings, Philby's attitude is no different from that of other 
British travellers. His conversion to Islam was a later phenomenon. 
He gradually did develop a liking for Islam as practised by Ibn Saud 
but certain degree of ambiguity continued to persist in his mind. 
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P r e ^ ^ THESrS Sf*^' '^ i^ 
After exploring material on the topic in Indian libraries, nearly 
two years ago, when I embarked on journeys abroad to collect material 
for this study in the libraries of the Middle East and U.K., it was a 
pleasing shock to me to know that this approach of studying literature 
had become a trend of the time and that duidng the last two decades 
English Departments in the West had already produced some two dozen 
Ph D's which can broadly be captioned as "Islam in English Literature", 
Although no significant thematic study of travel literature was avail-
able, there was a good number of studies «!q)loring the literary qua-
lity and stylistic beauty of some more famous travelogues, viz,l8sam 
Safady's "Attempt and Attainment:A Study of Some Literary Aspects of 
Doughty's Arabia Deserta"(Kentucky,1969); S.E.Tabachnick's "T.E. 
Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom as a Work of Art"(Connecticut,1972); 
T.J.O 'Donnell's "The Dichotomy of Self in T.E.Lawrence's Seven Pillars 
of Wisdom"(Illionois,1971) and so on — which again strenthened my 
belief that travel literature was now no more a neglected genre and 
that it was the most recent trend in English research in the univer-
sities of the West to study it as belles-lettres. However, the 
present study of some half a dozen travelogues is purely a thematic 
one and that too is limited only to the examination of Islamico-Arab 
atmosphere projected in them. 
A resesirch study such as this is never accomplished alone; to 
acknowledge such pleasant debts as I have incurred is more a pilvilage 
than a duty. However,! am completely at a loss to find words to 
sufficiently express my gratitude to my mentor Prof.S.Jafar Zaki 1^ 0 
has been a constant source of inspiration to me and who has been kind 
enough to RO through the script even during his illness. Any attempt 
to confess my indebtedness to him will only reflect my inability in 
acknowledging my gratitude to a man who has been more than a supervi-
sor to me and who does not like such words of thanks about himself, I 
pray for his Iman and health. 
Thanks are alsQ due to Br Shamim Ashraf,Vice-President,Oriental 
Shipping Co.jJeddah for providing me hospitality during some of my 
study tours abroad, I am also grateful to sister Francis and Br Hoda 
whose love and affection made their house in London appear to me as 
one of my own. 
Likewise,! thank the Islamic University(Medina) for partially 
helping me in my study tours as also Samahatu-al-Shaikh Abdul Aziz Bin 
Baz whose encouraging remarks have a direct bearing on this study. 
The list of friends who readier listened to,parts or \riiole of this 
manuscript is so long as to embarrass me, perhaps even them.Feverthe-
less, I should mention with gratitude the helpful and critical interest 
of some old boys of the imiversity in various places; Mr Hasan Muttahar 
editor MVJL Journal (Mecca)« Mr Hashir Parooqui, editor Impact (London) 
and Dr Jaliluddin,Professor of English at Imam University(Riyadh), 
whose valuable suggestions have helped in the preparation of this 
dissertation. 
It would be an act of ingratitude if I do not acknowledge the debt 
that I owe to the staff of Mecca University Library, London University 
Library, the British Museum Library(now called The British Library)London 
and the Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies,London 
for providing me relevant material on the topic. 
I must however take full responsibility for any errors or 
inadequacies that one may find in this work. 
Aligarh Rfi<A^ii 
September 2,1988 RASSID RiMAL 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
DTTRODUCTION 
Europe has long had a love-hate relationship with the Arab 
world.European travellers to the' Ara"b world were attracted to it by 
the 'spell of Arabia' which had long been affecting their imagina-
tion. The reason for this paradoxical attitude was that the Arab 
world was the land of Bible and at the same time it was also the 
land of rival religion,Islam,which had once threatened the frontiers 
of the Christian world. Further,because of very little knowledge 
of the land,its inhabitants and its manners and customs the Arab 
world remained a land of mystery for the European writers. Thus, 
while painting a picture of the Arab world they,unconsciously, 
tended to depict a land of their own imagination. 
With the growth of the British naval power and expansion of 
the Empire the knowledge of Arabia was no longer a luxury;it became 
a necessity. This development on the world scene was of considerable 
significance as it added a new dimension to the British-Arab 
relations. Now, the British travellers to Arabia felt obliged to 
• 
view it as a land of antique civilization on which time had left 
no mark and which was still inhabited by a 'less-developed', 'less-
civilized' race,which needed to be enlightened and civilized.Linked 
v/ith this imperial concept of the white man's burden, there grew 
another belief that the West knew more about the East than the 
eastern people themselves; for the western scholars considered ;hem-
themselves as the sole torch-bearers of knowledge and 
civilisation. The European travellers frequently quoted each 
other's account to reinforce their arguments and make them ^  
appear objective and authentic. Most of the British travellers to 
Arabia in the nineteenth and early twentieth century — Burton, 
Palgrave, Doughty, Lawrence and Philby, who are being taken up in 
this study, were not only great men of letters, they were also 
(except for Doughty) imperial servants of the British Government 
and were sent to Arabia to foster the British imperialist interests 
in the region. Excellent though their travel narratives are in form 
and style, their vision of the Arab world was shaped by political 
considerations (and not by the real facts, for true knowledge is 
fundamentally non-political, as Edward Said argues ) partly modified 
by their own temperament. This study is an analysis of the represen-
tations of the Arab world and its people as set forth in these 
travel-narratives. 
Since the Arab world is not a geographically defined term, it 
calls for a word of explanation. It is no longer limited to what the 
old Arab geographers would call Jaziratul Arab(Isles of Arabia), 
Fow it has become equivalent to other more elaborate terms like the 
Middle East f.or West Asia which derive their identity from the 
Islamico-Arab civilization. But what distinguishes it from more 
modem terms is its close association with the Jaziratul Arab, 
(Nejd and Hijaz) and the Holy Cities of Islam. It evokes in the 
reader's imagination the traditional image of Arabia with SLLI its vtf-
rep.l and mythical associations. This has been one of the reasons 
for referring to the region as the Arab world in the present work. 
Though the travelogues selected for the study also shed some light 
I.Edward W.Said, Orientalism, (London,1985),p.10 
on other parts of Arabia, thej mainly focus on the Hi^az and Fe;]d 
"because of their central position in the Arab world. For this very 
reason , in the eyes of the present researcher,there could be no 
better term to name these parts of the desert land than 'the Arab 
world'. 
From the vast treasure of travel narratives about Arabia that 
has been produced in the past hundred years or so, the selection 
of only six travelogues for the present study also calls for a note 
of explanation. In this choice the present researcher has been 
mainly guided by the definition of the travelogue provided by the 
Cambridge History of English Literarture which maintains a sharp 
distinction between the written records of travel and a travelogue, 
the latter being a piece of literature while the formely a mere 
factual account; In a travelogue, according to this definition, the 
theme and experiences of an author are to a great extent coloured 
by his personality, fantasy, and literary impulses. And since the 
motive in this study is not to write a history of Arabian explora-
tion and, also, since it purports to be a thematic study of English 
travelogues about Arabia onl^ such narratives have been selected 
which conform to this definition. 
It has already been suggested that the Arab world as represen-
ted in the British travel narratives is not a real world. \Vhat these 
2. The Cambridge History defines travel literature as a genre"in 
which the personality and literary power of the writer count for 
more than his theme,books which need not treat of any1;hing new, 
but merely of something sufficiently unusual to provide an 
interesting topic for a writer who,in any case,would be interes-
ting. The travel described in such narratives need not be histori-
cal or intrinsically notable.Their value rather lies in this that 
the-^  T5rovide a topic for literature". 
1955 ed.,Vol XIV,p.P40 
5 
British travellers have written is the proQection of their own image 
of the region formed by the traditional ideas and the historical 
relations with the Arab world. This is not to say that the Arab 
world itself is not a geographical reality. There are, of course, 
cultures and nations located in it which have their own identity. 
The 'reality' of their customs and manners is of greater import than 
what is generally depicted in the VJest. In this study, the Arab 
world has been taten as an entity with all its associations with the 
British imaginings whether or not they correspond to the real Arab 
world, that is to say, to study the internal consistency of the 
created Arab world and not the Arab world as such. 
The belief that the popular British image of the Arab world is 
a created one has its foundation in facts and can be ascertained 
from many academic and non-academic writings on the subject. In the 
nineteenth century the relationship between the Arab world and 
Britain v/as conditioned by the imperialist designs of the latter. 
The Arab world war. 'orientalised' not because it was found to be so, 
but because the vnriters tended to superimpose their traditional 
inage of the region on what they really experienced. This created 
Arab world is not simply a collection of lies or of myths vrhich 
would be blown away if the truth about it were to be told. The 
matter is more complex; for this notion of the Arab world reflects 
a system of ideas that still remain unchanged and has been regarded 
as a teachable -^jlsdoiTi in the academic institutions of the West from 
the eighteenth century down to our time. 
s 
Methodolofry pf Enquiiy; 
In this study the principal methodological devices used are 
what can be called 'organic comprehension' vdiich is a way of descri-
bing position of the writers under discussion in a particular text 
and not on the basis of any particular category of remarks in their 
writings. It deals vdth the overall impression that a work leaves 
on the reader, taking it as an organic whole. It is felt that only 
such an approach is suitablefbring out the real vision of an artist. 
V/hile an assessment based on nere casual pronoxmcements, or certain 
s^ nrapathetic or unsympathetic comments, not only detracts from the 
real vision of the author, but also invites opposing arguments and 
is, thus,likely to lose its significance and value. Moreover, a 
person's reaction to an alien culture can never be purely sympathe-
tic or unsympathetic. Although the attitude of the travellers under 
discussion is always critical and hostile towards the Arabs and 
Islam, there are certain moments in their narratives when they talk 
of the Arab customs approvingly. The same narrator who abuses the 
Arabs on one page of his book appears admiring their virtues on 
sone other page of the same vrork. Neither of these aspects of an 
author's attitude are to be ignored in a serious research. Vfliat 
actually matters in a conclusive judgement of an attitude is not 
the quantity of either category of comments but an author's basic 
attitude which is mainly responsible for these comments. If a 
traveller shows sufficient signs of being inimical to an alien 
nation at the very outset, it matters little if some casual 
sympathetic remarks are also found in his v/ork, for these alone 
? 
cannot redeem his prejudiced attitude. Instead of discovering the 
basic attit^ d^e outside a narrative attempt has been made to let it 
emerge from the text itself. Biographical material has also been 
used but this has been done only to substantiate the textual 
arguments. 
Attempt has also been made to show that although each traveller 
to Arabia had his own perception,purely personal and individualistic, 
there is much that is common in their representation of the Arab 
world. In shapinp: their vision of the region all of them take much 
help fro'Ti their previous '•cnowledge of the land, its people and its 
manners and customs; all of them look at the Ar-^ bs from above and^ with 
one exception,do not identify themselves with them;all of them share a 
considerable amount of pride in their supposed racial superirity 
and consider the Arabs as a less civilized and less developed people, 
at ti"nes even as barbarous and savage. Althourrh some of these 
travellers express their admiration for particular Arabs (as Palgra-
ve's for Ibn Rashid, Lawrence's for Faisal, and Philby's for Ibn 
Saud) their basic attitude does not change. This study tries to 
bring out the over-all British opinion about the Arabs in the late 
nineteenth and the early twentieth century travel literature. The 
unity of the large corpus of texts is due in part to the fact that 
these travellers frequently refer to what has been written on the 
topic by their predecessors. For example. Burton frequently quotes 
Burkhardt and Niebuhr and is quoted by later travellers such as 
Palgrave and Doughty; Lawrence quotes Doughty and Philby acknowledg-
es his debt to Doughty, 
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As these travellers had some previous knowledge 
of the land and its people, it is important to know the 
source and extent of their knowledge in order to have a 
better understandinp; of their perception of the Arab world. There 
are references of the Arab world in the Bible, while the Christian 
churches in Syria and Palestine had their own experience of Islam. 
There were also travellers like Marco Polo who depicted the Arab 
world as a land inhabited by jinns, witches and other supernatural 
beings. Then there were travellers li^ ce Lodovico di Varthema and 
Piettro della Valle,the pilgrims to Jerusalem and the Crusaders. 
These were some of the sofurces used by these writers. In the pages 
that follow an attempt will be made to shed some light on some other 
factors which were responsible in shaping the vision of the 'created 
Arab world in the travelogues under study. 
A search for the origins of the British image of the ficti-
tous Arab world leads one to the works of ancient classical authors 
such as Herodotus, Strabo, and Pliny and the Bible, Writing in the 
6th century B.C., Herodotus, the Greek historian, referred to 
Arabia as a land of spices which were guarded by winged creatures. 
He also mentions that the riches, perfumes and spices filled the 
air of Arabia vn.th sweet odour^. He was one of the early writers 
to describe the "Phoenix of Arabia", the mythical bird of Egyrjt 
^•George P^wlinson, trans. The History of Herodotus, (New York,19^3), 
pp. 185^^^57 
which later became widely used in literature as a symbol of 
resurrection and immortality. 
Strabo in his work Geography, vncitten shortly before the 
birth of Christianity, portrays Arabia as a fertile land with 
riches and strange creatures. He writes:"On account of fruits the 
people are lazy and easy-goinR in their modes of life. Most of the 
populace sleep on the roots of trees". He described the desert of 
Arabia as a sandy waste, with only few ponds and pits of water. 
The bedouins appeared to him as robbers and camel drivers. 
Pliny, the Roman author of the first century AD was the first 
to distinguish between the nomads and the city Arabs. He notes that 
the trade was the prime concern of the city dwellers who generally 
exported ostrich feathers, gold, pearls, silver, spice and precious 
stones. Some other ancient Greek and Roman writers also depicted 
Arabia as a mysterious land of riches and valuable products. 
Another important early source of information about the Arab 
world is Bible, According to James A.Montgomery in his book Arabia 
and the Bible the Arab is generally referred to in the Bible as 
a wily politician whose main concern was to control the trade-routes. 
The first reference to the Arab is found in the Old Testament in 
Isaiah 13:^0 :"The Arab shall not tent there". Then, in an address 
to Judah Bible records:"thou hast sat (lurking) for them like an 
Arab in the wilderness ".(Jeremiah 3:??). Most of the biblical 
references,as Montf-omerv writes,portray Arabs as nomads and 
mercenaries. 
4. H.L.Jones, trana. The Geography of Strabo« (London, 1930), 
Book I,p.5^7 
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For the next six centuries there are no written records of 
contacts between the Europeans and the Arabs. In the seventh centu-
ry an event took place in Arabia which gradually brought it within 
the full focus of the European view. This was the birth of a new 
religion, Islam. For sorae tine Europe remained unaffected by this 
momentous event;but by the time of the Prophet's death in 652, the 
growing military and religious hegemony of Islam had become a 
matter of concern for the Holy Roman empire. After establishing 
itself in Persia, Syria, Egypt, Tur^ cey and ITorth Africa Islam 
overwhelmed Spain, Sicily, and parts of France in the eighth cent-
tury. The thirteenth and fourteenth centiiries saw the power of 
Islam stretching as far as India, Indonesia, and China. To this 
extra-ordinarv gro'A^ h of Islam, Europe responded with fear and awe. 
V/hat the Christians in Fenerol felt about the army of Islam is best 
described by Erchembert, a cleric in Monte Cassino in the eleventh 
century. According to him the Muslim soldiers had "all the apneare-
nce of a swarm of bees, but with the heavy hand ... they devastated 
116 
everything . 
With the crusades began a period of direct contact between the 
Arab world and the West. The Franks, who as crusaders came to save 
the Holy Land considered the Arabs an inferior race of idolaters worshi-
pping Muhanmed as God.Nevertheless,the eventually began to discern in 
the Arabs superior qualities,such as chivalry, which they could 
not help admiring. A new awareness about the Arabs began to develop 
in the V/est. But this also resulted in a reaction that made western 
6, Forman Daniel, The Arabs and Medieval Europe, (London,1975),p.56 
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attitude towards the Arabs and Islam more hostile. Many of the 
earlier charp;es against Islam and its adherents were repeated more 
forcefully. 
Towards the end of the seventeenth century the entire Europe 
felt extremely alarmed by the so called 'Ottoman peril'. In his 
classic study The Crescent and the Rose Samuel Chew recounts severa^ . 
instances of representation on the London stage of the history of 
7 
Ottoman Islam and its encroachments upon Christian Europe . For 
Europe,Islam alvrays symbolised a dangerous force. 
In his comprehensive study ,Islam and the West, Norman Daniel 
points out that one constraint acting upon the minds of Christian 
thinkers who tried to understand Islam was an analogical one: 
since Christ was the basis of Christian faith, it w^s erroneously 
assumed that Muhammed was to Islam what Christ was to Christianity. 
Hence Islam was wrongly called'HohsimmedSLnism' and Muhammed was 
dubbed as an impostor. This and many more such misconceptions 
helped form "a circle which was never broken by imaginative exterio-
risation....The Christian concept of Islam was integral and self-
sufficient". The European attempt was not so much to represent 
Islam as it actually was "but it appeared to the 
medieval Christian. About this phenomenon Daniel writes: 
The invariable tendency to neglect what the Quran 
meant, or what Muslims thought it meant, or what 
7.See Samuel Chew, The Crescent and the Rose,(New York,1959) 
PP.469-S39 
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Muslims thought it or did in any given circumstan-
ces, necessarily implies that Qur'anic and other 
Islamic doctrine was presented in a form that would 
convince Christians; and more and mo37e extravagant 
forms would stand a chance of acceptance as the 
distance of the writers and public from the Islamic 
"border ihcreased.lt was with very great reluctance 
that what Muslims helieved was accepted 
as what they did believe. There was a Christian pic-
ture in which the details were abandoned as little 
as possible, and in which the general outline was 
never ab.andoned. There were shades of difference, but 
only with a common frDmevork. All the corrections 
that were made in the interests of an increasing 
accurncv were onl-^  a defence of what had newly been 
realised to be vulnerable,a shorinp: up of a weakened 
stucture. Christian opinion v^ as an erection which 
could not be demolished, even to be rebuilt.8 
This picture of Islam was projected in a more distorted form in the 
Middle Apres and towards the close of the earlv Renaissance period 
in a larjre n-umber of poems, pi ays, and academic writings. By the 
middle of the fifteenth century, as R.W.Southern has successfully 
shown, some serious European thinkers decided "that something would 
have to be done about Islam", which had conquered parts of eastern 
Europe. According to him, four learned men, John of Segovia,Nichol-
as of Cusa, Jean Germain, and Aeneas Silvins(Pius II),attempted to 
deal with Islam at a coference at which John Segovia proposed 
wholesale conversion of fluslims: "He saw the conference as an 
instrument with a political as well as a strictly religious func-
tion, and in words which will strike a chord in modem breasts, he 
exclaimed that even if it were to last ten years it vrould be less 
expensive and less damaging than war". This typified the European 
8. Norman Daniel,Islam and the V/esttThe Making of an Image , 
(Edinburgh, 10607, PP.TS9-60 
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attitriide towards Islam accordinpr to which it was mo more than a 
heretical derivation fron Christianity, Southern concludes as 
follows: 
Most conspicious to us is the inability of any of 
these systems of thought to provide a fully satis-
fying explanation of the phenomenon they had set 
out to explain — still less to influence the 
course of practical events in a decisive way. At a 
practical level,events never turned out either so 
v;ell or so ill as the most intelligent observers 
predicted; and it is perhaps wojrth noticing that 
they never turned out better than when the best 
judges confidently expected a happy ending. Was 
there any progress? I imast express i3C7 conviction 
that there was. Evon if the solution of the prob-
lem remained obstinately hidden from sight, the 
statement of the problem became more complex,more 
rational, and more related to experience.... The 
scholars who laboured at the problem of Islam in 
the Hiddle Af:^es failed to find the solution they 
sought and desired; but they developed habits of 
mind and powers of comprehension which,in other Q 
men and in other fields, may yet deserve success. 
Thus Europe commonlv believed that Arabia was "on the fringe of 
the Christian world, a natural asvlun for the heretical out-laws" 
and that Mohammed was a cunning impostor. In a similar vein 
Barthelemy d'Herbelot wrote in Bibliothegue Orientale; 
This is the famous impostor Mahomet,Author and 
founder of a heresy, which has taken on the name 
of religion which we call Mahommedan(sic).#.»The 
interpreters of the Alcoran and other Doctors of 
Muslin or Mahommedan Law have applied to this 
false prophet all the praises which the Arians, 
Paulicans or Paulianists, and other Heretcs have 
attributed to Jesusy|Christ, while stripping him 
of his Divinity.,,, 
9. H.v;.Southern, V/estem Views of Islam in the Middle Ages, 
(Harvard University Press,1962),pp.91-2 
lO.Barthelemy d'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orientale,vol.II,p.645 
Quoted by Edvrard W.Said, op.cit. pp.65-6 
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This supposedly false Prophet was frequently represented on the 
London stage from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century. 
Reference has already been made to the depiction of the 
Arab world in early Greek sind Roman writings. Next come the 
medieval Latin classics vxhich were popular in England. Because of 
the limitation of space reference will only be made here to 
The Divine Comedy. What Dante tha pilgrim sees as he walks through 
the Inferno, Purgatorio and Paradiso is reflective of the typical 
medieval 2uropean attitude towards Islam. In Canto 28 of 'The 
Inferno' he locates prophet Muhammed in the eighth of the nine 
circles of Hell. After hira there are only falsifiers and treacher-
ous people before one arrives at the very bottom of Hell where 
Satan himself is to be found. Huhammed's sin thus belongs to the 
category of what Dante calls seminator di Scandelo ^  di Scisma. 
11. "Por quite a long time the image of the Prophet of Islam was 
an object of aggressively hostile propaganda in Europe, For 
example, in Robert Green's Alohonsus King of Arragon and 
Robert Dabome's A Christian ^ rn*'d~Turk the visual image or 
head of Muhummed Ts assigned an important function. By the 
middle of the seventeenth century the truth about the Prophet 
reached England and the Britishers realised that the charge 
of paganistic idolatory was a false one. But in the literary 
writings, especially in the Drama, the situation did not 
improve immediately and the authors kept on projecting the 
conventional view of the Prophet and his faith. Again, in 
John Mason's play The Turk 'Mahomedt' is shown having the 
power and desire to lead men to dishonesty and destroy their 
conscience. In a similar vein Greene's Alphonsus presents the 
Prophet ('god' of the Turks) as one who by false promises 
lures his followers to destruction. In the hands of John 
liars ton the Prophet of Islam becomes a devil. And similar is 
the case v/ith Shakespeare in whose King Lear Edgar speaks 
of the 'foul fiend Wahu',that is Ma'h'ound or Mohet(Muhammed). 
15 
Huhammed's punishment as described with unflinching accuracy is 
peculiarly disgusting: he is endlessly being cleft in two from 
his chin to his anus like a cask whose staves are ripped apart. 
Muhammed explains his punishment to Dante, pointing as well to 
Ali, who precedes him in the line of sinners, and asks the poet 
to warn Fra Dolcino, a priest who advocated community of women 
12 
and wealth. It is no secret, then, that Dante saw a parallel 
between Dolcino's and Pfuhammed's supposed revolting sensuality. 
The entire European literature about the Arabs and Islam, 
from the Medieval Ap:es down to the World War I, when Europe 
conclusively defeated the Ottoman Islam, is filled with similar 
hostile and prejudiced pronouncements. For, in Islam, Europe 
visualised a real threat in many ways. The Arab world was uneasily 
close to Christianity geographically and culturally. It drew on 
the Judeo-Hellenic traditions, its faith contained some elements 
of Christianity and it could boast of unrivalled military suc-
cesses. It was rulinpr over the biblical lands and, moreover, the 
heart of the Islamic domain was for a long time 'the Near East' 
15 for them. From the end of the seventh century till the first 
World V/ar, Islam in its Arab, Turkish,North African or Spanish 
form dominated and effectively threatened European Christianity. 
That Islam once had outshone Rome and out-stripped Christianity 
1?. Edward W.Said, op.cit. pp.68-9 
13. Later replaced by the epithet, the Middle East. 
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was never absent from the mind of any European writer: 
In the victorious days of Roman republic it had 
been the aim of the senate to confine their 
councils and ligions to a single war, and comm-
pletely to suppress a first enemy before they 
provoked the hostilities of a second. These timid 
maxims of policy were disdained by the magna-
nimity or enthusiasm of the Arabian caliphs.With 
the same vigour and success they invaded the suc-
cessors of Agustus and Artaxerxex; and the rival 
monarchies at the same instant became the prey of 
an enemy whom they had so long been accustomed to 
despise. In the ten years of the administration 
of Omar, the Saracens reduced to his obedience 
thirty-six thousand cities or castles, destroyed 
four thousand churches or temples- of the unbelie-
vers, and edified hundred moschs for the exercise 
of the religion of Mahommed. One hundred years 
after his flight from Mecca the arms and reign of 
his successors extended from India to the Atlantic 
Ocean, over the various and distant provinces••..14 
It was in fact the unpleasant memories of the crusades which 
coloured the vision of the European writers about the Arabs and 
Islam. While the crusaders were busy in long and tedious battles 
in Palestine, stories about the Arabs' barbaric behaviour were 
circulated in Europe: such as the Golden Cross being thrown down 
from the Dome of Rock; the Crucifix being dragged through the 
streets at the tail of an ass; Christian children being captured 
and forced to spit on the Holy Cross. Henceforth, "to kill the 
Muslim Arab was to slay for God's love"'^ '' became a popular slogan 
in Europe. 
I^V Edward Gibbon, The History of ^  Decline and Fall of the R o m ^ 
.,*iiil'by"iir?Ia!lSILl^^ 
p.? 
1 ? 
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Then, there were Arahists like Laae and Burton and their 
translations of the Arabian Nights which were instrumental in 
shaping Europe's view of Arabia, The Arabian Nights had a great 
appeal for those seeking cultural data, and it became important as 
a sociological document. In his preface to his translation, of the 
Arabian Nights Henry Torrens expressed his motive as"less to give 
the incidents of a tale than the manners of a people" This motive 
was to find its culmination in the translation of E.V.Lane who con-
sidered the text as the most authentic document for a long socio-
logical discourse on the Muslim East, He made a deliberate attempt 
to place the stories in a historical frame-work by appending exten-
sive notes to them. According to him the value of the stories lay 
in the''fulness and fidelity with which they describe the character, 
manners and customs of the Arabs", By the time Lane published his 
translation of The Thousand and One Nights in j1839-41, he had 
already earned the reputation of an Arabist with his Manners and 
16.Henry Torrens, The Book of the 1001 Nights. (London,1858), 
Vol.1, p.iii 
17.Edward W.Lane, The Thousand and One Nights. (London,1839-41), 
Vol,III,p.868 
The falsity of the argument that the Arabian Nights is a socio-
logical document has recently been pointed out hj Nazia Mukhlis. 
She cites many examples to show that stories relating to Abbasid 
courts are not only historically and chronologically incorrect 
but the products of the narrator's free imagination. See Nazia 
Mukhlis, "Studies in the Social Background to the Arabian Nights" 
unpublished Ph.D. thesis, School of Oriental and African Studies 
(London,1968). 
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Customs of Modem Epyptians .He claimed that acciiracy and correctness 
of observation were matters of prime importance to him: "What I 
have principally aimed at, in this work, is correctness; and I do not 
scruple to assert that I nm not conscious of having endeavoured to 
render interesting any matter that I have related "by the slightest 
sacrifice of truth" . Yet Lane could not delink himself from the 
Orientalist tradition and keep clear of the usual distortions. Thus 
for the sake of the reading public he overemphasised magic, astrology 
and alchemy, hemp and opium, snake charmers and dancing girls of the 
harems — all associated with the myi;hic Arabia, His dry and seeming-
ly factual mode of expression gave his writinp:s a touch of scholar-
ship that could induce suspension of disbelief in his readers. 
Lane gives expression to British distortions of Arabia in most 
convincing terms. For example, when he reports an incident which he 
himself has not witnessed directly, he assures his readers that he 
has gathered these pieces of information from a very reliable 
source:" I have stated these facts partly from my own experience, 
and partly as they came to my Knov/ledge on the authority of the 
respectable persons" , These respectable persons, we are told,are 
fellow-Englishmen, This is the typical process by which he British-
ers in Arabia testify to each other's version of Arabia and Islam, 
Since what Lane wrote was in harmony with the long tradition of 
European writings about Arabia, it attained the status of "the most 
18. Edward V7, Lane, Modem Egyptians (London 1%!*) p, iii 
19. Ibid., p. 267 
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truthftil and detailed account in English of how Egyptians lived and' 
behaved". 
Lane confirmed many of western misconceptions about Arabia and 
Islam. He saw the Arabs as indolent, superstitious, sexually over-
indulgent and religiously fanatical. While referring to certain 
sexual behaviour which according to him, existed in Arabia he would 
often say that he was refraining from describing it as it would be 
too vulgar for a decent European to ^^ r^ite, or for respectable 
European to read. His writinp^proJect Arabia as too strange, too 
erotic and too violent to be d&scribed in words. Talking about 
Efryptian women folk he \>rriteff: "Some of them, when they exhibit before 
a -private party of men, wear nothing but the shintiyan (or trousers) 
and a top (or very full, long, wide-sleeved shirt or gown) of semi-
transparent, coloured gauze, open nearly half way down the front ... 
20 
The scenes which ensue cannot be described". 
The first character in Modem Epnjnptians, Shaikh Ahmad, is said 
to have two unfortunate traits: a liking for polygamy, and a strong 
penchant for eating glass. This, as Lane himself comments, serves in 
the narrative as a prelude to more fantastic account of characters 
and incidents in the work, ?or example, at a later stage, a 'saint' 
is reported to have displayed his intestines for the entertainment 
of the public during a marriage ceremony. No less strange is his 
account of sexual perversions: "Some women step over the body of a 
decapitated man several times,without speaking, to become pregnant: 
20. Modern Egyptians p, 379 
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and some, with the same desire, dip in the hlood a piece of cotton 
wool, of which they afterwards make use in a manner I must decline 
mentioning"^'^. At various places he stresses the promiscuity of 
22 
Ep;jptian women and their uncontrollable passion. According to him 
25 
g^ e^ry simple Ep:yptian woman is sexually inflamable . 
Like his predecessors. Lane's attitude towards Islam is openly 
hostile: "Most of the reputed saints of Egypt, "he writes, "are 
either lunatics, or idiots, or impostors" . The religion of Islam, 
according to Lane, is based on superstition and "the Arabs are very 
superstitious people; and none of them are more so than those of 
Egypt"^^. The nation so heavily plagued by faulty notions and practi-
ces can only be led to enlightenment. Lane believes, by coming into 
contact with the West; "Ve may hope for, and, indeed, reasonably 
expect, a very great improvement in the intellectual and moral state 
of this people, in consequence of the introdtiction of European 
sciences^f..." But this optimism is short lived for soon he comes to 
realize that they are too ignorant to draw any benefit from Western 
education. 
Modem Egyptians« though scholarly in tone and apparently 
2 1 . I b i d . , 
22 . I b i d . , 
2 3 . I b i d . , 
24. I b i d . , 
25 . I b i d . , 
26 . I b i d . , 
p . 257 
ppr 295-6 
p . 305 
p . 228 
p . 228 
p . 221 
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factual in its details, projects the same imperialist vision that is 
found in other European writings on Arabia. Lane's deceptively sym-
pathetic tone is no different from that of Cromer who wrote: 
Let us, in Christian charity, make every possible 
allowance for the moral and intellectual short-
comings of the Egyptians, and do whatever can be 
done to rectify them.27 
Both Cromer and Lane assumed the role of the representatives of a 
superior race and culture and could see the future of this land only 
in being a dependent colony of Britain: "It may be that at some 
future period the Egyptians may be rendered capable of governing 
28 themselves ... but that period is far distant". 
Lane's version of the Arabian Nights continued to portray the 
image of a decadent civilissation of which Hodem Egyptian was a 
seemingly scholarly presentation. Like Beckford's Vathek, Lane*:s 
translation was accompanied by copious notes on Arab culture and 
religion, giving the impression that the image thas projected was 
29 
representative of the Muslim East . 
Lane's letter to Robert Hay dated 50 <Tan. 1852 throws some 
useful light on his attitude towards the oriental people. Robert Hay 
had offered him a female slave named Nafeeseh that he had bought 
27. LordCromer, Modem Egypt (London, 1908), 2 vols. Vol. II, p.558 
28. Ibid., p. 567 
29. For example, when a jinn is mentioned in the tale. Lane describes 
in detail Muslim beliefs about the jinn, and when he refers to 
the death of . the son of a jinn he describes the tenets of 
Islam and Muslim belief about the hereafter. 
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and was later to become his wife. Referring to Nafeeseh he wrote to 
Hay: "She is malcinp; satisfactory proeress iji reading and writing, as 
well as needle work; which, with arithmetic, are all the accomplish-
ments I wish her to acquire^^. Kahbani discovers a parallel between 
Lane's relationship with the Orient and that with Nafeeseh; for in 
both cases, she argues, Lane was the "mentor and the figure of power, 
and they were bound to him in tutelage" . 
Another important Arabist who influenced the western mind in 
respect of Arabia and Islam was Sir Richard Burton. Burton was 
attracted to Arabia by his curiosity in sexual matters and more par-
ticularly by his hankering for power and fame. Describing some 
traits of Burton's personality, Kathi^n Tidrick remarks: 
He came to identify himself less with England, 
Shakespeare's sceptr'd isle, than with Greater 
Britain, the Empire. He would never have profe-
ssed a patriotism like Wilfrid Blunt's, founded^ 
on love of the ancestral soil; Barton's patriotism 
had to express itself imperially, because only in 
the imperial enterprise was there a place for misfits 
like him.32 
It was this imperialist's attitude of him which found expression in 
his description of the supposedly less civilized Arabs. 
Burton thought that a new rendering of Arabian Fights was needed 
as he was dissatisfied with the earlier versions of the work. 
50. Leila Ahmed, Edward W. Lane, (London, 1978), p. 39 
31. Rana Kabbani, Europe's ^ y^th of Orient,(London. 1986), p. ^•3 
52. Kathryn Tidrick, Heart-Beguiling Araby, (Cambridge, 1981) p.66 
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According to him in C^ alland's version (1704-1?), one misses, "the 
Odeur du sanp: which taints the "parftunes du harem; also the homou-
ristic tale and the Rabelaisian outbreak which relieve and throw? 
out into strong relief the splendour of Empire and the havoc of 
Time." Jonathan Scott's English version of the Arabian Nights 
appeared to him "Vapid, frigid and insipid." Later editions by 
Henrj Torrents and Edward V. Lane were also described by him as 
"garbled and mutilated, iinsexed and unsouled" .* Although Burron's 
translation is no superior to his competitors, the fame of his Kights 
rests upon his terminal essay and upon hundreds of footnotes on 
manners and customs of the Arab people. 
But as Edward Said puts it the Europeans in their attempt,to 
paint a picture of orient they produced one from their own imagina-
tion. So in these notes Burton found a vehicle for publishing his 
enormous scret wealth of anthropological and sexual curiosities. He 
suggested that Sapphism and Tribadism, were common in harems, and 
observed that incest was considered "physiologically injurious only 
when the parents have constitutional defects". He described eunuchs 
with great fascination:"There are many ways of making the castrate 
,,, but in all cases the animal passion remains, for in man, unlike 
other animals, the fons veneris is the brain", 
•^ he Terminal Essay focusses mainly on two issues; the sexual 
education of woman and homosexuality. He says that though Mohammad 
33. J-awn M. Brodie, The Devil Drives: A Life of Sir Richard Burton 
(London, 1986), p, 3 0 1 . ^ 
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had shown a mere philosophical indifference to sodomy, he had 
neverthless taken pains to forbid it in the Koran. Burton "believes 
"the (rhilman or Wldan, the beautiful boys of Paradise" mentioned 
in the Holy Quran were meant to be taken as the "Lawful catamites 
to the True believers in a future state of happiness". He admits 
that the learned moslems looked upon this idea as scandalous, 
neverthless he goes on to point out that even Moslems of saintly 
houses "are permitted openly to "keep catamites, nor do their 
disciples think worse of their sanctity for such license . 
Burton's ideas about Arabian woman show no deep understanding 
of the Arab culture and Islamic values. He always think of an Arab 
woman a slave of her husband as he had earlier experienced in India. 
In his writings the Arabian woman remains a chattel and sexual 
object who could never attain the status of a true spoase. They are 
also represented as over-sexed and promiscuous. Burton highlights 
the traditional viev; of the eastern woman as an inferior creature. 
To him Arabian women were doubly inferior for being both women and 
oriental. Thus Burton through his version of the Arabian Nip^ts 
helped strenghten the Victorian notion of promiscuity of the eastern 
woman and his copious annotations lent substance to this view. For 
example, referring to a queen who was found in the aims of a black 
slave, Burton comments: 
Bebauched women prefer negroes on account of the size 
of their parts. I measured one man in Somali land who, 
54. Ibid., p. 3506 
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when quiescent, numbered nearly six inches. This 
is characteristic of the negro race and of African 
animals; e.fr, the horse; whereas the pure Arab, man 
and beast,is below the average of Europe; one of the 
best proofs by the by, that the Egyptian is not an 
Asiatic, but k negro partially whitewashed .... 55 
Eastern women are not only described as treacherous but also as ers 
having diabolical traits in them: 
Orientals are aware that the period of especial 
feminine delivery is between the first menstru-
ation and twenty when, according to some, every 
girl is a possible murderess. So they wisely marry 
her and get rid of what is called the 'Lump of 
grief, the domestic calamity — a daughter. 56 
Burton's understanding of eastern woman shows no advance upon his 
predecessors and especially on the somewhat 'Sober* Lane who had 
written: 
The woman of Egypt have the character of being 
the most licentious in their feelings of all 
females who lay any claim to be considered as 
members of a civilized nation ... What liberty 
they have, many of them, it is said abuse; and 
most of them are not considered safe unless under 
lock and key ,,, It is believed that they possess 
a degree of cunning in the management of their 
intrigue which the most prudent and careful 
husbands cannot i^ uard against ,,, some of the 
stories of the intrigues of women in The Thousand 
and One ITiRhts present faithful pictures of occu-
ii'nces not infrequent in the modem metropolis of 
Egypt.37 
55. Richard F. Burton, A Plain and Literal Translation of the Arabian 
Nifz^ ts Entertainments. 17 vols. CLondon^ iqR4^ fil, Vnl .T, p.g 
5 6 . I b i d * , p . 212 
5 7 . Modem Epiyptians. p . 2 % 
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Lane also believed that only eastern women could indulge in love 
intrigues of this type. He added that the obscenity in which the 
Ef^ yptian women indulged had no parallel in the western society: 
"things are named and, and subjects talked of by the most gentle 
women, that many prostitutes in our own country would probably 
abstain from mentioning". The eastern women were also said to indulge 
in countless perversions which according to Lane, their western 
sisters were happily unaware of. 
Burton found Moslem Harem"a great school for this 'Lesbian (which 
I call Aossan) love'; these tribades are mostly known by.their 
peculiarities of form and features, hairy cheeks and upper lips, 
gruff voices, hircine odour and large projecting clitoris with 
ftrectile powers". Harems of Syria appeared to him as centres of 
'Sapphism'. 
Wealthy harems, as I have said, are hot beds of 
Sapphism and Tribadism. Every woman past her ^o 
first youth has a girl whom she calls her 'Myrtle.'. 
In describing Moslem harems Burton furnishes the details that a 
traditional seraglio of western concept is known to have. Alleged 
per^/ersions, deviations and excesses are told with graphic details: 
In many Harems and girls' schools tallow-candles and 
similar succedania are vainly forbidden and bananas 
when detected are cut into four so as to be useless; 
58. Richard F. Burton, op.cit. Vol. II, p. 25^ 
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of late years, however, China has sent some 
marvellous artificial phalli of stuffed blader, 
horn and even Cautchouc, the latter material of 
course borrowed from Europe.59 
In Burton's mind the Arab women were always preoccupied with seat-
vagaries, with animal existence, which was greatly an imperialistic 
vision. To think of Arabia as a land of sexual abuses implied the 
necessity of reforrainr it through conquest and colonization. The 
contempt with whickBurton viewed the Arab woman can be seen in 
another passage: 
A peculiarity highly prized by Egyptians; the 
use of the constrictor vaginae muscles, the sphi-
ncter for which Abvssinian women are famous. The 
•Kabbazah' (holder), as she is called, can sit 
astraddle upon a man and can provoke the venereal 
orgasm, not by wriggling and moving but by tighte-
ning and loosing the male member with the muscles 
of her privities, milking as it were,40 
Thus the Arab world has been described as one inhabited by a perver-
ted race which was content to excellin the erotic domain alone. With 
an air of authority he says: 
... ray long dealings with the Arabs and other 
Mohammedans and my familiarity not only with 
their idiom but with their turn of thought, and 
with their racial individuality that baffles 
description, have given me certain advantages 
over the average student, however deeply he may 
have studied. These volumes, moreover, offered 
me a long sought opportunity of noticing practices 
and customs which interest ai'£ mankind and which 
will not hear mention ,.,, 41 
59. Ibid., Vol. 17, pp. 254-R 
40. Ibid., Vol. VI. p. 227 
41. Ibid., Vol. I, p, XVII 
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The notion of the white man's burden is more obvious when Burton 
defines Ka?;f, an Arabic term which he thought was untranslatable 
into English in a passage which also reflects a sharp contrast 
between the 'eastern' and the 'western' in his mind: 
And this is the Arab's Kayf, The savouring of 
animal existence; the passive enjoyment of mere 
senses; the pleasant lang;uour the dreamy tranqui-
llity, the airy castle building, which in Asia 
stand in liett of the vigorous, intensive, passionate 
life of Europe, It is the result of a lively, impre-
ssible, excitable nature, and exquisite sensibility 
of nerve; it argues a voluptuousness unknown to 
northern regions, where happiness is placed in the 
exertion of mental and physical powers.42 
Like other orientalists of his time, Burton believed that all non-
European people were controlled by vulgar passions and were incapa-
ble of the refinement which the white man had attained.He speakes of 
Africans and Arabs,almost in one breath,and emphasises their un-
civilized stage from which they were unlikely to emerge.For him 
every non European was virtually a savage. 
Although Burton's notes to the Arabian Nights are often irrele-
vant, they have been successful in evoking the image of an erotic 
Arabia, an Arabia of the west's vision. His other writings on the 
topic too projected Arabs as sex-obsessed creatures and their land 
as a place ecologically suitable for such perversions. And Islam in 
his view is the religion that encourages,rather blesses, this kind 
of life. 
42. Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 30-31 
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III 
It has already been stated that English travellers to Arabia 
started their journey equipped with biased and distorted information 
about the manners and customs of the Arabs. Right from the fifteenth 
century down to modem times they have been repeating the myth of 
sexuality, of barbarism and of animal existence about them. Since 
Europe was always seen as a foil to the orient, the latter was judged 
on the basis of its similarity to or difference from the former. To 
be more similar to the West was considered to be more advanced. The 
exploration of the Arab World was considered an intellectual activity 
only to be carried on by civilized men. Accordingly, a European 
traveller in his account tended to project his personality heroically, 
on the basis of having seen and overcome the alien land with his 
culture intact and his vision about alien lands unaltered. 
The earliest English author to write about the Arabs was Sir 
John Mandeville. In his Travels, ^ ich is generally regarded as a 
compilation of travellers* tales from various sources and was pub-
lished in the fourteenth century, he found the Arabs "right foul folk 
and cruel and of evil kind" .By the end of the seventeenth century 
some travellers had written their account of the 'wild Arabs'. In 
these accounts the Arabs are depicted as 'highwaymen on Camelback'. 
William Lithgow, who passed through the Levant around 1612, produced 
an accoTint of the Arabs which projects a unique image of the Arabs: 
^3. Sir John Mandeville, Mandeville's Travels (London, 1955), 
Vol. I, p. 47 
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The people generally are addicted to Theft, 
RaT3ine, and Robberies: hating all Sciences 
Mechanicall or Civil, they are commonly all 
of the second Stature, swift on foot, scelerate, 
and seditious, boysterous in speech, of colour 
Tammy, boasting much of their tribal Antiquity, 
and noble Gentry....44 
In a similar v6in, Bartholomew Plaisted, an East India Company 
o 
official, reported his experiences of the BedjUins whom he encoun-
tered while travelling overland from Calcutta to England in 1750, 
Plaisted urged the readers to "put no trust in any Arab, especially 
those of the desert, for there is not one of them but is villain 
45 
enough to cut your throat for ten piasters ,..." -^  The only early 
account which presented a somewhat favourable picture of the Arabs 
was by Laverent d'Arvieux:, a Frenchman who visited Palestine in 1664 
and was received by the 'Grand Emir' of Mount Carmel. Before he came 
into contact with the Arabs his belief was "that an Arabian has nothing 
46 Human about him but his shape" . However, from his own experiences 
he came to conclude: "I don't question but that the World will hardly 
believe that there can be so much justice and honesty as there is 
found among people whose usual profession is Robbery, and the 
Employment of what we call High-way-men. 
44. William Lithgow, The Totall Discourse of the Rare Adventures and 
Paineful Pergrinations of of Long ^ ineteene years Travayles from 
Scotland to the Most Famous Kingdoms in ^ 3?opgi Asia and Africa. 
(.Glasgow, 1906;. p. 265 First published in 1632. 
45. Bartholomew Plaisted, A Journal from Busserah to Aleppo In Douglas 
Garruthers, ed., The Desert Route to India, (.London, 1929J» PP. 
49-128. pp. 70-73. First published in 1757. 
46. Laurent D'Arvieus, The Chevalier d'Arvieus's Travel's in Arabia 
the Desert. English translation of Voyage en Palestine by h. de 
la Roque, (London, 1718), p. ii 
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Carsten Niebuhr, a Dutch^was the first European to peneterate 
the interior of the Arabian peninsula and produce a detailed account 
of it, VJith his Travels ID. Arabia (1792) began a new, more realistic 
attitude towards Arabia and Islam. Unlike most of the British and 
French writers, Niebuhr's attitude towards the Arabs is more or less 
fair and sympathetic. He doe's not present the Arabs as s^c-obsessed, 
barbarous people but as a normal mixture of vice and virtue with one 
distinct trait: their profound reverence for religion. His accoimt of 
the sex-life in Arabia is drily factual. Its significance lies in the 
fact that it disproves the popular European myth of harem and eastern 
seraglio. Those who turn hopefully to this book to find some salacious 
account of the Shaikhs, and their wives and concubines and eunuchs, get 
nothing but disappointment. In fact he makes it a point to state that 
an avarege Arab does not usually take the four wives which his religior 
permits. He says "None but rich voluptuaries marry so many wives, and 
their conduct is blamed by all sober men". As for eunuchs, he says, 
there were none to be found in Arabia, 
On the question of the status of women in Arab society ITiebuhr 
notes: "The Arabian women enjoy a great deal of liberty, and often 
a great deal of power, in their families. They continue mistresses 
of their dowries and of the annual income which these afford during 
their marriage and in th:e case of divorce all their property is 
reserved for them", Niebuhr does not at all suggest, as others d6, 
^7. Niebuhr is not quite correct in denying the existence of the 
eunuchs. See p. 39 for Burkhardt's reference to the enuchs in 
Mecca, The eunuchs, however, were non-Arabs, employed by the 
Ottoman nobles. 
48. Quoted by Zahra Freeth and Victor Winstone, Explorers of Arabia 
(London, 1978), p.86 — [ 
that the Arah women were treated like slaves. He was nnach inqaressed 
"by the sight of Islam in action, namely, the religious practices of 
the Arab people and their submission to the Laws of Allah (Shariah), 
He knew that in his days Islam was much diluted, yet there was much 
left to impress him and win his respect. He says: "The Arabs them-
selves allow that their countrymen are no (sic) all honest men. I 
have beared them praise the fidelity with which the Europeans fulfil 
their promise, and express high indignation against the knavery of 
their own nation, as a disgrace to the Mussulman name". But he 
admits that in day-to-day life tenets of Islam are strictly observed 
and, further, that Islam has affected the entire mode of living of 
the people of the desei^ and it helps them to keep their passions, 
49 
such as anger, under check. 
Thft; the Arabs are highly sensitive in matters of self-respect 
is made evident from the account of some of Uiebuhr's own experiences. 
He says that if a person spits beside another, the latter feels 
50 
insulted and never fails to avenge himself of the insult"^. Niebuhr, 
49. In the chapter entitled Of the "Vengeance of the Arabs' Niebuhr 
refers to a boatman who complained s^ everal times to the governor 
of the city against a merchant 'who would not pay the freight due 
for the carriage of his goods', The governor alwajrs put off lis-
tning to him. At last the boatman spoke to him coolly and the 
governor immediately did him justice, saying, 'I refused to hear 
you before, because you were intoxicated with anger, the most 
dangerous off all intoxications', 
50. 'in a caravan I once saw an Arab highly offended of a man, who, in 
spitting, accidentally bespattered his beared with some small 
part of the spittle. It was with difficulty that he could be 
appeased by him, even although (sic) he humbly asked pardon, and 
kissed his beara in token of submission', 
Carsten Niebuhr, Travels in Arabia ed. John Pinkerton, (London, 
1811, 17 vols.), vol. 10 p.'lJMf 
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hove^ -er felt that although Shariah was inach in practice in Arabia, 
the real spirit that should have been behind it was not there. 
Admitting the justness of the principle of an eye for an eye and a 
tooth for a tooth, he expresses his view that it should not be so 
interpreted as to give encouragement to the inhuman passion of 
revenge which was so prevalent in Arabia, He suggested that a literal 
interpretation of this law would result in losing the very essence 
of it. He did not approve of the mis-application of the Divine Law: 
"In many places it is reckoned unlawful to take money for the she-
dding of blood, which, by the laws of Arabian honour, can be expiated 
only by blood"^ , In this respect- he refers to the provision of 
compensation (Qassas) in Islamic law: "This detestable custom is so 
exnressly forbidden in the Koran, that I should not have been persu-
aded to its existence, had I not seen instances of it. Men, indeed, 
act everywhere in direct contradiction to the principles of 
religion .,,,"-^  
Despite their strong belief in Islam as the only way to salvation, 
Hiebuhr noted that the Arabs had a great deal of tolerance for the 
followers of other religions. The Jews and the Christians, and the 
Hindus from India were free to practise their religions. He found Jews 
in every principal city, having their Synagogues and enjoying " a 
51. Ibid,, p. 145 
52, Niebuhr describes his meeting with a distinguished Arab at Lohia 
who used to wear, even when he was in company, both his poignard 
and a small lance. The reason of this, as he explained to Niebuhr, 
was that a man of his family was murdered, and he was obliged to 
avenge it. 
Ibid., p. 142 
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great deal of freedom", "I never saw that the Arabs have any hatred 
for those of a different religion. They, however, regard them with 
much the same contempt with which the Christians look upon the Jews 
in Europe". The Jews were also allowed to make a little wine for 
their own use but were severely punished if they sold it to the 
Arabs. This spirit of tolerence was particularly noticed in the Arabs* 
indifference towards making proselytes. They did not try to enforce 
their belief on any one "but, when a proselyte voluntarily presents 
himself, they are, by the laws of their religion, obliged to receive 
him, and even to provide for his maintenance". Of the converts, 
Niebuhr points out that most of them generally were deserters from 
the crews of European ships, who took 3*econrse to this shift to 
escape punishment. So profound is Fiebuhr's appreciation of the Arab's 
spirit of tolerence that one wonders how Gibbon, who borrowed much 
material from Nieb\ihr*s book for his chapters on the Arabs in the 
Decline and Fall, could depict the holy Prophet as one who came with 
the Quran in one hand and the sword in the other ? 
The most interesting and important part of Niebuhr's account of 
the social and political condition in Arabia is to be found in his 
chapters on the Reformation Movement of Muhammed Bin Abdulwethab of 
Najd, Perhaps this was the first bit of information ever received in 
Europe about this great movement which later came to be regarded as 
the Wahabi Movement by the orientalists. He says that he had no 
personal taiowledge about this movement and its founder as he had no 
opportimity "of becoming acquainted with any of the disciples of this 
3o 
new religion". But he recounts its basic tenets and writes the 
followiag about its founder, Muhammed Bin Abd al Vahab,who was still 
alive. 
The founder of this religion was one Abd al Vahab, 
a native of Ayaina, a town in the J^strict of Al 
Aridh. This man in his youth, fi^* studied at home 
those sciences which are chiefly cultivated ^ ^rabxa; 
he afterwards spent some time at Basra, and made 
several journeys to Baghdad and through Persia. 
After his return to his native place, he T^ egan to 
propagate his opinions among ^ Js countrymen, and 
Iuc?elded in converting several Independent Shaikhs, 
whose subjects consequently became followers of the 
new prophet.53 
Through his conversation with one of the learned Shaikhs, Niebuhr 
grasped the basic teachings of the Wahabi movement and the spirit 
that lay behind it. Earlier, he had met the Sunnites of another 
denomination but was not prepared to give much credit to the 
"disciples of a superstitious sect, whose false opinions" were being 
challenged by the new religion. It is diideed very surprising to find 
such an accurate and deep understanding of Islam and Arabia in an 
eighteenth century traveller. This understanding is made evident in 
observations like the following : 
The Mussulman religion, as professed by the Sunnites, 
is surely far different from what it was instituted 
by Mahomet. This sect follow the authority of some 
commentators, who explain the Alcoran by their own 
whimsies, and exalt their private opinions into 
doctrines of the Mahometan system. It acknowledges 
a long train of saints, who are invoked in cases of 
necessity, and to whom many absurd miracles are 
ascribed, and these said to have been wrought in favour 
of persons who addressed themselves to the saints, in 
53. Ibid., p. ^22 
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preference to God. It gives faith to the virtues 
of annilets, and the efficacy of foolish vows. In 
short, it has gradually adopted many pieces of 
superstition, which are condemned in the Alcoran.,.^ 
Niebuhr regards Muhammed Bin Abd al Wahah a genuine reformer who 
tried to do away with the superstitions practices which had grown 
up among the Sunnites, Thus, to Niebuhr, Wahabism was nothing but a 
return to the purity and simplicity of Islam: "The new religion of 
Abd al Wahab deserves therefore to be regarded as a reformation of 
Mahometanism". He further says: "Experience will show, whether a 
religion, so stripped of every thing that might serve to strike the 
senses, can maintain its groimd among so rude and ignorant people 
as the Arabs"''; 
One is left with the final impression that it was the unique 
personality of Niebuhr free from any pre-conceived notions about 
Arabia and Islam which enabled him to produce such an interesting 
and basically factual travel account. Being a Dane, he had no 
in^erialist preconceptions like the British or the French, nor did 
he try to see Arabia through the spectacles of the popular European 
tradition. Referring to the familiar observations of the European 
travellers, he says: 
In Temen, Oman, and Persia, an European is treated 
with as much civility as a Mahometan would find in 
Europe. Some travellers would complain of the rude 
manners of the inhabitants of the East, but it must 
be allowed that the Europeans often involve them-
selves in embarrassment in these countries, by being 
54. Ibid., p. 124 
55. Ibid., p. 125 
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the first to express contempt or aversion for 
the Mussulmans.56 
His book is never "dashed with a little marvellous", for the author 
was writing a travelogue and not a fairy tale. He had to depict the 
characters of his narrative in their own light, and not in the shade 
of, or under the influence of, French or British attitudes. IJhis 
method of enquiry and characterisation gave Niebuhr a special 
insiffht into the people of the desert, enabling him to see their 
world as they saw it, and place their religion in a proper perspec-
tive. 
Fiebuhr's favourable account of the Arab influenced, to some 
degree, the travellers of late eighteenth and early nineteenth' 
century. Most of the subsequent travel narratives pro;3ected the 
bedouins as faithful, independent and hospitable. Apart from accounts 
of treachery, the travelle'rs also started seeing some virtues in the 
Arabs. Lord Valetina who is reported to have suffered much at the 
hands of the bedouins,never believed that the defaulters could be the 
pure blooded Arabs described by Uiebuhr. But there were also people 
like Eyles Irwin, an East India Company official travelling up the 
Red Sea Coast of Arabia in the 1770s who would "turn the roving Arab 
back;/ who, tyger like infests the way;/ And makes the traveller his 
57 prey". 
56, Ibid., p. 14? 
57. Eyles Irwin, A Series of Adventures in the Course of a Yoyage ^ P 
the Red Sea on the Coasts of Arabia and 'Efrypt, CPublia, 17^ 0)1, 
pp. 5S--'? 
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Jean Louis Bui^chardf was yet anothei' European ti^veller who 
painted the Arabs as proud, free,, hospitable and notable people. 
Though a Swiss national^ Burkha2?dt was the first to produce a 
detailed eye- witness account of Makkah and Madinah in the English 
lane^uage. Sponsored by the African Association of London, he went to 
Arabian peninsula digressing from his proposed routes. And so intense 
grew his fascination with Arabia that he stayed there till his death 
in 1817, His Travels in Arabia and Notes on the Bedouins and Wahabya 
were published posthumously in 1829 and 1830 respectively, 
Por the sake of convenience he travelled as a Muslim and 
assumed the identity of 'Shaikh Ibrahim', a poor scholar of Cairo 
and Aleppo. Although he presented an idealised picture of a 'true' 
Bedouin," eventually he was forced to conclude that the only true 
Bedouins of Syria were the Anaiyza, a tribal federation in Eup^erate 
valley^°. For the deplorable conduct of the street-Arabs, he blamed 
it on their contact with the foreigners, "by which no nation has aver 
benefited" , Like Niebuhr,he seemed to believe that the true 
Bedouins were found in the remoter parts of the peninsula and they 
were paragons of bravery, patroitism and honour. 
Burkhardt's Arabia is not infested with the highway-men. He 
felt no anxiety for his personal safety, For had he any fear of being 
denounced as an interloper, since in the crowd which gatheoped for 
the Haj there were men of so many types and races. He found the 
58, He believed that the treacherous Bedouins were not 'true' 
Bedouins, 
59. J.L. Burkhardt, Notes on the Bedouins and Vahabys. (London^ 1850), 
p, 18 
fSO. Ibid., p, 193 
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eveninp; prayer in the Great Mosoue a moving and impressive ceremony: 
"The effect of the joint prostrations of six or eight thousand 
persons, added to the recollection of the distance and various 
quarters from whence they come, and for what purpose, cannot fail to 
impress the most cool-minded spectator with some degree of awe" . 
In the Meccans he foTind cheerfulness and "great suavity of manners". 
Burkhardt did not even denounce the presence of eunuchs within 
the precincts of holy sanctuaries. He found the honour of cleaning 
and maintaining order in the Great Mosque delegated to a corps of 
eunuchs led by a chief or Aga. These men were supplied by the Ottoman 
62 Empire who sent them when young as gifts to the Holy House of Allah . 
In the holy places he also found some kind of 'indecencies and 
criminal acts' which he admits, were not widely known to the devout , 
Burkhardt is not explicit about the 'indecencies* and criminal acts' 
but there are enough indirect hints to suggest that he meant sodom^. 
He also mentions the presence of the prostitutes who were found 
soliciting in the great mosque itself. 
Burkhardt's accoucnt of Meccan aristocracy, the Sherifs, was 
instrumental in prelecting the Arabs as perfect gentlemen. He viewed 
the Sherifs, who claimed descent from the holy prpphet (SAW), as 
straightforward, manly and frank, free from any Turkish aberrations. 
He attributed these qualities of the Sherifs to the fact that they 
used to send their sons, eight days after birth, to live with and be 
€1. Quoted by Zahra Preeth and Victor Winstone, op.cit,, p. 104 
62. Ibid., p. 106 
63. Ibid., p. 105 
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brought up "by a "bedouin family for ten years. 
V/hether Burkhardt was a sincere convert to Islam or his assump-
tion of the identity of a Mpslem Shaikh was Just a matter of policy, 
cannot "be determined. But his growing interest in and sympathy with 
Islam that one encoimters as one moves to the final pages of his 
Notes definitely show that after having lived as a Muslim for several 
years he found himself drawn to Islam, For almost half a century his 
writings were the most authentic source of information on the rituals 
of the Muslim Haj and the geographical and moral conditions of Arabia, 
Chateaubriand, whose English version of Itineraire de Paris en 
Jerusalem (1811) was brought out in 1814 was the first Europewi to 
write a purely subjective travelague relating to the Middle East, He 
depicted the Arabs as no less than what should rightly be termed as 
'noble savages'. After describing their facial characteristics the 
arched brow, the acquiline nose etc — he concluded: "nothing about 
64 them would proclaim the savage if their mouth were aJ-ways shut , He 
did not consider the Arabs a civilized race and in no sense regarded 
them his equals. 
This subjective view, based on colour and racial prejudice of 
a Frechman, evoked a more complex response than the conventional 
imap;e of 'sex-obsessed creatures'. It later came to be regarded as a 
product of scientific approach by the anthropologists who deployed 
64, F.R. de Chateaubriand, Travels in Greece, Palestine, Egypt and 
Barbara'-, during the years 1806 and 1807« (New York, 1814) p. 272 
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this method to establish the supposed superiority of the white race. 
Lady Hester Stanhope, an eighteenth-century eccentric who lived 
in Labanon for almost 25 years ,was so much fascinated by the Arab way 
of life that.she gradually lost her British self. Letters written 
home in the last days of her life show that she looked at the 
Britishers with thorough abhorrence. She transferred her allegiance 
to the Arabs; for to her the Englishmen were by no means hardy, 
honest or bold people. In the Arabs, however, she found some noble 
qualities: 
(They) teach their children at the earliest period 
resignation and fortitude, and always keep alive a 
spirit of emulation amongst them ! They are the 
boldest people in the world, yet are imbued with a 
tenderness quite poetic, and their kindness extends gc^  
to all the brute creation by which they are surrounded ; 
In her enthusiasm for idealising the Arabs she went to the extent of 
suggesting that the ancient Scottish and Irish families were of Arab 
descent. 
Benjamin Disraeli, who was in the Levant in 1830-51 wrote an 
oriental novel called Tancred in 184?, He had visited the east in 
order to enlighten himself in respect of the people of this region. 
But as the journey progressed, he himself gradually assumed the role 
of an enlightener. Mellowed though he appeared to be after this 
arduous o'oumey, his convictions virtually remained unchanged. Actu-
ally he was more interested in exhibiting his racial pride and 
65. Quoted by Kathryn Tidrick, op,cit. p. 40 
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religious bigotry. He believed that since all the three revealed 
religions; Judaism, Christianity and Islam had been transmitted to 
the world through the Arab i?ace, the Arabs had a special sensitivity 
to the woid'of God — "God never spoke except to an Arab", as Shaikh 
Hasan of Tancred puts it. 
Mention should also be made of Alexander Kinglake who set out 
for Arabia in 183^ and whose Eothen is considered as one of the best 
travelogues ever written. In his book he depicts what he terms the 
wild Arabs' as poor and wretched creatures" who begged piteously for 
tobacco'. His account of the Arabs was accompanied by cartoons which 
were most disparaging to the Arab people. 
Eliot Varburton's The Crescent and the Cross, subtitled The 
Romance and Realities of Eastern Travel (1846) projects a picture of 
the Arabs which is similar to that given by Kiaglake, but its 
'imperialistic colouring' is more pronounced. Warburton saw himself 
as a master in the Orient. Addressing himself he says: "Onward ! over 
the wide, deep, dashing sea, that owns thee for its master, to the 
boundless desert that soon shall be thy slave"r While writing on 
the Bedouin he made use of all existing impressions about him and his 
own ever-ready sarcasm. He attributed even the typical Arab virtues 
-- independence, chivalry, hospitality, endurance and so on to what 
he considered animal existence. According to him these qualities were 
shared both by the Arab and his horse. In The Crescent and the Cross 
he appeared admiring purity of blood both in men and animals and it 
67. Eliot Warburton, The Crescent and the Cross. (Philadelphia,1859), 
p. xiv first published in 1846. 
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was this 'admiration' which had led him to suppose that finest 
specimens of both were found in Ife^ 'd, the remotest part of Arabia. 
Although accounts of Europeans travellers to Arabia — whatever 
their attitude to the Arabs — weire based on their own personal expe-
riences and were,to some extent,modified by their preconceived notions 
about the Arab people,wre mostly motivated by a desire to explore and 
colonize Arabia. They upheld the precepts of colonialism, and thought 
themselves as belonging to a superior race which could ^stifiably 
look down upon the decadent people like the Arabs. The very idea 
of exploration, especially into remote countries was a colonizing 
activity, as the very act of exploration was weddedto the coloninal 
mission of extendinp; further the spheres of their respective countries 
influence in every possible way,Apparently some of them do appear to have 
sought complete identification with the Arabs. To achieve this, they 
even concealed their real identity, adopted Arab costume, assumed 
Arab names, and .'behaved like Arabs in every way. However, this 
remained a superficial transformation. No disguised traveller ever 
wished to become an Arab in the truest sense of the term# If some 
travellers, during their stay in Arabia, adopted the Arab life-style, 
it was because this mode itself, as Laila Ahmad has suggested, 
"perpetuates in its very lineaments the condition of enmity, aggre-
ssion, and rivalry that subsisted between the West and Islajn when 
that mode was first devised by the Vest. Consequently, aggression and 
Co 
cultural rivalry are always latent in it". This observation of Laila 
68, Lailah Ahmed, op.cit., p. 95 
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Ahmad is true of most of the ma^ jor travellers of nineteenth and early 
tv/entieth century, such as Burton, Palgrave, Doughty, Lawrende and 
Philby whose travelogues are to be considered in subsequent chapters. 
It was left to W.S, Blxint to champion the eastern cause and 
side with the colonized against his colonizing compatriots. Disgusted 
by the evergrowing presBure of industrialism in England, Blunt was 
imbued with an affinity for the pastoral and "the Arabs in the 
countryside in their costume on their fine horses appeared 
to him 'picturesque'". " As against other Victorian 
travellers, Blunt was sympathetic to Islam and considered it as a 
divine religion caring for the good of mankind: "I committed myself 
without reserve to the cause of Ifflam as essentially the *Oause of 
Good* over an immense portion of the world, and to be encouraged, not 
repressed, by all who cared for the welfare of mankind"'^  . Thus, 
Blunt's attitude towards the Arabs is more generous than that of his 
that of his fellow travelogue writers. He consi-
dered them as equals, as fellow aristocrats and "gentlemen of the 
desert". 
Edward W, Said believes that Bltrnt was the only exception who 
did not express" the traditional western hostility to and fear of the 
Orient" . Blunt considered the Fall of Constantinople beneficial to 
the Arab as it liberated them from the Turkish rule and contributed 
to their regeneration and enlightenment. He was in favour of shifting 
the seat of Caliphate to Mecca. 
69. Rana Kabbani, op.cit., p. 91 
70. W.S. Blunt, Secret History. (London, 1907), p. 92 
71. Edward W. Said, op.oit., p. 237 
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IV 
This concluding section of the Introduction presents a 
berief survey of the position that the travelogue as a 
literary genre has held in English literary history from early 
Renaissance till the time when the British travellers turned frequent-
ly to the Muslim East. Travel literature as a genre has until 
recently been ignored. Morris Bishop complained in 1965 that the 
literature of exploration, travel and adventure had been little 
72 
regarded by scholarly critics'^  . Although it has flayed a significant 
role in shaping the novel,it has not been considered even as a precur-
sor of the novel.Typical of this neglect is the attitude of C.P.Jones, 
whose list of "the major writings which fed into the novel proper 
upto the eighteenth-century" does not include travel literature 
except for one entry, Richard Hakluyt's great Elizabethan collection 
of travel accounts. Similar is the case with Yinienue Mylne (1965) 
whose study of the eighteenth century French novel never mentions 
travelogues, not even of Lgsage and Prevost or Diderot and Bemordin 
de Sccint-Pierre. E.A.Baker in his History of the English ITovel looks 
at the travel literature only as a source for English and French 
novels. The Road to Xanadue (192?) by John Livingstone Lowes, though 
otherwise an excellent study of the inspiration Coleridge received 
from travel literature, fails to deal adequately with this literary 
72, Percy' G.Adams,Travel Literature and the Evolution of Novell 
(Kentucky; University Press, 1983) p. 55, All references in this 
section, except otherwise indicated, are from this book. 
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genre. 
Only in recent times, according to Percy Adams,there have "been 
significant attempts to make a critical study of travel literature. 
Thomas Ourley's study^ Saimiel Johnson and the Age of Travel (1976), 
points to the relationship between two of Johnson's works Rasselas 
and Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland, The first comprehen-
sive work on the role of travel literature in shaping prose fiction 
was by William Spengemann which appeared in 1977 • The study of 
travel literature has hitherto been considered as belonging to 
the realm of Georgaphers, explorers and historians but lately it hsis 
become a subject of serious study by the students of literature. 
Lionel Casson's book (197^) on ancient travel. Christian Zacher's 
Curiosity and Pilgrimage; The Literature of Discovery in Fourteenth 
Century England have pioneered the trend of evaluating travel 
literature for its literary qualities. Charles Batten in Pleasurable 
Instruction (1978) concentrates on forms and convention in eighteenth 
century English travelogues and Paul Mussel's Abroad; British 
Literary Travelling Between the Wars contains excellent literary 
criticism of dozens of travelogues of this century. 
The travel literature has now been established as an authentic 
literary form, but still it has not received the kind of close atten-
tion that it deserves. The ground for this increased interest in 
travel literature had been prepared by critics like Michel 
75. William Spengemanu, Adventurous Maeet The Poetics of American 
Fiction. 1789-1900 (New Haven, Tale TJniversi-by Press, 1977)— 
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Bi.itor, Germaine Brge and Donald Keene who were not aware of its 
history but dealt with it only as a form of belles-lettres. In his 
celebrated essay, "The Ambigious Voyage: Mode or Genre", Br%e 
speaks of the voyage as a genre, mode, motif and metaphor. He 
concludes that "the voyage as principle for elaboration of function 
is tending today to become prevalent". And Keene in his study of the 
Japanese literature comes to the conclusion that Japenese novel has 
its roots in the seventeenth-century travel diaries'^  . But these 
pronouncements fail to establish the position of the travelogue as 
a literary form. 
As for as Englishmen are concerned, pilgrimages and crusades were 
inptriimental in creating interest in travels to the mid-East. Chaucer, 
Gower, Wycliffe, Higden and the author of voyages ascribed to Mande-
ville note %, wander lust in the people of England. In Mandeville's 
words the English people sought "strange things and other dyversi-
ttes of the world"'^ '', Clare Howard says that in the Renaissance the 
English were known as the greatest travellers "next to the Germans". 
With the rise of British naval power and with the spread of its 
colonies the interest in travel and travel-writing grew further. 
Smollett in the Preface to Ferdinand Coxmt Fathom (1748) notes that 
Scots were addicted to travelling. Lionel Casson in his Travel in 
the Ancient World considers the first two hundred years after Christ 
74. See M.Butor, "Travel and Wandering", Mosaic 8(1974),pp.1-16; 
B.G.Br§e, "The Ambigious V^oyage: Mode or Genre", Genre11(1968) 
pp.87-96; and Keene World Within Vailst Jaiaanese Literature of the 
Pre-Modem ^e00'^Q&TT^^oS!S^E^'W7) 
75. dotations ='-^® from Mandeville's Travels. ed. M.C. Seymour (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1%7) pp. 119-20. 
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"halcyon days for a traveller". Addiction to travel was not confined 
to the English, the Scots and the Germans; the Spanish and the 
Portugues constantly moved roimd the world. The names and exploits 
of Italian travellers like Marco Polo, Varthema, Niccolo Conti, 
Columbus, Vespucci, Pigafetta, Benzoni are rememhered till this day. 
V.B, Camochan argues that because Europeans of the eighteenth 
century felt confined due to their moralistic environs;ient they were 
compelled to flee and travel the world like the wandering Jew. 
Apart from real travellers there were persons who exploited 
the experiences of travellers in their writings. Haklisryt, Melchi-
sedec Thevenot and Prevost, did not publish accounts of their own 
travels; the^ '- simply incorporated the experiences of others in 
their works. 
Another class of travellers was that of adventurers. The 
eiprhteenth century has been called by Peter Wilding as "the Age of 
Great Adventurers", But this spirit of adventure was not peculiar to 
the eighteenth century alone. Adventurers have always existed. 
Marco Polo of the thirteenth century, Ibn Batuta of the fourteenth 
John Gabot of the fifteenth century and the Renaissance 
genius,Dom de Castro,are some of the prominent names of earlier 
adventurers. But the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had a 
larger number of such adventurers. There was John Smith who travelled 
all over the new England coast, and the three 
Sher!)^ brothers who visited Asia Minor, Persia and the Mediterranean 
region. Mention should also be made of bucanneers such as Dampier 
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who was introduced to Queen Anne >rfio led government expeditions, 
sailing round the world three times; or Baron Lahontan, soldier of 
fortune in Canada,who offered to spy on his native France for 
Spain. V/ith the accoTxnt of all such people, belonging to various 
classes and having different tastes and objectives, the literature 
of travel was produced in various fictional and non-fictional forms. 
There is a good number of travel accounts partly or wholly 
fabricated by the real as well as the arm-chair travellers. Their 
spectrum ranges from books that contain sweet-sauced gossip, false 
reports or old wive's tales, to works containing genuine and scien-
tific information, to such writings whose authors occasionally 
falsified their experiences, or who entirely borrowed out from the 
travel accounts of others. To cite a few examples mention may be 
made of Herodotus who repeated legends and Defoe who in his Tour 
used material taken from Camden's Britannia. Peter Kalm's(1755-61) 
travel writings were an inexhaustible source of information for 
numerous fellow American travel-writers. Almost all the important 
writers of seventeenth and eighteenth centuries tended to exagge-
rate what they saw or heard .on their journeys or read in other 
works. 
However, fabricated though most of these accounts were they coxild 
deceive the readers into taking them to be true. For example, 
the famous Voyages of Sir John Mandeville (c. 1556) of unknown 
authorship is certainly a fabrication but it was considered genuine 
30 
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and authentic for almost three himdred years , 
By the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century trarelogu 
became an established genre of literature. There were a number of 
writers and editors producing such works', like Hme d'Aulnoy, the 
authoress of a fictional Relation de Voyage d'Espagne(1691) Francois 
Mission who after publishing his standared Grand Tour Guide, Nouveau 
Voyage d'ltalie, produced his amassing invention, the Voyage et 
avantures de Francois Leguat (170?) and Gatien de Courtilz who wrote 
a number of fictional biographies and autobiographies of soldiers 
and female travellers. Defoe's famous travelogues 
Captain Singilton (1720), A New Voyage round the World (1724) and 
Robert Dury's Journal (1729) are all based on concocted incidents. 
How successful these books had been in deceiving the people can be 
imagined from the fact that in 17!59 the sophisticated Journal des 
77 Savants listed many of them as authentic accounts . 
Even before long narrative fiction was becoming an important 
medium of intellectual expression travel literature was one of the mosi 
popular and respected genres of literary expression. Even during the 
Renaissance collections of travelogues were atvailable in every 
76, For Mandeville see Joseph W.Bennett, The Rediscovery of Sir John 
Handeville, CNew York, 195*) 
77, Interesting to note that an imaginary travelogue entitled The 
Voyages and Adventures of Captain John Holmesby (London, 17"57T 
was considered real by the London Chronicle while the Critical 
Review called it a "novel". See Critical Rgview.(1737).PP,395-402 
For a comprehensive account of fictional travelogue:, see Philip 
Cove's The,imaginary Voyage in Prose Fiction (1941). 
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important European language and included the writings of Marco Polo, 
Varthema, Be^oni, Cartier, Hans Stade, Ulrich Schmidt, Pinto and 
the SherleTTS. In the eighteenth century more than one hundred 
collections of voyages and travels were published of which over 
twenty-five were in Qiglish alone. The popularity of travel 
literature can be (judged from the fact that when Prevost began 
publishing his ambitious Histoire des Voyages it became so popular 
that his first two voltimes ran through three editions within two 
years and were soon translated into other European languages. 
There are some other evidences too of the popularity of this 
type of literature. For example, OhaT>elain, writing in 1663, notes 
that the French reading taste had changed and that instead of 
romance, travel accounts "hold the highest place in the coxxrt and 
the city". Richard Steele ©jctolled the reading of travel literaturfe, 
in particular Mandeville which is reported to have had more than 
twenty editions in the eighteenth century. A year later, the Earl of 
Shaftesbury pointed out in his Characteristics (I7II) the good and 
79 the bad results of reading travel literature ^• In the preface to 
her novel,The Accomplished Rake (i727),Mary Dayys commented that 
before the advent of the novel ",,, ladies have been taken up with 
amusements of more use and improvement — I mean history and travels'.' 
Robert D, Mayo in his work^The English Novel in the Magazines 17^-
181S -provides ample evidence of the "outstanding emphasis on travel 
78. Tatler, No 254 
79. See Sigworth, Criticism and Aesthetics, 1660-1800. pp. 184-5 
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books of all kinds, pseudo memoires, 'voyages','shipwrecks', and 
stories of piratical adventure" , 
This "brief survey of travel literature shows how popular and 
influential this genre of literature has been ia all ages. One of 
the salient features of travel literature was that in was never 
limited to a particular nation alone, but was mostly multinational 
in content and so had a universal appeal. In England, Swift's 
mentor Sir William Temple knew more of travel writings about foreign 
lands than he did of travel accounts related to his own coiintry, 
Samuel Johnson's first published work was a re-translation of the 
French version of a travelogue by the Portuguese, Lobo's Voyage to 
Abyssinia. Of Mme d'Aulnoy's Relation du Voyage d'Espagne (1691) 
Percy Adams says that for thirty years it was more popular in 
England than was the translation of Galland's very popular Arabian 
Nights. 
From earliest times most of the English travelogues were pro-
pagandistic in nature. Before the dawn of British imperialism they 
aimed at fostering British trade while after the emergence of 
imperialistic considerations and growth of British naval power they 
came to serve the imperial cause. Hakluyt's works were motivated by 
his desire to establish good trade relations with foreign nations 
vrhile Defoe wrote^his A New Voyage Around the Vorld to promote 
British trade. Percy Adams rightly observes : "As propaganda for 
international trade and for colonization travel accounts had no 
80. !?obert D. Mayo, The En^ rlish Novel in the Magazines 1740-1815 
(Evans ton: Northwestern University Press, 196^J, p,61 and p7^8 
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equal". 
Travellers to far off lands included Christian missionaries,men 
v;ho were interested in proseljrtising as well as in extending the 
spheres of influence of the countries of their origin. Especially 
travellers to Arabia, the land of the rival religion, Islam, were 
mostly Churchmen who went there to see the supposedly primitive people 
with a view to colonizing them. As they considered the Semitic race 
inferior and badly in need of reformers or colonizers (they 
were used almost as synoPy^is) their writings give the impression 
to modem readers that the Arabs or people of the East in general 
were living in an age of darkness when Europe had attained the 
peak of civilization. These travellers deliberately indulged in 
outright distortions in their writings mainly because of their 
preconceived notions. 
Had these travellers merely presented a distorted view of the 
scene their writings would not have been so successful in shaping 
the world view about the Arab world. But they also took care to 
include some factual data that made their entire work appear as 
authentic in the eyes of undisceming readers, ?rom Barton to Fhilby, 
the travellers with whom the present study is concerned, this blend 
of falsehood and truth is noticeable. 
The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had produced just a few 
travel writers^such as Coryat, Taylor and Howell but the nineteenth 
century had dozens of them-like James Jarves, Mark Twain, Bayard 
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Taylor and Charles Dudley V/amer—all of whom have a good number 
of voluminous travelocrues to their credit, Dana's Two Years Before 
the Mast (18^),Taylor's Vievrs A-Foot (1846), Jaxves's Parisian 
with a Donkey in the C'-*§venne3 (1879) are some of the important 
works of this kind. 
In the present century the travel literature has assumed all 
the artistic complexities of imaginative prose. So much so that 
sometimes it is difficult to distinguish one from the other. For 
example, C 'eline's Voyage au "bout de la nuit is "basically a novel 
whose protagonist travels all over the world and in the second 
part of which Robinson enters as a symbolic character. Bellow too 
makes use of a s3rmbolic Journey in Herzog, Then there are writers 
like V.S.Naipaul whose travel books are novels and whose novels 
are travelogues. With writers such as Celine and Bellow, the 
fictional protagonist becomes an architypal travellfMP, a traveller 
for all time like Marco Polo, Columbus, Ibn Batuta, With Naipaul 
and Raban travelogue becomes a genre of artistic expression like 
novel as it sometimes did with Sterne and Smollete in the 
eighteenth century. 
As the travel literature had been the most popular medium of 
artistic and intellectual expression from Renaissance down to the 
second world war period it v/as bound to influence life and literature. 
For instance in Mandeville the contrast of English with Arabs and 
of Christianity with other religions was instrumental in 
5d 
reinforcinfT European insularity. 
It would be worthwhile to examine at this stage the process 
through vrtiich the travel literature affected in the shaping of the 
British view of Arabia and Islam. So far researchers have chiefly 
been estimating the travel literature as guides to regional 
geography suad as history of exploration. Surely, a few 
studies do focus on its influence on the other realms of thought 
but none of them tries to assess the correctness of the picture of 
Arabia and Islam as presented, particularly, in British travel 
literature. Frank Hanuel's The Eighteenth century Copfronts the 
Gods (1959) considers the effect of travel literature on religion. 
Then there are studies which show that serious research is now being 
directed towards the literature of travel * ^ ' 
of articles in Philological Quarterly and in Terra Incognita which 
consider such matters as the impact of travel literature on contem-
porary mind or its influence on seventeenth century Dutch literature 
and so on. But once again, none of them infact considers at length 
the Arab question in British travel literature, ^ hii study aims at 
examining the important travelogues of the past one hundred years, 
from Burton to Philby, to fill up this serious lacuna. 
81. Appleton's A Cycle of Cathy; The Chinese Vo^e in England during 
the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (193^) and Albert 
Lortholary's Le Mirap;e Russe en France an XVIII siecle (1951). 
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The travelogue writers figuring in this study belonged to various 
categories. They include men of letters like Burton, missionaries 
like Palgrave, spiritualist-adventurers like Doughty and imperialist 
agents like Lavnrence and Philby. The operationsG. forces that 
determined their attitude towards the Arab world were the same; 
their strong sense of racial, cultural and military superiority 
over the Arabs, their aggresive patriotism bordering on jingoism 
and their being conscious of the fact that the Arab World is a land 
of a rival religion which once threatened the frontiers of Chris-
tian lands. Beneath all this lay their sense of superiority engen-
dered by their pride in the might of the British Empire. 
There is a common misconception that the British attitude 
towards the Arab World has witnessed a gradual change from the 
eighteenth century down to our time and with the beginning of 
academic studies on Islam and Arabia in England in the ei^teenth 
century a trend of objective and sympathetic study has set in. It is 
also believed that a genuine urge on the part of the West to have 
a better understanding of the Arab and Islam has enabled it to 
reshape its view and made J t more objective. However, the present 
study of the attitude of these travellers attempts to question this 
popular belief. The conclusion that the present researcher has 
reached is that while a racist attitude is well-pronounced in Burton, 
Palgrave and Doughty (the Victorians) it is not totally absent in 
Lawrence and Philby, the early twentieth century travellers.Those who 
have any knowledge of the present-day British and American fictional 
writings and the depiction of the Arabs and Islam in these popular 
books know well that side by side with the availability of authentic 
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knowledge of Islam in the West there exist atrocious distortions of it, 
In fact, on the popular level not much has changed. The medieval 
British preception of Islam still holds the West's imagination. 
The five travellers taken up in this study are a part of this 
broader western attitude towards the Arab and Islam and, therefore, 
are to be studied in this perspective. 
Each of the five chapters that follow is devoted to the analy-
sis of the account of a particular traveller. The conclusion that 
the present researcher has reached is that these travel accoxmts 
reflect the British attitude towards Arabia and Islam — which was 
not based on objective observations, but was a product of what may 
be called 'colonial malice'. As the main thesis of each chapter is 
the same and every chapter is based on a similar methodology of 
enquiry, each succeeding; chfmter more or less substantiates the 
conclusions arrived at in the preceding chapter. 
The chft-oter division of the thesis is as follows: 
ChaT?ter II 
This chapter is devoted to a critical analysis of R.F. Burton's 
Pilpirimage to Al-Madina and Meccay^.Here an attempt is made to draw 
a large circle round all the dimensions of the subject treated by 
the author and also to find an answer to the question as to how 
Burton came to see Arabia just as a land of licentious people and 
Islam simply as a religion of sensual way of life. Attempts have 
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also been made to discover the factors which seem to have blurred 
his vision and which later led him to translate Arabian Nights,a 
work which was to influence several generations of readers. 
Chapter III 
This chapter is on V.G, Palgrave's Through Central and Eastern 
Arabia and it examines the attitude of a typical British Christian 
missionary towards the Arabs and Islam, Since Palgrave was a man 
from the church, the main subject that attracted his attention was 
the religion of Islam itself. His pronouncements on this religion 
and IslaraicoArab culture are harsher than those of other British 
travellers. The reason for this is to be found in his adoption of 
a purely Christian angle in judging Islam, or its Wahabee- variety. 
Chanter IV 
Here an attempt is made to get an insight into Doughty's vision 
of Arabia and Islam as presented in Arabia Deserta, Like Palgrave, 
Doughty too was a Christian through and throiigh^  But what disting-
uishes hira from Palgrave and other British travellers discussed in 
this study, is that in Arabia he was not on any colonial mission. 
His purpose was purely spiritual and to his mind Arabia was also in 
a wa-^  the land of the Bible, Doughty's pronounced Christian 
identity provided him an opportunity to have a first hand experience 
of the Arab attitude toward a Christian infidel. It also accotuits 
for his ill-concealed hostility to Islam, 
Chariter V 
This chapter on T,E, Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Visdom is a 
study of the author's peculiar vision of the Arab world,Lawrence is 
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generally regarded as a champion, of the Arab cause and this is 
reflected in the plethora of critical writings on him. Surely, a 
superficial study of Seven Pillars does lead one to form this impre-
ssion of Lawrence, However, some recent critics, like Edward Said, 
have been able to show that beneath Lawrence's sympathetic remarks 
on the Arabs and his apparent admiration for Prince Paisal there 
lurked his strong sense of racial and cultural superiority. This 
chapter makes an in-depth study of the book to establish the fallacy 
of the commonly held opinion about Lawrence's perception of and 
attitude towards the Arabs, 
Chapter VI 
This chapter is concerned with Philby's two works: The Heart of 
Arabia and Arabia of the Vahhabis, Ibn Saud was to Philby what Paisal 
was to Lawrence, As in the case of Lawrence, the existence of a 
prejudiced attitude beneath Philby's apparently objective observations 
is generally missed, Philby's conversion to Islam in later years has 
also led the critics to take his seemingly syiffpathetic account of the 
Arabs at their face value. In this chapter it is shown that in his 
early writings, Philby's attitude is no different from that of other 
British travellers. His conversion to Islam was a later phenomenon. 
He gradually did develop a liking for Islam as practised by Ibn Saud 
but certain degree of ambiguity continued to persist in his mind. 
***** 
Chapter II 
R.T'.Burton's Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage 
to Medina and Meccsih 
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R»F»Burton*s Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to 
Al-Medina and Meccah 
The holy cities of Arabia had a special charm for the Victo-
rian travellers as they had remained little explored till 1853, 
the year of R.P, Burton's pilgrimage to Al-Madinah and Meccah. 
Burton was the first Englishman to successfully set out on a 
pilgrimage to these holy cities and thus on return become Al-
Ha;J Abdullah, Niebuhr and Burkhardt had brought back much informa-
tion about central Arabia and the expeditions of Captain George 
Sadlier, who went from the Gulf to the Red Sea as the emissary of 
the British Government in 1818, and of the great Swedish scholar-
explorer Dr. G.A, Wallin, who made some remarkable journeys during 
18^5-48, were known to En^ rland in Burton's time. However, none of 
of them had peneterated the holy cities of Islam or provided such 
a thorough account of the Arabian relegion and customs. R.P.Burton, 
who belonged to the Indian Army, was a man most suited for such a 
perilous undertaking. He was a translator, a linguist, an ethnolo-
gist, an anthropologist, and a geographer, besides being a writer 
of great merit. His account of this (journey. Personal Narrative of 
a Pilgrimage to Al-Madinah and Meccah, was first published in 
1855. Unlike almost all other early European travellers to Arabia, 
Burton achieved immediate fame through his Arabian travelogue and 
other writings on Arabia that came after it. 
Burton's interest in Arabia began at Oxford with his choice 
of Arabic as a subject after his failure to get a 
fellowship for studying Greek and Latin languages. But even in 
Arabic in which there were no undergraduate classes at Oxford 
and he was on his own^he could not do well. Subsequently he was 
expelled from the imiversity.Now,the only course left open for him 
was to join the Indian Army and this is what he did.During his stay 
in India he learned Hindustani and•acquiring proficiency in other 
oriental languages,became one of his intellectual pursuits. In 
18A4 his linguistic accomplishments got him a job as an intelli-
gence officer under Napier in Sindh. Disguised as Mirza Abdullah 
of Bushire^he was able to procure much information for Napier. His 
experiences resulted in two books, Scinde; or the Unhappy Valley 
(1851)and Sindh, and the Races that Inhabit the Valley of the 
Indus (1851)in which he expressed for the first time his admira-
tion for martial races (in this case the Afghans and the Baluchis) 
and his contempt for the Negroes. But neither of these books nor the 
others that he wrote before he made up his mind for an Arabian 
journey brought him the fame that he was hankering after.The idea 
of performing a pilgrimage to Meccah which he believed would 
bring him immediate fame had been in his mind for a long time. 
In 1852 he tried to obtain the support of the Royal Geographical 
Society for this enterprise,but the East India Company, 
whose employee he still was, refused the necessary three-year 
leave. He could only obtain a twelve month leave to pursue his 
studies in Arabia and he lost no time in availing himself of this 
opportunity. 
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studies in Arabia and he lost no time in availing himself of this 
opportunity. 
The main motive behind Burton's Arabian journey was to earn 
fame by "'•"ringing bac^ c information which would be new for lihgland. 
The Heccah pilrrimap:e -nroraised him the reputation of a distin-
puished traveller and he foresaw in it a way to demonstrate that 
"what mit^ ht be perilous to other travellers was safe to me". 
ITeverthless, as Burton had offered his services to the Royal 
Geographical Society as one of its employees in the Arabiaji 
exploration and had pleaded that this undertaking of his would 
be beneficial to the British entire as well, he also had to act as 
a i)olitical agent. 
The reason why Arabia had a"special attraction for Burton 
was that in his mind this land was associated v/ith the world of 
Arabian^  Nirhts, a world of fantasy and all kinds of sex-vagaries. 
Chiefly beca\ise of its supposed sexual customs and manners he 
had always felt attracted towards it. The Arabian journey not 
only promised acquisition of fame to him but also a way of 
achieving personal satisfaction of knowing more and more about 
the supposed sensual way of life of the Arab people. Thus the 
declared motive geographical enquiry was pushed behind by several 
other motives e,g, his sentimental attraction for the mystery 
of Arabia, the prospects of a keen enjoyment of animal 
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existence and the sense of pride in the accomplishment of a 
hazardous task. 
The motive of Burton though less imperialistic and more 
personal, could not make his account an objective enquiry into 
the Arabian religion and culture . In spite of the fact that he 
was greatly fascinated by Arabia, he had to identify himself with 
the British empire and, in the course of his wanderings, became 
more and more 'English' in his attitude. He could see the Arabs 
not as they were but as they might appear to an Englishman, His 
obsession with physical anthropology, which considered the whites 
superior to other races, also precluded the possibility of observing 
the Arabs objectively. His morbid obsession with the supposed sexual 
manners and customs of the Arab people made the book virtually a 
pornographic work and his salacious footnotes were not found 
printable in the Victorian times. 
Over a thousand pages long narrative is divided into three 
parts, namely 'Al-Misr*, 'Al-Madinah' and 'Meccah', The first 
two chapters of Part I while throwing some light on Burton's 
motives, give an account of his journey to Alexandria, and his 
departure for Arabia from there. Chapter III gives a brief des-
cription of the journey to Egypt and his arrival there. Chapter 
rv is focussed on life in the V7akalah while Chapter V describes 
the month of Ramadhan as observed in Egypt. In Chapter VI there 
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is an interesting discussion on the orip;in of the mosque, its 
imtiortance in Isl?m and the ?rradual development of its archi-
tectural Dattem, The next four chapteira, VTI — X , record his 
departure from Cairo for Suez and his voyage from there on a 
uilgrim shit) to Yenbu, Chapter XI $uid XII are devoted to his 
experiences at Yenbu. The last tv^ o chapters of the first part, 
Chapter XIII and XIV,describe his departure from Yenbu to Bir 
4bbas and his ooumey from there to his destination, Al-I'fedinah. 
In these chapters Burton gives the mental landscape of a Muslim 
pilgrim at the time of entering the city of the Prophet and re-
produces the Muslim prayer for this occasion. 
With Cha-Dter XV begins Part II, 'Al-Madinah'. In this chap-
ter Burton gives an account of his visit to the house of Sheikh 
Hamid, his host in the holv city. Chapter XVI describes his visit 
to the Prophet's tomb while Chapter XVII contains a comprehensive 
hisotjsrry of the Prophet's mosoue. Chapter XVIII has useful infor-
mation about Al-Madinah, its inhabitants and its customs and 
raan'^ers. The next two chapters concentrate on giving an interes-
ting account of his visit to the mosoue of Quba and the tomb of 
Hamza, Chapter XXI records his experiences with the people of 
Al-Madinah whom Burton depicts as a mixture of generosity and 
meanness, the latter, in his opinion, being the characteristic 
of the Semitic race, long ago made familiar to Europe by the 
Jews. Chapter XXII is an informative account of his visit to 
6o 
•^ aqiah, the famous rrave:^ ard near the Prophet's Mosque. In the 
next four cha-pters of this section one pets an accoTont of Bur-
ton's .joinin<^  n Damascus caravan to Meccah. This section of the 
boo^ c contains an interesting discourse on physical anthropology 
v'hich aims at establishincr the supposed superiority of the 
white people. 
Chppter XXVII, the first chaT:)ter of the third part of the 
book, 'Meccah', describes his visit to the House of Allah and his 
•nerforraance of the "little nilsrrimage", the ITmrah.Burton pi-"-es a full-
lencrth account of this little pilp:rim?se" and introdiices the 
readers to various importsjit places in the Harem where the ritu-
als of the pilp:riraage are performed. Chapter XZ7III-XXX are 
devoted to the description of the ceremonies of the main Ha;j 
pilgrimage v^ hich spread over three davs. Chapter XXXI describes 
his exneriences in the Kuna valley during his stay there after 
performing the Ha3. 
In Chapter XXXII there is a viitid accoTint of Meccan life 
durinc' the Ha.j season while Chapter XXXIII is a fall-lenpth des-
crip+;ion of the places of pious associations at Meccah. Chanter 
X5rxiV, the concludinr chapter, describes how he left the "per-
fumed air of the desert'' and "the homely face of Nature'' and 
Journeyed to Jeddah. 
As referred to earlier, Arabia had a special at+^ rRction for 
Burton and although he was •^ reatlv fascinated bv its mysterv and 
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melancholy, its excitement and its supposed animal existence, -un-
like Lawrence or Philbv, he never identified himself vdth the 
Ajtabs. He was more conscious of his British identity and the 
supposed superorit;/ of his own race than any other Victorian 
traveller. His knowledge of and interest in anthropology — a 
subject which orifrinated and progressed in the Victorian era —. 
also strengthened his belief in the superiority of the British 
over other races. All this was bo\md to affect his attitude 
towards the Arabs, 
V/hen Burton says that a Muslim considered patriotism as part 
of his relir-ion, he actually wishes to .justify his own intense 
patriotism,which at times approached jinpoismCas in Doughty), He 
says that for the Muslims patriotism (Hubb-al-Watan) is a prid-
ing principle by which they live. But he adds that it only in-
volved a devotion to one's birth place. Burton's patriotism jeve-
als itself in a kind of pride in beinf? British. This proud patrio-
tism, writes Thomas Assad, is a part and parcel of a staunch 
advocacy cf British Imperialism. 
There is a common misunderstsndinfr that Burton assumed a new 
identity in Arabia and sav; the Arabs from this newly attained 
1, Richard F, Burton, A Plain and Literal Translation of the 
Arabian Nights' Entertainments Now Ihtitled The Book o'f^he 
Tho;isand ITjerhts and a ^ ifjh't w;ith' iStroduction^^EIxplanatory 
TTbtes on the Manners In'S^ C^^ stoms" Of MosYein Men And A Teminal 
ITssav Wo'r^  ""The'lti'stor^ ^ Of The iflgihts, iO~Yn"s7Trinted by The 
•Burton CluhTbr Private" "Subscribers, C^r885-M2) Vol.11, p. 183 
All references to the Arabian Nis-hts in this chapter are to an 
undated re-orint of the origxnal. Hence onward referred to only 
as ^ .^££Vt§.' 
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standpoint. Even critics like Anne Treneer lead one to believe 
that Burton "merged his nationality and abrogated Christianity 
in the East" • Miss Treneer has based her opinion on Burton's 
experiences, as recorded in his Pilgrimase,especially on the projec-
tion of his disguised personality in it.However,in the opinion of the 
present researcher, there is no attempt on Burton's part to merge 
his nationality, or to abrogate his Christianity, True, Burton did 
make his pilgrimage to Meccah and Medina and took part in all the 
religious rites there, but he did this with a profound sense of 
his christian identity, usiing these Muslim religious performances 
just as a part of his disguise. His decision to perform the pil-
grimage in disguise and to present himself as a bom Maslim rather 
than a converted one shielded him from apprehended risks. He managed 
to show that he was an Arabist of the highest rank who could 
pass rigorous tests on the doctrines of Islam in the presence of 
the knowledgeable Muslim divines,But this did not alter his identity 
nor did it revolutionise his standpoint vis-a-vis the Arabs. 
Doubtless, there are some moments in the narrative when 
Burton appears sympathetic to the Arab way of living and voices 
his admiration of and fascination for Arabia, But such utterances 
are not so significant as to let one see in them a reflection of the 
real attitude of the author.They are,in most casese,an expression oi 
his romantic longings for Arabia which disappear as the narrative 
2, Ann Treneer, Charles M. Douphty, (London, 1955)» p. 99 
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progresses and as the narrator encoiinters the real Ar^tia. More-
over, they are too short to make an impact on the narrative. In 
the Pilgrimage it is perhaps these seemingly sympathetic asser-
tions of Burton about the Arabs which led Achmed Abdullah to say 
that Burton was the only occidental irtio had solved the "riddle 
of the Arab"^, and these same things, in the opinion of the pre-
sent researcher,have led Ann Treneer to say that "Burton merged 
his identity" with the Arabs. 
Apart from some stray comments of the above nature, which 
will be considered at length later, throughout the narrative 
Burton appears as a British Christian with a strong sense of be-
longing to a powerful empire of the time. In his ;Jouraals , 
Braton wrote: "I always acted upon the saying, Omme Solum 
l^ JlSi Patria. that is, "every religion is a strong 
jj 
man's home". In the same journals Burton more emphatically proc-
laims that no man can be successful in life unless he is a re-p-
resentative of his own nation. And in his opinion it was real 
advantage to belong to some parish. "It is a great thing when you 
have won a battle, or explored central Africa, to be welcomed 
home by some little comer of the Great World". For without such 
roots or national identity a man is "a blaze of light without a 
focus" , It is here, in his sentimental attachment to his 
5. Achmed Abdullah hnd Compton T. Pakenham, "Richard Francis 
Burton" Dreamers of Empire (New York, 1929), p. 58, 
4-. Life, I, 16-17. 
5. life, I, 52, 
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coimtry and his loyality to the empire that Burton searches for 
recognition and takes pride in his accomplishments. 
Burton's complete identifidation with British empire and his 
imperialist attitude towards all non-European races is evident 
from the Preface to the first edition of his ^irst Footsteps in 
East Africa« published a year after the Pilgrimage, There 
he says: 
'Peace' ohserves a modem sage, 'is the 
dream of the wise, war is the history of 
msJi'. To indulge in such dreams is but qucB-
tionahle wisdom. It was not a 'peace-policy* 
which gave the Portugese a sea-hoard exten-
ding from Cape Non to Macao, By no peace 
Policy the Osmanlis of a past age pushed their 
victorious arms from the deserts of Tartary 
to Aden, to Belhi, to Algiers, and to the 
gates of Vienna, It was no peade policy which 
made the Russians seat themselves upon the 
shores of the Black, the Baltic and the Caspian 
seas; gaining in the space of 150 years, and, 
despite war, retaining a territory greater than 
England and France tmited, No peace policy 
enabled the French to absorb region after region 
in Northern Africa, till the Mediterranean appears 
doomed to sink in a Gallic lake. The English of 
a former generation were celebrated for gaining 
ground in both hemispheres; their broad lands were 
not won by a peace policy, which, however, in this 
our day, had on two distinct occasions well nigh 
lost for them the 'gem of the British Empire' -
Indis. The -ohilanthropist and the political econo-
mist may fondly hope, by outcry against 'territo-
rial aggrandisement ',by advocating a compact fron-
tier, by abandoning colonies, and by cultivating 
'equilibriTim', to retain our rank amongst the great 
nations of the world. Never! the facts of history 
prove nothing more conclusively than this, a race 
either progresses or retrogrades, either increases 
or diminishes: the children of Time, like their 
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sire cannot stand still,6 
He considers it a loss of British prestige if the explora-
tion of Africa is stopped "because of the loss of life suffered 
in the first attempt. Like an enthusiastic imperialist 
he pleads for another opportunity; "an indulgence will not "be 
refused by a government raised by energy, enterprise, and perse-
verance from the ranks of a society of merchants to national 
wealth and imperial prandeur'i In his ,ioumals Burton gives vent 
to his rage against all those who v;ere not in sympathy with 
British Colonial Imperialism. He violently attacked Richard 
Cobden vrho thought it impossible for England to govern a hundred 
million Asiatics. He considered him as "one of the most single 
sided of men, whose main strength was that he embodied most of 
the weakness, and all the prejudice, of the British middle-class 
7 
public." 
The imperial burden leads Burton to assume the role of a 
colonizer in Arabia and see it from the typical colonizer's 
angle. For example, he identifies himself with the British law-
enforcing institution in the orient : "our slave laws require 
reform throughout the East, their severity, like Draco's Code, 
6, Pdchard F. Burton, First Footste-ps in East Africa or An 
acnloration of Harar, Memorial l)dition. CLondon, 189^). I.pp. 
y^'-'xy!!^, "The first edition was published in 1836. Hence 
onward referred to only as Footsteps. 
7. Passages cited are from Life. I, pp.11^-6 
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defeating their purpose" . In the Pilgrimage he foresaw the 
necessity for the English occupation of the heart of the Middle 
East:" It requres not the Ken of a prophet to foresee the day 
when political necessity ••• will compel us to occupy in force 
the fountain-head of Al-Islam"". At another place he talks about 
"the advisability of our being represented in Al-Hijaz by a 
consul, and at Meccah by a native agent, till the day shall come 
when the tide of events forces us to occupy the mother-city of 
10 Al-Islam" . Here, as elsewhere, Burton speaks the language of 
an average Englishman who "vrould everywhere see his nation second 
to none, even at Jeddah", As Burton was aware of the strategic position 
of the Middle East he thought that collecting information about 
its inhabitants and their manners and customs could be of great 
advantage to the British emT5ire, It was this im-oerialist motive 
v/hich made him dedicate his translation of the ITights to his 
country in its "hour of need". He deplored the study of Hindu 
Mythology and Sanskrit Literature v;hich, in his opinion had led 
the English away from the Arab studies which had more practical 
values as , he believed, the Muslims were "a race more powerful 
thpn any pagans". He says : 
8. Richard P. Burton, Personal Narrative of a PilgrimaRe to 
Al-Medina and Meccah. Memorial Edition. (London, rocCC^TClII^ 
Y'ol. I, p. 4-9. Hence onward referred to only as Pilpyimage. 
9. Ibid., Vol.11, p.251 
10.Ibid., p.268. Subsequent quotations are from this very page. 
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England mist remember that she is the greatest 
Mohajndan empire in the World and she must cease 
to neglect Arabism, Her ignorance of Arabic 
culture and manners has made her rule in Moslem 
lands a scandal and has exposed her to the con-
tempt of the Eastern peoples and of the Europeans 
as well." 11 
With his Arabic scholarship and his knowledge of the Arab 
culture and religion Burton tried to pro-^ ide the empii»e with the 
"means of dispelling her ignorance concerning the Eastern races" . 
The Pilgrimage, then, is no less than the transmission of 
knowledge about the Arabs and Islam mainly from an imperialist 
steudpoint. It is filled with sugrestions concerning the proper 
treatment of the Arabs. jPor example, he says of the less-civilized 
Tawarah tribe that even in early part of Mohammed All's reign, no 
governor of Suez dared to lay hands upon a Turi whatever the 
offence he might have committed within the city walls. He praises 
Mohammed Ali whose shrewdness had helped in civilizing the Arabs 
to some extent. Burton was of the view that the uncivilized bedouins, 
who fascinated him "may readily be managed by kindness and courtesy. -^ 
But, at the same time, his concern for the expansion of British 
imperialism led him to advocate repressive measure even against 
them. Expressing himself on the way Al-Hijaz should be ruled, 
he says: 
By a proper use of the blood feud; by vigorously 
supporting the vreaker against the stronger classes; 
11. Nights, Vol.I,pp. xxiii-xrrv 
12, Loc .c i t . 
13. Pilgrimage. Vol,I ,pp.1^7-8 
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"by regularly defeating; every Badawi v;ho earns 
a name £OT himself; and, above all, by the 
exercise of insoiring, unflinching justice, the 
few thousands of half-naked bandits, who now make 
the land a fig-hting :^ ield, would soon sink into 
utter insignificance,14 
He ad-70cated the British rule in Arabi? and gave suggestions 
both in the Filgrimaffe and in later books, on how the Arabs 
v:ere to be handled. He vra.s sure that sho^ ild his countrymen find 
it necessary to raise regiments of these men, nothing v/ould be. 
easier. Fay them regularly, arm them well, work them hard and 
tre-it them with even handed ^nstice — there is nothing else to 
do . "This was the Roman system'*, he argues, *'of garrisoning 
the forts and outposts to the east and south of Syria". This 
reference to the imperial Rome also reveals Burton's imperiali-
stic thinlcing. 
It is not surprising at all that the imperialist in Bur-
ton should be fortified bv a sense of superiority. He consi-
dered it a fair lesson in humility to find himself ranked benea-
th a Eunuch, a "high-shouldered, spindle sh.-^ nked, beardless bit 
of neiftrality", at a gathering of the Moslem pilgrims . He con-
sidered an invitation from an old Arab,Ali bin Ya Sin, as an 
attempt on the latters' part to earn prestige for himself 
17 
through the honour of his visit to him . He firmly believed that 
1A-. Ibid,, Vol. I, p. 258-9 
15. Richard F, Burton, The Gold Mines of Hidian and The Ruined 
Midianite Cities, 2nd edition (London, 1878; pp. 15^5. 
Hence onv;ard referred to only as Gold Mines. 
16. Pilgrimage, Vol. II, p. 256. 
17. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 255. 
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the bedouin can be inspired by no higher sentiment than fear 
and in this respect he was in full agreement with Professor 
Palner who held that the bedouin is "like a noble savage genera-
i»19 
ll7r, a nuisance to be o.bated by civilization 
Burton's obsession with the new science of ethnology and 
T)hysical anthropolop-^ led hira to trace in the Arabs the supposed 
features of an inferior race. In judging the racial character-
istics of the Semitic races, he makes use of his reading of the 
Austrian biologists, Gall and Sparzheim, He says: 
The temperament of the Hejazi is not unfrequently 
the pure nervous as the height of the forehead and 
the fine texture of the hair prove. Sometimes the 
bilious, and rarely the sanguine, elements predomi-
mate; the lymphatic I never saw. He has large nervous 
centres, and well formed spine and brain, a conform-
ation favourable to longevity. 20 
He found that the bedouin had hard and dry skin and that yellow 
complexion was rare among them. Their voice was strong and clear 
but in anger it would become shrill,"chattering like the cry of a 
wild animal". He also found respectable men self-sufficient, fierce 
and the lower orders appeared to him ferocious, stupid, and inquisi-
tive. While he considered diversity in appearance a mark of civilized 
living, he felt that the desert people knew few varieties of hair-
dressing. 
18. F o o t s t e p s , Vol . I , p . XXX 
19. Goldmines, pp . 156-7 
20. P i l r . r image , Vol . I I , p . 80 
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Burton irather discovers animal features in the hair style of the 
Arahs. For example ,he vrrites that the hair exposed to sun, wind 
and rain acquires a coarseness and looks like Kurun (horjis) — 
"ragged elf-locks,— hanging dovm to the "breast, or shaared in 
21 
the form of Shushah, a skull-cap of hair. Nothing can he 
wdlder than its appearance, he concludes. He considers the 
bedouin's small, round, deep-set and fiery eye a mark of keen ins-
pection and impassioned character. Another peculiarity in their 
facial feature that he noted was the suddenness wiih v;hich their 
e^ed opened, especially under excitement. This, combined 
V7ith the fixity of g;lance, he thouf^ ht, was an expression of 
lively fierceness and exceeding sternness, whilest the narrow 
space "between the orbits vas taken as a mark of "intelligence, 
not destitute of cunninp;". He foimd their ears like those of 
their horses, "small well-cut, 'castey', and elaborate, with 
many elevations and degressions". Their nose was straight like 
those of Greek statues which have been treated as a prodigious 
exaggerations of the facial angle. He describes it as a well-
made feature with delicate nostrils, below which the septum 
appeaoTs : "in anger they swell and open like a blood mare's". 
They had an \mpredictable temper: "now too grave, then too 
gay". Their mouth was irregular and the lips denoted only 
"rudeness" and "v/ant of taste". 
21. Ibid.,Vol.;i, p.82. Other quotations are also from this page. 
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Burton depicts the Maghribi pilp;rims whom he met on 
his way to Suez, as ferocious and savage. These wretches 
appeared to be of the lowest class , each having just a 
bac of drv provisions. The Englishman, pityinp; their state, 
offered to eo.ch man a pint of water and a little bread. But they 
asked for more and the alms became a demand "and the demsnd was 
backed by fierce looks and a derisive sneer, and a kind of 
25 
reference to their knives. As the narrative proceeds, Burton 
gives further account of their ignorance and lack of civility; 
Our Kaghribis were fine-looking animals from the 
desert about Tripoli and Tunis; so savage th?.t, 
but a few weeks ago, they had gazed at the cock-
boat, and wondered how long it would be growing 
to the size of the ship that was to take them to 
Alexandria. Most of them were sturdy young fellows, 
round-headed, broad-shouldered^ tall and large-limbed 
with frowing eyes, and voices m a perpetual roar. 
Their manners were rude,and their faces full of fierce 
contempt or insolent familiarity. A few old men were 
there,'with coimtenonces expressive^of intense fero-
city; women as savage and full of figjit as men; and 
handsome boys with shrill voices, and hands always 
upon their dap:rers, 24 
Their pilp;rim leader, Maula Ali, appeared to Burton "a burly 
savage". -^Zhile on the ship, a few Turks encountered the Magh-
ribis and began elbowing and scolding them. A Syrian wanted to 
restore order but was sunk immediately below the surface of the 
22. A term used by the Arabs for the inhabitants of Lybia, Tunisia 
and Morroco. 
23. Pilgrimage« Vol.1, p.156 
24. Ibid., p. 190 
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livinfs mass: and when he was fished out "his forehead was cut 
open, half his beard had disappeared, and a fine sharp set of 
teeth belonging to some Haghrabi had left their mark in the 
25 
calf of his leg" . The$re Maghrabis were not merely savage they 
vrere barborous as well, as thev hated tobacco which, in Bar-
ton's opinion reflected a want of refinement. He observes: 
"These Maghrabis, like the Somalis, the Wahabees of the desert, 
and certain other Barbarous races, unaccustomed to tobacco, 
26 
appeared to hate the smell of a pipe" . 
Similar was his attitude towards the Egyptians, He found the 
land of Pharaos becoming civilized and the Egyptian feeling uncomfort-
able in the transitory or middle state, "between barbarism and the 
reverse". The passport system, which Burton considered an out-
dated sign of cixilized governing, "now dying out of Europe", 
he notes, "has sprung up, or rather has revived, in Egypt with 
"27 peculiar vigour . Burton laments inconveniences caused by the 
Sassport system in Ep^TDt. As he thought that the Egyptians were 
the process of being civilized, he considered it natural to find 
the leaven 6f bigotry among them. Of this he gives some interes-
•^ inr instances: 
The same tongue which is employed in blessing Allah, 
is, it is conceived, doing its work eoually well in 
cursing Allah's enemies. V/herefore the Kafir is 
denounced by every sex, age, class, ^nd condition. 
25. Ibid., Vol. I, p . 19.-^  
26. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 19^ 
27. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 18 
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"by the man of the world, as by the hoy at 
school, and out of, as well as in, the Mosque, 
If you ask your friend who is the person with 
a black turban, he replies, 
"A Christian. Allah make his coimtenance cold!" 
If you enquire your servant, who are the people 
singing in the next house, it is ten to one 
that his answer will be, 
"Jews, May their lot be Jahannam!" ^ ^ 
When spea'kiinp; of Enp^ land they used a similar tone: "heads were 
rolled, pious sentences were e;jaculated, and finally out came the 
old EaFtem cry 'of truth they are Shaytans, those English". 
Burton fovnd them hatinp the Greeks, viewinp: them as "clever 
scoundrels, ever-ready to do Al-Islam a mischief". They also 
looked at the Maltese v;ith a -Drofoimd contempt. 
Burton is critical of the supposed contradictory nature of 
the Epyj^tians. He found them hatinr^  the Europeans yet longing 
for a European rule: "This people admire an iron-handed and • 
lion-hearted despotism; they hate a timid and grinding tyranny'. 
V/hen Burton nublished his Pilgrimage, Egypt was not under 
European control. His imperial vision led him to think that this 
covintry in v/estem hands would command India, and a ship-
canal between Pelusium and Suez would open the whole of Eastern 
Africa, As for the fanaticism of the people. Burton was sure, "a 
little prudence would suffice to command the interests of the 
29 
mosque". Burton found about eighteen influential Shaykhs at 
28. Ibid., p.110. Other quotations in this paragraph are from this 
very page. 
29. Tbid,,p113 
so 
Cairo,"too fanatic to listen to reason" vrtio might oppose 
European colonialism in Egypt. But he thought that the three 
Muftis and the Shaykh of the Azhar were sufficient to 
keep the Olema in order . To the imperialist Burton Egypt was 
rhe most tempting prize which the East held out to the ambition 
of Europe'I^^ But, still,the prevailing condition of the country 
appeared to him "so strange, so faiitastic, so ghostly" that it 
seemed simply preposterous to him to imagine that in such places 
human beings "like ourselves can be bom, and live through life, 
and carry out the command ^ increase and multiply , and die 
In Egypt Burton noticed what he terms as the "primitive 
form of flirtation" which mainly consisted of the demand direct. 
In his caravan there was a certain charming Fattumah, ''a plump-
personed dame, fast verging upon her thirtieth year, fond of a 
little flattery, and pQSses«5inp-, like all her people, a most 
T^luble tongue". The refrain of every one was "Marry me, 0 
Fat^umah ! 0 daughter ! 0 female pilgrim ! And she used to reply 
with a couquettish movement of the sides, a toss of the head, 
and a flirtatious manipulation of her head-veil, "I am mated, 0 
young man! • Burton comments that she, being a person of 
30. Ibid., p.114 
31. Ibid., p.89 
32. In Arabic Fatima, if pronounced as'Fattumah', means a disgracefu: 
lady. 
53. Pilgrimap;e, Vol.1, pp. 147-5 
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Dolyandrous -nropensities, seemed to have been able to support 
the weip.ht of at le?st three matrimonial en{7:agements. His con-
versation vdth the caravan people made him think of the cheai>-
nesF of womnnhood in Epypt, where a man could marry women at 
the rate of fen shillinj^ s a head. He mistalcenlr considered Mahr 
as the measure of a bride's value. 
According to Burton, the Egyptian woman, though usually 
very frail, had the best temper in the world. In this connection 
he refers again to Fatima.When people imitated her Egyptian accent 
sjnd mimicked her gestures, she would wax wroth, order them to 
be gone and stretch out her finger which. Burton informs his 
readers, was a sign that "she wished to put out our eyes or 
abjure Allah to cut the hearts out of our bosoms". Burton says 
that on hearing these curses^the people would say: "Y'al Ago-o-oz 
(0 old woman and decrepit) "0 daiighter of sixty sires, and fit 
only to carry wood to market ! "She vrould respond to this Td.th"a 
storm of v^ rath, at the tail of v/hich all of us, like children, 
startinp- upon our feet, rushed out of one another's way , But 
this Vood tem-oerament' of the Erryptisji woman. Burton tells his 
readers, was not regarded vrith awe and res'oect in Hijaz where 
f'^-^ te-m Hisriyah (an Er^ yptian woman) meant a depraved charac-
ter . 
5^. Ibid., p.176 
8, 
Burton writes that on the question of matrimony the Arabs were 
"hard and facetious".Referring to a traditional fictitious conver-
sation T-)etv;een Harilcar al-Hsikim (the Wise one) and his nephew, 
Nadan, (the IfTiorant one) Burton leads his readers to believe 
that it was the general opinion of the Arabs to consider marri-
age "joy for a nonth and sorrow for a (sic) life". He also 
e;ives the translations of some popular Arabic verses which make 
fun of the womankind: 
They said 'marry'! I replied, 'far be it from me 
To take to my bosom a sackful of snales. 
I am free —-vrhy then become a slave ? 
May Allah never bless womankind •! 35 
He quotes the following lines which, in his opinion^ afford a 
•nicttire of female life in Arabia: 
From 10 (years of age) unto 20, 
A repose to the eves of beholders. 
From 20 unto 30, 
Still fair and full of flesh. 
From 30 unto ^-0, 
A mother of many bovs and .crirls 
From W unto 50, 
An old woman of the deceitfttl (sic) 
From 50 unto 60, 
Slav her with a ^ cnife. 
From 60 unto 70, zg 
The curse of Allah upon them, one and all! 
Another Arabic couplet v;hich, according to Burton reflected the 
status of woman in Arab society was: 
35. Ibid., Vol.11, p. 22 
36, Loc.cit, 
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They declare womankind to be heaven to man, 
I say, 'Allah, give me Jahannam, and not this heaven'. 
He thought that Mahr or a sum settled upon the bride was also one 
of the main hindrances in marriage. As about 400 dollars was 
considered a fair average sum among the respectable citizens^it 
was not easy fo-r a man to get married. This was one of the rea-
37 
sons for late marriages : "Woman being a marketable commodity 
in Barbarism as in civilization, the youth in Al-Hi^ jaz is not 
married till his father can afford to buy him a bride". 
At Al-Madinah he found the women visitors to Shaikh Hamid's 
house most decorously wrapped up: "nor did they ever design to 
39 jd^roger, even by exposing an inch of cheecl? • He came to know 
that it was considered highly disgraceful in a Muslim society 
to make a female expose her face; the reason being the order of 
Allah, revealed to the Prophet in the sixth year of Hi;frah which 
40 
asked the Prophet's wives to converse with the Ghairmahram only 
41 from behind the curtain 
Disguised as a physician, Burton was able to see a little 
and hear much of the harim. To him the Arabian house appeared 
much like a European one, comnosed of a man, his wife and his 
57. Pilsrimage, Vol. II, p. 25 
58. Ibid., Vol, II, p, iii 
39. Ibid,, Vol.1, p. 298 
40. In Islam, people other than close relatives 'd.th whom marriage 
relation is sanctioned, are called Ghairmahram, 
41. Pilgrimage. Vol.1, p.565. 
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mother. In polygamous families the husband usually provided se-
parate apartments for each of his wives, uiiless the first v/ife 
was an old woman and the other a child. He found .jealousy^hat-
red and malice flourishing in polygamy and so pleaded for poly-
andry, which in his opinion vras "the only state of society in 
which jealousy and nuarrels about the sex are the exception and 
not the rule of life" 
On the question of the status of woman in Arab society the 
Pilg^ rimap:e is na doubt a revealing document. Burton found the 
condition of the Arab women in certain sections of the society 
as good as their western sisters , although in other parts of 
Arabia they were yet to receive a better treatment. Referring 
to the situation in Egypt he wrote:"The palmy days of Egyptian 
husband when he might use the stick, the sword, or the sack with 
43 
impunity, are, in civilized places at least, now gone by . He also 
came to know about the Egyptiam family law which assured justice to 
a woman if she simply complained the Qazi or the governor. But he 
noted that this law was hot widely practised. 
Burton believed that it was Christian influence cin Islam 
which raised the status of wo"ion in Muslim society. In his • 
o-ninion, i-*: was the Christian concept of the virgin mother wloich 
42. Ibid,,VolII, p.91 
43. Ibid., p.175 
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made the Arabs cite two examples of female perfection in Islam. 
Accordinp; to him, Khalijah was cor.ceived as a minor saint and 
held that Muslims "believed Patima as one who was spiritually 
unspotted "by sin and was physically ever a virp:in, even after 
44 fz;iving birth to Hasan and Hosayn , He corrected the centuries 
long Euro-nean misunderstanding which held that Muslims "believed 
45 in the SoTillessness of woman and cited some prayers, recited 
at the Prophet's tomb and other important places of visitation, 
to prove the falsity of this belief. The prayers which seek 
well-being of all Momenin and Mominat, Muslemin and Muslemat 
were enough to convince him that Muslims regarded woman as 
46 
similar to her male counterpart 
Durinr bis stay in ? WalCE>lah in Ecrypt, Burton met an Arab 
slf^ve-dealer who wns stavinet there with a number of 
his Abyssinian slave girls. As the slave girls constantly fell 
<^ ick 'the doctor' was called to cure them, Livinj?; in rooms 
opposite t^ -'ese slave-f7;irls', and seeinp: them at all hours of the 
day and nif^ ht, Burton had freotient onportnnities of studyin,? 
them. He describes thera as the average specimens of the steato-
PT/'gous Abyssinian breed, "broad-shouldered, thin-flanked, fine-
44-. Ibid., p.90 
45. Ibid., p.92 
46. Ibid., p.295 
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limbed, and with haunches of a prodigious size" , Although none 
of them had handsome features, he found something pretty in the 
hrow, eyes, and upper part of the nose. They appeared coarse and 
sensual with protruding lins, large jowl and prooecting mouth, 
"Whilst the whole had a combination of piquancy with sweetness". 
Their style of flirtation he found rather peculiar: 
"How beautiful thou art, 0 Maryam! what eyes! 
—vrhat— "Then why".— vould respond the lady 
—"dont vou buy me?" "We are of one faith — 
of one Creed —- formed to form each other's 
happiness", 
"Then why don't you buy me?" 
"Conceive, 0 Maryam, the blessing of two hearts—" 
"Then why don't you buy me?" 
Through his conversation with the slave-dealer Burton knew much 
about slave-hunting in Somali land and Zanzibar and concluded that 
the slaves were not necessarily the most wretched and degraded 
of beinfTs. He foimd a master's attitude towards the slaves quite 
sensible and humane, so much so that very often slaves preferred to 
48 
to remain slaves rather than be poor freemen. 
Burton found the teaching of Islam operating behind this 
fair treatment of the slaves: "The laws of Mahomet enjoin his 
followers to treat slaves with the greatest mildness, and the 
Moslems are in general scrupulous observers of the Apostle's 
recommendations". In the Arab society he even found that the 
47. Ibid.,Vol,I, p.59 
46, Ibid,, p.61 
49. Loccit, 
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slaves were considered as members of the family, and in the 
Arab house55 bhey seldom did any other work than filling the 
pipes, serving coffee, accompanyinp; their master when goinp; 
out, rubbing his feet when he took his nap in the afternoon, and 
driving awav the flies from him. There was a legal provision for 
a dissatisfied slave to compel his master to sell him. Also, a 
slave had no care for food, lodgings, clothes and washing, and 
had no taxes to pay and was exempted from military service and 
socage, Thns, in spite of his bondage, he was "freer than the 
•f-^ eest Fellah in Erypt", writes Burton, 
Burton gives a detailed account of the slave trade. He even 
mentions the differ-ence in the actual price of a slave(male or 
female) in Mecca and Medina, In Medina a Hasinah (slave-girl 
of a superior quality) was available for 40 to 50 dollars. If 
she was a mother, her value would be less but her feminine accomf 
plishments could raise her price to 100 dollars. The older the 
child sl-^ ves, the less was their value. The Abyssinian, mostly 
Galla girls, were much prized because their skins were always 
cool in hot v/eather. He learnt that a Jariyah Baiza, a while 
slave-girl4 could fetch a price between £ 100 and £ 400, The 
slave market at Al-Madinah was very small"almost all the slaves 
were brou-^ ht from Meccsh not Jeddah, by the Jallabs, or drivers 
nfter the best were exported to Epypt,'' 
At Meccah, there w?s a large slave market where Burton sav/ 
+->ie -iret+-iest "-ir-ls occuDyinr the highest benches, below which 
30, Ibid, ,pp,12-3 l^ -'l? 
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were the plainer sort, and on the lowest of all,the boys. They 
were all rally dressed in pink and other light-coloured muslins, 
''dth transparent veils over their faces. Burton found them per-
fectly happy, Icughinr, loudly, although he could not decide whe-
ther it was real happiness or what he calls "the reaction succee-
ding to their terrible land-journey and sea-voyage". In spite of 
his positive references to the condition of slaves in Arabia, he 
expressed his dislike for the slavery system and suggested to the 
British authorities: "A sinp:le steamer would destroy the trade, 
and if we delay to take active measures, the people of Enpland, 
v/ho have s^ent millions in keeping up a west African squsjcdon, 
will not hold us PuiltlesR of nep:li^ ence"'^  . 
Althouph Burton sojourned at Keccah "but a short time" and 
CO ^Id not see what he calls the best specimens of the popula-
•t-ion, he could, nevertheless, i^ite a full length account of the 
cit7'- and its inhabitants. The citizens of Meccah appeared to him 
more civilized and also more vicious than those of Al-Madinah, 
According to hira, they were worldly-vrise, God-forgetting, and 
Mammonish sort of folk. Burton took a popular Arabic satire 
Tuf w' asaa, w' aamil al-saba — "Circumambulate and run (ie 
betvieen Safa and Marwah) and commit the seven (deadly sins)i' as 
reflective of the Meccan character. He found the proverb Al-
haram f'il Haramayn — "Evil (dwelleth ) in the Holy Cities" 
lilierally true and traced its cause in the faith which offered easily 
attained exDiation: "Good acts done at Meccah are rewarded a 
51. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 252 
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hundred thousand fold in heaven; yet it is not auspicious to dwell 
there "5^ He wrongl^ v informs his readers that the pilgrims were 
55 
forbidden from abiding at Mecca after performing the rites of Haj 
and thouf^ ht it a wise Islamic rule as in his opinion, there was 
a dgnp:er that a long stay would not only dispel their devout 
feelingsbut also would possibly be followed by a reaction. He no-
ticed that "he who stands struck by the first aspect of Allah's 
house, after a few months, the marvel waxing stale, sweeps past 
with indifference or somethinp; worse". 
Burton found little at Meccah "to offend the eve". The Meccans 
were a darker race than the Medinites,the reason being,as he believ-
ed, the easv availability of the female slaves in the market. Most 
Meccans had black concubines and the annearance of the Sharif too 
was that of a Negro. He did not see any handsome man in the Holy 
City although some of the women appeared to him beautiful. He notic-
ed a peculiar Arab custom called Mashali. In most families male 
children, when forty days old, were taken to the Kaba, prayed over, 
and carried home, where the barber drew with a razor three parallel 
gashes down the fleshy portion of each cheek, from the exterior 
angles of the eyes almost to the comers of the mouth. Burton 
believed that this custom had its origin in 
pagan times. 
According to Burton the most unpleasant features of the cha-
racter of the Meccans were their pride and coarseness of speech. 
52. Ibid., p. 252 
55. There is no such in;junction in Islam. 
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They looVred upon thenj^ elves as the cream of the earth? "The 
Meccans appeared to me distinpniished, even in this foul mouthed 
East, by the superior licentiousness of their language. Abuse 
was bpd enoup;h in the streets, but in the house it became intole-
rable"^. The Tur'^ ish pilgrims objected to this habit of theirs,but 
the Meccans themselves were too proud to notice it.Burton says that 
once a certain boy, Mohammed, and one of his cousins transgressed 
the limits of his endurance: 
Theyhad been reviling each other vilely one day 
at the house-door about dawn, vrhen I administer^ 
ed the most open reprimand: "In my country 
(Afghanistan) we hold this to be the hour of prayer, 
the eason of good thoughts, when men remember Allah; 
even the Kafir doth not begin the day with curses 
and abuse". The people around approved, and the 
offenders could not refrain from saying, "Thou hast 
snolcen truth, 0 Effendi!" Then the bystanders began, 
as usual, to improve the oceasion". "See", they 
exclaimed, "this Sulaymani gentleman, he is not the 
Son of a Holy Citv, and yet he teacheth you — ye, 
the children of the Pronhet ! — repent and fear 
Allah!" They renlied, "Verity we do repent, and Allah 
is a pardoner and the Merciful!" — were silent for 
an hour, and then abused each ot>>er more foully than 
before.55 
NeverthlesR, he found some redeeming Qualities in the Meccans^ 
namel^^, courage, bonhommie, m?nly saavity of manners, fiery sense 
of honour, strong family affections, r)atriotism and fteneral 
awj^reness. "The dark-half of the nicture," he wrote, "is formed 
bv pride, birotrv, irreligion, greed of gain, immorality, ?Jid 
Drodipal ostentation". He says that the rites of the Kaba, shorn 
5^. Pilgrimage, Vol II, p. 232 
55. Loc. cit. 
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of every idolatrous tendency, "still hang a strange unmeaning 
shroud around the livinp; theism of Islam." Though critical 
of most of these rites, he still consider them tolerable: 
"Better fa*r to consider the Meccan pilp:rima(7e rites in the lif^ ht 
o-f evil-worshiT> turned into lessons of Good than to philosot)hize 
about their straneenesp, and to blunder in assertin^ ^ them to be 
iisic'nifleant' , 
Bui- Burton regarded vfith respect only those rites of the 
Pilrrimare which he found in tune with the spirit of Christianity, 
TaTcing about the supernatural agencies supposedly associated with 
the •oiln'rimage Burton savs: 
The angels vriio restore the stones from Muna to 
Muzdalifah: the heavenly host whose pinions cause 
the Ka'abah's veil to rise and to wave, and the 
mysterious complement of the pilgrim's total at 
the Arafat sermon, all belong to the category of 
spiritual creatures walking on earth unseen, — 
a poe:tical tenet, not condemned by Christianity! 57 
The elements of true Christianity that he found in Islam earned 
his admiration. There he foimd no such silly frauds as heavenly 
fire drawn from a nhos-Dhorous match, or two rival churches 
fighting tooth and nail. There were no fare dames 
staring with their glasses at the Head of church. If the Meccans 
were disposed to scoff at the wild Takruri, they did it not so 
nubliclv or shamelesslv as the Romans jeering with ribald jest 
at the fanaticism of strangers from the bogs of Ireland. "At 
Neccah there is nothing theatrical, nothing that sugf^ ests the 
56. Loc.cit. 
57. Ibid., p.238 
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opera; but alibis simple and impressive, filling the mind with 
"a vreight of awe not easy to be borne". 
He felt more at ease in Al-Madinah than at any other city 
of Arabia because there he found himself not imich different, at 
least in appearance, from the local people. The complexion of the 
Medanites was comparatively white and there were a number of 
people who shaved their beard in the manner of Europeans.At first 
3;lanr,e the Iladanites appeared to him a bit civilized but soon he 
disco\'-ered thpt their 'austerity' and 'ceremoniousness' were onlv 
skin-deep: "In intimacy or in anf^ er their garb of politeness is 
throira off, and the screaming Arab voice, the %''Oluble, copious, 
and emphatic abuse, and the mania for p-esticulation^retum in all 
58 
their deformity , Burton did not attest to the opinion of the 
Meccans v;ho considered the heart of the liadajaites as black as their 
skins were white. He found in them a considerable amount of pride 
and pupnacitv and also a vindictiveness of wonderful force and 
patience: "a man will abuse his guest, even though he will not 
dine without him, and would protect him bravely against an enemy"','' 
Amonr the Madanites he found the outward appearance of deco-
rum punctiliously observed. In matters of social morality the Qur-
anic lav;s ivere in practir^ .e. Scandals were rare and the women beha-
ved T.a+ h n:reat decency. However, he found the Madanites "busy in 
58. Ibid,, p. 17 
59. Ibid,, p,19 
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scoldin.'^  Hasinah and Za'afaran, slnve frirls. He foimd a com-
bination of devoutness and levity in their conduct: "Their mouths 
we^e as full of religious salutations, exclamation, and hackneyed 
61 
quotations from the Koran, as of indecency and vile abuse" . He 
noticed that they offered prayers only in public to preserve their 
reputation as the sons of the holy city* 
The mocking vein in which Burton describes the Coffee-house 
discussions shov;s that he viewed the Arabs as being ignorant of the 
intematioral situation, l-.'hile sipping the delicious smelling brew, 
he heard fantastic things about the war.The Sultan had,according to 
them ordered the Tsar of "Russia to become a Maslim to -Which the Tsar 
had responded mildly, offering tribute and fealty. The political 
pur)dits of the Coffee-house would respond, "Allah smites the 
faces of infidels". Burton heard them saying that Masco*? would be 
occunied and then it would be the turn of all the remaining' idola-
62 
tors, bee;inninF: with the Ene:lish, French and Greeks, 
Burton was also critical of the architectural features of 
the Prophet's mosque at Medina. After drawing- a detailed ground 
60. Accordinp; to Burton, 'Hasinah' and 'Zaafaran' are the names 
of -two famous varieties of slave girls. 
61. Pilgrimage, Vol. II, p. 20 
62. Burton is not fair in singling out the Meccan Coffee-house 
gossip mongers. This kind of vainglorious conversation was 
noticed, among others, by Addison, Pope, Fielding in the 
Coffee-houses of London, See Spectator, Rape of the Lock, 
Coffee House Politicians. 
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plan and deacribinp; even more closely the architectural design 
of the mosque —*he remarked that the minarets, despite their 
admitted beauty and grandeur, were "bizarre and misplaced'*, and 
its pillnrs ''architectijrally lawless and without a rede(6minp, 
feature". "As a building", said Burton, "it had neither beauty 
—nor dif^ nity". The interior was no improvement on the outside. 
On entering: the mosque he wafe astonished at the "mean and ta^ -Kiry" 
sie-ht that greeted him: "The lonp;er I looked at it, the more it 
sufJii^ ested the resemblance of a Tiiuseum of second-rate art, an old 
CuriositY-shop, full of ornaments that are not accessories, and 
decorated vdth pauper splendour" . Inside the mosque Burton noti-
ced an area known as the Garden or Raudha, after the saying of 
the Prophet "Betv/een ray Tomb and my Pulpit is a Garden of the 
Gnrdens of Paradise", This aaying of the Prophet caused him to 
remark about Islamic traditions posterior to the Prophet's: "So 
important are the variations that I only admire how Al-Islam does 
not follow Wahhabi example, and summarily consign them to 
oblivion " 
Similar was his attitude toxvards the mosoue of Quba and the 
tomb of the martyr Hamzah, the Prophet's uncle. The Quba mosque 
appeared to hira more like a pl«ce of defence than one of prayer. 
He foxmd the tomb v;ith usual furniture of ostrich egrs, and oil 
lanns, which provided no more than a fitful glimmr.r. It had a 
63. Pilgrimage. Vol.1, p.30? 
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number of superstitions associated with it. Of Mount Ohad, 
Burton relates a tradition of the Prophet which says, <'Ohad 
is a Movjitoin which loves us and which we love; it is upon the 
Gate of heaven". Also, the readers are told of Jabal Ayr of 
w^ -^ ich the Prophet is re|>orted to have said;"and Ayr is a place 
which hates us and which v/e hate: i+- is upon the Gate of Hell", 
the reason for these statements being that the former had sheltered 
Wubammed in a time of danger while the latter refused him vater 
when he felt thirsty. On the basis of such popular but mostly 
unauthentic traditions of the Prophet Burton sceptically remarks: 
Moslem divines ... ascribe to Muhammed miraculou» 
authoritv over animals, regetables and minerals, 
as well as over men, anp^ els and oi°tn[s. Hence the 
sneakinr of wolf, the weeping post (one of the 
pillars of Medinah mosque), the oil-stone, and the 
love and hate of these two mountains. eA-
Burton's account of the performance of Zeyarat at Medinah 
is also reflective of his prejudiced attitude towards Islam. 
He often commits the mistake of taking the belief of a naive 
Muslim as true Islam and starts giving an interpretation 
of his own: 
The act of blessing the Prophet is one of peculiar 
efficacv ... Gases are quoted of sinners being actu-
ally snatched from hell by a glorious figure, the 
personification of the blessings v/hich had been 
called down by them upon Mohammed's head. This most 
poetical idea is borrowed, I believe,from the ancient 
Guebres, who fabled that a man's good works assumed a 
beautiful female shat>e, which stood to meet his soul 
when windin*?- its way to judgement. Also, when a 
64. Ibid., p.514 
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Moslem blesses Muhammed at Al-MadiBah, his sins 
are not written dovn for three days — thus allow-
in!5 ample margin for repentance — by the recoiv 
ding angle, Al-Halakayn (the two .Angels) or Kiram 
al-Katibin (the Generous writers), are mere perso-
nifications of the R;ood principle and the evil 
principle of man's nature; they are fabled to 
occupy each a shoulder, and to keep a list of words 
and deeds. This is certainly borrowed from a more 
ancient faith. In Hermas II (Command 6) we are told 
that 'every man has two angels, one of godlines, the 
ot^or of iniquity' ,., a superstition seemingly foun-
ded upon the dualism of the old Persians, Medieval 
Surope, which borrowed so much from the East at the 
time^of the Crusades, degraded these angels into good 
and bad fairies for children's stories,55 
Thns, according to Burton Islamic belief and the rituals of 
Zevarah are a confused heap of discordant practices borrowed from 
various sources. 
I'he Pilgrimr-p^ e reiterates the traditional European concept 
ot the Arabs as rank sensualists. Later in his "Terminal essay*^ 
to the Nights he p;ave a comprehensive survey of sexual perver-
sions of the Arab race, which verges on pornography. There is a 
descri-Dtion of al Salkh, the flyinp; of the genitals of young men 
in proof of msinliness, an old pagan custom practised in part of 
Hijaz, but forbidden in Vahabee Arabia, He also gives a graphic 
account of circumcision performed before him . 
65. Loccit. 
66. His views did not change with the passage of time. In a later 
publication The Jew, Jypsy and El^Islam (London. 1898), he 
makes the following comments on the Soly Quran: There is 
also but little to commend in it, except its fiery and 
commanding eloquence. As a code of laws it is eminently de-
fective. He who co^ 'ld write such work could have written 
much better", p, 340 
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... this custom seems to be a way of 
showing virility and spirit. The 
friends and the father proceed forth, and 
stand aromid the young man who sits ••• The 
'cutter' takes his dagpier then ... peels the 
skin from penis and testicles by severing the 
prepuce, beginning at the level or a little 
below, and stripping: the stomach down to the 
thighs. The young man ... cries out with a loud 
voice, 'Cut away'and don't be afraidI' Voe to 
the cutter if he hesitates, or if his hand trem-
bles. If his son cries out in pain, the father 
often kills him. \>rhen the operation is over, the 
yoiing man gets up and says 'Allahu Akbar' ... 
often, overcome with pain, he lies on the ground. 
Burton certainly was an Arabist of high repute. Nevertheless, 
he has made certain glaring mistakes in his description of Muslim 
beliefs and Islamic history. For example, he wrote that the ortho-
dox school of Al-Malik held Al-Madinah more sacred than Meccah 
on account of the sanctity of the former and the religious bene-
fits to be derived from Prophet Mohammed's tomb situated there. 
He gave t>;o reasons in support of this opinion which was supposed-
ly held by the Malkis. 5'irstly, as the city was the place of the 
Prophet's refuge it had the same relationship with him as Meccah 
had v;ith i^ jraham. Secondly, as the tradition declares that every 
individual's body is buried in the ground from the dust of whicb 
it had been composed, Al-Madinah apparently had the honour of 
supplying materials for the apostle's person, Vhilecthese argumenl 
min-ht have some validity, the bosic assertion in respect of the 
Malkis is not true since they never held any such belief, A more 
67. Pilgrimage, Vol.I,p.306 
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clear instance of historical error is his description of Caliph 
Osman whom he has described as the fourth Caliph while he was 
CO 
the third one . Also, he erroneously led his readers to believe 
that the place of the Prophet's head in his tomb was marked by 
an illuminated copy of the Qoran. At times he also touched upon 
the Islamic code of conduct about which he had very little taiow-
ledf^ e and this often made him t>ass wrong j^ idp^ ements, For example, 
diirinp: his stay at Shaikh Hamid's house he came to know the 
Muslim way of meeting a strange woman which was contrary to the 
69 
actual practice : "after touching the skin of a strange woman, 
it is not lawful in Al~Islam to pray without ablution. For this 
reason, vrhen a fair dame shakes hands with you, she wraps up her 
70 finrers in a kerchief,or in the end of her veil" , 
These are ^ust a few examples of Burton's pronouncements which 
to a great actent show that his understanding of the Arabs and Islam 
was anything but profound. 
Thomas Assad has argued that Burton was an objective observer 
of the Arabian scene and that he made a valiant attempt to correct 
the erroneous view of the occidentals in resTiect of the customs 
of the Arabs relating; to sex by explaining tenets of the Muslim 
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faith . Assad even finds Burton sympathetic to Islam and cites 
68. Ibid., p.522 
69. It is a common knowledp^ e that Islam does not allow women to 
shake hands with any stranger. 
70. Pilgrimage> Vol. I, p. 298 
71. Thomas J. Assad, Three Victorian Travellers; Burton, Blunt, 
Doughty, (London,""T^iPT, p~ 38. 
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his attempt in the Nip:ht to prove thPt Mohammed's Paradise was a 
ST>iritual and intellectual condition and that "only ignorance or 
pious fraud asserts it to be wholly sensual". Giving instances from 
the ITi^ ht Assad says that Burton even learned to respect Islam as 
he "became convinced that the Islamic philosophy exalts human nature. 
However, in the eyes of an ob.iective researcher, Assad's opinion 
suffers from the lack of a coherent vision and certainly is not in 
consonance with Burton's more serious writings on the subject,There 
are two main reasons which might have been responsible for blurring 
Assad's vision. Firstly, he mixes up the Burton of the Pilpyimafee and 
the Fipchts and secondly, he takes some of Burton's remarks in the 
Ni|^ hts as the real opinion of the author, while actually they have 
been expressed to lend authenticity to his account in order to make 
his readers believe his description of the sexual customs and manners 
of the Arab people. Burton of the Night is a bit different from the 
Burton of the Pilgrimage, but here too the difference is not of 
perception but mainly of manner of presentation. It can be said with 
ample justification that in the earlier writings and in the Pilgrimage 
he is NEVER sincerely sympathetic towards the Arabs and Islam, His 
uncomplimentary references to the Muslim concept of the Paradise are 
sufficient to show this. He was of the view that the Prophet showed 
great shrewdness in making his Paradise for the poor consist of 
splended eating and drinking, for "the half-famished bedouin think 
of nothing beyond the stomawh and their dreams can know no 
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72 hirher bliss than 'mere repletion*" . Certain important Muslim 
relip-ious ceremonies, even the Haj rituals, seemed to him un-
reasonable. The holy Haram of Medina appeared to him a clumsy 
stmcture. The Bedouin of Heoaz seemdd to him barbarous and a 
civilized man like him felt out of place among the less developed 
Semites. It would not be far from truth if on the basis of such 
comments one maintains that Burton, both in his attitude and 
perception, is a typical example of a British imperialist tra-
veller of his time. 
In the Pilp;rimai?e Burton seems entangled in seeing and 
feelinp", in experiencing life on mere physical plane which leads 
him to fil^ his book v/ith matter which he deemed to be factiial. 
Occasionally he also appears as one hankering after the opportuni-
ties of mere animal enjoyments in Arabia uncircumscribed by 
Victorian conventions of society and morality. But beneath this 
desire for robust life there also lurked his imperialist patrio-
tism. He put to practical use all the so called facts accumula-
ted by him in the course of his Arabian journey. He related his 
knowledge of anthropology to his wish to serve England, He belie-
ved that his knowledge of Eastern sexual customs and 'learned' 
discourses on sexual perversions were the first step in the fight 
against the declining birth rate (in England),"that foe to 
national prosperity". He said that what he found most attractive 
in the East was its freedom from the conven'tions of European 
72, yoorsreus. Vol.5^, p.108 
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civilization, but elsewhere he has openly argued in faxour of 
British Imperialism. On several occasions in the Pilp;rimag;e 
Burton has asserted that this 'uncivilized' land was crying for 
the Imperial Masters. 
The Arabian ^joumev, therefore, provided Burton with suffi-
cient material to satisfv his urge for a sensual life,to express 
his prejudice against the semi-civili25ed Semitics* "to assert his 
national and racial superiority, and, more importantly, to serve 
the cause of British imperialism. Burton not only found everything 
that he was looking for in Arabia, he was also able to make 
everything he found in Arabia suit his own pre-determined 
objectives. 
Chapter III 
W.G.Palgrave's The Narrative of a Year's Journey 
through Central and Eastern Arabia 
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V/. G. Palp;rave's The Narrative of a Year's Journey Throupji 
Central and Eastern Arabia 
Soon after Burton's exploration of Arabia, the central part 
of the country was peneterated in 1862 by William Gifford Palgrave, 
an English scholar of Arabic with a special gift for visualising 
Arabia in the t3T)ical orientalist perspective. Yet it is a fact that 
initially Palgrave's The Personal Narrative of a Year's JourneyThrouf^ 
Central and Eastern Arabia (1865) was received very coolly in 
academic circles and never got the acclaim which it deserved. It 
was chiefly because Palgrave did not bother much about geographi-
cal and topographical exactness and showed laxity in dealing with 
technical matters. So his work is a beautiful blend of facts and 
fiction which was instrumental in shaping the nineteenth century 
British view of Arabia as the book came to be regarded by the 
reading public as a faithful account of the manners and customs 
of the Arab people. Sir Roderick Murchison, addressing the Royal 
Geographical Society, spoke of Palgrave in high terms praising 
him for his graphic account of the desert bordering on Syria, and 
fiat of the territory of Jabel Shomer and the Wahabee Kingdom of 
Ne,jd, T.E, Lawrence, who was also one of the admirers of Palgrave, 
rated his attainment far above his own^saying "He was in Philby-
Thomas class as explorer and wrote brilliantly',' 
William Gifford Palgrave, brother of Francis Turner Palgrave 
the famous compiler of The Golden Treasury, came of a gifted and 
1, Quoted by Stephen Ely Tabaehnic,T.E.Lawrence;Seven Pillars of 
Wisdom,(Boston,1981),p.51 
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artistic family. In 1846, while still at Oxford, Palgrave made up 
his mind to join the Indian Army. During his stay in India he 
became a convert to Roman Catholicism. But in March 1849 he resigned 
from the army and joined the 'Society of Jesus in order to become a 
priest. In 1848 he became Prere William Gifford Palgrave, a novice 
at a JesTiit college in Madras Presidency. In 1855 he moved to Rome 
to pursue further studies. He learned Arabic there before joining 
the -Tesuit missionaries in Syria. In the part of Syria which is now in 
Lebanon he was received at a Jesuit house at Ghazir in the Lebanese 
hills. Having mastered literary Arabic at Rome, he now began to 
learn the speech of the coimnon people as he toured through the villa-
ges to preach and to try to-convert the people to his faith. His 
final ordination as a priest came in 1856. He was now M. 'Abbe 
Michel Sohail. The period of his stay in, Syria, where he was busy 
in establishing schools and missions around Beirut, was the time of 
growing tension between the different j^^ eligious groups of Syria: 
Muslims, Christians and Druses. This tension finally exploded in 
the Massacre of 1860 when the Christian inhabitants around Beirut 
were set upon and slaughtered by the Druses. The Turkish rulers did 
2. Before the creation of modem Lebanonin 1918 the term Syria was 
rather loosely applied to the whole of the territory now forming 
the modem States of Syria, the Lebanon, Israel and Jordan. 
Under the Ottomans as also the Romans, Syria stretched from the 
Euphrates to the Mediterranean, and from the Sinai to the hills 
of the Southern Turkey, with Palestine as a smaller province of 
this vast country. 
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nothing to save the life of its Christian suhaects, Europe reacted 
at this and France sent its troops to protect the Syrian Christians. 
Palgrave returned home to tell Europe the facts and to raise funds. 
After a lecture tour of England and Ireland he returned to Paris to 
suggest to his Jesuit superiors that he be sent on an expedition to 
Arahia for the Society of Jesus. 
Buring his previous stay in Syria Palgrave had already proved 
hiinself a good missionary. Pere Sebastien Fouillot, the director of 
the third year students of the college saw in him a remarkable capa-
city to peneterate into the unknown regions of Arabia and to car3?y 
with him the light of the Gospel. Palgrave told Pere Fouillot that 
there he would find "new hearts, as yet ignorant of God*s mercies, 
which otherwise would be lost."^ Pere sought the cooperation of the 
French government for this perilous undertaking. Palgrave was soon 
jBummoned by Emperor Napolean III who wanted to establish good rela-
tions between France and Arabia with a view to opening up the way to 
French influence from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf and the 
Indian Ocean. Palgrave offered his services to further this aim, 
Arabia preoccupied I»onis Napoleon not only for France's political 
ambitions but also for expanding French industry which was flouri-
shing so much that it was vital for it to find large markets abroad 
and also to secure abundant supply of the raw material .Now, in Palgrave 
he saw the agent he needed. 
3. Mea Allen, Palgrave of Arabia, (London, 1972) ,p.1^8 
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Fapoleon III had little knowledge of the growth of the Vahahees 
in Nejd and Hail, the capital of Ibn Raehid's territorT". He had a 
shrewd appreciation of the iinpojrtance of the Middle East: the cons-
truction of Suez Canal had been started in 1861 with heavy French 
investments. To have first hand Imowledge of the interior of Arabia, 
of the Wahabee land and of Jabel Shomer,was of crucial importance 
for the French colonisers. As Palgrave's sojourn to Arabia was in tune 
with the French imperial policies Napoleon III sponsored this pro-
ject. Thus Palgrave's motive for Arabian travel was partly religious 
and partly political, "to ascertain how far missionary enterprise was 
4 
possible among pure Arabs" and,also,to act as an agent of the French 
imperialism. In the beginning of his career as a Jesuit missionary 
Palgrave was of the opinion that religion could help politics but 
during his training at the Jesuit College he became convinced that 
the fact was otherwise and that it was politics which could help 
religion. 
It is difficult to believe how Palgrave, who came from a respec-
table British family the members of which excelled in the service of 
Britain, could come to identify himself with Prance, a rival empire-
But a searching study of Palgrave's missionary life makes it clear 
that religious propagation was a matter of primary concern for 
4. Oiioted hy Zahra Freeth &, Victor Winstone,Erplorers ^ f Arabia, 
CLondon,1978),p.1'57 
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Palgrare whereas politics and patriotism came next* His interest in 
the latter depended upon the extent to which they could help the for-
mer. In the cooperation that he received from France and in assuming the 
role of one of her agents he saw possibilities of the fulfilment of 
his religious design. Nevertheless, he could not discard his British 
identity completely. The only way to reconcile these two apparently 
contradictory identities was to assume the role of a European impe-
rialist rather than that of a British or a French one. This enabled 
him to see the world divided into two blocs, European and non-Euro-
pean. Thus instead of Britain or France it is Europe which emerges in 
the Narrative as the centre of civilization and the non-European 
nations are shown sunk in barbarism. In Arabia, which, according to 
him, was a world of savage people and where the spirit of enterprise 
and curiosity had led him, Palgrave felt obliged to enlighten the 
ignorant people. 
The hope of doing something good toward the permanent 
social good of these wide regions; the desire of brin-
ging the stagnant water of Eastern life into contact 
with the quickening stream of European progress; perhaps 
a natural curiosity to know the yet unknown, and the res-
tlessness of the enterprise not rare in Englishmen; these 
were the principal motives.5 
5. W.G, Palgrave^ Personal Narrative of a Year's Journey 
Through Central and Eastern Arabia 2 Vols, 
(London, 1865), Vol.1, p. vii. 
Hence onward referred to only as Narrative. 
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In his preface to the Narrative Palprave further explains his motive 
in the following!; words: 
Beside, the men of the land, rather than the land of 
the men, were my main object of research and principal 
study. My attention was directed to the moral, inte-
llectual and political conditions of living Arabia, 
rather than to the physical phenomena of the country,— 
of great indeed, but, to me,of inferior interests. 
And the Narrative begins with this declaration: 
Once for all let us attexapt to acquire a fairly correct 
and comprehensive knowledge of the Arabian Peninsula. 
With its coasts we are already in great measure acquain~ 
ted ,.. But of the interior of the vast region, of its 
plains and mountains, its tribes and cities, of its 
governments and institutions, of its inhabitants, their 
ways and customs, of their social condition, how far 
advanced in civilization or sunk in barbarism, what do 
we as yet really know, save from accounts necessarily 
wanting in fulness and precision ?7 
"Such were my thoughts", he writes, and "those of my companions -when 
we found ourselves at fall of night without the eastern gate of 
Ma'an.,.." The account of the journey, though taken with a clear 
imperial motive,does not appear as that of an imperialist agent beca-
use by the time Palgrave came to write his Narrative in March 1864 
in Germany his motive of writing the book had become more literary 
than imperial or missionary or anything else. Now he had begun to 
feel that the Jesuits were not prepared to follow up any scheme for 
6. Ibid., Vol.1, p. vi 
7. Ibid., pp.1-2 
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expansion in the Middle East and that there was no future for him in 
the Jesuit order. This disillusionment with the Jesuits later led 
him to renounce publicly his Roman Catholic faith in Berlin in 1865. 
Bereft of imperial and missionary inspirations, now the only motive 
left with Palgrave for writing the Narrative was to record his own 
experiences in the desert and to show to the world Arabia 
and Islam as they appeared to him. 
The two volumes of the Narrative are divided into eighteen chap-
ters, each of them "being devoted to the accounts of his experiences at 
a particular place in Arabia. In the introductory chapter,"The Desert 
and its Inhabitants ",Palgrave gives an accotmt of his departure from 
Ma'an and describes the preparations he had to make for an Arabian 
journey. He also gives his opinion of the Arabs and Islam which he had 
come to form on the basis of his contact with the Muslim Arabs in 
Syria. Chapter II is devoted to a description of the experiences of 
the journey itself through Djowf. Chapter III describes his wanderings 
through Nefood and Jabel Shomer and gives a historical account of 
these tv'o villages, as also their economic and political conditions 
under various rulers from the advent of Islam to Palgrave*s own times. 
Chapters IV and V throw light on the life at Hail and provide an 
insight into its political situation and the policies of Talallbn 
Rashid. Chapter VI and VII are devoted to a description of life at 
Buraida. In the next five chapters, from VIII to XII, focus is on the 
Wahabee sect and on the Wahabee capital, Riyadh. Palgrave describes 
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how and mth what difficult:^ he managed to enter Riyadh and stayed 
there for about six weeks. This section of the "book is a detailed 
study in yahabism and its revolutionary activities in the Arabian 
Peninsula, Chapter XIII records liis experiences at Al-Hofhoof and 
his departure for Al-KatBB^,His experiences at Bahrain and Qatar 
are recorded in chapter XTV while chapters XV and XVI give an account 
of his wanderings through Oman , a?he next chapter^No, XVIII^is the 
concluding chapter, and it gives an account of the shipwreck and 
other hardships that he faced on his way to Masqat from where he left 
for Syria via Kirkuk and Aleppo. 
During this year and ten months' long ;joumey Palgrave came in 
contact with various Arabian tribes belonging to different Schools 
of Islamic thought. He made deliberate attempts to gather information 
about the Wahabees through direct contact with them and also through 
second hand sources, for he was conscious of the fact that he was the 
first European to enter the V/ahabee capital and see it with his own 
eyes. He was also aware that the Vahabee 33mpire was the only politi-
cal force capable of oppossing colonialism and that there was little 
scope for proselytjizing among the Wahabees, In other words, he saw 
the Vahabee Empire set against his own religion and imperial aims. 
And since he regarded the V/ahabee version of Islam as the real Islam 
preached by the prophet Mohammed (SAW), his attitude towards the 
Arabs and Islam became hostile. This p3?evented him from seeing any 
thing good in Islam itself. Instead, he ascribed the faults of the 
l U 
Wahabees or of the Arabs in general to the teachinn;s of Prophet 
Hohammed (SAW), In Palgrave*s view, Hohammed Bin Ahdnl Vahab (the 
founder of the Uahahee Movement), Moseylemah (the false prophet) 
and Prophet Mohammed (SAW) stood almost for the same thing. Of 
Mohammed Bin Abdul V/ahab he saj^' (he) had lived to exercise over 
his countrymen an influence equal to that of his campatriot Mosey-
lemah in old times, aay, alfflost of his yet more famous namesake 
Mohammed or Mahomet himself . According to Palgrave, Mohammed Bin 
Abdul Wahab came to discover "amid the ruins of the Islamitic pile 
its neglected Keystone" and tried to "reconstruct the broken fabric" 
(of Islam)." 
As he regards Mohammad Bin Abdul -Wahab a true disciple of the 
holy prophet who aimed at bringing Islam back "to its primal simpli-
city and making its goal of its starting point", his criticism turns 
to the Wahabee Movement. In his opinion it was the svrord and not the 
teachinp;sof Islam which were responsible for propagating the Wahabee 
ideolOfTT. V/hen Abdul Wahab. and his followers were expelled from the 
'Eyanahtown, they put forward before Saud a pro^ ject which would bring 
povrer to him saying, "Pledge me your word that you will make the 
cause of God your cause, and the sword of Islam your sword, and I 
will pledge you mine, that before your death you shall be sole 
monarch of Nejd, and the first potentate in Arabia"''^. Saud un-
hesitatingly accepted the offer. In his enthusiasm for propagating 
8. Ibid,, p.563 ~^ 
9. Ibid., p.465 
10. Ibid,, p,576 
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this ideologr?' Saud became the apostle of this new doctrine and 
the sword of the new faith: 
In the name of God and Islam he attacked 
one after another his misbelieving neigh-
bours, or requited their assaults by repulse 
followed closely by aggression^, while to all 
he held forth, Mahomet-like, the option between 
the Goran and the sword ."11 
Palrrave could think of Islam and the Wahabee Movement in no 
better way than those who look upon the prophet of Islam as a 
religious fanatic who^in their opinion, c£im«to this world with 
the Qdran in one hand and sword in the other. At another place 
he writes: "The Wahabee and Sapod were the joint apostles of 
Islam, and with Islam is necessarily associated the sword" -^. 
Palgrave says that Mohammed Bin Abdul Wahab restored the 
real spirit of Islam by employing his "uncommon analytic and 
deductive power, with that intuitive tact which few possess, and 
which forms the basis of what men call genius in every science 
14 
and art" , In his viev/ the way Mohammed Bin Abdul V/ahab intre-
preted "La Ilah ilia Allah" (there is no god but God) is in tune 
with what had been "the primal view and starting point of the 
Prophet and his first companions in Hi;jaz twelve ages before," 
He interprets this keystone of Islamic thought in his own way. 
He says that "La Ilah ilia Allah" undoubtedly means in English 
11. Ibid., p.577 
1?. Edward Gibbion,op.cit. p. 440 
15. Narrative. Vol. II, p. 14 
14. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 564 
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the negation of any deity save one alone, but it implies mach. 
more also. He says ; 
Their full sense is, not only to deny absolutely 
and unreservedly all plurality whether of nature 
or of person in the Supreme Being ••• but besides 
this the words, in Arabic, pnd among Arabs, imply 
that this one Supreme Being is also the only agent, 
the only Force, the only Act existing throughout 
the Universe, and leave to all beings else, matter 
or spirit, instinct or intelligence, physical or 
moral, nothing but pure unconditional passiveness, 
alike in movement or in quiescence, in action or 
in capacity ,,, Hence, in this one sentence, 'La 
Ilah ilia Allah', is summed up a system which for 
want of a better name, I may be permitted to call 
the Pantheism of Force, or of Act, thus exclusively 
assigned to God, who absorbs it all, exercises it 
all, and to Whom alone it can be ascribed, whether 
for preserving or for destroying, for relative evil 
or equally for relative good,15 
Palgrave sees no place for absolute evil or good in this system 
of thoupht. For in such a theology, he says, "all is abridged in 
the autocratical will of the one great Agent: 'Sic volo, sic 
jubeo, stet pro ratione voluntas'; which is equivalent to 
'Insha Allah', a constantly recurring expression of the Coran." 
In Palprave's opinion this Islamic God acknowledges no rule, 
standard or limit save His own sole and absolute will. Nor does 
He communicate anything to his creature or in return receives 
anything from them; "for whatever they may be, that they are in 
Him, by Him, and from Him only". Acknowledging the concept of 
e-^ uality in Islam the author savs that this is because "in the 
15. Ibid., p.565 
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utter equalisation of their unexceptional se3rvitude and abase-
ment; all are alike tools of the one solitary Force which emp-
leys them to crush or to benefit" . But he says that this 
tremendous Autocrat and unsympathizing Power is not unaffected 
by passions, desires or inclinations. With respect to His crea-
tures. He has "one main feeling and source of action, namely, 
jealousy of them, lest they should perchance attribute to them-
selves something of what is His alone, and thus encroach on His 
all-engrossing Kingdom", The Islamic God is presented by Palgrave 
as one who is more prone to punish than to reward, to inflict 
pain than to bestow pleasure, to ruin than to build. In the 
author's opinion the only pleasure that the Islamic God takes 
lies in His singular satisfaction to let created beings continua-
lly feel that they are nothing else than His slaves. His tools. 
The Islamic concept of God as having no son, no companion 
or counseller leads the author to conclude that this God is no 
less barren in Himself than for His creatures and His own barren-
ness and lone egoism being the cause of His indifferent and un-
regarding despotism around. This notion of Deity which in 
Palgrave's opinion is "monstrons and blasphemous", is exactly and 
literally that which the Goran conveys or intends to convey" ', 
He further emphasises that this meaning of the Kalima is true for 
he came to know all about this by understanding "word for word 
16. Ibid., p.366 
17. Ibid., p.367 
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or at least- meaninfT for meaning, from the 'Book' the truest 
'18 
mirror of the mind and sco-oe of its writer" 
Mohammed is supposed to convey such a concept of Deity and 
Palgrave finds confirmation of this from "the witness tongue of conem-
porary tradition". He claims that what he says is confirmed by 
the traditions of the Saheeh and deliberately or unconsciously 
misquotes this source when he refers to the commentaries of 
Beydawee« the Mishkat-el-Mesabeeh and fifty similar works.Accor-
ding to one such wrong citation from the tradition when God resolved 
to create the human race, He took into His hands a mass of earth, 
the same whence all mankind were to be formed, and having then 
divided it into two equal portions^ He threw the one half into 
Hell, saying, "These to eternal fire, and I care not"; and 
pronected the other hall into heaven, adding, "and these to 
Paradise, and I care not'. 
This idea of predestination or what Palgrave calls "pre-
damnation", is, in his opinion, "held and taught in the School 
of Goran", According to this notion paradise and hell emerge as 
totally independent of love or hatred on the part of the Deity 
or of good or evil conduct on the part of the creature as the 
sole agent is God Almighty Himself . He concludes, "He bums one 
individual through all eternity amid red-hot chains and seas of 
18. Loc. cit. 
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molten fire, and seats another in the plenary enjoyment of an 
ever-lasting brothel between forty celestial concubines, just 
and equally for His own good pleasure, and because He wills it'. 
In Islam, Palgrave finds no philosophical or ethical founda-
tions on which to build a social structure. The very basis of 
Islamic belief, "La Ilah ilia Allah" seems to him to. free the 
believers fro^ their moral and social responsibilities. He ques-
tions the very basis of Islam and speaks contemptuously about 
the Holy Quran; 
Pfy readers will hence understand that in the plan 
above traced of the Mahometan theory as embodied 
in the Goran, I have only intended to convey the 
leading idea, to portray the ruling lineaments, to 
analyse the ultimate and essential constituents, 
without taking into account healthier but unhomO-
geneous admixtures, and anomalous touches of better 
grace. Such undoubtedly exist in the Goran itself, 
and others are recorded by credible tradition; 
happy inconsistencies where the Prophet degenerated 
upwards into a man; and the Goran forgot itself for 
a moment to become almost reasonable and human.20 
These are what he terms "heteroclite exceptions" which can be 
adduced in opposition to the great scheme of the work and its 
supposed writer. But Palgrave maintains that the followers of 
Muharamed did not understand these inconsistencies, which in his 
opinion, are bound to crop up in any great work of art. He says 
that if a feeble line cannot deprive Shakespere of his position 
in the world of poetry or if a devout phrase cannot indict 
19. Ibid., p.368 
20. Ibid., p.569 \ subsequent quotations in this paragraph are from 
the same page. 
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Voltaire of Christianity, ^7 the followers of rtuhammed should 
apologise for it. Palgrave says that perhaps it is this apologetic 
trend which has led the followers of I-^ hammed to transform the 
•Messenger of God' into a philanthropist, and the Qaran into a 
gospel;"! do not i^ onder at it: The devil can quote scripture for 
his purpose;and angels may the Goran of theirs", 
Palgrave sees no fault with the Wahabees who aimed at "putting 
back the hour-hand of Islam to its starting point". According to him 
Islam itself was at fault.. He finds Islam 'static* and it 
was to remain so for ever:" Sterile liTce its God, lifeless like 
its first principle and supreme. Original in all that constitutes 
true life — for life is love, participation, and progress, and 
of these the Coranic Deity has noBe — it justly repudiates all 
change, all advance, all development"^ . He considers the Quran as 
a book produced "by a "dead man's hand", stiff and motionless. 
Palgrave compares the Islamic Deity with the Christian con-
cept of God and Father and concludes that Christianity is supe-
rior to Islam vrit-h. its living and loving God, Begetter and 
Begotten, Spirit and Movement, the maker and the made ^existing 
in one. In his analysis and con^arison of the two religions he,quite 
understandably,sides with Christianity and affirms that whatever is 
Christian must be logical and rational while all that is Islamic must 
be absurd,In support of his contention regarding the superiority of 
21. Ibid., p.372 
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Chri^ t^i-'Jiity over Islfm- he describes the God of the former as 
one"who calls his crentiires not slaves, not servants, but friends, 
na^ j- sons, nav gods ••• a religion in whose seal and secret 'God in 
man is one vdth men in God'^must also be necessarily a religion 
of vitality, of propress, of advancement^. The difference bet\ireen 
Christianity and Islam, according: to him, is "that of movement 
with fixedness, of participation with sterility, of development 
with barrenness, of life with petrifaction". It is this concept 
of his(of a sterile and lifeless Islam) which leads him to conclude 
that Islajn has no role to play in the modem world for "any 
dopTnatic attempt to reproduce the religious phase of a former 
age" is doomed to fail: 
.,, Christianity is living, and because living must 
grow, must advance, must change, and was meant to do 
so: onwards and forwards is a condition of its very 
existence; and I cannot but think that those who do 
not recognize this, show themselves so far ignorant 
of its true nature and essence. On the other hand, 
Islam is lifeless, and because lifeless cannot grow, 
cannot advance, cannot change, and was never intended 
so to do; stand-still is its motto and its most 
essential condition .,,,22 
Among the people who came to see Palgrave at Hail there was one 
•poor cultivator from an outlyinr village, Palgrave's question-
ing of this villager and the way in which he depicts this man 
and records his conversation with him also shows how he regarded 
the God of Islam: 
'•What vras the cause of your first illness?" 
"I say, doctor, its caiise was God," replies 
22. Ibid., p.373; Quotations in thid paragraph are from this very 
paTe, 
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the patient. "No doubt of that", saj I, "all 
things are caused bj God: but what was the 
particular and immediate occasion ?" "Doctor, 
its cause was God, and secondly that I ate 
camel's flesh when I was cold," rejoins my 
scientific friend, "But was there nothing 
else?'* I suggest , not quite satisfied v/ith the 
lucid explanation ;Just given, 
"Then too I <i-canlc camel's milk; but it was all, 
I say from God, doctor".,,. 
According to Palgrave, this concept of God as an autocrat and 
the source of all action is the product of the Wahabee creed 
which does not believe in any intercession between God and Man 
on the Day of Judgment. And as he considers Wahabism as an 
attempt to return to the primal simplicity of Islam he comes to 
regard tHe God of Islam as a tyrant. 
Palgrave's main achievement in Arabia, according to his own 
admission was to gather information regarding the V/ahabee Move-
ment and the influence of the V/ahabee creed in the Arabian 
Peninsula, He a^iew the limitations of his predecessor Carsten 
Niebuhr — the first European traveller to give an account of 
this Movement in his travelogue — who had based his assessment 
on second hand sotirces without having ever been to the Wahabee 
Cppital, Hiyadh. Due to this conscious effort to know more and 
more about this movement the entire book of Palgrave became an 
emuiry into the Wahabism and its adherents. 
In Arabia Palgrave found two kinds of Wahabees, the first 
consisted of the really staunch V/ahabees and the second, of those 
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who v/ere forced to be Wahabees. The "German idiom',' he says, 
"miG;ht class them into Wahabees and 'nfiias', or 'must be 
Wahabees'" .In his opinion there were political reasons for 
the propagation of Wahabism, A number of Arab chiefs who felt 
attracted towards this ideology were those who ffaw their politi-
cal interest in associating themselves with this rising political 
force in the Arabian peninsula. The chief of Barr-5'aris, was one 
of them, who is described in the narrative to have "hailed the 
dawn of Nejdean supremacy" in the hope of finding in it "a 
powerful ally against the Shiyaee agrression". To ensure Wahabee 
cooT)eration he, therefore, adopted "the peculiar tenets of the 
new or regenerated Islam, with all its bigotry and savage into-
lerance" • Palgrave further says of this chief that he maintain-
ed many of the genuine Wahabee dogmas and ^eelinps though "the 
taming hand of time has somewhat softened down the excess of 
their fanaticism". 
The sword was yet another factor, opines Palgrave, in the 
propagation of Wahabism.V/hen it first appeared in Nejd, the rulers 
of the eastern coast escaped the sword of Ibn Saud while their 
country remained under the control of the hardy mountaineers of 
the interior. Although the Wahabees forced people to confirm to 
their creed throughout Hasa and Kateef — building mosques 
everywhere, arranginp prayers and raising their voices "in the 
23. Ibid., Vol.11, p. 75 
24. Ibid., p. 245 
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formula of the Goran", Palprrave notes th?.t the hearts of the 
•neople were full of "curses against the Prophet, his book, and 
25 his religion; and whispers denied what words asserted" . 
Palgrave considers tlie sword and intermarriage as the two 
weapons of the Nejdeans with which they attempted to subdue the 
people, Prom Has Nahend in the west to Ras Bostanah in the east, 
he writes, "Arab enterprise and courage have for many generations 
past detached this strip of land from the feeble rule of Tehran 
and its Shiraz representative". Here he foimd a cflilotty of Arab 
chieftains mostly from Nejd who were supposed to have established 
26 themselves "partly by sword and partly by intermarriage" , 
AlthoTJgh Palgrave considers the Wahabee empire a compact 
and well organized government "where centralization is fully 
understood and effectually carried out", he traces its power in 
"force and fanaticism". He foimd no constitutional norms in 
practice there except what the necessity of circumstances imposed 
or the Quran prescribed. The overall atmosnhere of the kingdom 
appeared to him as that of "sheer despotism^moral, intellectual, 
religious and physical". He foimd the Wahabee Kingdom capable 
of frontier extension, and hence dangerous to its neighbouring 
Sheikhdoms some of whom it had already swallowed up. But he saw 
no scope of its internal progress as, in his opinion, it was 
hostile to oomTTierce, unfavourable to arts and even to agriculture. 
The Wahabee . rule is described by him in a terse phrase: 
25. Ibid., p.147 147 
26. Ibid,, p.244 244 
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"Tyrannic fanaticism". As long as the Wahabism prevailed in the 
central Arabia, he saw little hope of "civilization, advancement, 
27 
and national prosperity for the Arab race" • At Hafoof also he 
28 discerned "the deadening influences of tjrannj and bigotiry" • 
A heavy land tax and other arbitrarily imposed levies discoura-
ged the agriculturists to such an extent as to make them leave 
large tracts of ground dry and uncultivated. He also quotes a 
native who told him: "Better to leave the land to the God who 
29 
made it, than to till it for those dogs^the Vahabees" ^, He 
blames the Wahabees for the deterioration of the trade at Hasa, 
once famous for its embriodery and workmanshi|> of precious metals. 
He writes: 
...the Nejdean eats out the marrow and fat of the 
land; while by his senseless war against what-
ever it pleases his fanaticism to proscribe, 
under the name of luxury —against tobacco and 
silk, ornament and dress —he cuts off an impor-
tant branch of useful commerce, while he loses 
no opportunity of snubbing and discouraging the 
unorthodox trader, who prefers ships to mosques, 
and bfliies of goods to "Allah" and the Coran.30 
Kateef, once capital, had become under the Wahabee rule what 
Palrrave terms as "damp and dingy", Palgrave feels that the 
tovmsmen scowled "silent ill-will" if a Nejdean passed through 
the street. He saw enough scope for the improvement of this town, 
which if administered and controlled properly, might have become 
27. Ibid., p.83 
2C. Ibid., p. 151 
29. Ibid., p.155 
30. Ibid., p.157 
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"heaven worthy of name". But xznder Vahabee administration such 
improvements were scarcely to "be hoped , he concludes with a 
note of disappointment. 
Before the Wahabee invasion, Bahrain is said to have enjoyed 
a higher degree of prosperity. Palgrave praises pre-Wahabee 
government of Bahrain in high terms but he has only contempt for 
the supposedly foolish restrictions and unaccommodating policy of 
the Nejdean sectarians which tended to break up commerce, and to 
drive the merchants elsewhere'^  . In Palgrave's opinion the 
Wahabee invasion had checked its advance. Although when Palgrave 
visited Bahrain, it was free from the "Wahabee coercion", the 
t>ersonal character of Mohammed, the viceroy of Bahrain had rained 
it substantiallv. This ruler married every fortnight which was 
followed by a new divorce, and all this was accompanied by great 
display and lavish expenditure. Mohammed is depicted in the 
narrative as always dallying vdth new irives and never giving 
a single thought to the well-being of his subjects. Palgrave 
considers him a very Charles II with only one concern — to 8ee\ 
pleasure. Palgrave describes the Wahabee position in Bahrain in 
the following words: 
Wahabee influence, powerless for morality and 
good, all powerful for bigotry and decay, and 
now strongly felt at Bahreyn (thanks to the 
weakness of Mohammed), especially in the 
capital and about thepalace, has concurred with 
the desolating process; the 'chosen people*^  
31. Ibid., p.195 195 
32. Ibid., p.215 ;?15 
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seeing with orthodox indignation the abomina-
tions of Shiya'ee or Indian polytheism and 
infidelity openly tolerated so near their 
sanctified land.35 
His assessment of the local people of Bahrain is auite different. 
Contrasting them with the Nejdian fanatics, camel drivers and 
Bedouins, Palgrave describes them as "something like men of the 
world who Tmow the world like men". 
By the time Palgrave was in Arabia the Wahabee Movement had 
become a political force the impact of which was being felt 
throughout the peninsula. Even at Barr-Faris, far from Riyadh, 
Palgrave found the influence of "Wahabee stiffness" which did not 
permit of introducing strangers directly under the family roof. 
When the cantain of a ship invited him to his house, he provided 
him a small side chamber adjoining the mosque and received 
him there. And as at the Wahabee Nejd, at Barr-Paris too smoking 
was strictly prohibited^/'Trevertheless,Palgrave found tobacco stored 
and sold privately, "After the over-true principle that 'stolen 
waters are sweet*, the supplies are copious and purchasers 
active"'^, 
Palgrave feels the "deadening influence" of the "Wahabee 
stiffness" throughout the course of his wanderings in Arabia, 
Referrinp; to Bedaa, a town of Qatar, he says that the place had 
33. Ibid., p.217 
3^. Ibid,, p.246 
35. Ibid., p.151 
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no mosque before the Wahabee occupation and that people used to 
satisfy their devotional obligations in private. But after the 
V/ahabee invasion the town witnessed a revival of Islam. There 
were two mosques in the town of Bedaa, one of which was plain 
and unomamented, in what Palgrave terms "the approved Wahabee 
taste". He expresses strong doubts about the motive of Mohammed 
Ibn Thanee, who performed in person the duty of Imam in this mos-
que. He was not sure if it was a matter of policy or"sincere convic-
tion or a mixture of both". Palgrave regards the Wahabee worship a 
mere political activity and not any defnite proof of sincere 
devotion, 
Palgrave gives an exhaustive and often entertaining account 
of the intricate web of life in the Wahabee capital, Riyadh, with 
dip;ressions on the several subjects. The informatiem that he 
gathered about the royal family in Riyadh was totally new for a 
European. Faisal, a great king now growing old, had 
left to his eldest son Abdullah the control of the public 
affairs. Palgrave found that the sons of Faisal hated one another, 
Abdullah hated his half-brother Saud, the governor or Yamama and 
Hariq, Mohammed, Faisal's third son was at that time in command 
of the forces besieging Anaiza, The fourth son Abdur Rahman, "a 
heavy looking boy" yet inhabited his father's harem . 
During his stay in Riyadh, Palgrave got only one chance to 
see Faisal^ when Saud was summoned from Hariq to reinforce the 
56 . I b i d . , p.575 
57 . Thifi.\>oy l a t e r came to be known as the founder of modem Saudi 
Arabia. 
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army for a decisive attack on Anaiza. This occasion caused the 
appearence of the king at the palace gate: 
There sat the blind old tyrant, corpulent, 
decrepit, yet imposing, with his lai^e "broad 
forehead, white heard, and thoughtful air, clad 
in all the simplicity of a Wahabee;the gold 
hafted sword at his side, his only ornament or 
distinction ..•tip came Saud with the bearing 
of a hussar officer, richly clad in Cachemire 
shawls and a gold wrought mantle, while man by 
man followed his red dressed cavaliers, their 
spears over their shoulders and their swords 
hanging down,58 
Palgrave's description of Faisal reflects his attitude towards 
the Wahabism and the rulers of Nejd, Under this rule he could 
only see tjrranny, oppression and an atmosphere of heightened 
tension in the capital: "Intrigues, treasons, violence itself 
were hatching- beneath the palace walls, and assassination, whether 
by the dagn;er or the bowl, I had better said the Coffee-cup, 
vrould have been quite in keeping". He did not find the rulers of 
Riyadh at their ease. In the royal palace, with informers and 
s-oies in every nook and corner^ there was an atmosphere of sus-
picion and apprehension. 
According to Palgrave, Faisal was so greatly terrified at 
the presence of tvo foreigners in the Capital that he left the 
Castle by a secret gate and took refuge in a secluded palm-garden 
on the other side of the town. Here the old man, fearing that 
enemies lurked everywhere, hoped that he might escape "the 
cantaminations of polytheism and the perils of assassination. 
38. 2arrative^Vol.I,p.109 Quotation below is also from this page. 
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spells and evil eyes". 
Mah"bub, the Prime Minister, was another important political 
figure in Riyadh who was "so very boyish, so un-Nejdean, so 
un-Arab in appearance"that Palgrave had to take a particular 
notice of him. The reason for this was that his mother was a 
Georgian slave girl. Paisal himself was his father but Palgrave 
found no one saying this openly. He soon discovered that he was 
the real power behind the throne. This is how Palgrave sums up 
Mahbub's character: 
The youth is clever, of that there could be no doubt; 
that he is daring is equally certain ... But vanity, 
imprudence, overbearing pride, despotic cruelty, and 
a levity of manner strangely contrasting with the 
gravity customary at Riad, are equally the share of 
Mahbub, nor any wonder, considering his origin and 
palace education.39 
Since from the mother's side he was a Georgian he is said to have 
distinguished himself from other Arabs. Palgrave opines: 
These faults are however in a measure veiled ... 
by a manly independence of thought and manner, 
an outspoken tone, and a hearty cheerfulness at 
times ... qualities certainly due to his mother 
rather than to his father, "Whoever that may be. 
Last, not least perhaps, he is remarkably hand-
some, almost beautiful, a thorough Georgian .... 
Thus endowed in mind and body, this half-caste 
Caiicasian stripling ... leads by the nose the old 
tyrant of Na;)d, brov/beats his terrible son, (sic) 
commands the servility of courtiers, chiefs and 
Zelators, and wields almost alone the destinies 
of more than half the Arabian Peninsula.40. 
39. Ibid.. Vol. H , Ton. 98-9 
40. Ibid.^. 99 other quotations in this paragraph are also from thi 
page. 
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It was Mahbub's Georgian qualities and not the Arabian aspect of 
his personality that earned Palgrave's admiration.Palgrave 
feared that the Prime Minister thought him an Egyptian spy but 
his fear subsided when Mahbub invited him again and again to his 
quarters in the palace after the initial courtesy call, Mahbub was 
outwardly friendly and gave the 'doctor' a handsome amount of 
money, which he accepted "in the hope of thereby lessening his 
preconceived suspicions". But after all he was a Wahabee ruler 
for "his eye was always on me with the restless unsatisfied ex-
pression of one who pries into deep water for something at the 
bottom and cannot quite distinguish it". 
Rivadh,the capital of the Wahabee land, evoked^according to 
Palf^rave, terror in the mind of the non-Vahabees. Palgrave felt 
this very much at Buraida when the r^ides who had brought them 
from Hail left him alone. After two days of enquiry he realized 
that it was not an easy tas^ c to pet a gu^de to escort him to 
Riyadh: 
For three days more we questioned and cross-
questioned, sought high and low, loitered in 
the streets and the gates, addressed overselves 
to townsmen and Bedouins, but in vain. At last 
we began to understand the true condition of 
affairs, and what were the obstacles which 
choked our way.,, The central provinces of Najd, 
the genuine Wahabee country, is to the rest of 
Arabia a sort of lion's den, on which few venture 
and fewer retnm ... Its motmtains, once the fast-
ness of robbers and assassins, are at the present 
day equally or even more formidable as the strong-
hold of fanatics who consider every one save them-
selves as infidel or a heretic, and who regard the 
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slauRhter of an infidel or a heretic a duty, 
at least a merit.41 
Falgrave Doints to some political reasons as well for this mood 
of unrest at Buraida, One of these was the siege of Anaiza by the 
He,idi?in'.vrhich was resented "by the people of Buraida.The Wahabees 
knew well that the town was on the verge of rebellion. In such 
a politically charged atmosphere it was difficult to escort 
two foreigners to that 'citadel of xenophobia'. 
By the best construction that could be put on us 
ourselves and our doings, we were certainly 
strangers, come from a land stigmatised by the 
Wahabees as a hotbed of idolatry and polytheism, 
subjects too of a hostile and infidel government. 
To be held for spies of the Ottoman was but a deg-
ree better here than to be considered spies of 
Christian or European governments.42 
In Riyadh, as Palgrave says, "Orthodoxy means my doxy, het-
erodoxy^ another man's doxy". During his stay there he heard 
nothing of morality, justice or judgement, mercy or truth, purity 
of heart or tongue, and all that makes man better, but "of 
pravers, of war against unbelievers, of the rivers of Paradise, 
of houris and bowers, of hell, devils, and chains, also of the 
lav;s of divorce, and of the complicated marital obligations of 
43 
polygamy, plenty and to spare". One of the frequent tonics in the 
relifcious sermons was the sinfulness of tobacco smoking 
41. Ibid., Vol.1, p.246 
42. Ibid., p.286 
43. Ibid., Vol.11, p.23 
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In the narrative Rivadh is depicted in p:othic colourv*;; 
"lif?hts are extinguished an hour or so after simset, and street 
walkinr rigorously inhibited, while in the daytime not even a 
child may 'olay by the road side; not a man lau2:h out". 'Profane' 
instruments of music did not disturb the Qoranic lectures, nor 
did any other kind of worldly mirth offend puritan sensibility in 
the market-place. But beneath this apparent decency, Palgrave 
found "nrofligacy of all kinds, even such as langua^ re refuses to 
name" . Referring to the supposed vices of Riyadh, he quotes a 
sentence from Macaual?/ written in another context: "A povemment 
which, not content with repressing scandalous excesses, demands 
from its subjects fervent and austere piety, will soon discover 
that, while attempting to render an impossible service to the cause 
of virtue, it has in truth only promoted vice". T.Vhat Macaulay 
thought of puritan austerity, Palgrave applies it to the condition 
44 
of the "Arab kingdom of saints". 
To Palgrave, the -oenal code of the V/ahabee land, was no less 
horrible than those of the Persians and the Turks.He mentions disan-
provinprly the Arab belief that decapitation by the sword, was the 
most human way of carryinn- ou+- the death sentence "deeming it unlavf-
ful for man to embitter the last moments of his fellow-man, however 
criminal, by superfluous agony". Nevertheless, he also found that 
in cases of crimes in which death by stoning was ordained by the 
Quran they lent a hand in carrying out the sentence. Palgrave ends 
44. Ibid., PP.2P-24 
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islam , 
The Islamic Penal Code enforced by the Wahabees is regarded by 
the narrator as more lenient than that of the traditional Arab Societ; 
But he blames the Wahabees for opening a door to laxity in domestic 
morals of the Arabs. He finds a general annoyance against this 
supposed "anti-Arab tendency of the Vahabee government." This was 
revealed to him through an incident of which he came to know at 
Kateef. A native of the town is said to have charged a young man 
with the seduction of his young and unmarried sis'fst, Palgrave says 
that according to the Arab traditions such disgrace could only be 
washed av;ay with the blood of the guilty parties.So, "by a proceeding 
in full accord with ancestral usage which assigns to the 
nearest relative the task of aven^ -ing family ignominy, he slev? both 
his own sister and her paramour . But the Wahabee rulers who follow 
only the prescrintions of the Quran allowed a much milder punishment 
for the offence. This enforcement of the Quranic law, Palgrave notes 
ca-^ sed "-reat indignation throughout Kateef . The moral Code of the 
Wahabee Islam is said to have caused strong reaction throughout the 
T)eninsula. For example, at Hafoof Palgrave found that the people 
hated the Nejdeans, the Wahabees: "For every Nejdean blessing 
Faisal, here were ten curses; for every good vnLsh there bestowed on 
•the 'Muslims', here v;ere bitter imprecations". Here he foimd the 
yanti-Islamic feelings, almost amounted to "Baghdna Allah w'al Islam" 
(.riatred to Allah and Islam). He says La Ilah ilia Allah" was here 
45. Tbid., n.25 
46. Ibid., pp.182-3 
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wholly out of fashion, and "Islam a STnonym for reproach. ••, often 
coupled vdth the deprecatory phrase of "Kelah", that is the 
dopts . 
It is the Wahabee fanaticism which denies the Nejdean garri-
sons at Kateef the pastimes of games and tobacco. "I have seldom 
or never seen Arabs so profoundly under the tyranny of 'spleen', 
'ennui', or whatever else may denote the awful vawn that sleep 
cannot abate", Palgrave found majoy of them in poor health and 
almost all of them low-spirited. They never intermarried with the 
local people, nor did enjoy much of the solace afforded by social 
intercourse. Of the sadness of a certain youth of Aared tribe who 
fell ill in the castle of Kateef, Palgrave says that the very 
thought of dying in this "hated land" was an intolerable misery 
for him °. 
Palgrave is also critical of the Wahabee concept of sin. He says 
that the Wahabees divided the sins into two categories, namely 
"Kebeyir-ed-denoob" that is, the major sins, punishable in the next 
world and "Segheyir", the minor ones, "whose forgiveness is more 
49 
easily obtained" , When he asked a certain Abd-el-Kareem, a scho-
lar and a Wahabee, about the major sins in Islaa he utt«red 
oracularly in a voice of "first class solemnity" that the first of 
the great sins was "the rrivinp: divine honoi^ rs to a creature". In 
Palgrave's opinion the Wahabee concept of shirk washes away even 
the doctrine of intercession in which an ordinary Muslim might 
48, iDld,, -r, ^ qo 
49. Ibid., ^Ir;^^ 
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believe, whether vested in Mtihammed or in Ali and added that this 
belief was held by the Wahabees as downright idolatry. Palgrave's 
conversation with Abd-el-Kareem is interesting and throws much 
light on his attitude toward the Wahabees and Islam. Continuing the 
theme of 'Shirk',the dialogue proceeds as follows: 
"Of course,^ I replied, ^ 'the enormity of such a sin 
is beyond all doubt. But if this be the first, there 
must be a second; what is it ? 
"Drinking the shameful," in English, "smoking tobacco", 
was the unhesitating answer. 
"And murder, and adultery, and false witness?" I sug-
gested. 
"God is merciful and forgiving", rejoined my friend; 
that is, these are merely little sins. 
"Hence two sins alone are great, polytheism and smo-
king," I continued, though haixily able to keep coun-
tenance any longer. And 'Abd-el-Kareem with the most 
serious asseveration replied that such was really 
the case.50 
Palgrave makes it plain that the Vahabee doctrine is "none other 
than the genuine spirit of the Goran", According to him Shirk 
is considered an unpardonable sin because of the notion of the 
Deity conveyed in the text-book of Islam. "In this system what the 
creature may do, how he may pass his time, whether he kills, 
steals or prejures himself ... matters little to the great 
autocrat, so long as the sacred right of His supreme monarchy is 
left untouched and duly acknowledged". Islamic philosophy of God 
seems to him a compromise between Him and Man. 
"I", says man, "will acknowledge you and you alone, 
with \individed reverence and allegiance, for my 
Creator, Preserver, Master, Lord, everything. And 
in quittance of this obligation, I will make Tou 
50. Ibid., p.^1 
51. Loc.cit. 
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five pravers a day, consisting of thirty-four 
prostrations, seventeen chapters of the Goran 
and an equal numher of inclinations not forge-
tting previous ablutions, partial or total, 
with frequent 'La Hah ilia Allah's', and the 
like. On your side, you will in consequence let 
me do what I like for the rest of the twenty-
four hours, nor be over'^^quisitive about my 
private and personal conduct; and after this, 
you cannot do leas than admit me into Paradise 
and there provide me with 'the flesh of birds 
exactly what men relish' (the words are from 
the Goran), shady trees,rivers of nectar, and 
goblets of wine, in return for my life-long 
adorations; and even should they have been now 
and then defective, my belief in You and You 
alone, with a good 'La Hah ilia Allah' on my 
death-bed, ought to be quite sufficient".c'2 
Pal grave believes that this account of God provided by him is the 
abridgement or compendium of orthodox Islam rendered into plain 
English. The Islamic concept of Qadr, as understood by him appeared 
devoid of logic. He refers to it in a taxmting way: "And who shall 
denv the right of the autocrat to place eruilt where He chooses, 
and then to punish it as He chooses? 
Palgrave misses no occasion to make fun of the Arabs and their 
belief in the Prophet and Allah. Once while on a voyage, he found 
the sea brilliantly phosphoric "every ripple flashed in light; 
and large glowing masses, mollnsce of some shining species, floated 
like globes of hot iron at a small depth below the surface". On 
Palgrave's enquiry as to what could be the cause of this fiery 
appearance his Wahabee friend on board told him with all possible 
seriousness, that "it was due to the reflected glare of hell, 
supposed to be situated immediately under the Gulf", When he 
52. Ibid., pp.11-12 
55. LOG, cit. 
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enouired whether the vault of the infernal regions was transparent^ 
possihly of some stone glass, as without some such interposing: 
matter the water above mifrht put out the fire, the answer i/as 
ambiguously simple — that the "Divine omnipotence fully suffice 
to obviate any such inconvenience, and that God's will was quite 
answer enough to dispense mth further search". After discussing 
the views of this naive Wahabee Muslim, Palgrave concludes that 
"those who take pleasure in exalting the sublime theological and 
spiritual conceptions of Mahometans, might pass a few months among 
the Wahabee of Barr-Paris or of Nejd: intimacy would go far to 
modify such Y±e\<s"» 
Referring to the wisdom of the Vahabees and their belief in 
Islam, Palgrave tells an interesting story which he found popular 
in the village of 'Eyn-Neom, He says that there was a hot and 
sulphurous spring which was famous for the cure of cutaneous diseases. 
As a bath in this spring always caused restoration of health, the 
Dlace became a point of resort and meeting for all around, and 
th.'=it attracted the suspicious attention of the Riyadh government. 
In conseouence, order was given to destroy the baths and choke up 
the mouth of the fountain with stone so that "the people should not 
leam to put their trust in the waters rather than in God, which 
v/ot'ld be idolatr?^". Commenting on this story, Palgrave writes: 
"the hot-streams that yet escaDes from between the piles of rubbish, 
remain to attest the bounty of the creator, the stupid narrow-
5^. Ibid., p.253 
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mindedness of the Wahabees, and the fortune of a land governed "by 
55 bigots' • He adds that incidents of this type vrere quite conunon 
in the Wahabee Arabia, 
V/hen talking about Mugheeth, a sufi and native of Hasa, 
Palffrave makes commen-te on Sufism. Hugheeth was a learned man who 
belonged to the Kadree tradition of Sufism. Of Abd-el-Kadir-el-
Crheelani, founder of the Kadree tradition, Palgrave says that he 
laid direct claim to divine honours, "at least assumed to himself 
56 
a much higher position than Mahomet among his followers". He consi-
ders the Kadree tradition of Sufism as a "semi-pantheistic 
Persianism, thinly veiled by Islamitic nomenclature". This brand 
of Sufism which accordinr to him was based on a "broad basis of 
spirituality adaT>ted to every land and every age", appeared to him 
founded on a "reasonable appreciation of what the Deity is and 
what man." Mogheeth eloquently talked to him about the much cele-
brated topic in Sufism, that is life after death. On the authority 
of the Kadree tradition he told him the manner in which the famous 
Ahmed-el-Ghazalee bid farewell to this world. Ghazalee, a 
nrtive of Toos in Persia and the author of Lobab-el-Ahya said 
one day to his disciples: "Go and bring me new and white garments, 
for the king has summoned me to his presence". The disciples went 
to brinr the articles required, but on returning they found their 
master dead and a piece of paper lying by him on which were written 
the following stanzas: 
55. Ibid.,p.140 
56. Ibid.,p.126. Quotations cited below in this paragraph are from 
the same page. 
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Tell my friends, v;ho behold me dead, 
Weeping and mourning mj loss awhile, 
Think not this corpse before you myself: 
That corpse is mine, but it is not I. 
I am an undyins: life, and this is but my body, 
Many years my house and my garment of change; 
I am the bird, and this body was my cage, 
I have wing'd my flight elsewhere, and left it for a token, 
I am the pearl, and this my shell. 
Broken open and abandon'd to worthlessness; 
I am the treasure, and this was a spell 
Thrown over me, till the treasure was released in truth. 
Thanks be to God, who has deliver'd me. 
And has assign'd me a lasting abode in the highest. 
There am I no\-i the day conversing with the happy, 
And beholding face to face unveiled Deity; 
Contemplating the Mirror wherein I see and read 
Past and present, and whatever remains to be. 
Food and drink too are mine, yet both are one; 
Mystery Icno^ 'm to him who is wo:t7thy to know. 
It is not "v/ine sweet of taste" that I drink; 
ITo, nor "xvater", but the pure milk of a mother. 
Understand my meaning aright, for the secret 
Is signified by words of symbol and figure,— 
I have joumey'd on, and left you behind; 
How could I make an abode of your halting-stage ? 
Ruin then my house, and break my cage in pieces. 
And let the shell go perish with kindred illusions; 
Tear my garment, the veil once thrown over me; 
Then bury all these, and leave them alike forgotten. 
Deem not death death, for it is in truth 
Life of Lives, the goal of all our longings. 
Think lovingly of a God whose Name is Love, 
V/ho joys in rewarding, and come on secure of fear. 
\"/hence I am, I behold you undying spirits like myself, 
And see that our lot is one, and you as 1.57 
Comne-ntinf^  on these lines Palgrave writes that the water and vrine 
denied in these verses are amonp" the pleasures of a future state 
most emnhp-tically nromised in the Quran, He says bodilv resu-
rrection of the dead has been "strenuously asserted by Mahomet", 
Ghazalee's ideas, as expressed here, Palgrave believes, were 
58 
"eminently anti-Islamitic". While reciting these lines Mugheeth 
57. Ibid,, pp,2?7-8 
58. Loccit. 
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fell into a ecstatic state and burst into tears.But this kind of spiri-
tual ecstacjjPalgrave notes, vas not permitted by the Vahabees who 
considered it contrary to the spirit of Islam, Mogheeth left Hassa 
when Wahabees annexed it and started treating him as a heretic. 
Mogheeth, too, hated the Wahabees from the bottom of his heart, 
59 
calling them as "intolerant bigots"' . 
Palgrave is critical of the Wahabee attitude towards the Darwee-
shes as well. He finds the position of a Darweesh "in a manner 
analogous to that of a hedging friar in a catholic country" where 
they are honoured in spite of a passing smile. But among the 
Wahabees, Palrrave notes, his condition was totally different: 
"here a Darweesh, Sonni he be or a Shiya'ee, is an object of posi-
tive aversion, and passes not only for a heretic but the very quint-
60 
essence of heresy and abomination" . In this connection, he relates 
the stor^ of a certain Darweesh who once vi^it&d Riad but never 
returned to his home. According to Palgrave this Darweesh was first 
received in the royal palace according to the usual Arab customs 
and tokens of Eastern hosJ)itality. But v^en the people came to know 
that he was a Darweesh, their attitude changed: "We Wahabees stand 
in no need of Darweeshes in our territory; so let the stranger put 
himself early tomorrow morning on his way for (sic) Mecca, where 
he will assuredly be more at home than we can make him here" . 
59. Ibid., p.229 
60. Ibid., p.265 
61. Ibid., p.262 
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Next morning, at the appointed hour, two of the palace atten-
dants with their hangman escorted him hy the road leading through 
the ruins of Dereyeeyah where the fiercest fanatics of the Vahabee 
sect resided. When the traveller and their guides were in the 
neighbourhood of this place the latter informed that he was 
a European spy disguised as a Darweesh. A few minutes later, 
Palgrave continues, the traveller was lying dead with his body 
pierced by several musket shots. Palgrave emphasises that he got 
these details "in the localities themselves" and so he believes the 
62 
story nust be "an o'er true tale" . 
Palgrave's narrative also sheds some light on the condition of 
slavery in Arabia. The author mentions that every year a thousand 
nerroes, men, women and children were imported into Oman. He found 
most of them, sooner or later, obtaining liberty and thus adding 
to and freely mixing with the native population. But he 
found them having no status of their own as individuals; 
"although a negro, while living to execute his master's orders, and 
under his direction, may often display many valuable qualities and 
attain a certain degree of importance, the same negro, when free 
and his own lord and master, seldom adapts himself to any position 
63 
in society except the lowest and the least intellectual" 
In Palgrave's opinion this denial of the black man's individuality 
was the main reason why the emancipated blacks remained mostly as 
62. Ibid., p.263 
63. Ibid., p.272 
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domestic servants, water-cairiers, gardeners, ploughmen, common 
sailors, drivers and the like. He also traces in the blacks what 
he calls "a superiority of evil bearinfy" ie,,superstition and 
immorality: 
Feticists on their own land, negroes remain so no 
less on the Arab soil; and with fetichism they bring 
all its Libyan accompaniments of jugglery, magic, 
spells, poisoning, and the like, till these discre-
ditable practices have passed to a certain extent into 
the white society and the dusky tutors are equalled or 
even outdone by their fairskinned disciples, 64 
Palgrave considers the blacks basically immoral. Like his conten^ jorary, 
Richard Burton, Palgrave also makes use of physical anthropoloEsy to 
prove the blacks as an inferior race which, in his opinion, had not 
been able to transcend the limits of animal existence. It was the 
black slaves vho, as Palgrave believed, were responsible for encoura-
ging the greatest vices among their masters as they had strong 
sensual passion: "The low moral standard hithearto notorious in the 
Southern States of the American Union is an example of this fact 
65 
within easy reach of European observation". 
Paln;rave's supposed concern for civilization led him to criti-
ciJ^ e the British for their lukewarm attitude in preventing slave-
trade in the Persian Gulf. Yakoob, the British representative at 
Sharjah,whose official occupation was to prevent the imnort and sale 
of slaves,w=R on p-ood terms with all parties, apparently giving the 
64. Ibid., p.273 
65. Loc.cit. 
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impression that he intended to prevent this business while in 
reality encouraginnr it since he used to get handsome amount of 
money as bribe. Thus Yakoob played a double F^ ame and the merchants 
continued their business as steadily and profitably as ever. 
Very much in the tone of a colonizer, Palgrave suf;f^ ests that if 
England has had to maintain her recently acquired prestige in this 
repion, she must try to stop the slave trade: "I may suggest that 
half-a- dozen tight cruisers vrould be more to the purpose than sixty 
Yakoobs, and shot would be better bestox^ red than sovereipqis" 
As Paltrave claims his narrative to be an authentic account 
of the manrers ?5nd customs of the Arab people, he makes a delibe-
rate attempt to abstain from paintinp; an Arabia of jinns and 
vdtches and of supernatural beinrs that were supposed to mislead 
the travellers, Neverthless, there are some moments in the narra-
tive when the atmosphere does become somewhat gothic. For example, 
v.'hile travelling throup:h Nafud, the heat of Arabia — v^ hich later 
had to appear to Lawrence as a naked sword — Palprrave was 
reminded of a passage from Dante's Inferno, vrhere one of the circles 
of hell is conceived as a plain of buminp; sand, Palgrave's picture 
of the land has some melodramatic touches owing to the exaggerated 
account of the heat, the glare and the desolation of Nafud in 
66. Ibid.,p,303 
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midsummeT, It sounds like a journey into the imlonovm. by two Euro-
Deans v/ho had no option except to travel vdth bedouin guides who 
were Icnown to be fickler and treacherous. 
This gothic effect is further heightened by Palgrave's retellins; 
of some stories which he had heard from the black slaves and which, 
as he tells his readers, were also commonly believed by the white 
Arabs as true tales « Palgrave narrates the atoTy of Sultan Saeed 
and then tells his readers that there are many more stories like 
this, vdiich are told and received as true among the Arab people. 
Palgrave regards these stories as strongly illustrative of the 
68 beliefs, habits and manners of the Arab people. He also finds in 
then the evidence of the Arabs' unscientific temperament which was 
still governed by primitive superstitions. 
Although he regards the Arabs racially superior to other Asian 
races, he never considers them equal to the Europeans, They are 
what he calls 'the English of the Oriental world' .He writes: 
67, Sultan Saeed of Oman went on a business trip to Zanzibar where 
he was told by a wizard of his wife's adulterous affair with a 
young man. The wizard could kill the wife even though ske was 
thousands of miles away. 
68, Narrative. Vol.11, p.268 
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A stronp; love and a .high appreciation of national 
and personal liberty, a hatred of minute interf0iir 
rence and special reg:ulations, a great respect for 
authority so lonjc as it be decently well exercised, 
joined with a remarkable freedom from anything like 
caste-feelins in what concerns ruling families and 
dynasties; much practical good sense, much love of 
commercial enterprise, a great readiness to \3nder-
take long ooumeys and voluntary expatriation by 
land and sea in se?rch of gain and power; patience 
to endure, and preserverance in the employment of 
means to ends, courage in war, vigour in peace, and 
lastly, the marked predominance of a superior race 
over whomever they come in contact with among their 
Asiatic or African neighbonrs, a superiority admitted 
by thega last as a natter of course and an acknowledged 
right; — all these are features hardly less charac-
teristic of the Englishman than of the Arab; yet that 
these are features distinctive of the Arab nation, 
taken, of course, on its more favourable side, will 
hardly, I think, be denied by any experienced and 
unprejudiced man. 69 
According to Palgrave the Arabs, like the English, were a master 
race. His adverse pronouncements on the bedouin's and townsmen, 
Ueodeans and Syrians, do not detract from this quality of the Arabs, 
who, at their best"appear as superior orientals. However, in compa-
rison with the white people they remain, in his opinion, a less civi-
lized and less developed people — a point which will be taken up 
late-r in this chapter. 
Like most of the other orientalist travellers, Palgrave too 
discovered in Arabia a ruler-- Tallal Ibn Rashid,king of Jebel 
Shomer who seemed to him to combine all the princely virtues. In 
this respect Palgrave was forerunner of Lawrence and Philby who, 
each in his own way, admired a particular Arabian Prince. He des-
cribes Ibn Hashid as follows: 
69. Ibid., Vol.1, p.70 
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Affable towards the common people,resei^ed and 
haughty with the aristocracy, courageous and skilful 
in war, a lover of commerce and building in time of 
peace, liberal even to profusion, yet aiv;ays careful 
to maintain and augment the state revenue, neither 
ever strict nor yet scandalously lax in religion, 
secret in his designs, but never known to break a 
promise once given, or violate a plighted faith, 
severe in administration, yet averse to bloodshed,he 
offered the very type of what an Arab prince should be. 70 
In his devotion to the "orof^ ress of his Shaikhdom and in his qualities 
of leadership, Tellal exemplified for Palgrave the most developed 
t^ rpe of Arab. By virtue of being "an Arab governing Arabs after 
their own native Arab fashion"he had a potential for creating happi-
ness which,in Palgrave's opinion, no Ottoman administrator could 
have. He says that the Arabs, once they had shaken themselves free 
from the stultifying grip of Islam, of the cultural influence of 
the Turks and Persians and of the tribal system, were fully equipped 
to take their place in the modem v/orld. Palgrave found certain 
prejudices of the Arabs "analogous to those once foxmd among the 
uneducated classes in England" . The spirit of subdivision, of 
jealousy, of plunder and of revenge which he fotmd among the Arabs 
72 
of Hasa was in his opinion "an authentic guarantee of bedouin origin". 
He notes that even after many years of fixed habitation the people 
of Hasa still suffered "the curse of instability" which had hin-
dered the bedouin from enjoying the benefits of peace, or profiting; 
70. Ibid.,p.128 
71. Ibid., Vol.11, p.28 
7?. Ibid.,p.245 
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from the success of war. According to PalRrave, this master race of 
Asia could never be equal to the 'civilized' races of Europe as 
there was still present in it sceptic distrustfulness and deep 
jealousy: "envy is indeed the plague spot of Arabs, and whoever 
lives lonp; amonp; them will understand by his own experience whence 
the frenuent mention and unavailing condemnation of that unlovely 
73 passion in the literature of the land" 
Referring to the civility of the Arabs, Palgrave often 
committed the mistake of judging them by the typical 
European norms of civilization. For example, the Wahabee's aversion 
to tobacco was ref^ arded by him as a barbaric attitude since he con-
sidered tobacco "a civilizing habit: "Smoking is a social, a 
civilizine- habit, it draws men together ... and disposes them, 
wh^ t^eve-r^  Cowper may sav to the co trarv, to coversation, good humour, 
and fiendly interchan<re of ideas. 
i^^ ile Palgrave considers other Asian races barbarous and sava-
ge, the Arab, comparatively a developed race, appears to him a noble-
savage. He praises the Aal-Morrah Bedouins , "the savage-looking 
beinp-s"jfor their Dure Arabic which, in his opinion, is richer than 
what he calls "the cast-iron dialect of the Goran", But even beneath 
this praise lurks the author's racial prejudice: "They are mere 
savages,, but not barbarous". He call them, good-natured "though 
75. Ibid., p.3 
74. Ibid., p.15 
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75 impudent and predatory, like all their bedouin "brothereft" . Off all 
the bedouin tribes with whom Palgrave came in touch in Arabia, 
early or late,he praises Benoo Khalid, Benoo-Hajr and Ajman most. 
But even in their case the idea of the 'noble-savage' is not absent 
from his mind.He considers them as most spirited and the most 
courteous people but not as fully civilized beings:"the very licence 
of manner, inseparable from the nomad becomes in them much less 
76 barbarous and repulsive than in others' , 
As referred to earlier, it is Islam alone which in Palgrave's 
opinion is responsible for the supposed backwardness of the Arabs 
and for their being an uncivilized or less developed people. He 
traces in the teachinps of the prophet the origin of an attitude 
which in his opinior is irreconcilable with a civilized 
livinc^  . Palgrave found that the Najdeans did not esteem ablution 
with water before prayers to be of such great necessity as did the 
ordinary Mahometans. The reason, according to him was not that 
water was scarce but it was due to their enthusiasm to copy every 
tradition of the Prophet: "In this carelessness the Wahabees really 
copy the prophet, who, ... was by no means scrupulous on this 
point "'''^  
According to Palgrave another barbarous practice of the Arabs 
75. Ibid., p.153 
76. Ibid., p.185 
77. Ibid., p.446; Tayammum,the ablution performed with dust in the 
absence of water, is taken as one of the proofs of their 
unleanliness. 
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was their enterin?^ the mosque with shoes on and even viearinp; them 
while saying prayers. VJhen questioned on the lawfulness of this 
proceeding, the Ne^deans will reply "Ardona tahirah" (our ground 
is pure). Palgrave comments that for this too the Vahabees had the 
Prophet on their side: "the precedent of Mahomet,who is reported to 
have sometimes kept his boots on during prayer, comes in here again 
to their aid"*^ .^ 
Thus, it seems that Palgrave regarded Islam as a force which 
led the Arabs to a life of ignorance and it was this ignorance which 
in turn kept them ardently attached to the Islamic creed,On another 
occasion he asserted that it was the "glorious ignoranceof geography 
and statistics which had made them such strong believers in Islam". 
He also found a proof of their ignorance in their belief that Islam 
is a universal religion whereas the other creeds were limited to 
specific areas. He refers to the Arabs' belief that Europe was 
one town vnLth its kinp; acting at the will of the Sultan of Constan-
79 tinople , He was often asked by the Arabs whether any Christian or 
infidel was still to be found in the world. It was only some widely 
travelled Mahometans — who had seen more things on earth "than are 
dreamt of in correct Mahometan philosophy" — who held in secret of 
their thought "more reasonable opinions"about the non-Arab people. 
Palgrave is sure that the vicious circle — ignorance leading 
to Islam and Islam nourishing ignorance — if broken, would help 
78. Ibid.,p.-446 
79. Ibid.,p.9 
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the "Oriental English" (that is, the Arabs) to come upto the level 
of the inhabitants of Southampton and Brimingham, But as long as 
they stuck to the "outdated" Islamic faith he sees no hope for 
their improvement. "Mahometanism is, like all despotism, adverse 
to the freer element, and the number of the vessels no less than 
OQ 
the daring of the sailors is much diminished nowadays". 
^ L t * * * * * 
* * * 
80. Ibid., p.246 
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CM. DoTipihty's ABABIA DESERTA 
T,E. Lawrence calls Arabia Deserta "the first and indispensa-
ble work upon the Arabs of the desert" and there is no doubt that 
the book occupies a key position in the tradition of British travel 
writings on Arabia, as it has been the inspiration behind the later 
travellers, and, more particularly on T.E.Lawrence himself .The book 
is an interesting account of a European's tvro years' experiences in 
the desert. When it was published by Cambridge University Press in 
1888, even Burton who does not share Doughty's attitude towards the 
Arabs, conceded its merit calling it "a twice-told tale writ large 
... which, despite its affectations and eccentricities, its preju-
dices and misjudgements, is right well told" '. 
t 
Unlike other British travellers, Doughty travelled in Arabia 
with an unconcealed Christian identity, as Khalil Nasrany from 
Europe. This could not but affect his relationship with the people 
of the desert. The Arabia Deserta volumes describe the Arabs as 
seen through a typical British eye and not in an objective and de-
tached manner of an impartial observer. Doughty's obsessive pride 
in his deep knowledge of the medieval- British history, particularly 
of the Crusades had already prejudiced him against the Arabs.His 
intense patriotism was yet another factor which made him reject 
everything non-British. In Arabia he was not on any imperial mission, 
1, T.E. Lavrrence, 'Introduction* to Charles M. Doughty, Arabia 
Deserta, (New York, n.d.) 
2. Richard F. Burton, "Mr. Doughty's Travels in Arabia."., 
Academy. XXXIV (July 28, 1888), pp. 47-8. 
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nor was he sponsored by any British society. On the contrary, he 
was denied any cooperation by the Jeddah British consulate. Neverth-
less, he identified himself with the British Empire and proudly 
explained to the Arabs the progress that Britain had made in various 
fields. He terms Arabia Deserta as "the seeing of an (sic) hungry 
man and the telling of a most weary man"'^ . However, a close study 
of the book reveals that Doughty saw "the worse rather than the 
better nature of the people" , as W.S. Blunt puts it. "The haps 
that befell me are narrated in these volumes", Doughty wrote in his 
preface to the second edition, "wherein I have set down, that which 
I saw with my eyes, and heard with ray ears and thought in my heart, 
neither moi»e nor less". These words of the author truly summarise 
Doughty'8 perception of the Arab world in Arabia Deserta — a typical 
blend of the subjective view of the Arabs and an objective descrip-
tion of the geography of their land. Apart from "my eyes" and "my 
ears" Doughty depends much on*'my heart''while commenting on the Arabs 
and-their creed. 
As to the motives of his visit to Arabia and the writing of 
Arabia Deserta, Doughty does not say anything explicitly. There are 
only vague statements of purpose which appear in the prefaces to the 
second and third editions of the book. In the preface to the second 
edition, he says: 
5. Charles H. Doughty. Arabia Deserta new and definitive edition, 
2 vols. (London, "1^56). "^ ol.l p. 95. Hence onward referred to 
only as Arabia Deserta. 
4. Quoted by Anne Treneer, Charles M. Doughty,(London, 1955) p.392 
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Of surprising interest to those many minds, which 
seek after philosophic knowledge and instruction, 
is the story of the earth, Her manifold living 
creatures, the Human generations and her ancient 
rocks, 
Briefly, and with such views as these, not worldly 
aims, a discipline of the divine Huse of Spenser and 
Venerable Chaucer ,,. I wandered on ,,,• 
In the preface to the third edition he adds: 
It was now,., that a new passion for archeology, 
combined with conviction that the literal truth of 
the Bible might yet be proved, brought busy trave-
llers ••• in search of the evidence craved by the 
west. Hen risked reputations and even lives in the 
effort to copy ... the ancient inscriptions, that 
would, they hoped, clarify once and for all the 
early history, not merely of Arabia, but of the whole 
iiuman race. 
But none of these prefaces clearly speak out his main motive. 
Why did Khalil Nasrany,the protagonist of the story,venture to the 
desert of Arabia ? One can read the entire book without getting a 
true answer to this question, T.E. Lawrence who was very much 
fascinated by the question of Doughty's motivation once asked in a 
letter: "why you went to Arabia .,, and it would be exceedingly 
interesting if you would say how you wrote it". Doughty's only reply, 
which appeared in the second preface was " I wrote as I coald", 
?he question of actual motivation^however, is very inrportant 
as it is known that he deliberately chose to enter Arabia as a 
Christian instead of adopting an expedient Islamic disguise and con-
tinued travellings in the face of intolerance and hardships, 
Tabachnick ascribes six motives to him each one df which is, accor-
ding to him, major theme of the book,These are: to purify the English 
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language, to lead a life of isolation for direct contact with God, 
to discover a nev; identity of his own, to see his own image in the 
mirror of an alien culture, and finally, to map geological, geogra-
phical and historical imknowns''. 
Doughty went into Arabia, opines Valt Tayior, hecs^ Tise he wanted 
to return to the remote sources of language. The Semitic oral tradi-
tion appeared to him closer to that of the Old Testament, He wanted 
to capture the hihlical style "by using a style of English which 
approximated to Arabic, vrhich is akin to Hebrew, He wanted to revive 
the old style of the English language which in his opinion was clo-
ser to that of the Bible, In oral Arabic tradition he saw a sembla-
nce of Hebrew speech which, to his mind, was necessary to write 
good English and for"*esisting ,,, the decadence of ihglish language". 
Writing to his biographer, D,G, Hogarth, on this point,he says: 
The Arabia Deserta volumes had necessarily a personal 
tone, A principal cause of writing them was, beside 
the interset of the Semitic life in tents, my dislike 
of the Victorian English; and I wished to show, and 
thought I might be able to show, that there was some-
thing else , 
Khalil of the narrative has an obsession for Arabic, particu-
larly for the Bedouin speech. The eight pages devoted to the 
7 
Bedouin oral custom , clearly show this obsession. It was in Arabic 
5. Tabachnick, Stephen Ely, "Travels in Arabia Deserta: Themes", 
Chapter III, Charles Doughty (Boston, 1981). 
5, Quoted by V/alt Taylor, Dor.ghty's English, SPE Tract No,LI 
(Oxfor4 MD CCCCXXXIX) pTl 
7, Arabia Deserta. Vol,I, pp, 262-70. 
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that he found a model for pure English. One sees Doughty wandering 
in France, Italy, Spain, Greece and finally in the land of the 
Bible, tracing back his literary and linguistic heritage to its 
origins. The study of the origins of the religious heritage led him 
to Arabia. To him Arabic was a language "^ rich in spirit** and 
"dripping with the sap of h\iman life"®. He found the Arabs speaking 
with "perspicuous propriety "as they talked in"election of words'* . 
According to Doughty the Quran is a repository of pure Arabic words 
and so the reading and writing of Arabic became a religious exer-
cise^ Similarly, the writing of 'right' IJnglish was a patriotic 
exercise for him. 
Doughty compares his book to a mirror wherein is set forth 
faithfully some parcel of the soil of Arabia, smelling of 'saman' 
and camels. According to Hogarth, he intended to redeem travel lite-
10 
rature from inaccuracy and insincerity . Sprenger too is full of 
praise for the exactness of information in Arabia Deserta^ He says: 
"We shall obtain from it a correct notion of the configuration of 
ll the soil and of that peculiar race of men bred upon it" 
Another important motive for his travels, as indicated in the 
8. Arabia Deserta, Vol.11 p. 3^9 
9, 'The nomads, at leisure and lively minds, have little other than 
this study to be eloquent. Their utterance is short and with empha-
sis. There is a perspicuous propriety in their speech, with quick 
significance'. Ibid; Vol.1, p. 264. 
10.D.G. Hogarth^The Life of CM. Doup:htv« (London 1928) p. 115 
11.Ibid p. 115. 
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book itself was spiritiial. The "Saiehh" as Khalil believes him-
self to be, learns through suffering and isolation. Like bedouin, 
he too sees but the "indigence of the open soil about, fall of dan-
gers, and hardly sustaining them, and the firmament above them, 
habitation of the Divine Salvation" '^. Doughty regarded contact 
witb harsh nature necessary to purify one's soul. This theme of 
spiritual cleansing through suffering is present in the very first 
sentence of the narrative : 
A new voice hailed me of an old friend when, first 
returned from the Peninsula, I paced again in that 
long street of Damascus which is called Straight; 
and suddenly taking me wondering by the hand "Tell 
me (said he), since thou art here again in the peace 
and assurance of Ullah, and whilst we walk, as in the 
former years, toward the new blossoming orchards, 
full of the «weet spring as the garden of God, what 
moved thee or how coulds thou take such journeys into 
the fanatic Arabia ?" 14 
It reminds one of the God's voice in the Book of Genesis:" And 
the LORD (Jod called unto Adam, and said "Unto him, where art thou ? 
In the first sentence Khalil is placed in the position of Adam after 
his fall and expulsion from Eden. Damascus with its "new blosso-
ming orchards" and "the peace and assurance of Ullah", symbolises 
Eden before the Fall; while the "fanatic Arabia" is the world, 
the place of suffering and isolation. Towards the end of the book 
12. Arabia Deserta. Vol.1, p. 272 
13. Ibid., p.264 
14. Ibid., p,1 
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the narrator mentions Khalil's suffering and his learning from ex-
perience: "Cold is the outlaw's life, and I marked with a natural 
constraint of heart an alienation of the street faces, a daily stan-
dinr off of the faint-hearted, and of certain my seeming friends", -^ 
"Seeing the daily darkening and averting of the Wahaby faces, I 
had a careful outlaws heart under my bare shirt; though to none of 
them had I done anything but good, — and this only for the name of 
'IS the young prophet of Galilee and the Christian tradition"/ . Khalil 
looks upon his role as that of Jesus suffering for the sins of all 
mankind and learning from it« By calling himself a Hasrany in fana-
tic Arabia he willingly submitted himself to these hardships, and 
all this, as Tabachnick argues, to expiate the original sin from 
17 his soul , 
As a part of this religious motive, Boughty also wanted to ex-
plore his ideals and discover a new identity of his own« Like St. 
Paul, he too achieved this new identity by changing his name with 
that of Khalil, the friend of God. As the journey progresses one 
sees a gradual change in Khalil's identity. He refuses even to 
think of killing in self defence when his guides turn treacherous.He 
says : "In this faintness of body and spirit I could not tell; I 
thought that a man should forsake life rather than justice, and 
poll\ite his soul with outrage". "What need of violence ?" he asks-
15. Loc.cit. 
16. Ibid., Vol.II,P. 369 
17. Tabachnick, Stephen Ely, Op.cit, p. 70. 
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3hei':h Al;- w'lo imoustly expels him from Aneyza, And there are many 
more occasions when Khalil places himself in the passive role. By 
the end of the book Khalil assumes the identity of a saint, especia-
lly in the climactic Salem-Phe3^ incident outside Tayif, Gradually 
moves 
Khalil towards the characteristics of Christ thereby discoverinf^ 
for himself a sort of meek and passive resistence to "the tormentor" 
or the devil. 
Finally, as it had been one of the important motives with all 
Victorian travellers to Arabia, Doughty had to bring back geological, 
and historical information to England. Although not the deepest aspect 
of the book, it constitutes its most conscious motivation. In his 
preface to the second edition he writes: "Since the Itinerarium was 
published ,«, every cartographer of those parts of Asia has foimded 
upon my labours; Which I trust to be such that no time shall overthrow 
t^en". Doughty's concern with mapping Arab customs and physical geog-
raphy is evident at every point in the book. Even during his perilous 
troubles with Salem and Pheyd, Khalil.worries about the fate of his 
'18 
barometer and notes every detail of his surroimdings . He believes 
in the superiority of science over reldgion, as he says in his con-
versation with El Kenneyny: "But let us enter the indestructible 
19 temple building of science, wherein is truth" . To Tollog and Ibn 
Rashid he speaks of the western world's wonders —the Crystal Palace, 
18. Arabia Deserta Vol.11, p. 4 % 
19. Ibid., p.381 i.ii, p, 381. 
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the telegraph etc. He is also asked of petroleum: 
"where it lay, >»hether within the ocean". ^ To Sheikh 
Ghraneym's questions: "Mi{?;ht there not "be made a rail-road through 
Arabia, passing by Aneyza and reaching to Mecca ?" Khalil's answer 
is in the affirmative. He glorifies western science and boasts before 
the bedouins of the achievements of western astronomy. 
The question of motivation is important as it provides a clue 
to the understanding of the book and place^it in a proper pers-
pective. To a great extent this question is answered by Doughty 
when he makes Khalil tell Tollog that he came to Arabia primarily 
21 for the study of her inscriptions , He is also interested in the 
Jews of Kl^aybar, in the Himyaritic civilization of Yemeni Aelius 
Gallus* ill-fated attempt to tap the Yemenite spice trade for Rome. 
By studying the relics and monuments of a lost Arabia, he believed 
that he would come to the cultural roots of the biblical civiliza-
tion, and perhaps understand the future of his own. 
Doughty's main motives for his travels in Arabian lands there-
fore,were intellectual as well as religious .He went there also to learn 
abc't its geography and customs and manners. And even though he was 
not in Arabia on any imperialist mission his complete identifica-
tion with the British interests can be easily established from 
his book. 
20> Ibid., Vol.1, p. 600 
21. Ibid., p.415 
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Doughty as an artist and craftman has been viewed by many emi-
nent critics including Barker Eairley, Treneer, Walt Taylor and 
Hogarth but a comprehensive study of his treatment of the Arabs is 
still wanting. Instead of dealing with the artistic aspect of the 
work, present study will foeus on its thematic aspect and an attempt 
will be made to evaluate objectively Doughty*s perception of the 
Arabs and Arabia as presented in his Arabia Deserta, 
Before his entry into Arabia, Doughty had acquired sufficient 
information on the land, its geography and its people, HisjLndeb-
tedness to certain books is indicated by the books that Khalil kept 
with him. These were Alios Sprenger's Die Alte Geography Arbiens 
(1875),a scholarly account of ancient Arabia; Albrecht Zehme's Arabien 
und die Arber Seit Hundert Johren(1873)« a history of recent European 
exploration of Arabia, This shows that Doughty had read these books 
and found them very useful and informative. 
It was during his visit to Algeria in 1872 that he had the first 
glimpse of Islam and the desert. After the winter of 1874, he set 
out on a journey to what he considered the lands of the Bible.trave^ 
lling through Syria,Lebanon and Palestine and then into Egypt.In 
1875,after spending about three months on the Sinai peninsula he 
embarked on a desert trip through the peninsula to Petra, which at 
that time he had decided to be his final stop."I had no other inten-
tion", he wrote sbn a letter to A,Springer, "than to see Petra". But 
on his way to Petra,while Doughty was spending a night with the Arabs 
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at a place called Ayn Hussa, he came to know of Medain Salih and 
its momiments, situated somewhere on the pilgrim route. He further 
heard of the carved stones at Madain Saiih and decided to become the 
first European visitor of these 'Christian'''monuments. This decision 
of his opened new avenues of Arabian exploration for him and 
was the main inspiration behind the writing of Arabia Deserta. 
There is a common misconception that Doughty was an agnostic 
and he saw the Arabs and Islam from the eyes of an agonstic. Dough-
ty's pronouncements as a student of science, which does not consider 
everything in the Bible to be true, are the basis of this misconcep-
tion, Trae, after studying Lyell's Elements of Geography, in which 
the author's estimate of the age of the earth was greatly at vari-
ance with that given in the Bible, Doughty had come to believe that 
truth was the prerogative of science only. Bat this did not make 
PP him an agnostic. On the contrary, he clung to the moral values 
implicit in Christianity. Like most other nineteenth century inte-
llectuals, he took refuge in the ethical aspect of Christianity, 
There is some reason to believe that Doughty not only just 
chose to call himself a Christian but he was a Christian in the heart 
of his heart.Hence it is,that in Arabia Deserta Khalil affirms his 
22. Both D.G. Hogarth and A. Treneer call him an 'agnostic Humanita-
rian' and believe that this supposed agnosticism coloured 
Doughty's vision of Arabia. 
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belief in God and attest to the idea that "God is one" "but draws 
the line at calling Mohammed a prophet. At Kheybar speaking to Ahmed 
he says that Jesus' fathering remains "a mystery which no tongae can 
•unfold: which is to say he had none in our common understanding, 
except ye would say TJLLAH: '^ , But Khalil accepts the Virgin Birth 
as a fact in spite of his oftstated scientific impatience with mira-
cles, Tabachnick. also sees the reflection of Douphty's Christian 
self in his poetry in which God is inevitably on the side of Britain 
during the wars. He refers to Joseph of Arimithea who is ma^ c^ishly 
sentimentalised(in Dawn in Britain) for his Christian virtue and 
belief, to Adam and HawwaCin Adam Cast Forth) who remain unhesitating-
ly obedient to the word of God, and to the militant faith in science 
which rather schizophrenically coexists(in Mansoul) with unquestion-
24 ing religious belief without the slightest contact or conflict, 
Arabia Deserta is in two volumes and each of these has several 
chapters. The first three chapters of Vol,I deal with Doughty's 
preparation for an Arabian journey, his experiences at Amman, Moab 
and Arabia Petra and his gathering of some information about "feti® Haj, 
the Mecca pilgrimage. There is also a significant query regarding 
the suitability of the new region for colonists. With chapter IV 
begins the account of an explorer who considers himself the first 
Europeaa to see the Christian monuments of Medain Salih, His sad 
23. Arabia Deserta Vol.11, p. 159 
^^, Stephen Ely Tabachnick, Op.cit, p, 35. 
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experiences at Kella, his description of the hardships of the Haj, 
his opinion of Mohammed's religion and his verdict that •'Islam can 
never "be better" are some of the things dealt with in this opening 
section of the book. Chapter V and VI describe the life at Medain 
Salih, and its political situation. Chapter VII is concerned with 
the Haj and one hears much about how Mecca appears in Haj-time with 
its thieves and diseases and the pilgrimage caravans which appear to 
Doughty as "corrupt torrents flowing through the land of Arabia", 
Chapters VIII to 2 are devoted to Doughty's experiences of the nom-
adic life at Fe,jir, TNakara and Teyma, The author makes fun of various 
bedouin superstitions and concludes that "the Beduwy's mind is in his 
e^es". Chapter XIII-XV give a detailed account of the life at Harra 
and also introduced an important personage Shaikh Mahanna, the moral 
preacher(Mutawwa).Doughty's visit to Wadi Thirba and El Hejr is dealt 
with in chapters XVII and XVIII while chapter XIX gives an account of 
his departure from Medain Salih,There is also an interesting dialogue 
on Christian-Muslim relations in this chapter. Chapter XX gives an 
account of the religious life of the people of Teyama during the 
month of RamadhsJi. In chapter XXI the Arab politics is again discuss-
ed, with special reference to Nejd and Hail, The last chapter of 
Vol.1, No. XXil, describes Doughty's meeting with Emir Hamud and 
Ibn Rashid, 
The second volume opens with a description of social and politi-
cal condition of Hail in its first two chapters,In the following six 
chapters, III-VIII, Doughty depicts the weird atmosphere of Kheybar 
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with witches,Jinns, and hempsmoking dervishes. Chapter IX tells how 
he was driven out of Hail while Chapter X and Xi describe vividly his 
journeys to Jabel Shomer and Buraida. Chapters XII-XV deal with his 
journey to Aneyza and his subsequent expulsion from there. The concl^ 
uding chapters, XVI-XVIII, describe the occasions when Doughty felt 
his life was in danger. Towards the end we are told how Doughty left 
Taif and proceeded to Jeddah, thus ending his two-year long ^ randerings 
in the desert of Arabia. 
According to Barker Fairley, Arabia Deserta may be divided into 
three broad sections roughly marked by the three occasions when Doughty 
felt like leaving Arabia. The first was when he attempted to reach 
the inscriptions at Madaen Salih, the second was when he lay waiting 
at the Kella for the return of the pilgrims, and, the third when he 
found himself stranded on a volcanic mountain-range, where few, if 
any, Europeans had been before him. The first section covers the 
first seven chapters of the book; the second takes the narrative to 
the point when he changed his mind and decided to venture further 
into Arabia and the final section comprising twenty-three chapters 
relates his subsequent experiences. 
25. Barker Fairley, Charles M.Doughty; A Critical Study, 
(London,1927), p.58 
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In his introduction to Arabia Deserta Lawrence divides the 
British travellers to Arabia into two distinct categories. One 
group, he opines, tries to ad.iust itself with the alien people by 
mixing with the natives and fails to "avoid the consequences of 
imitation, a hollow worthless thing". The other class, which 
includes the majority, tries, according to Lawrence, "to reinforce 
their character by memories of the life they have left,,, they take 
refuse in the Enp:land that was theirs ,,, they assert their aloof-
ness, their imraunit-"-, the more vividly for their loneliness and 
weakness,and they also try to impress the people among whom they 
live by reaction, by piving them an ensaraple of the complete English-
man, with his•foreignness' totally intact". In Lawrence's opinion 
Doughty"is the member of the second, the cleaner class". Lawrence's 
opinion summarises vrhat lies at the core of Doughty's perception; "a 
strong belief in the superiority of the white race in general and of 
the British empire in particular. In the course of his wanderings in 
the desert he asserts himself as the complete English man". Although 
his strong sense of patriotism, at times approaching ;jingoism, is 
more explicitly expressed in his poetry, especially in The Cliffs, 
The Clouds and The Dawn in Britain .But even in Arabia Deserta there is 
sufficient evidence regarding his identification with a superior empire 
and the pride of belonr:in(? to a supposedly superior race did influ-
ence the relationship between him and the Arabs, To give one example, 
on one occasion Doughty astonishes his Arab companions with his impre-
ssive account od the British army and the number of fighting men which 
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his nation could put in the field. He loses no time in removing their 
fears by assurinir them that "we, beinpr the stronger, make no unjust 
wars: ours is a relip;ion of peace, the weak may live in quietness 
for us". In a somewhat proud and pompous vein he goes on to explain 
to them that England "had made the great war of Krim (the Crimea) 
for the Sultan and their sake"' , At Ayn ez-Zeyma he "boastfully 
STseaks of England by drawing the attention of the Arabs to some 
loads of the Indian rice: "what sacks be these", he asks them, "and 
the letters of them ? if any of you ( ignorant persons ) could read 
letters ? shall I tell You?. And to these nomad Arabs he proudly 
ex-nlains: "this is the rice of the Sngleys, in sacks of the Englevs; 
and marks are vrords of the Engleys". "You go v^ ell clad!", he says in a, 
similar vein "though only hareem wear this blue colour in the north! 
but what tunics are these? - I tell you, the cotton on your backs 
was spun and wove in the mills of the Engleys. Ye have not conside-
27 
red that ye are fed in part and clothed by the Engleys" ', 
While other orientalist travellers hide their British self by 
disguising as Arab Muslims or pretending to sympathise with the Arabs 
Doughty is professedly IfTasrany and has a strong revulsion for 
Islamic culture. Damascus , the world of "ULLAH" - a strange sound 
to an English speaking person's ear — with its strange streets, 
with the male friends moving hand in hajid ( vrhich appears to Doughty 
a symbol of male intimacy), is a world different from his own, Des-
pite the nairator's denials of "Orientalism"' or false picturesqu-
^6. Arabia Peserta, Vol.1, p. 318 
P-1, Ibid., Vol.11, pp, 525-6 
P8. Ibid., Vol.1, p. 56 
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en ess, this nev; portirayal of the Arah world derives from the popular 
notion of the "mysterious East" - vrith its strange names, stranf^ e 
people and strange lands. Instead of a real contemporary Arabia of 
his time, Doughty could depict in his book what he terms a "fanatic 
Arabia" - a term chosen consciously in the very first sentence of 
the book to remind his readers of the unpleasant memories of the 
centuries old animosity. 
Khalil,like Doughty, is extremely hostile to Islam. Although in 
his sermon on universal religion to El Kenneyny he does pretend that 
he takes "every religion to be good, by which men are made better", 
for every relirion "is bom of human needs, and her utterance is 
true religion ...*, he maintains very plainly that Islam cannot make 
men good. Rather, so he says, it affects them otherwise: "The nations 
of Islam, of a barbarous fox-like understanding, and persuaded in 
their religion, t>iat 'loiov/ledge is only of the koran', cannot now 
29 
come upon any wsy that is good" , 
As Doughty's vision is professedly Christian (Nasrany) he hard-
ly sees anything good in the Arabs. He is against the Arab practice 
of polygamy although he knows that his argument against this is 
vreak. Like Palgrave and Burton, Doughty also considers every improper 
practice of ignorant Ifeslims as based on the real Law of Islam, while 
those of a christian are taken as an individual's aberrations. This 
duality of approach is reflected in his mild criticism of the conduct 
P9. Ibid., p.101 
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of the followers of the Great Church of Syria , To him Islam and 
Judaism are not as p^ ood as Christianity, In a clear orientalist sty-
le he suf5;e;ests that the holy cities of Islam, Mecca and Medina, 
should he" led captive by the Christians so as to make the Musli-
rain as "oowerless as the Jews, 
Boupjhty's account of Kella places before the reader the first 
full lenp;th description of the Arabs. Referrinf^ to the deleterious 
M A 
impact of the East on/Europeans,Doui^htv remarks: "Commonly the lon-
ger one lives in a fabulous time or coimtrr, the weaker will become 
his judn-ement" . He recounts the Syrian Haj fables of the Jews of 
kheybar , and warns his reader of Mohammad Aly's habit of multiplying; 
everything by ten when telling a story. Thus in his very first encoun-
ter with the Arabs the reader finds himself in a world different from 
his own, a world much like that of the Arabian Nights where anything 
can happen/any time. 
Although in general Doughty speaks of the Arabs in a derogatory 
tone, he sometimes talks about things that fascinated him. For exam-
ple, talking about Medain Salih, he notes that "the well-lining of rude 
stone courses without mortar, is deeply scored,(who may look upon the 
like without emotion ?) by the soft cords of many momad generations". 
He express his happiness when at El-Ally children jeeringly crv 
30. Ibid., p.387 
31. Ibid., Vol.II, p. 379 
'•-a. Ibid., Vol.I^pp. 173-4 
35. Ibid., p.145 
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afte^ him "Ahal the Nasrany (Nazarany or Christian)" and the elders 
rebuke them preaching a gospel of tolerance to their children: 
'•Kul wahed aly din-hu", "every one in his own religion" . At Hail 
when he is invited to • a cup of coffee the host's son mocks him with 
'HO! Nasrany, thou canst look to the heaven?" Doughty amusingly an-
swers ,"see, my son, I may look upon it as well ... as another and 
better; —'taal hubbiny! 'come thou and kiss me'". At Ibn Rashid's 
court he is asked of his religion"'Pen rubbuk', 'where is thy Lord 
God?'", His ret)ly" Fi kull makan, 'the lord is in every place'" wins 
everrone's heart. Even at Kheybar where he suffers ignominiously he 
remembers Mohammad Amm for his kindness to him. He remembers that 
when he wanted to repav Amm Mohammed his host, with some medicines, 
a new tu.nic, and a new gun stock how this offer of his was turned 
down." ITay, Khalil, but leave me happy with thy remembrance, and take 
it not away from me by requiting me! Only this I desire of thee that 
thou sometimes say, 'The Lord remember him for good'" , Doughty talks 
of "the charitable integrity and the human affection, which was (sic) 
in Amm Mohammad} and which, like the waxen powder upon summer 
36 fruits, is deflowered under any rude handling,*' His Arab friends are 
so sympathetic to him that they offer him their women that he might 
choose a wife if he decides to settle there and embrace. Islam, Zayd, 
one of the shaikl^ , with whom he lives in desert, offers him even one 
34. Ibid., p.191 
'^'=>, Ibid., Vol.11, pp, 62-3 
36. Ibid., Vol,I, p, 161. 
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37 of his two wives 
He always found the nomads considerate and kind. When he was 
weak from hunger and stood gazing at the equally hungry Arab nomads 
as they were drawin;^  water for their camels, he appealed to them in 
the name of God to draw for his camel also. "God help thee, Khalil", 
they said , "and have no care for this, hut sit down, that it is we 
will water her"' . Sometime khalil was asked to tell them something 
of the Christian way of fasting* On hearing from him the easier 
custom of the Christian fast they were amused: "Ah-ha-ha! hut you 
call this fast? nay wellah, Xhalil, you laugh and jest! ... 'God 
is Almightv! well, that were a good fasting ! - and they cried bet-
ween wonder and laughter - oh that the Lord would give us thus every 
dav to fast"^. In the month of Ramadan Doughty saw Zeyd's sister 
"neither eatinr nor drinking until the long going down of the sun", 
vrhile she sucked her babe. Doughty is full of admiration and sympathy 
for this good woman, end kind mother,"a strenuous housewife, full of 
affectionate service and sufferance to the poor man, her husband" 
He derives pleasure even from the natural climate of Arabia: 
In a land of enemies, I have found more refreshment 
than \Tpon beds and pillows in our close chambers— 
57. Ibid., p.365 
58. Ibid., p.507 
59. Ibid., p.588 
40. Ibid., p.586 
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Hither lies no way from the city of the world, a 
thousand years pass as one daylight; we are in the 
world and not in the world, where Nature bro"up;ht 
forth man, an enigma to himself, and an evil spirit 
sowed in him the seeds of dissolution. And, looking 
then upon that infinite spectacle, this life of the 
wasted flesh seemed to me ebbing, and the spirit,to 
waver her eys winrs unto that divine obscurity.^1 
Vfhen asked which way of life was better in the world, Khalil 
112 
answered that bedouin way was superior to all other ways of life • 
Thus the same Khalil who had rejected earlier Islamic superstition 
and 'irrational' ^  jinn tales, felt a chanp-e: "In the same moment 
•I similar presentiment, almost a persuasion, possesed my soul, that 
the n;oodly younp; man's death was near at hand; and notwithstanding: 
my life daily threatened in a hazardous voyage and this infirm 
44 health, that I should survive him" • 
But these casual though candid pronouncements of the narrator 
throiigh his person? ^Khalil,are frequently over-shadowed by Khalil's 
•nhysical suffering, constant fear of death and racial and religious 
pre.iudice which brinp into prominance the hostility between the 
Arabs and their Nasrany guest. In this land where the word 'Nasrany' 
was yet an execration, and where even among the nomads a man will 
s?'-^  to another, "Dost thou take me for a Nasrany I that I should do 
45 
such (iniquitous) thinr" such danger was quite natural. Some time 
41. Ibid., p.520 
42. Ibid., Vol.11, p.230 
45. Ibid., p.151 
44. Ibid., p.40 
45. Ibid., Vol.1, p.635 
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he sensed a real threat to his life. He writes that at such moments 
he drew out his pistol with the result that they stopped troubling 
him. 
Of all EuroT)epn travellers to Arabia Doughty was most consci-
ous of his Christian roots and had a professed belief in the supe-
riority of the British race. This drove him, even in times of danger, 
to assert his identit-^ very boldly, V/hen the Arabs taunted him and 
denounced the Christian habit of eatinp "sv/ine's flesh*' he retaliated 
with a long list of Arab preparations which he considered unclean: 
I see you eat crows and kites,and the lesser 
carrion eagle,Some of you eat owls,some eat 
serpents,the great Lizard all you eat,and 
locusts,and the spring-rat,many eat the hedge-
hog, in certain (Hijaz; villages they eat rats, 
you cajonot deny it! you eat wolf too,and fox 
and the foul hyena, in a word,there is nothing 
so vile that^  some of you will not eat. 46 
During the dry season in 4;he desert Doughty describes how KalilFs 
request for a bowl of miUc MSS declined by Daryesh, the Serahiny 
Shnilch, a very fond and scoldiJEteg^  splentic person. Doughty describes 
him in mos contempuous terms. "Thi^ dog-face whom I had often seen 
in Tollog's kahwa(coffee) tent, always professed against me a fanatical 
bitter enmity; he shot through me with'Ms glancing eye at the mejlis, 
but had never spoken with the Kafir(infidel^)."-
46. Ibid., p.548 Doughty's list is not a fair inventory as some of 
the animals mentioned above are forbidden in Islam, 
47. Ibid., p.508 
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AlthoufT;h Doup-hty was not the only British traveller to undergo 
physical suffering, starvation and mental torture in the desert, 
his strong sense of Christian self and his identification, with a 
powerful empire forced him to react in a language of contempt and 
hatred which is peculiar to him alone. It was Doughty's "particular 
brand of medieval, narrow, intolerant protestant Christianity," 
opines Achmed Abdullah, Vhich prevented him from getting to the 
"roots of an alien faith and civilization". It was this narrow 
relicriouB stance which created a distorted and pre.indiced image of 
the Arabs and Islam in Arabia Deserta. 
Doughty saw Islam in the light of old Christian polemical writ-
ings and was therefore prejudiced against it. It was in fact the hu-
manitarian aspect of Christianity and its doctrine of love which is 
set up "by him against the religion of Huhammed, "And what seek we in 
religion?" he asks, "is it not the perfect law of humanity? — to 
bind up the wounds, and heal the sores of human life5 and a pathway 
to heaven". In his opinion "the Messianic religion — a chastise-
ment of the soul sunning herself in the divine love — were fain to 
cast her arms about the human world, sealing all men in one brother-
hood with a virginal kiss of meekness and charity"; while *^ he 
Mohammedan chain-of-credulities is an elation of the soul, breathing 
of Crod's favour only to the Moslerain; and shrewdness out of her 
48. Achned Abdullah and Compton T. Pakenham, 'Richard Francis 
Burton', Dreamers of Empire« (New York, 1929) p, 57, 
cankered bowels to all the world besides 
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At one place Doimhty seems to "be admirinp- Islam because, 
accordinc^ to him, the stronpc faith in Allah in its followers had 
made suicide a rarity in the desert. But this admiration is dilu-
ted by his emphasisin?^ that suicide was a madness, the prevention 
of which needed no full fledp^ ed religrion since this could "be done 
by mere humanity: 
\Ihat anguishes are rankling in the less of the soul, 
the heart-nipping unkindness of a man's friends, his 
defeated endeavours betwixt the birth and death of 
the mind, what swallowing seas, and stonns of mortal 
miseries! And when the wild fire is in the heart and 
he is made mad, the incontinent h^ands would wreak 
the harm upon his own head, to blot out the abhorred 
illusion of the world and the desolate remembrance 
of himself. Succoured in the forsaken hour, when his 
courage swerved, with the perfume of human kindness, 
he might have been today alive,50 
How Doughty finds fault against every thing that he is not 
s^ Tnpathetic to can readilv be seen in his remarks on asceticism 
which occur in the same section of the narrative: 
And I mused in these nip:hts and days of the old her-
mits of Christian faith that were in the upper desert 
cotmtries —and there vdll rise up some of the primi-
tive temuer in every age to renev^  and judge the earth; 
how there fled many wilfully from the troublesome 
waves of the world, devising in themselves to retrieve 
the first Adam in their own souls, and coveting a sin-
less habitation with the elements, whither, saving them-
selves out of the common calamities, they.might accomp-
lish the time remaining of their patience, and depart 
^9« Arabia Deserta, Vol. II, pp. 406-7 
50, Ibid., Vol.1, p. 5V* 
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•};o better life, A natural philosophy meditates 
the r;oodl7/- rule and cure; religious asceticism 
is sharp surgery to cut awav the very substance 
of man's faultv affections; sortinf^  wonderfully 
with that fantastic pride and maidish melancholy 
which is also of the human soul, that has weari-
ness of herself in the world, and some stains 
even in the shortest course. The soul that would 
rid herself out of all perplexed ways, desireth 
in her an^er even the undoinf^  of this hostile 
hodv, onlv fi^ round of her disease.5'' 
Earlier it has been noted how, in his opinion, Islam is a 
"Hohammedan chain-of-credulities" and how contemptuously he views 
the "New austerity of masculine reliction". Here he speaks of what 
he considers the relif^ ioiis fanaticism and relif^ ious asceticism of 
the Arabs: "liohammad bade spare that pale generation of walkers -
atjart, .men of prayer blackened in the desert, a kind of spiritual 
Nimrods, going about in fairyland of relirion to build of them-
selves a stair to heaven." And the next sentence brinf,s into focus 
what he supposes to be Mohnmmad's ulterior motive: "And cause was 
that certain of them, havinp; the spirit of prophecy, had saluted 
in the young caravaner the secret signs of his future apostleship". 
And he concludes: 
But Mohammed in the Koran, with the easy felicity of 
the Arabian understanding, notes the heartless mas-
\xne- of these undoers, for God, of tbemselves and the 
human brotherhood:" Ullah sent the Evangel by his 
apostle Isa-bin-Miriam, into the Christian nation: 
hut the way of the Eremites is out of their own find-
inp;" 52 
51. Ibid., pp.520-21 
5?. Loccit. 
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Subtleties such as '"bade spare', 'cause was' and 'easy feli-
city of the Arabian understanding*, are enough to establish Doughty's 
prejudice against Mohammad and Islam, He always considered himself 
an alien "in the Mohammedan governments" for the reason that 
"Mohammed has made every follower of his, with his many spending 
and vanishing wives, a walker upon quick sands, but Christ's reli-
gion contains a man in all, rthich binds him in single marriage . 
To Do^ g^hty Ha;5, the great international annual gathering of Moslems 
in Mecca, is an evidence of the inhumanity of Islam because of "that 
vearly suffering and sacrifice of human flesh, and all lost labour, 
for a vain opinion, a little salt of science would dissolve all 
their relir^ iow"' . Of a Persian who used to spend a large part of 
each year in the performance of the Ha,i pilgrimage, he writes: 
"Better his mother had been barren, than that her womb should have 
borne such a sorry travailous life"55. 
He told the Italian scholar who had embraced Islam and was 
making a pilgrimage to Mecca that he could only have headache in 
the farrago of the Koran", Such a contemptuous attitude towaixis Is-
lam is an integral part of his imperial vision which later forces 
him to suggest that "the Arabian religion of the sword mast be 
temtjered by the sword,,." , 
53. Ibid. » p.65 
54. Ibid., p.92 
55. Ibid., p.99 
56. Ibid., Vol.II,p.406 
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Khalil's reaction to the ruins of Medain Salih and Hejr also 
reflects his stronp: contempt for Islam. At first sight he reacts "^^ 
the monuments in a most excited-manner as he thints that they are 
Christiaja remains: "I mused what mip;ht be the sleeping riddle of 
57 those strange crawling letters which I had come so far to seek!"-^  . 
But soon these burial caves for seeing which he had risked his 
life turn out to be only the work of the semite-1'expeditions more 
than curious, and naturally imperfect workmen", ^ e adds that the 
interpretation of the inscriptions has confirmed tihese conjectures? 
On discovering the reality he speaks of the same monuments in the most 
derog'^atory terras : "Sultry was that mid-day winter sun, glancing 
from the sand, and stagnant the air, under the sun-beaten monuments; 
those loathsome insects were swarming in the odour of the ancient 
sepulchers . When Khalil visits the monuments at el-Hejr a third 
time, he finds them "rat holes" set against" those ghastly grinning 
ranp-es of the Hejr"^ . At this point Khalil, the persona of 
Dourhty, becomes most subjective in his perception. He even donbts 
the authenticity of the Muslim tradition according to which prophet 
Mohammed is reported to have referred to these monuments as proofs 
of the ruins of idolaters , 
57. Ibid., Vol.I,p.106 
58. Ibid., p.115 
59. Ibid., p.107 
60. Ibid., p.504 
61. Ibid., pp.95-6 
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Khalil's success in -^ cneyza in maintaininp: the role of a Chris-
tian sufferer enables him to see the faults of the non-nomadic Arabs. 
Doupihty uses Khalil's experiences to describe and condemn the su-
pposed faults of Islam and the Arabs. As Khalil imposes upon him-
self the role of Christ, fudging from his own norms^ he laughs at 
what he considers the foolishness and wickedness of the Arabs, even 
of his closest friends among them. Soon after his arrival at Aneyza 
Khalil gets acquainted with the big merchants of the town and en-
joys their company. Referring to the company of one such acquain-
tance ,he says: 
... we chat cheerfully, but such at the Arab's dish 
would be a very inept and unreasonable behaviour?-
he were not a man "but an homicide, who is not spee-
chtessin that short battle of the teeth for a days 
life of the body. And in what sort (forgive it me, 0 
thrice good friends ! in the sacrament of the bread 
and salt,) a dog or a cat laps up his meat, not 
talcing breath, and is dispatched without any curiosi-
ty, and runs after to drink, even so do the Arabs g^ 
endeavour, that they may come to an end with speed.,.^ 
But when people become suspicious of this Christian'doctor 
the hift businessmen bep:in to shun him. ?or this attitude of their's 
Douf^ ht^  blames Islam sayin"?: that Moslems are "nearly irrational 
in matters of faith"^ , Khalil's visit to the Shaikh of the Bessam 
famil-^ r occasions a stronp: denunciation of Islam and the 
Arabs: 
62. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 5'^ 2 
63- Ibid., p.572 
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•.. for the ... virtrues that were in him ,», cannot 
amend our opinion of the Arabian man's barbaric 
ignorance, his slight and murderous cruelty ... or 
sweeten our contempt of an hysterical prophetism 
and polygamous living,... Sword is the key of their 
imagined paradise ... The Arabian religion of the 
sword must be tempered by the sword: and were the 
daughters of Hecca and Medina led captive, the Mus-
lemin should become as Jews !64, 
ITov/here in the book Bought'^ 's contempt for Islam is so direct 
and unambiguous as in this passage, V/hile Khalil assumes the role 
of a Christian saint among the 'intolerant' and 'ignorant' people 
of Arabia, and preaches to the Aneyzans that every creature is 
' rasiil Ullah' and therefore must be respected and loved, the 
narrator's own contemptuous view of Islam and Muslims reflects 
a contrary creed. 
Although El Bessam and El Kenneyny are projected as somewhat reli-
giously tolerant people,Doughty has given them some unfavourable traits 
as well.He says that El Kenneyny has built his fortune in slave trade 
and an unscrupulous horse-trading business which, in his opinion, 
has flourished because of the "wealthy ignorance of the foreign 
buyers" . V/hile refusing to cash Khalil's bank draft El Kenneyny 
tells him not to trust any man "not even to me" '^, Khalil does not 
regard the bribes given by El Bessam as fair even in business deals. 
He ouotes a poor farmer who savs : "Seest thou yonder camels? — 
64. Ibid., pp.578-9 
65. Ibid., p.380 
66. Ibid., p.590 
67. Ibid., p.418 
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they are the Bessams'Cthe tribe);and nearly all this com will "be 
theirs to pay for their loans; and we must every year borrow afresh 
from them". He terms this type of usury as a kind of "human malice".'^ 
Khalil's harsh experiences at Aneyza and the ingratitude of 
his friends El Kenneyny and El Bessam make him sceptical about the 
Arab friendship. V/hen khalil is expelled from Aneyza and stays 
for sometime outside the village, his friends do not come to visit 
him for his being a Nasrany: "Their friendship is like the voice 
of a bird upon the spray: if a rumour frightens her she will return 
70 
no more" . Hamed el Yahya who Khalil had thought had a good family 
background came to see him only as he was about to leave,using"glozing 
words" to excuse himself , Further when Khalil leaves Aneyza with 
a caravan headed for Mecca and hopes that the people of El K enneyny 
and El Bessam will protect him and will provide a connecting cara-
van to Jeddah, he discovers that they have been instructed to give 
him nothing: "I was nox-i to pass a ciijcuit in whose pretended divine 
law is no refuge for the alien ... and where any felon of theirs 
in comparison with a ITasrany is one of the people of Ullah. I had 
72 to look tt my Distol in the night ,..i 
68. Ibid., p.578 
69. Ibid., p.388 
70. Ibid,, p.-^ 1-1 
^"^' Ibid., p.484 
72. Loc.cit. 
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At times Dotif^ hty makes use of the nineteenth century anthro-
pology to bolster up his Victorian pride and his hatred of the 
Arabs, For example, Sirur, Abdullah's lieutenant at Kheybar, is 
depicted as a stupid and brutal bully. Doughty tries to determine 
the ethnic origins of the people of Kheybar using the pseudo-
scientific physical anthropology of his time: 
seeing these more Arab — loolcing, and even copper-
coloured village faces I and that some youngmen here 
wore their negro locks braided as the Nomads, I en-
quired, had they no tradition of their ancestry. They 
answered met^ 'V/e are JeheynG;73 but is there nothing 
of Kiieybar written in your books?^— Are not the 
Kheyabara from Sudan? —or from whence have they these 
lips and noses?*' 74. 
Doughty's observations on Mohammed Aly and Haj Nejm show 
his belief in the supposed superiority of the white race. 
Beinp; semite both Mohammad Aly and Haj Ne;jm are, consequently, unci-
vilised, ferocious animals. They are primitive people "removed in 
time and space from our exDerience". He n;ives a full two-page des-
cription of Alv's attack on Khalil which projects him as an 
extremely violent and beastly person: 
The man, half ferocious trooper, could speak fair and 
reasonably in his better mind; then as there are back-
waters in every tide, he seemed humand.«, a tiger he 
was in his dunghill ill-humour ,,, his visage mach like 
a fiend t dim with the leprosy of the soul and half 
73, Ibid., p.630 Jeheyna is an ancient bedouin tribe of nomads and 
settlers that had remained since Prpphet Muhammed's time in the 
Thama of the Wadi al-Hvmth.Doughty's comments follows: 
•They are praised as "religious" tribesmen and observers of the 
old hospitality ... some divisions and fendies are el Kleybat, 
Aroa ,Gdah,Merowan,Zubbian,Grun,Benu Ibrahim,Sieyda,Serasera, 
el Hosseynat,' 
74. Ibid., pp.93-4 
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fond, he shouted when he siDoke with a starting; voice 
as it mipht have been of the ghrol Ugfe)*... 75 
Doughty deliberately places Aly in a medieval setting by 
using the medieval langruage and animal and supernatural metaphors^ 
The incidents like Aly*s "pullinp: out his scimitar" and cutting 
do>m "the rash unarmed slave" of HIj Pasha are mentioned to empha-
sise his beastly nature, 
Mohammed Aly's uncivilised and barbaric nature is further em-
phasised by the narrator when Khalil demands an escort to the monu-
ments that Aly had already promised, in return for Khalil's car-
bine. On Khalil's insistance on the fulfilment of the promise, the 
"Hoorish Villain" suddenly strikes him with the flat hand and all 
his mad force in the face. He also shouts in a savage voice: "Dost 
thou Imow me yet?"*^^. Khalil abuses him and in return is again hit 
"with all his tiger's force". Aly threatens to kill Khalil but 
77 
as he has no weapon he pulls at his beard "with a canine rage" . 
Aly is not only verv savage, he is quite changeable too, A moment 
no 
later he becoiles a "half--doting religious and humane ruffian'^ • 
•Quite suddenly he becomes friendly m.th Khalil again and calls him 
"habib". Although the narrator later gives the reason behind Aly's 
violent action — which in his opinion, v/as Aly's view that a 
carbine was not enough recomnence for his services and expected some 
73. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 1 
76. Ibid., p.206 
77. Ibid., p.207 
78. Ibid., p.208 
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•bargaining, this explanation of the narrator further emphasisea that 
there is something wrong with Aly's temperament. 
Doughty makes his readers believe that it is impossible to 
•anderstand the Arabs or to trust them. In the beginning of the 
Kella story, Haj Nejm appears as a tolerant and reasonable person 
who laiows something of Europe. His killing of a man in youth is 
described as an act of self-defence. But as he is a man of "quick 
sangunary humour",he feels no hesitation in chasing his brother-in-law 
with a bltmderbuss.Doughty concludes;"The same Ha^ Neom was to me 
always of an indixlgent mildness ••• But if upon a time there 
should fall any distaste between us ... then certainly I had not 
79 Ion"- to live" , Though seerainp;ly reasonable, even humane, Haj 
Nejm according to Doughty could behave like a monster. 
As Doughty comes to Icnow that the Medain S^lih monument is not 
a Christian monument, he at once changes his view of Hohajnmed Aly 
and Heo Nejm, turning his fear of them into sympathy by blaming 
all on Islam. He even suggests that under a "holier discipline of 
religion ... Nejm might have been a saint also". 
There is no dearth of such passages in A-pobia Deserta which 
reflect Doughty's sense of his racial and national superiority 
over the Arabs. Very often this feeling becomes a source of pride 
in the belief that Englsjid is the greatest civilizing force in the 
world. This feeling is traceable in his pronouncments on slavery. 
At Ayn ez-Zeyma, he assures the African slaves that if the English 
79. Ibid.,p.373 
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ha'^  met i^dth the traders who held them captive they would have set 
set them free and given them home in some British colony, When 
one of them says thot what he is saying is a lie, he "boastfully 
reacts: "By this you may know if I lie:- when I come to Jidda, 
bring a "bondman to my Consulate: and let the "bond servant say he 
v/ould "be free, and he shall be free indeed!" But Doughty is still 
not able to convince them: "Dogt cries the fellow, thou liar! — 
are there not thousands of slaves at Jidda, that every day are 
boup;ht and sold ? Wherefore, thou dog( be they not all made free ? 
80 if thou sayest sooth" 
Even the passages which begin as a factual description of the 
diseases which Doughty believes mostly afflict the Arabs, he ascri-
bes these to the supposedly perverse tenets of Muslim faith and the 
Arab way of life . He refers to the Muslim ritual of wadu(ablution') 
op 
as "certain loathsome warhings" and the pilgrims to the holy citi-
es of Islpm as a "motley army, spotted guile is in their Asiatic 
hearts more than religion^*. He ridicules the Muslim prayer»saying: 
"The litany of Mohammed's Arabian religion must be said in his 
native tongue — oh! what contempt in religions of the human reason! 
But it is a wonder to hear these poor foreigners (Persians), how 
they mouth it, to say their prayers in the canonical strange speech. 
80. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 524 
81. Ibid., p.18 
82. Ibid., Vol.I,p.99 
83. Ibid., p.101 
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and only their clerkish men can tell what!." . The voice of "the 
muethin erring from the minnret" appears to him as" the abhorred 
voice of their barbaric religion! (itself)".''^  
Ayabia Deserta takes a very contemptuous view of the prophet 
of Islam, In the narrator's opinion the most venerable image in the 
Arab's mind is "the personage of Mohammed; which to us is less 
tolerable"• In a sarcastic tone he admits Mohammed's 'sheykhly' 
virtues —^mildness and comity and simplicity and good faith, in 
things indifferent of the daily life . But all this, he says, 
Cannot amend our opinion of the Arabian man's barbaric ignorance, 
his sleight ajid murderous cruelty in the institution of his reli-
rious faction; or sweeten our contempt of an hysterical prophetisra 
and polygamous living". Soon after this damaging remark on the 
prophet of Islam, in the same section of the book, he nocks at the 
prophet's spiritual as well as military victories in Arabia: 
As moths will beat to an appearing of light in 
darkness; so it is in the preaching of a new doc-
trine, Arabs are natuirally half melancholy in the 
present (it is the weakness of their fibre), and 
they live in a ford-hope of better things: many 
therefore were shortly his partizans, and valiant 
men became partakers of the religious fortune of 
Mohammed —who had been shelterved in the beginning 
bv the uncles nnd alliance of his considerable 
shaykhly house. Five hundred men banded in arms— as much 
as the power of Ibn Rashid — may well suffice, in emply 
Arabia, for an;y warlike need: how much more being 
vehemently knit and moved together by some contaccLous 
84. Ibid., p.108 
85. Ibid., Vol.II,p.3^1 
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zeal, to the despisinfx of death; and when, for 
one who falls, many will arise in his room! — 
In any age such mip;ht carry (as lately the 
Vahaby) in few years, all the wilderness land of 
Arabia. Sword is the key of their imagined para-
dise; and in the next decennium, those -uniirarlike 
but frentic Arabians, inflamed with the new greed-
iness of both worlds, ran down like wolves to 
devour the civil border-lpnds.86 
Of Islam he says, "the old Semitic currencies in religion were 
uttered new under that bastard stamp of the ( expedite, factious, 
and liberal) Arabian spirit, and digested to an easy sober rule of 
human life, ( a pleasant carnal congnxity looking not above men's 
possibility)". He laments the fact that Mohammed's followers con-
stitute twenty percent of the human population. He imagines a 
better world "if the tongue had not wagged of this fatal Ishma-
elite!" He is also apprehensive of a threat arising out of this 
"thin-vritted religion" of Mohammed "which can unite many of the 
human millions, for living: and dying"!. He considers Judaism and 
Isl?m as great secret conspiracies, friends only of themselves and 
to ^11 vdLthout of crude iniquitous heart, unfaithful, implacable". 
As he sees no hope of improvement,he is sure that "the nations of 
Islam, of a barbarous fox-like understanding, and persuaded in 
their relirion, that 'knowledge is only that of the Koran', cannot 
on 
now corae upon any way that is good". Earlier he had already war-
ned of the threat of Islam which, in his opinion, is murderous' 
and "therefore to be trodden out as fire by the humanity of all 
the world 
86. Ibid., p.406 
37. Ibid.,Vol.I,pp.141-2 
88. Ibid.,p.124 
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There are certain monents in the narrative when Doughty, who 
claims that one of his main concerns in Arabia Deserta is artis-
tic,nep;lects this desipn of his pmd. ster)s out of his persona, 
Khalil, to speak directly to the Arabs. His remarks do 
lead one to believe that his main concern in the book is 
stylistic rather than thematic but the author's obsess-
ion with his Christian identity ipnd his hatred for the Arabs at 
time become so intense th?t he expresses it even at the cost of 
his art. An instance of this kind can be foimd in the narrator's 
account of his questioning of a slave at Kheybar: 
'Of what nation were the slave drivers — 
this he could not answer: they were white men, 
and in his opinion Moslemin; but not Arabians 
since they were not at home at Jidda, which was 
then, and is now the staple town of African 
slaveiT", for the Tuy-tish Empire;—Jidda where 
are Prankish consuls! But you shall find these 
worthies, in -fche pallid solitude of their pala-
ces, affecting (great Heaven!) the simplicity of 
new-bom babes, —they will tell you, they are 
not aware of it! But I say again in your ingenuous 
ears, £idda is 'fej^ g_staple town of the Turkish 
slavery, OH ALL MOSLEMIN ARE LIARS.89» 
Once Doughty heard that a Christian had been slain in Hecca a 
year before and he at once indignantly told the Christians not to 
stiffer at the hp.nds of this "religious brigandage" any longer: 
"why have they no Residents for the -oolice of nations in Mecca ? 
'iHiy have they not occu-oied the direful city in the name of the 
health of nations, in the name of the common relip:ion of humanity 
89. Ibid., Vol.11, P. 187, 
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and because the head of the slave trade is there ?" He further 
suggests that it were good for the Christian governments,which 
hold any of the Mohanmedan provinces, to consider that till then 
they may never quietly possess them", for, he opines, "each year 
at Hecca every other name is trodden down, and the 'Country of 
the Apostle' is they pretend,inviolable, where no worldly power 
may reach them. It is 'the city of God*s house',— and the only God 
is God only of the Hoslemin"^. 
While pointing out various supposed social and cultural vices 
of the Arab society Doughty denotmces the practice of poly-
gamy. Zeyd and Hirfa are closely observed examples of the pleasures 
and pains of polygamy v;hich Doughty discusses later anthropologi-
cally in the same section. Zeyd emerges in the narative as no less 
than a savage. In chapter ^ » where he appears for the first time 
in the narrative, he is introduced as a'nomad fox': 
Zyed vras a swarthy nearly black shykh of the desert, 
of mixed stature and middle age, with a hunger bitten 
stem visage .«• Zeyfid uttered his voice in the dee-
pest tones that I have heard of human throat, such a 
male light beduin figure some master painter might 
have portrayed for an Ishmaelite of the desert. Hollow 
his cheeks, his eyes looked austerely, from the law-
less land of famine ... where the chiefest beduin vir-
tue is ... a courageous forbearing ... of hunger ... 
nothing in Zeyed was barbarous and uncivil; his carriage 
was that haughty grace of the wild ereatures. In him I 
have not seen any spark of fanatical ill humour...91 
90. Ibid.,p.68 
91. Ibid.,Vol.I,pp.101-5 
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In Zeyd Douf^ty depicts a bedouin stereotype, that of a 
'noble savage'.His vdfe Hirfa, a Shaikh's doughter and a near kins-
woman, is also like him. She is a faithful wife and helps Zeyd 
92 
"in all his snaring policy" , Hirfa, charming and attractive, 
feels herself sexually unsatisfied and her passion suppressed as 
her only option is Zeyd who has now grown quite old. The supposed 
male domination in the Arab and Muslim society is further empha-
sised in a passage where Hirfa's marital difficulties are described: 
Hirfa was an undei/^grown thick bediiin lass, 
her age mipht be twenty ,«, Hirfa sighed 
for motherhood ; she had been the^e two -rears 
with an husband and was yet ... "in her n^ irl-
hood; and she wept inwardly with ?i Semitic 
woman's grief, Zeyd and Hirfa v/ere as Isaao 
and Rebecca; with the Beduin. f?implicity they 
sat dailv sporting lovingly together before us, 
for we were all one family ... but oftentimes 
in the midst Hirfa pouted; then Zeyd would 
coldly forsake her, and their souls were anew 
divided, Hirfa in her weary spirit desired some 
fresh young husband, instead of this palled 
Zeyd, that she mistrusted could not give her 
children.93 
Zeyd out of his sexual frustration beats his wife and the tal^ 
of his wife-beating is talked about and condemned by the people 
of his tribe. But when Hirfa flees from Zeyd a second time, instead 
of blaming her husband the tribal people condemn Hirfa for this 
act of her: "How, they said, abandon Zeyd's tent in the presence 
of gi^ ests, and they were strangers ! —'Ha!' there answered 
92. Ibid.,p.222 
95. Ibid.,p.272 
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an aged mother of our menzil, to the old hind, her husband, 'dost 
hear, Salih ? The hareen be good for little now-a-days....'"9^ 
Hirfa is a soulless creature whom Doughty convinces to return to 
her husband not with any moral or spiritual argument but by giving 
"the little peevish housewife" and her family tobacco and thus buying 
her back.This episode reminds one of the idea of the soullessness of 
•woman in Islam — a theme well spelt out in Dryden's plays. 
Like Dryden^ Dou?7:hty leads one to believe that the v/oraen in 
Huslim or Arab society have no conscience and no urge 
for spiritual upliftment. Doughty says that Hirfa can be bought 
easily and if polyandry instead of polygamy was the way of living 
in Arabia she might have been no more faithful than 2eyd, who is 
later termed a "smooth lover . 
The Arabia Deserta provides interesting accounts of the poli-
tical condition of Arabia and the life in the royal palace at Hail. 
One also hears much about the house of Ibn Rashid. In the first five 
hundred pages Doup-hty has made some conflicting statements about 
hin; siich ss: "Bitter is the heart, and the sword is sharp, of him 
v;ho niles over the wandering tribes of the Khala! but in truth he 
96 
might not else contain them" , This sentence is a moral condemna-
tion and at the same time a hymn on Ibn Rashid's military strength. 
Doughty praises Ibn Rashid's polite way of calling Khalil "Mesihy". 
9^. Ibid.,p.274 
95. Ibid.,p.277 
96. Ibid.,p.561 
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instead of giving him the "reproachful name of H'asrany"'^ '^ . In 
addition, Ibn Hashid is " very well read in the Arabic letters" 
and is a gentle poet, Ibn Rashid praises Khalil for his talents 
as a healer and a technologist. The hif^ hest praise that he recei-
ves from Dotiphty is that he is a good governor: "I think it would 
be hard to find a fault in Ibn Rashid's government" . But soon 
after this praise he is shown igaorant of the new developments in 
the \fe3t as he asks Khalil about the possible value of petroleum, 
how electricity works and whether America was populated when it 
became a British colony. 
In comparison to Ibn Rashid who has many guilty secrets^Khalil 
ITasrany emerges in the narrative as an ascetic moral prophet 
QQ 
Nathan confronting a guilty king David '^, The old shaikh attending 
100 Ibn Rashid compares Khalil even to the "prophets of Allah" and 
Khalil too with almost a prophet's zeal points out Ibn Rashid's 
guilt, and that in his follies he is no different from an ordinary 
Arab. Doughty portrays Amir as a man of guilty conscience and this 
enables Khalil to play.the role of God's chosen prophet to expose 
the bloody conscience of an Arab king. V/hile Lawrence assumes the 
97. Ibid.,p.591 
98. Ibid.,Vol.II,p.52 
99. It is interesting to note that Tamar , David's daughter, is even 
mentioned on page 31 of the second volume of the narrative. 
100. Arabia Deserta. Vol.I,p.539 
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role of a civilizer in Seven Pillars, Doiipihty in Arabia Deserta 
acts, at tines, as a spiritiial teacher. 
After giving a detailed description of the court intrigues of 
the house of I"bn Rashid sjid the story of Prince Telal, the ruler of 
Hail, the narrator seems to exonerate Ibn Raahid on the ground 
thvt Mohammad vras the victim of fate which T)laced him in the middle 
of the irreversible chain of murders to which he was forced to con-
tribute as an act of revenue for his brother's murder. But these 
sympathetic impressions are momentary soup of soap as he is depicted 
behaving like a tjrrant who enjoys murdering innocent children.Doughty 
makes the reader believe that Mohammad Ibn Rashid is sterile: "his 
children are as dead within him, and the dreaded inhabitant of 
"onder castle remains a desolate man, or less than a man, in the 
101 
midst of his marriages" . Since Mohammad is unable to beget any 
heir, he has to face the threat arising- out of some of the dead 
rival's children who are alive. And becaiise of this the entire fami-
ly is doomed: the children of the family hate one another. The narra-
tor expresses the fear that the future history of the family would 
be r-s bloody as the T>^ st: "0 God! who can forecast their tragedies 
10^ to come! 
Mohpnmad, sirf^-il and nruiltv as he i s , would have emerged i n the 
I n n r r a t i v e as an i n d i v i d u a l indulgin^: i n brn. ta l a c t s of murder and 
J-revenp-e because of t h e s i t u a t i c ^ in vrhich he i s p laced or becaiise 
bf psycholor- ical r e a s o n s , >a t t h e f i n a l ,iudpement of t he n a r r a t o r 
101 . I b i d . , V o l . I I , p . 2 5 
102. I b i d . , p .27 
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agents attempt to abandon Khalil en route —as a fifteenth or six-
teenth century traveller would be abandoned by such beings in their 
way to Arabia —but because of eerie atmosphere. "VJ'e mounted in the 
morrow twilirht; but lone; after daybreak the heavens seemed shut 
105 
over us, as a tomb, with gloomy clouds" ' , As he advnaces in this 
Ipnd he esqperiences the typical European horror on his way to 
Kheybar and finally he comes across the evil landscape of the 
village itself: 
Foul was the abandoned soil upon either hand, with 
only few awry and underground stems of palms. The 
squalid ground is whitish with crugts of bitter 
salt-warp ... and stained with filthy rust • • • how 
strange are these dark Khaybar valleys in the 
waterless Arabia! A heavy presentiment of evil lay 
upon ray heart as we road in this deadly drowned atmos-
phere. 106. 
The black colour of the Kheybarians is taken as an emblem of 
the blackness of their heart. All kinds of evil flourish in this 
village. The people are too superstitious, indulging in dream 
interT>retation, refusing to eat leek and chicken and having staimch 
belief in witches and other supematursl agencies. They believe in 
the Christians' sr>ecial power to find a treasure as also in the myth 
that they rose from the sea. So strong is their supersti-
tion that they shut themselves in their houses at night for fear of 
witches. Their superstition is the result of their ignorance and a 
yearning for the town life. The tyrannous Turkish rule is yet ano-
ther cause of their misery. During his captivity in ^ heybar Doughty 
105. Ibid.,Vol.II,p.71 
106. Ibid.,p.76 
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finds himself in a world of Middle Ages and p;ets too real a taste 
of those times. To him Kheybar appeared, much liSe a world of Me-
dieval tales and Kheytarians, the people of th?.t age. To heighten 
the effect Dou^ Iaty farther says that "there were few at 
Khnyhar that could not tell of some night's fearful jeopardy of 
107 their precious soul and body" because of the fear of the witches. 
Although Khalil, the European civilizer in this superstitious 
village, remains aloof from the fear inspired by such beliefs in 
which almost every one is trapped, his closest friend, the skepti-
cal Mohammed en Nejvxmy is not free from this fear as he believes 
in the existence of the ^ism though not of the witches. 
However,Khalil too is not totally untouched by the fear lurking in 
this gothic world,Although he makes fun of the dreadful stories,he noti-
ces very clearly the real horror of the place; "the dreadful black-
"108 
ness of all things at Khe^^bar" , if he continues to challenge the 
villagers "dark" fears* "I daily wondered to see almost no young 
children at Kheybar I The villagers answered me, 'The children ,,, 
die in this air! — it is the will of Ullah'"'^^^' The angel of death 
hovers over the city which is infested with a chronic fever, Aman, 
Khalil's African friend is sick with tuberculosis and Muharram, an 
Albanian soldier dies of fever while Khalil is still in the city, 
107. Ibid.,p.107 
108. Ibid.,p.81 
109. Ibid.,p.110 
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Amm Mohammed, Khalil's friend, has o. siphilitic disease which has 
infected his own brother Ahmed, The matter becomes worse when each 
year on the return of Haj pilc;;rims from Mecca the city dwellers 
fear a cholera epidemic , When Khalil himself seeks relaxation in 
nature, he notices' hupre rats in the garden , In shortyKheybar of 
Arabia Deserta is the city of death: "Kheybar^said the melancholy 
1ir> Aman ••« is .,, the whole world's sepulchres '" '. 
Although Khalil is not afraid of supernatural agencies, the wi-
tches and the jinns, his fear of death arises out of the hostile 
attitude of the people of the twon.During the period of his captivity 
in the twon he was always expecting his execution.The superstitious 
11 ^5 people cast "their bitter eyes" on him -^, In their panic they think 
that Khalil Hasrany has come from Europe to bewitch their village • 
This gothic tone runs throughout this portion of the narrative.To 
heighten its effect in the concluding pages of the narrative,Doughty 
gives a graphic account of how the camel is cut up for meat which resem-
bles Khalil's mental landscape:"Between the fall of the thelul,and an 
end of their butchery; the caravan camels had not marched above two 
hundred paces! — ... I thought, in few minutes, my body likewise 
IIS 
made a bloody spectacle" . V/hen the caravan stops at the coffee 
110. Ibid., p.117 
111. Ibid., p.120 
11P. Ibid., p.126 
113. Ibid., p.83 
114. Ibid., p.91 
115. Ibid., p.485 
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house in the Meccan vicinity Khalil hears a "savage voice" calling 
for his forcible conversion to Islam. 
Miss Treneer regrets that people generally overlook *' friend-
lier, gentler side" of Arabia Deserta and tend to be "too much 
inclined to take him at his word" especially when they come across 
such sentence: "He had but one good day in Arabia; that »11 the 
others were made bitter to him by the fanaticism of his hosts" — 
which in her opinion is due to "the vexation of the moment" , 
But in the opinion of the present researcher it is in fact this vex-
ation which animates the major portion of the narrmtive. One is 
reminded of Doughty who thought it "a passion to be a pointing stock 
for every linger and to maintain even a just opinion against the 
half-reason of the world" and v;ho felt "in this passage of Arabia 
Til? 
more than the daily hazards and long bodily sufferance . ' His typical 
Victorian temperament made this vexation a permanent feature of his 
psyche.As Barker Fairley observes: 
... for all his synrpathetic understanding of them 
(the Arabs), he is never intimate with them, nor 
they with him.In almost every case the breach is 
more powerful than the bond,and for the most psurt 
he is among enimies.Even behind their friendliness 
there usually lurks a threat. 1*18 
Like most other orientalist travellers Boughty wanted to see in 
the Arabs the strains of his own deep-rooted feelii^s and tried to 
judge them from his own norms of civilization which brought him 
116. Anne Treneer, op.cit. p. 40 
11'7. Arabia Deserta, Vol.11, p. 66 
118. Barker F^ irle;^ , op.cit. pp. ?8-9. 
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nothing but 'bittemess and disappointments. Expressions like 
"dreadful-faced harpy of their religion", "sour Wahaby fanaticism" 
and"their souls are canker-weed beds of fanaticism" indicate 
Doughty's inability to make a fair and objective assessment of an 
alien race and its culture. 
Thus the opposing forces in the struggle, as recorded in Arabia 
Deserta, center on Islam. As the religion of Arabia was too rigid 
and too fanatic to consider England as a patron of world morality 
or accept Christianity as a superior religion, Doughty could find 
nothing good in it. The idea to treat Arabia as a force, presented by 
Burton and Blunt, was repellent to Doughty as he was not mentally 
prepared to surrender or even compromise in respect of the unapproach-
able superiority of his ovm race,faith, culture and country. For him 
England had all the virtues of a civilized nation whereas the Arabs 
had none. 
^ ^! * ^ Itt * * 
* ** 
Chapter V 
T.E.Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Visdom 
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T.E.Lavrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom 
T.E.Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom, perhaps the most impoxv 
tant work in the history of English travel writings about Arabia, 
was greatly instrumental in the emergence of the later image of the 
Arabs in the minds of his contemporaries in England and other countr-
ies of the West, After returning to England at the end of World War I, 
Lawrence started writing his experiences of the war in the desert. The 
final version of the book was completed sometime in 1921 and was 
privately published at Oxford in 1922; the public edition, however, 
appeared with some modifications, in 1926. The manner in which he 
mixed freely facts with fiction vrtiile narrating his adventures made the 
author and his work a legend in his time. The narrative is steeped in 
the author's personality. His whims and fancies influencing his obser-
vation, he himself emerges at the end as the hero of the story, partly 
a successful and partly a frustrated being. Lawrence sees the Arabs 
from his own angle. Throughout the course of his wanderings in the 
desert, he imagines himself as carrying the White Man's burden which 
inhibits his observations. The Seven Pillars is, therefore, the 
expression of the While Man's vision of Airabia rather than a catalogue 
of a sincere and unprejudiced person's observations. 
Unlike most other orientalist travellers, Lawrence's so;Joum in 
the desert had a pronounced imperialistc purpose. He was an ordinary 
young staff officer when the Arab revolt against the Ottoman empire 
began and he had got himself included in Storrs' mission to Hijaz at 
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his own request. At this stage no important work was assigned to him. 
Nevertheless, he himself considered this Journey as having an important 
purpose:"to find the yet unknown master-spirit of the affair, and 
measure his capacity to carry the revolt to the goal I had conceived 
1 
for it". This intention is eloquently expressed in the Seven Pillars. 
"I meant",he writes, "to make a new nation, to restore a lost influence, 
to give twenty millions of Semites the foundation on which to huild 
an inspired dream-palace of their national thoughts". 
Prom the very first day of his entry into the desert land of 
Arabia, Lawrence's eyes were constantly in search of a man who could be 
used as,, tool to seirve his imperialistic designs. He assessed each of 
Sheriffs four sons to see if they possessed the qualities that he 
considered crucial for the success of the movement for freedom from 
Turkish rule. Abdullah, he thought, was "too clever", Ali "too clean" 
and Zeid ^ 'too cool". It was only Faisal in whom he found the promising 
material from which he could fashion the prophet of Arab nationalism 
which, he believed, was necessary to dismember the Turkish empire. 
"I felt at first glance", he writes of his first meeting with Faisal 
at Wadi Safra,"that this was the man I had come to Arabia to seek, 
5 
the leader who would bring the Arab revolt to full glory". So he 
decided to serve as a political and liaison officer with Faisal's 
forces. 
1, T.E.Lawrence, Seven Pillars of Wisdom, (London,1986),p.68 
Hence onward referred to only as Seven Pillars. 
2. Ibid., p.23 
5. Ibid., p.68 & p.92 
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Much has been written on Lawrence's interest in and dedication 
to the Arab cause. Some of the critics hold that Lawrence's interest 
in the Arab affairs was inspired by his personal liking for the Arab 
people and that his involvement in the Arab nationalist movement was 
because of this. While there is another group of critics which sees 
him as a mere British agent who fought for the furtherance of British 
imperialist interest in the region and not for the Arab cause. An 
indepth study of Seven Pillars and certain other works leads one to 
feel that the writers who hold latter opinion have a stronger case. 
This point will be disctitssed at some length after a thorough examina-
tion of the contents of the Seven Pillars. 
Lawrence's Seven Pillars, beside an introductory section, is 
divided into ten books vrtiich collectively comprise 122 chapters. The 
introductory section gives the religious and political background 
of the Arab revolt against the Turks and ends with Lawrence's prepara-
tion for a trip to Jeddah with Ronald Storrs, the Oriental Secretary, 
for drawing a plan for successful Arab revolt. Book I deals with 
Lawrence's first visit to Arabia, his meeting with the Sherif of Mecca 
and his three sons and, his decision to make Faisal, Sherif's third 
son, the leader of the revolt. Bookll brings into focus Lawrence's 
appointment as Faisal's advisor and his strategy for damaging the 
railway lines and starting a guerrila warfare are fully discussed 
in Book III, more particularly in chapter 55. The next book 
recounts the assault on A3caba(0qaba) and its fall. Book V describes 
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growth in Lawrence's importance due to this achievement, showing how 
ijecome 
he gradually progresses from a mere adviser to/one of the pinncipal 
actors in the operation. The sixth book records the failtire of the 
raid on the bridges over Tarmuk river and Lawrence's capture by the 
Turks at Deraa. Chapter 80 of this book describes, though not very 
distinctly, how he became the object of. a !Eurkish comoander's homo-
sexual urge. Book Vli describes how, owing to a misunderstanding with 
Amir Zeid, Lawrence decides to quit the Ar&b movement altogether but 
is sent back to Faisal by Allenby. Book VIII recounts how Lawrence's 
Arab force laid seige to Maan's Turkish garrison and concentreated on 
cutting the railway. Book IX is an account of Lawrence's attack on 
Deraa sector, still closer to their ultimate goal, Damascus, In Book X, 
the concluding section, Lawrence 'ojnlcallj discusses the war and 
reviews his failure to give the Arabs the promised free nation^status. 
The narrative ends with a reiteration of the White Man's military 
and racial superiority over the Arab people mixed with a feeling of 
personal despair and alienation tvom the Arabs. 
Whether it is the depiction of Faisal and the Sherif of Mecca or 
of any minor characters like Auda, Nuri Said, Nuri Salan and Zaal, the 
concept of the White Man's superiority is always in the background. 
Faisal alone is portrayed somewhat favourably and Lawrence's admiration 
for a man who became instrumental in realising Lawrence's imperialist 
designs is quite understandable. Lawrence told Liddle Heart, his 
biographer, that his attempt to present Faisal in his Secret Despatches 
as a legendry figure was part of his military tactics, to make his 
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superiors believe that he was the only man who could lead the revolt 
successfully. His admiration for Faisal, either inspired by Faisal's 
supposed utility, or mere trick to get increased military help by 
presenting him as the only promising Arab leader, has a definite 
imperialistic tinge at its core. 
The description of the Sherif's family and the account of Faisal's 
war experiences furnish a good deal of information about the ruling 
circles of Arabia. Around the nucleus of Faisal and his family Lawrence 
has placed people representing a cross-section of the society. There 
are also some personages who are not physically presented in the story 
but are much talked about by other characters. Thus the narrative 
provides a complete picture of the Arabia of Lawrence's choice; an 
obscurely real place, peopled by those who, but for their creed,"could 
be taken to the four comers of the world(but not to heaven)", la 
analysis of the important characters and situations, with due considera-
tion to the total frame-work of the narrative, will better illustrate 
Lawrence's vision of Arabia and its people. 
Let us consider the case of Faisal first. Faisal's 'portrait' is 
not that of a mere individual; he is pro;jected as a type too. He is an 
Ashraf, that is, belongs to the nobility and is held in high esteem 
in Meccan society. Members of his family trace their pedigree back to 
Prophet Muhammed(SAW) and on this they base their claims of being 
the hereditary rulers of Arabia as also the spiritual leaders of the 
Muslim Ummah, Some strong reservations notwithstanding, Faisal as an 
individual is presented as an ob;Ject of admiration. 
4. Ibid., p.41 
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Faisal to some extent can be called the hero of Lawrence's epic. 
"Very slender", "very tall"/pillar like" with a"black beard and 
colourless face" he emerges as the leader of the desert warfare. He 
is a man of valour and courage and though unsuccessful in his grand 
design, his soul remains unbroken. Even in the most critical moments 
he is able to keep his equilibrium and take a realistic stand. For 
example, in Medina, when the Arabs are defeated by the Turkish army 
and their weapons do not stand them in good stead they run back into 
the defiles. On this occasion Faisal too "demurred to carry the whole 
war upon his neck while Abdullah delayed in Mecca, and Ali and Zeid 
at Rabegh..,.". According to Lawrence Faisal's retirement to Hamra 
after this military failure was a "gesture of disgust because he was 
bored by his obvious impotence and was determined for a little >feile 
to have the dignity of the rest"; The closing pages of the narrative 
present an ambiguous picture of Faisal as "a brave,weak, ignorant 
spirit, trying to do work for which only a genius, a prophet or a 
great criminal was fitted" . 
Elsewhere Faisal is depicted as a gifted leader \iho knew well 
how to control his people when they were most inflamed. He possessed 
a real power of disposing men's feeling to his wish . He is shown as 
governing his men effortlessly without bothering to know what they felt 
about his commands in their heart. They, however, loved him immensely 
and considered him a heroic personality, 
Faisal *s"extreme patience" and his method of commanding people, 
especially when the morale of his meft was suffering heavily from the 
5. Faisal dreamt of becoming the ruler of Hijaz and Nejd: Lawrence was 
also interested in this. 
6. Seven Pillars, pp.96-7 
7. Ibid., p.582 
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"scare reports brought in, and from the defection of Northern Harb"— 
show "what native headship in Arabia meant". On one occasion at a 
village called Nakhl Mubarak he was found engaged in boosting up the 
morale of his men by exhibiting his own to everyone within reach. He 
was accessible to all and was never indifferent to his people's 
petitions, "even when men came in chorus with their grief in a song of 
many verses < He patiently listened to everyone and if he himself 
didn't have time to settle a matter he would ask his assistants, like 
Sharraf and Paiz, te deal with it. 
Lawrence discovered that in the eyes of his men Faisal was a man 
"drained of desires, ambitions, weakness, faults; so rich a personality 
enslaved by an abstraction, made one-eyed, one armed", with one single 
purpose,viz to live or die in the service of his nation. He was a 
"picture of man; not flesh and blood, but nevertheless true, for his 
9 
individuality had yielded its third dimension to the idea". He attrac-
ted inmimerable followers making them swear by the Quran their 
commitment to independence above all other things — life, family and 
material possession. He proved himself a successful administrator and 
lived a strictly regulated life even in war camps. His people knew 
10 that he did not like his daily routine to be disturbed. But it was his 
large-heartedness >rtiich won the heart of his friends and foes alike.If 
there was a dispute over money between any two parties, Faisal would 
often pay from the state treasury or from his own personal funds to 
resolve the issue. It was this quality of his which united various 
8. Ibid,, p.125 
9. Ibid., pp. 125-6 
10. Ibid., p.127 
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tribes of Arabia in the war against the Turks. All local blood feuds 
ended whenever Faisal passed through a region. He had come to be 
regarded as a Court of Final Appeal for western Arabia. His judgements 
were never partial, nor were they idealistic or impracticable. The 
prudence with which he dealt with the tribal affairs made him "a force 
11 
transcending tribes, superseding blood chiefs, greater than jealousies". 
This gave to his revolt a broad national character. 
Certain instances are cited in the narrative which show Faisal 
as identifying himself occasioiially with the rulers of Turkey. The 
reason for this was that Faisal, basically and essentially, was a 
Muslim. Often his disenchantment with the British made him think in 
terms of Pan-Islamism. In matters of politics he was not as straightfor-
ward as his father Sherif Husain. He was not averse to playing 
Britain against Turkey. On a particular occasion he threatened to 
make "a separate peace with Turkey if the British were not able to 
12 
carry their share of the attack" . He was constantly in secret contact 
with certain elements in Turkey and exchanged letters with some 
key figures, like Jemal Pasha, who disapproved of the Arab revolt on 
political and religious grounds. However, the negotiations with the 
Turks failed and Faisal, yielding to British pressure, had to accept 
the sword as the only arbitrator. The concluding lines of the narrative 
summarise his personality, describing him as what his name means; 
13 
"large-eyed, colourless and worn, like a fine dagger". 
11. Ibid., p.181 
12. Ihid., p.571 
15. Ibid., p.685 
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A'-io"^ her i^'-lO^'-a^ •^  •nernonalitv liescribed in the Seven Pillars is 
that of Shah nusain,the Sherif of Mecca who is described by the 
14 
author as an "obstinate, narrow-minded, suspicious character''. His 
reputation as'the servant of the Holy Cities' and his claim to the 
spiritual leadership of IvSlam had received a set back because of his 
alliance with the Britishers. ?or the Arabs, though opposed to the 
Turkish nile over the Arab lands, had never reconciled themselves to 
the presence of,'Christian 'infidels' in the Holv Cities. To the old-
fashioned Musli•^ s he v.^as an 'unpardonable sinner' while the modernists 
considered him as a sincere but impatient Nationalist misled bv British 
•oromises. However, because of his pre-eminent position in the vrorld 
of Islam, it WPS difficult for his opponents to wap;e a direct war 
ap"air)st hin; they could only hone to correct him with arguments 
15 
rather than by use of force. 
The success of the Arab revolt apainst the Turks depended much on 
a careful use of the Sherif's spiritual status. 5'or the Arab 
armv-in-action fight in p- aerainst the Ottoman Caliphate thought "that 
an ^mir of riecca, descen&ant of the prophet, a Sherif, was an other-
worldly difmitary whom sons of Adam might reverence without shame". 
In Lawrence's opinion this v^ as the binding assumption of the Arab 
movement; it was this which,according to him, gave it an effective, if 
15 
imbecile, unanimit:;^ . Constantinople too vm.3 conscious of Sherif s 
importance in the vrorld of Islam. Jemal Pasha of Damascus was sure 
that a battle cry fot the holy war, if echoed by the Sherif , would 
receive a vast support from the Islamic world. Letters to Shah Husain 
14. Ibid., p.53:? 
15. Ibid., p.572 
16. Ibid., p.241 
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from Constantinople offered autonomy for Hijaz and Mesopotamia asserting 
that the Turks "saw logic in the claim of the Prophet's family to the 
17 
spiritual leadership of Islam". Lawrence was fully aware of the 
political importance of the Sherif and therefore considered him an 
asset for his cause. As he says: 
Sherif Husain had had the worldly wisdom to base his 
precepts on the instinctive belief of the Arabs that 
they were the salt of the earth and self sufficient. 
Then, enabled by his alliance vdth us to back his 
doctrine by arms and money, he was assured of success 
... The great body of Sherifs, eight hundred or nine 
hundred of them, understood his nationalistic doctrine 
and were his mis'^ionaries, sucessful missionaries,thanks 
to the revered descent from the Prophet, which gave 
them the power to hold men's minds, and to direct their 
courses into the willing quietness of eventual obedience.^° 
Lawrence describes Sherif Husain as being sufficiently worldly wise — 
a typical blend of bedouin and Circassian traits. His outward clean-
liness and gentlemanliness appeared to him hiding "a crafty policT, 
deep ambition, and an Arabian foresight, strength of character and 
obstinacv". But his indulgence in the Turkish style of politics 
diminished his Arab virtues, Husain, when young, was known to have been 
honest and straightforward but later he became more diplomatic and 
began not onlv to suppress his speech, but also to use it to conceal 
his real intentions. So strong was this acquired habit that eventually 
ambiguity became a permanent feature of his conduct. 
jherif "husain showed his worldlv v/isdon b-^'- having his sons brought 
un at Constantinople. H^ preferi**d for them n Turkish education. But 
when his sons returned to Hi.ia?; in Eu^ opear^  dress and -^d-th Turkish 
17. Ibid.,p.102 
18. Loc.cit, 
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manners, the Sherif ordered them to put on Arab dress and 
to improve their Irahic. He sent them with Meccan companixms to patrol 
the pilgrim roads. He forbad them special food and beddings as also 
soft padded saddles. To make them true desert people he would make 
them lead an arduous out-door life for months altogether. According 
to Lavrrence the miring of Turkish and Arab qualities made his sons 
self-reliant, "with blend of native intelligence and vigour which so 
often comes in crossed stock . 
In his enthusiasm for modernity Sherif showed extraordinary love 
for things foreign to Islam. It is well known that in Islam music is 
held as one of the prohibited things and that according to a tradition 
the prophet is known to have claimed that he had come to break the 
musical instruments. But Husain was a degenerated Sherif who took 
pride in inviting the British officers to listen to his band of 
musicians. Storrs, struck with astonishment, sarcastically congratu-
lated "his holiness on having advanced so far towards urbanity". As 
a matter of fact, the Sherif's craze for music knew no bounds. While 
in Mecca he would often listen , on the phone, the music being played 
20 by the Englishmen at Jeddah. 
Piclle-mindedness was another notorious feature of his personality. 
He would switch over from one topic to another making it difficult for 
people to follow the trend of his talk. Even in the course of a tele-
phonic conversation, stressing his absolute loyalty to the British, he 
would change the gub,ject without any reason and start talking of 
19. Ibid., p.101 
20. Ibid., pp. 73-5 
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sonethinft else.such as his religious belief which, accordinp; to him, 
was "neither strong; Shia nor strons; Sunni, ai^ nin^  rather at a simple 
•pre-schisni interpretation of the faith". "In foreip^ i politics",Lawrence 
spvs/'he "betrayed a mind as narrow as it had been broad in the unworld-
ly things; with much of that destructive tendeniry of little men to 
deny the honesty of the opponents". Faisal's extraordinary victories 
and his ever-increasing importance in the desert politics had created 
a sense of rivalry and jealousy in this old man who was "little likely 
to sacrifice a pet vanity for unity of control"" . 
His narrow-mindedness is further brought into focus by his dislike 
for particular races cmd people. After the execution of some prominent 
Arab nationalists in Damascus, Jaafar, a Syrian holding an important 
position in Turkish armv, joined Faisal realising that he had been on 
the wrong side. Faisal wanted to make him commander-in-chief of his 
regular army for he was one of the few men who could weld difficult 
and reciprocally disagreeable elements into an army. But King Husain 
22 
would not have it for he disliked both the Mesopotamians and Syrians. 
With the increasing importance of Faisal a change took place in 
Sherif Husain'a attitude towards him. He came to look at Faisal's 
emergence as the hero of the Arab revolt as a challenge, if not an 
insult, to his authority. Accordingly, he developed "a green-eyed 
hatred for his son who was doing too well and was being disproportion-
23 
ately helped by the British", He would frequently let Faisal down and 
even his pay masters, Wingate and Allenby, could not prevail upon him 
21. Ibid., pp.532-4 
22. Ibid., p.172 
23. Ibid., T).548 
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to send sorely-needed reinforcements to him. 
In the last pages of the Seven Pillars this rivalry is shown to 
develop intft open animosity. Husain went to the extent of calling 
Faisal a "traitor"and an"outlaw". While refusing to endorse Faisal's 
appointment of Jaafar Pasha as General Officer Commanding of the North-
era ixab irmy, he outrig^tly denied the very existence of such an 
office in the Irab i.rmy. "The fools were calling Jaafar Pasha the 
General Officer Commanding of the Northern Arab Army, whereas there 
was no such rank, indeed no rank higher than .captain in the Irab ArmyJ 
he wrote in his Gaztte Kibla, Sherif strongly suspected that Faisal and 
his people were fighting not for him but to set the respective Arab 
regions free so that they may have their own governments. He wanted to 
be the supreme ruler of the Arabs and for that he would go to any 
extent. In the words of Lawrence, "the lust for power had grown 
ft 2 4 
uncontrollable in the old man . 
Auda, the greatest warrior of northern Arabia and the chief of the 
Abu Tayi tribe is yet another character in the Seven Pillars. A man 
in his early fifties with his black hair streaked with white, " he 
was still strong and straight, loosely built, spare and as active as 
a younprer man". His eyes were larp;e and eloquent "like black velvet". 
His forehead was "low and broad, his nose very high and sharp, his 
beard and moustaches trimmed to a point in Howeitat style, with the 
lower jaw shaven underneath". "Only by means of Auda", Lawrence 
believed, "could we swing the tribes from Maan to Akaba so violently 
in our favour that they would help us take Akaba and its 
24. Ibid., p.595 
25. Ibid., p.228 
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hills from their Turkish garrisons.., ", 
To Faisal and his followers Auda was"an immense chivalrous name". 
V'hen Ibn Zaal, with ten others of Auda's chief followers came from him 
to present his salutations and ask for orders, Faisal showered them 
with rich gifts and still richer promises. Faisal's own message to 
Auda was "that his mind would not be smooth till he had seen him face 
to face in V/ejh". Being still an "unknown Quantity*' to them, Auda must 
come down so that they might weigh him and frame their future plans 
27 
with his help. 
In his first encounter with Faisal, Auda appeared as "a tall, 
strong figure, with a hagfr.aid face,passionate and tragic". If Faisal 
is presented as the prophet of Arab revolt,Auda is described as a great 
fighter for this caude. He came to Faisal like a ^ 'knight errant'*, 
chafing at his delay in Wejh, anxious only to strive for Arab freedom. 
His desire for freedom was so intense that Faisal and his people would 
still consider themselves "prosperous and fortunate" even if Auda's 
performance was one-half his promise. 
Auda is presented as a typical bedouin and a straightforward 
personage who could see good and evil as clearlv as Mac)J and v;hite. 
His simple-mindedness was shown vrhen he broke his false teeth to frag-
ments with a stone saving "I had forgotten Jemal Pasha prave me these. 
I was eatinr mv Lord's bread with Turkish teeth".Although he had taken 
part in hxmdreds of raids he remained poor because of his generosity. 
He was a man of extraordinary valour and had been wounded thirteen 
26. Ibid., p.179 
27. Loc.cit. 
28. Loc.cit. 
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times,He had slain seventy-five men with his own hand, all in battles. 
Of the dead Turks he never kept count for they had ceased to he of any 
significance to him. Under his leadership his tribes men became the 
foremost fighters of the desert, with a tradition of desperate courage 
buttressed by a strong sense of superiority.Bat constant fighting had 
reduced their number from twelve hundred to less than five hundred in 
thirty years. 
It is indeed a matter of surprise that a man of such extraordinary 
qualities, who should have emerped in the story as another Hercules, 
ultimatel-^ oecarae barbaric in his dealings. H«nce it is that Lawrence, 
thoufTh outwardly shovdj-i.f?: great respect to this lan, was secretly 
critical of this aspect of his character. This is made evident in the 
following extract: 
After his robber fashion he was as hard-headrd as he was 
hot-headed...His patience in action was extreme:and he 
received and ignored advice, criticism,or abuse with a 
smile as constant as it was very charming. If he got angry 
his face worked uncontrollably, and he burst into a fit 
of shaking passion, only to be assauged after he had 
killedrat such times he was a wild beast, and men escaped 
his presence.29 
The barbaric traits of Auda overshadowed the positive side of his 
character to a great extent. In the eyes of Lawrence he soon dwindled 
into the figure of a typical Arabs—an uncouth,racially inferior and 
beastly-natured being. But Auda took no notice of what others thought 
and said about him. For him life had become a saga; a medieval story 
of heroic deeds. Arab poetry and Arab folklore had shaped his 
29. Ibid., p.230 
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personality: 
He saw life as a saga. All the events in it were signi-
ficant, all personifies in contact with him hefcoic. His 
mind was stored with poems of all raids and epic tales 
of fi^ht, and he overflowed vrith them on the nearest 
listener...At times he seemed taken by a demon of mis-
chief, and in public assembly would invent and utter 
on oath appalling; tales of the private life of his hosts 
or p:uests: and vet with all this he was modest, as simple 
as a child, direct, honest,kind-hearted, and warmly 
loved even bv those to whom he was most embarrassing — 
his friends.30 
Lawrence is of the viev; that he had several virtues—such as directness, 
modesty,simDlicity, honesty and kind-heartedness — but thev were all 
overshadowed bv his outdated view of life. It is typical of Lawrence 
that x^ henever he cones out with praises for some Arab characters»as he 
does in the case of Auda^he never forpjets his ox-m supposed racial and 
cultural suDeriority. There is an unmistatable undercurrent of 
contempt beneath his admiration for them. 
As is lawrence's treatment of the Arab characters so is his 
attitude towards their faith. Surely in the opening part of the Seven 
Pillars Arab religion and the political history of the revolt are 
described in most sympathetic terms, but this is because here the 
comparison is with the Turkish people. Lawrence,at this stage of the 
narrative, identifies himself with the so called'colonized'people 
striving for liberation from Turkish domination. "The Arab would not 
give up their rich and flexible tongue for crude Turkish. The knowledge 
that his religion was his own, and that only he was perfectly qualified 
to understand and practise it, gave every Arab a standard by which to 
50» Loc.cit. 
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5^1 judge the banal achievements of the Turks". But the author's siding 
with the Arahs does not mean that he really had any genuine sympathy 
with them; it was purely due to his great contempt for the Turks. He 
32 
projects" the Turkish people as morally corrupt and finds a parallel 
between their filthy diseases and rotten administration which had to 
be replaced by that of the benign and civilized (that is British) 
colonizers to make Arabia "a new nation" and"an inspired dream palace" 
for the"service of the world". Lawrence highlights the notion of the 
cultural and administrative superiority of the British over the Turks 
(as also the Arabs) and sings hymns in praise of the British arms. 
Lawrence believed that the bedouin had imbibed the harshness of 
the desert on account of lack of exposure to any other kind of life. 
According to him the pleasanter aspects of life are outside a bedouin's 
knowledge and the life of the desert had kept him on the verge of primi-
tiveness.Coffee,fresh water and women are the only luxuries known to 
them. In the course of his life he wanders through "air and winds, sun 
and light, open spaces and a great emptiness".Religion is taken as a 
way of life by them because of the lack of technological and industri-
al facilities. The forces of nature are yet uncontrollable and wild 
which are supposed to bring them nearer to G-od: 
There was no human effort, no focundit" in Nature:,just 
the heaven above and the iinspotted earth beneath.There 
unconsciously he came near God. God vras to him not 
anthropomorphic, not tanp;ible, not moral, nor ethical, 
not concerned with the world or i'lt>' hi'^ , not natural: 
"but the being oc &xpii/WaTo^ ^ ocoy^y\)xaTioToj, 6i\joc(^ASf 
Thus qualified not by divestiture but by investiture, 
a comprehending Being, the ege- of all activity, vdth 
nature and matter just a glass reflectinr him.53 
31.Ibid.,p.4S 
52.rbid.,p.56 
33.Ibid.,p.59 
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Lawrence's view of Islam is linked with his impressioosof Arabia — 
a country v;hich,Lav/rence "believed, had produced no civilization. It 
has already been seen above hov/ he, ignoring the facts, gives to 
Christianity a purely European colxaur. He looks dov.Ti upon Islam because 
he could hot separate it from the backgroixnd and crude life-style 
of the Arabs. Commenting on their'priraitiveness'and lack of intellect-
ual curioslt^i he says: 
Semites had no half tones in their register of vision. 
They were a people of primary colours, or rather of 
black and white, who saw the world always in contour, 
Thev v;ere a dogmatic people,despising doubt, our modem 
crovm of thorns. They did not imderstand our metaphysi-
cal difficulties, our introspective questionings. They 
'<new only truth and imtruth, belief andjinbelief,without 
our hesitating retinue of finer shades. 3^ • 
According to him ,an immature race,as that of the Arabs, is not 
qualified to delve deep into philosoJiHical and metaphysical ques-
tionings.Hence it is that their belief in God could not be anything more 
than a mere dogma, untouched and unfurbished bv rational faculties.The 
special emphasis of Lawrence on'our'is intended to make a sharp 
distinction between the intellectual and philosophical levels of the 
British and Semitic races. Lawrence considers scepticism as a modem 
virtue found only among the Europeans. 
Lawrence,an observer from Europe where religion was reduced to 
certain rituals and its voice confined to the cathedrals and churches 
was, however, impressed by the vastness of the influence that Islam 
was exerting on its followers.He notes how the Arab religion was felt 
as a way of life and how God,"V/ho alone was great" was an ever-present 
idea with -^ he bedouins.But his description of their concept of God and 
their relationship with God shows that Lawrence tended to believe that 
54. Ibid.,p.56 
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for the bedonins God was still a natural pr6duct of the desert life: 
... vet there was a homeliness,an everyday-ness of 
this clinatic Arab God, who was their eatinp: and 
their fif^ htinf^  and their Instinp;, the commonest of 
their thoughts,their faniliar resource and companion 
... Arabs felt no incorp;ruity in hrinri'^ '' God into 
the weaknesses and appetites of their least creditable 
caus'^ s. 55 
The emptiness and openness of the desert are both considered by hin 
responsible for the bedouin's treatment of God as the"only refuse 
and rhythm of being", 'vTietber one >;as a nominal Sunni or a nominal 
Vahabee, every one had, opines Lavrrence, ^  is own concept of the 
revealed religion, ''instinctive in himself "pl&cing a"stress on the 
emptiness of th-^  world and the fulness of God". Allah^the Arabic 
equivalent of the v;otd^ God, sounded to the author as the "shortest and 
ugliest of our monosyllables" — a viev; vrhich hasn't been shared bv 
anvone else. 
Lawrence could not see anything admirable in the desert dweller's 
•unshalcable belief in Gci since, in his opinion, this was rooted in his 
desire of "shutting his eyes to the vrorld", as also to his own latent 
potentialities for material achievements. In this context Lawrence 
says: 
I^e(the Ar^b) attained a sure trust and a powerful trust, 
but of how narrow a field! His sterile experience robbed 
him of con-oassion and pervertevd his human kindness to 
the im.ap:e of the waste in vrhich he hid... His desert v;as 
^ade a spiritual ice-house, in which vras -preserved intact 
but unimproved for all ages a vision of the unitv of 
God. 36 
55. Ibid., p.39 
56. Ibid., pp. 39-40^ 
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3evond this''sDiritual ice-house", accordinr to La:\Tence, "faith of the 
desert was impossible", yor the towa people it VJB.F"too stranp;e, too 
simple, too impalpable for export and common use", 'TtiHS Islam emerres 
in the book as a reli'^ io': fit to be practised onl?^  biy ithe uncivilized 
and ignorant tribal people . ^^e entire relirious life of the 
Arabs is r)resented as hovering: between lust and self-denial. Instinct 
and intuition are looked upon bv Lavn?ence as peculiar to the Arabs alone: 
,,. their r^ reat men (were) greater b:^  contrast vrLth 
the humanity of their mob. Their covictions were by 
instinct, their activities intuitional. Their largest 
manufacture v;as of creeds: almost they were monopolists 
of revealed relip;ions. Three of these efforts had 
endured among; them: tv/o of the three had also borhe 
export(in modified formd) to non-Semitic peonies. 
Christianity, translated into the diverse spiritsof 
Greek and Latin and Teutonic tonraie3,had conquered 
Europe and America. 57 
Although Lawrence is conscious of the Arabian orop-ins of Christianity 
he looks at the 'virtues' of it as a -ift of the '-/est. He admits that 
this Christianitv is different from the revealed reli'Tion and became 
texporrable' to the non-oemitic people only after certain modifications. 
It is the Greek, Latin and Teutonic transformations of this Arabic 
religion which are said to have helped it in spreading to Europe ^^^ 
America. 
As Lawrence considers Islam as the religion of the primitive people 
he could not but be critical of the familv life of the Muslim /orabs. 
His description of the sex-life of the Arabs is based partly on his 
own supposed experiences and observations and partly on what he had 
gathered from other sources. Lawrence finds both homosexual and 
57.Ibid,, p.57 
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hetrose>mal love in Arabia. As in Bec'cford's Vathek here too the heat 
of Arabia which Lavrrence calls a"na"'ced s^ /ord" is held responsible 
for the sex-vagaries of the Arabs. 'The root cause of homoeexual love, 
Lavrrence believes, is the serrre.pration of sexes in the eastern societie" 
In the veirj openinp- chapter of the book -'•ounp; and sturdy men are 
described as having "hot flesh and blood" vdth the bellies fermentinp 
"strange longings", Lawrence finds "no shut places to be alone in, 
no thick clothes to hide our nature. Kan in all things lived candidlv 
with nan". The horror of getting no proper outlet for sexual passion 
among the Arabs is described as follovrs: 
... our youths began indifferently to slake one another's 
few needs in their own clean bodies — a cold convenience 
that, by comparison, seemed sexless and even pure.Later, 
some began to justify this sterile process, and swore 
that friends quivering to^ -ather in the 7d.elding sand with 
intimate hot limbs in supreme embrace, found there hidden 
in the darlcness a sensual co-efficient of the mental 
passion which was v;elding our souls and spirits in one 
flaming effort,59 
Later,this sensual and seemingly non-sexual pleasure develops into a 
kind of nasochisra and the Arab jonths "thirsting to punish appetites 
they could not wholl^ r prevent, took a savage pride in degrading the 
body, and offered themselves fiercely in an7r habit which promised 
physical pain or filth'. 
Faraj and Baud of Ageyl tribe are a male pair representing "the 
eastern brand of love". They are said to be "an instance of the eastei 
boy and boy affection which the se^egation of women (had) made inevitab 
58. This point is discussed later. 
59. Seven Pillars.X).g8 
40. Loc.cit. 
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To this La^ vrence adds: 
Such frienship often led to manlv loves of a^  depth 
and force heyond our flesh-steeped concert,^Mien 
innocent thev were not unashamed. If sexuality 
entered, they passed into a Rive and talce, imspi-
ritiial relation, like marria^ -e. 41 
?arra3 is described as"a beautiful,soft-framed, Rirlish creature" 
with innocent, smooth face and swiraminr eyes in love with his love-
fellow. Both he and Daud vrere offered to Laurence but he rejected 
to have them as he was a"siinple man who disliked (such) servants 
42 
about him". 
According to Lawrence, immoral activities of this nature were 
common between the Turks and the Arabs both. At Derra, Lawrence himself 
had become an object of attraction for the Turkish Governor's homo-
sexual passion. Lawrence does not clearljr describe the details of this 
sordid incident but what he does say is auite revealing, 
\Vhile dealing with hetro-sexual love in Arabia Lawrence tries to 
show that the woman was no more than a plaything for the Arab male, a 
mere source of sexual indulgence,To this he relates the practice of 
polygamy, Auda's three wives,as Muhammed's many wives,were,according to 
him,only to provide sexual companionship to their male counterpart. The 
only source of consolation for these wretched women was gwellery which 
was liberally provided by their spouses. They could hardly think of 
anything else.As indicative of this supposedly miserable state of 
affairs, Lawrence relates a story which Auda himself had told him 
about a certain Miihammed who is reported to have had fifteen sleepless 
41. Ibid.,p.28 
42. Loc.cit. 
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nights in his tents because of his rejection hy his vrives. Auda tells 
him'iMuhaimned had "bought publicly at Bazaar at Wejh costly string of pea-i 
pearls,and had not given it to any of his wives,and so they were all 
at odds, except in their common rejection of him". Auda himself is shoi 
shown busy in his tent with his latest wife, "a jolly girl,whose 
brown skin was blue with indigo dye from her new smock". When Lawrence 
accidentally burst in, "the little woman whisked away through the 
back-flap like a rabbit". 
Seven Pillars also sheds some light on one of the important social 
institutions of Arabia, the slavery. Talkinp about the condition of 
slaves in Arabia, Lawrence refers to the case of Faisal's negro 
slaves who looked after his property. Their thick limb- and plumb 
shininp; bodies looked ciiriouslv out of Dlace anonr the bird like 
Arabs. Since iiost of the tribal Arabs of V'adi Safra lived in their 
villares only for five months in a year, their gardens were entrusted 
to the care of their slaves.Lawrence says that these blacks from Africa 
v;ere brought over as children by their nominal Takuri father,and sold 
in Mecca during the hoi:/- pilgrimage. They were worth from fifty to 
eighty pounds apiece, and v/ere looked after carefully as befitted 
their price". Some of them served as domestic servants while the 
ma.iorit;^  of them v/ere sent out to the palm villages v/hose climate 
did not suit the Arab labour. The slaves built houses for themselves 
and mated v,dth the female slaves. 
45. Ibid., p.285 
^ . Lawrence often uses animal imagery to describe Arab characters, 
chiefly the womsmfoik«•. He found it useful to emphasise the 
sub-human status of woman in the Arab society. 
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LavTrence found a si?;ahle number of slaves in Arabia. In Vadi 
Safra alone there v;ere thirteen closely situated villaf^ es inhabited 
onl"7 bv the slaves. Thxis, the-^  lived in a society of their o\m.. Their 
v'ork vas hard but supenrision was lax. Hence to some extent they 
could lead a life of their own, Althouprh thev had no acces? to tribal 
.iustice, public opinion and self interest of their masters o\yviated 
any cruelty ag^ ainst them. Iloreover, the Islamic tenet extolling the 
enlarfrement of a slave as a pious deed, meant in practice that nearly 
all gained freedom in the end. Lavrrence found some of them oxminf^  
45 
property and leading; a contented life. 
In Faisal's o-.-m ser-zice he found five former slaves, "all freed 
men, but refusing discharge till it vras their pleasure". It was 
mainly because the slaves considered it more profitable to be a slav^ 
than to lead their life as freed men. On this Lawrence comments: 
... the relation of master and man in Arabia was 
at once more free and more subject than I had 
experienced elsev/here. Servants v:ere afraid of the 
sv/ord of justice and of the Stevrard's v/hip, not 
because the one might put an '^ -vbitrary term to 
their existence, and the other print red rivers 
of pain about their sides, but because they v/ere 
the means and symbols to \irhich their obedience 
was vowed. They had a gladness of abusement, a 
freedom of consent to yield to their master the 
last service and degree of their flesh and blood, 
because their spirits were equal with his and 
the contract volunt/ary. Such boundless engage-
ment precluded humiliation, repining and regret. 46 
One of the important aspects of the desert life on which Lawrence 
focuses his attention is Arab nationalism.Although the author does not 
provide a historical account of it,its earlier successes and failures, 
45. Ibid., p.90 
46. Ibid., p. 
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one can reconstruct the entire history of nationalist upsurge in Arabia 
with the help of v/hatever infomation he has provided. He expresses 
his viev; that this concept of nationalisn v;as transplanted from 
Eiirope and explains the factors responsible for its acceptance by 
the Arabs. He also dv/ells on hov; ultimately Arab nationalism broke 
the Ottoman empire into pieces. This nev; ideolop;y v;hich vras quite 
foreign to Islam and v:as broup;ht in and promoted b-^  the British 
imperialist pp:ents, suited the Sherif's ambitions for he knew that 
a religious tv;ist to his rebellion would serve no -Durpose, On the 
prov;inp- need of frivinp a nationalistic base to the Arab rebellion, 
La>,Tence comments: 
The Sherif refused in round terms to give a religious 
tvdst to his rebellion. His fip;htinr creed v;as nation-
ality. The tribes o^iev/ that the Turks were Moslems, 
and thought that the Germans were probably true friends 
of Islam, They 'cnew that the British were their allies. 
In the circumstances, their relinion v/ould not have 
been of much help to them, and they had piit it aside. 
Christian fip.hts the Christian, so v;hy should not 
riohammedans do the same? 47 
Accordinfcly, their sole -Durpose was nov.' to establish a government 
v/hich speaks "our ovm lanfruage of Arabic and will let us be in peace' 
The grand body of Sherifs , eight hunred or nine hundred of them, 
understood this nationalistic doctrine and ^^ i^llingly became its 
propagators. "The Sanites idea of nationality", eomnents La^ ^^ ?ence, 
"was the independence of clans and villages, and their ideal of 
national union v/as episodic combined resistence to an intruder. 
Constructive policies, an organised state, an expanded empire, were 
47. Ibid.,p.105 
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not so much beyond their sight as hateful in it". They were: fighting 
to get rid of the Turkish yoke, not to establish an empire. The 
Syrians and Mesopotanians in the Arab amies believed that by fighting 
in Hijaz, they were "indicating the general rights of all Arabs to 
national existence". 2ven the nomadic tribesmen, Lawrence maintains, 
v;ere intensely nationalistic but they were weak in material resources 
and so even after the success of the Arab movement, they did not become 
a force to be reckoned with. This ferver, however, helped Lawrence 
to evoke in the strategic center of the Middle East "new national 
49 
movements of ... abounding vigour", 
The nationalist movement came to maturity after the liberation 
of Damascus. Now all Arabs v;ere at one and in this movement the key-
place \jns occupied by ?aisal, the man who had proved his right to 
leadership through his inherent qualities. The Arabs lined up behind 
him once they realized that his aim was req«political that is, "to 
extrude the Turk from all Arabic speaking lands in Asia"; It v;as 
in fact Faisal's example and influence"which set them thinking of Arab 
history and language". Hovr Faisal succeeded in making^  Arabic 
43. Loccit. 
40. Ibid.,p.563 
i^n impressionistic account of this movement is provided by 
Lav.Tence hi'^ self in his introduction to Doughty's Arabia Desert a. 
He v.Tites: "^ he '.'estem Arab in these forty years,had learned 
enoufTh of the ideas of Burope to accept nationality as a basis 
for action. They accepted it so thoroughly that they went into 
battle against their Caliph, the Sultan of Turkey, to idn their 
right to national freedom. Helj-£:ion, which had been the motive 
and character of the desert, Tiieldcd to politics, and Mecca, 
which had been a city of worship, became the temporal capital 
of a new state. The hostility v.'hich had been directed against 
- Christians became directed against the foreigner vfho presumed 
to interfere in the domestic efforts of Arabic speaking provinces'. 
50. CM.Doughty, Arabia Deserta. (London,1956), p.2? 
51. Seven Pillars. p.196 
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language a symbol of Arab nationalism is thus related by Lawrence: 
The master key of the opinion lay in the common 
language: where also lay the key of the imagina-
tion. Moslems whose mother tongue was Arabic 
looked upon themselves for that reason as a 
chosen people. Their heritage of the Koran and 
classical literature held the Arabic speaking 
peoples tora"'^ -"ier. Patriotism, ordinarily of 
soil or race, was wrapped to a language. 52 
Like the people of the land the landscape of Arabia also appeared 
to him as tough and sturdy.It was a place of suffering and isolation. 
But unlike Douphty, who considers suffering as a source of spiritual 
improvement for the Arabs, Lawrence sees it as a phenomenon in 
consonance with the primitiveness of the people and, thus, reveals 
his colonizer self. He reacts to the harshness of the desert in a 
manner peculiar to a city dweller:"... this lov/ plain was insufferably 
hot, and its vraterlass character made it a forbidding road; yet it 
was inevitable, since the more fruitful hills were too ragged to 
afford passage north and south for loaded animals". He also mentions 
the "featureless strip of the desert" and"hundreds of monotonous 
miles". Describing his journey through Wadi Tenbo with its sandy soil 
and strange hills, Lav/rence says: 
I was not a skilled rider: the movement exhausted 
me, while sweat ran down my forehead and dripped 
smartingly into my gritty, sun-cracked eyelids. 
Sweat was actually welcome v;hen a drop fell from 
the end of a tuft of hair, to strike on the cheek 
cold and sudden and unexpected like a Splash; but 
these refreshments were too few to pay for the 
pain of heat. ^ 
52. Ibid., p.344 
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Lawrence believes that it was basically the Arab nationalist 
inspiration which held the Arabs together in their attempt to liberate 
themselves from the 'Turkish yoke'. He does not endorse the more 
popular opinion according to which the Arabs were induced to fight by 
their love for booty rather than by any inspiring ideology. Had money 
been the chief consideration, he argues, they would have sided with 
the Turks who had offered more tempting terms. 
However, Lawrence's account of the Arab army men pro;Jects them 
as no well-trained, well-armed, disciplined soldiers. Most of them were 
very young since, "the term fighting nan in the Hi;jaz meant any one 
between twelve and sixty". But for all that, they were a tou^ looking 
crowd. They also had with them a significant number of negroids, who 
were a sturdier lot. They, the nogro soldiers, "could ride for days, 
run through sand and over rocks bare-foot in the heat for hours 
without pain and climb the hills like goats". The actual number of 
soldiers in Arab contigents was not uniformly the same. If a family 
owned a rifle, its members would serve by turn for a few days each. 
Married men used to alternate between camp and home and sometimes a 
whole group of people would go for rest. One tenth of Faisal's eight 
thousand soldiers belonged the camel-corps and the rest were hill-
men. They served only under tribal Shaikhs each of whom normally had 
a hundred followers. Because of their privileged position, the Sherifs 
always acted as their group leaders. 
Lawrence found that the tribesmen had more greed than any sense 
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of discipline: 
Their acquisitive recklessness made them keen on 
"booty,and whetted them to tear up railways,plun-
der caravans, and steal camels; but they were 
too free-minded to endure command, or to fight in 
team... these champions seemed to me no material 
for our drilling; but if we strengthened them by 
light automatic guns of the Lewis type, to be 
handled by themselves, they might be capable of 
holding their hills and serving as an efficent 
screen behind which we could build up, perhaps at 
Rabegh, an Arab regular mobile column, capable of 
meeting a Turkish forceCdistracted guerilla warfare) 
on terms,and of defeating it piecemeal. 55 
There was no "corporate spirit, nor discipline, nor mutual confidence" 
in them. "For the Arabs the smaller the unit the better its perform-
ance". A thousand were no less than a confused mob, ineffective 
against a company of trained Turks while three or four Arabs in their 
hills were sufficient to stop a dozen Turks, Their condition was not 
much different from what Napoleon had noticed in the Mamelukes, They 
observed no formality of discipline, no subordination; "service was 
active; attack always imminent; and, like the Army of Italy, men 
recognized the duty of defeating the enemy". 
As referred to earlier, Lairfrence himself confesses that in the 
Arab nationalism he saw the way to tear Turkey into pieces,Although some 
other Englishmen did not agree with him on this point, he was sure 
that in securing the favour of Arab nationalists hiding themselves 
in the hills against the Holy Cities, he would be carrying out the 
wishes of the British war office at Cairo. Lawrence's reaction to 
Sykes-Picot Treaty of 1916 also points to the fact that he was mainly 
55. Ibid., p.106 
56. Ibid., pp,1(H-10 
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concerned with the British interests rather than vdth the Arab cause. 
According to this secret treaty between Britain and Prance it was 
decided that once freed from the Turks, Syria would go to Prance. 
Lawrence knew about it but he did not convey all the details to Faisal 
since that would have ended the Arab revolt at once and, consequently, 
disturbed the Anglo-French plan for the Middle East. How he reacted 
to this deceit is thus told by him: 
Humours of the fraud reached Arab ears, from 
Turkey. In the East persons were more trusted 
than institutions. So the Arabs, havinp tasted 
my friendliness and sincerity under fire, asked 
me, as a free ap^ ent, to endorse the promises of 
the British government, I had no previous or 
inner knowledpre of the McMohan pledges and the 
Sykes-Picot treaty, which were both framed by 
vmr-time branches of the Foreiprn Office. But, 
not beinc- a perfect fool, I could see that if we 
won the war the promises to the Arabs vrere dead 
paper. Had I been an honourable advisor I would 
have sent my men home, and not let them risk their 
lives for such stuff. Yet the Arab inspiration was 
our main tool in vd.nninr: the Eastern war. So I 
assured them that England kept her v;ord in letter 
and spirit. In this comfort they performed their 
fine things: but, of ourse, instead of beinp; proud 
of what v/e did together, I was continually and 
bitterly ashamed ... I had no shadow of leaves to 
engage the Arabs, unknov^ing, in a gamble of life 
and death. Inevitably and justly we should reap 
bitterness, a sorry fruit of heroic endeavour, en 
The passage definitely removes the'Arab'veil from the face of Lawrence 
He distinctly emerges as a British agent whose only concern was the 
dismemberment of the Ottoman empire for the benefit of England and 
France. At one place, referring to a purely British victory, he conced-
58 
es that "for victory everything material or moral might be pawned"i 
To him the Arab struggle remained heroic only as long as it was 
57. Ibid., p.285 
58. Ibid., p.337 
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advantageous for the British. He was not totally hreft of moral scrapleg,. 
"but these he was always prepared to ignore, or at least suppress, in 
the interest of his country. 
In the last two hooks of Seven Pillars, Lawrence's vision of the 
White Man's burden reaches its culmination. He says: "In my English 
capacity I shared this view, but on my Arab side both agitation and 
battle seemed equally important, the one to serve the joint success, 
the other to establish Arab self-respect, without which victory would 
59 
not be wholesome"'. Of this burden of establishing Arab self-respect 
Lawrence never feels himself free. But his patriotic devotion to 
England never slackened. For him England was always the "citadel of 
my integrity". On one occasion he said: "We English, who lived years 
abroad among strangers, went always dressed in the pride of our 
remembered country, that strange entity which had no part with the 
inhabitants...."^^ 
Although Lawrence's own criticism of Doughty's Arabia Deserta 
shows that he was too conscious not to be merely impressionistic 
and subjective in his assessment of the Arabs, when he himself came 
to write Seven Pillars he could not hide his Victorion pride. In a 
letter to Mrs. Shaw in 1927, Lawrence writes what he thought of 
Doughty's attitude; 
Doughty really believed in his superiority to the 
Arabs. It was his pride that made him meek in opp-
ression. He really believed that he had a Imowledge 
of the truth, and that they were ipmorant. He rea-
59. Ibid., p.^59 
60, Ibid., p,5^ 
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lly believed that the Snglish v;ere better than the 
Arabs: that this thinp; was better than that thing: 
in fact, he really did believe in something ... 
Dou!3;ht7, somewhere, if only in the supramacy of 
Snencer, had a fixed noint in his Universe, and 
from one fixed t)oint a moralist vdll, like a paleon-
tolo<^ -ist, bnild up the whole scheme of creation. 
Consequently, Dou^ htrr's whole book is definitive, 
assured ... He was devoid of symtjathy ,.. Such 
fanatic love and hatred ourht not to be.61 
However, Lavrrence's own vn?itinp;s about the Arab( do not go beyond 
Do^ghty's vision. He is eaually unsuccessful in taking an objective 
viev7 of things and suppressinp: his sense of superiority over the 
Arabs, '^at distinguishes him from his predessors is that unlike 
them at times he appears to be 'contradictory' and 'atmospheric', 
but the image of the Arabs is not much different from that produced 
by Doughty and Kinglake. He tries to give the impression that he 
considered the Arab cause as his own cause but he could not keep the 
pretence for long. 
Lawrence's contradictory statements on the Arab affairs have 
created a good deal of confusion and his real personality has been 
hidden by admiring biographers as also by Lowell Thomas' famous film 
"With Lawrence in Arabia", In such a raurkey atmosphere the discovery 
of the real motive will certainly place the narrative in a proper 
perspective. Without this, one would "perhaps be losing the real meaning 
of the Seven Pillars, which, in the opinion of the present researcher, 
is an authentic record of the author's peculiar understanding Ojf 
the Arabs and Islam. 
61. Quoted by Thomas J.O'Donnell, "The Dichotomy of Self in T,E. 
Lawrence's Seven Pillars of V/isdom" (Ph.D. diss. University of 
Illinois,1970), p.101 
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Among the critics who consider Lawrence as champion of the Arab 
cause is Tabachnick who holds that Lawrence had a 'split personality*. 
According to him Lawrence's'English'self was almost always overshadowed 
by his newly attained Arab identity. It seems that Tabachnick came to 
this conclusion by reading too much in certain casual remarks of the 
author. He has found it convenient to ignore more serious portions 
of the narrative where his true character as a firm supporter of 
British imperialism is revealed. One feels that Tabachnick's failure 
to get at the real motive of Lawrence's journey to Arabia was due to 
two reasons, his habit of taking Lawrence's statement at their face 
value and his tendency to idealise Lawrence the Man. Hence it is that 
he comes out with such observations: 
Lacking from the start, a stable belief in the cultural 
and moral superiority of the British Raj because of his 
own psychological attraction to the Arabs and his 
British dishonesty towards them ... he could believe 
only in his own will and ability to straddle the fence 
of an increasingly dual loyalty and still remain whole 
mentally, 62 
But judging from an article that Lawrence contributed to the Arab 
Bulletin(l97l) it becomes clear that he had simply fashioned himself 
as the prophet of the Arab revolt and was, in fact, an agent of the 
British imperialism. Advising the members of British intelligence 
services,he says: 
Win and keep the confidence of your leader. 
Strengthen his prestige at your expence before 
others when you can. Never refuse or quash 
schemes he may put forward; but ensure that 
they are put forward in the first instance 
62, Stephen Ely Tabachnick, T.E.Lawrence:Seven Pillars of Wisdom. 
(Boston,19810,p.78 
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privately to you. Always approve them, and after 
praise modify them insensibly, causiner the 
sugp;estions to come from him, until they are in 
accord with T/Our ovm opinion, '^ hen you attain 
this point, hold him to it, keep a tia;ht F;rip on 
his ideas, and push him forv/ard as firmly as ? 
possible, but secretlyj, so that no one but himself 
(and he not too clearly) is aware of your 
pressure ... '/ave a Sherif in front of you like a 
banner and hide your own mind and nerson. If you 
succeed, you \i±ll have hundreds of miles of coun-
try and thousands of men under your orders, and 
for this it is worth bartering the outward show. 63 
In yet another important document he pointedly'' refers to his 
imperialist motive: 
I am goinp^  to tell you exactly what my motives in 
the Arab Affairs were, in order to strenrth: 
(i) Personal: I liked a particular Arab very imich 
and I thought that freedom for the race vrould be an 
acceptable present. 
(ii) Patriotic: I wanted to help win the war, and 
Arab help reduced Allenby's losses by thousands, 
(iii) Intellectual curiosity: I wanted to feel what 
it was like to be the mainsprinp; of a national move-
ment, and to have some million of people expressing 
themselves through me, 
(iv) Ambition: You knox-/ ho\>f Lionel Curtis has made 
his conception of the Empire — a commonwealth of free 
peoples — generally accepted. I wanted to widen that 
idea beyond the Anc^ lo-Saxon shape, and form a nevr 
nation of thinking people, all acclaiming our freedom, 
and demandinf? admittance into our Empire .... The 
process intended was to take Daraasc?js, and run it ... 
a& an independent ally of G(reat) BCritain). 64 
ITightl7/ and Simpson point to the fact that Lavnrence was merely a 
British agent xvho cared only for 'biffing the French out of Syria' 
and not Aral* independence as one is generally made to believe. He 
never visualised Arab independence in an absolute sense, and that he 
63, Arab Bulletin 
64. Quoted by Tabachnick, op.cit.,pp.?8-9 
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wanted them to get only that much degree of independence as was 
consistent with the interests of the Great Britain, 
Despit his attempt to steep himself in Arab culture, to be one 
of them and to see the world as they saw it, Lawrence's vision of 
Arabia remains like that of a colonizer. Reference has been made above 
to Lawrence's Twenty Seven Articles, which he wrote for the benefit 
of the British servicemen in the Near East, It provides irrefutable 
evidence of the way he exploited his knowledge of the Arabs for 
his own ends and shows that his overriding concern was the destruc-
tion of the Turkish might and not the establishment of Arab national-
ist government. He candidly confessed: "I believed in the Arab 
movement, and was cofident, before ever I came, that in it was the 
idea to tear Turkey to pieces,..." 
However, it is a fact that in spite of such clear confessions 
of his imperialist motives from time to time; he appears to be 
championing the Arab cause. It is perhaps this complexity of attitude 
that led Tabachnick to conclude that Lawrence at times appears to 
be 'atmospheric', This same complex attitude made Edward Said 
detect in Seven Pillars a conflict between the 'narrative history' 
and the author's vision. According to Said, Lawrence begins "by 
stirring the lifeless, timeless and forceless" Arabia into action 
and then attempts to impose upon their 'movement' an essentially 
western shape derived by his own mind. In the opinion of the present 
researcher, Said's findings convey the essence of Lawrence's attitude 
towards the su|>posedly backward Arab race. Lawrence's Arabia is 
65. Ibid.,p.102 
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guided by and kept under the White Man's tutelage. So far as the 
motives and intentions are concerned, there is little to distinguish 
Lawrence's from those of his mentor, D.G.Hogarth, the Director of 
66 the Arab Bureau at Cairo. 
i t i * « 4 i « « « « 
66. Before his posting in Hijaz as British liaison officer, Lawrence 
worked under Hogarth at the Arab Bureau at Cairo. Hogarth was 
a hard-core imperialist. In a paper read at the Royal Institute 
of International Affairs in 192S, he threw light on the working 
of the British intelligence in the Middle East, According to him 
the British support to Sherif Husain was a matter of policy, to 
fend off Ibn Saud for the time being, Sherif Husain was to be 
ditched after he had outlived his usefulness. See,Kathryn Tidrick 
Heart-Beguilinp; Araby(Cambridge, 1981 )p, 184 
Chapter VI 
St.J.H.Philby's Heart of Arabia and 
Arabia of the Wahhabis 
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Philby's interest in Ai»abia began when he was in India as a 
civil servant. In those days of British India learning additional 
languages was a source of earning monetary awards through examina-
tions — prizes that v;ere proportionate to the number of speakers 
knowing a languae-.e and the standered attained therein, Philby started 
learning Arabic and, said, "If I get the degree of honour in it I 
shall vrin over £300 and be only too welcome in the Political 
Department .,,,"2 Almost from the start, he had his eyes on this 
Department because of his special interest in serving in the Persian 
Gulf. In 19^5 Philby went to Bombay with his family to spend Puja 
holidays. But he had to leave Bombay soon. In Mesopotamia a forward 
push was being planned and Sir Percy Cox, the British political 
officer in charge of the territory was in need of linguists, Philby 
who by that time had acquired the reputation of a linguist and had 
been appointed as head of the Language Board at Calcutta, was on the 
list of those who were asked to go to Mesopotamia, Accordingly he 
sailed for Basra in Nov. 1915» 
During his stay in Mesopotamia from 1915 to 191? he developed 
an interest in Arabia, Now he started studying the life of various 
Arab tribes, their man^ e^rs and customs. At Christimas 1916 he took 
a few days' holiday and went to the marshes of Arabia in Iraq, and 
stayed with Gertrude Bell and an Indian Civil Service colleague. 
They staved in mudhifs, where they v;ere entertained by the Arabs. 
They gave medicines to their hosts and discussed the World War I 
2. Elizabeth Monroe, Philby of Arabia, (London,1975),p.57 
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that was going on at that time. Philby told his host that it was not 
only possible but imperative to destroy the existence of Germany as 
a nation. 
In May 19'17 he joined Cox in Baghdad as his personal assistant. 
He prepared papers for Cox's desk on a wide range of subjects like 
whether or not to deport the local officials who had served the 
Turks but had professional experience and how to tackle restiveness 
in conservative Islamic strongholds at Karbala and Najaf. His job 
also included preparing a comprehensive memorandum on conditions in 
central Arabia. Since V/.H.C. Shakesioear had been killed in one of 
Ibn Sand's battles with Ibn Rashid, no permanent representative had 
been appointed to vratch over him in the way that Lawrence had done 
with Amir Faisal ibn Husain, '/hen Philby started Drenaring his 
report for Cox on events in central Arabia, a new mission to Ibn 
Saud was contemplated, Philby vras nov/here on the list as there were 
better qualified candidates for the job — such as, Storrs at Cairo, 
since 1909 the oriental secretary on the British diplom^ itic staff 
in Egypt; Leachman in Hesopotamia, with two central Arabian journeys 
to his credit, and Hamilton in Kuwait. But things did not go in the 
expected way. In mid-october the arrival of Arnold V/ilson from 
Basra brouglit various changes to the actual plan as a consequence 
of which Philby was sent to Central Arabia as Cox's political rep-
resentative — a journey which was to shape the whole course of 
Philbv's life. 
3. Ibid., p.5'^  
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In his traveloprues Philby makes no explicit comment on the 
motive of his Arabian goumey, Hov;ever, authentic biographical 
material shows that his journey to Arabia was primarily motivated 
by imperialist designs, Philby is usually regarded as an anti-
imperialist while D,G. Hoparth calls him "mighty intelligent but 
very impracticable from an imnerial point of viev;" . But what 
Hogarth calls a lack of practicability is actually a lack 
of that zest for the imperialist cause which Hogarth would have 
wished to find in an Englishman. Elizabeth Honroe, Philby's biogra-
pher, points to three main tasks which Cox had set for the members 
of his mission. The most important of these was to see vrtiat Ibn 
Saud could be induced to do to further British interests in the 
region and what he would need in way of arms if he were to agree to 
do what the British desired — such as, attacking Ibn Rashid of 
Hail, who was an ally of the Turks. Secondly, Philby and Hamilton 
v;ere to try to patch up Ibn Saud's quarrel with his two neighbours 
— the new Shaikh of Kuvmit and the Ajman tribes on Kuwait's border-
lands and in this vmy to improve British chances of blockading the 
Turks and their allies in central Arabia. The third task v/as to 
clear the air between Ibn Saud and Sharif of Mecca, The journey 
which started with these three motives formed the basis of a 
plethora of writings on various aspects of the Arab world; historicalo 
social, cultural and geographical and his three volumes of the 
narrative which is a fair representation of the Arabs and Islam as 
seen from the eyes of a British imperialist. 
4. Letter to Mrs Hogarth, Jan 10th 1918. quoted by Elizabeth Monroe, 
op.cit. p.79 
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The two volimes of The Heart of Arabia are divided into eleven 
chapters, each heing the accovint of his experiences at a particular 
place in Arabia, Before the actual narrative begins, there is an 
introduction giving a brieif history of the Wahabee rule and the 
political condition of Arabia at the time of the V/orld War I and 
the role of Britain and its allies in it. Chapter I "The Threshold 
of Arabia" describes how from the coast of Bahrain Philby reaches 
Uqair and from there leaves for Al-Hasa. Chapter II is devoted to 
his journey through the Eastern Desert, particularly his experiences 
at Al Kizam, Al Summan and Al Dhana, Chapter III is an account of 
his arrival at Pdyadh, the Wahabee capital. This chapter gives a 
full-length account of the life at Riyadh, its topography and 
geography. In Chapter rv Philby describes his journey along the 
Pilgrim route and narrates how he passed through Dara'iyya, V/adi 
Ammariyva, Jabal Tuwaiq, the Highlands of Najd and the Subai Country 
on his way to Jeddah, Chapter V, "The Holy Land" describes his 
experiences at Taif, Wadi Patima and Jeddah, Chapter VI is an account 
of his journey through the Euphrates Valley. Chapter VTI describes 
his second visit to Riyadh. This time Philby is able to have a 
clearer view of the Wahabee vmy of living. 
With Chapter VIII begins the second volume of the narrative. 
This chapter is devoted to the depiction of life at Al Kharaj, the 
famous ap;ric^ iltural tovm of central Arabia, Chapter IX brings to 
focus the life at Al Aflaj and gives a brief history of the place. 
In this chauter Philby frenuently refers to W.G. Palfrrave and 
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criticises his depiction of Arabia which, in his opinion,, is not 
based on facts. The last tv;o chapters of the second volume, X and 
XI, describe his ;joume7 through Wadi Dawasir, and, focus on the 
life at Al AfLaj, Al Fara and Jabbal Alaiya. 
The third volume, Arabia of the V/ahhabis, divided into four 
chapters, describes in detail life in Wahabee Arabia, The first 
chapter describes the holy month of Ramadhan as celebrated at 
Riyadh. In this chapter Philby notes various V/ahabee rituals which, 
in his opinion, distinp:uish them from the Muslims of other sects. 
Chapter II records his experiences at Wadhi Hanifa, Western Mahmal, 
the Districts of Washim, Al Sirr and Al Mudhnib, In Chapter III 
one Ecets a full-lenp;th account of his journey through various 
districts of Al Qasim. This chapter also deals ^^ i^th the political 
condition of central Arabia and rivalry between the house of Saud 
and that of Ibn Rashid of Hail, Chapter IV, the concluding one, is 
an account of his experiences at Zilfi and Arta\d.7>^ a. A major por-
tion of this chapter is devoted to the Ikhwan tribe who proved to 
be toughest people whom Ibn Saud had to handle. This chapter ends 
with an account of Fhilby's final departure from Kuwait (on 15th 
October 1918) where he was to see the Ameer of Kuwait, Shaikh 
Salim, to further the British imperialist designs in the region. 
Like many other orientalist agents of imperialism and Christi-
anity he also saw the Arabs from the eves of a British Christian 
with the only difference that while other travellers reflected the 
medieval British viev; of Islam, he attempted to understand it with 
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a relatively open mind. Howeve-r, in the initial phase of his goumey^ 
like many other orientalist travellers of his time, he also felt 
that his British self WPS under a serious threat, "In a land of 
fanatics", he vrrites, "the unconcealed expression of their hatred 
of the infidel in their midst ,.. made my life a lonely and 
depressing one" . His pronouncements on the Arabs and Islam do 
contain traces of the typical reaction of a Christian missionary 
who was intensely conscious of his Christian identity. For example^ 
halting in the desert among Atabia shepherd tribals on a Christmas 
eve his thoughts carry him back over nineteen hundred years and 
more to just such a scene as this when a shepherd fold received the 
message of God destined to change the history of the world: "Should 
one come this night with word that Isa Ibn Miryam had returned to 
earth to gather the true believers to their God, the Atabia shephered 
folk around me would arise and follow him, believing and fearing 
not" . It would not be wrong to suggest that it is this sense of 
belonging to a superior faith which sha'-jes Philbv's attitude towards 
the Arabs and Islam, 
No doubt, at times Philb:/- does seem to Draise Islam and expre-
sses his ap-oreciation of the simplicity- of Ibn Saud's creed, but 
these remarks leave no deep impression on the reader as at the very 
core of his perception lies the belief that Islam has no divine 
origin and that Muhammed had invented this religion only to establish 
5. St.J.H.Philby, Arabia of the Uahhabis. op.cit. p. $55 
6, St.J.H.Philby, The Heart of Arabia, (London.1922) Vol.1, p.181 
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his control over Arabia. 
Philby's unsympathetic attitude towards the Prophet of Islam 
is made evident in his observations on the kinsraen of the Prophet 
v;hom he considers a savage lot descendinp; "unrep:enerated" from the 
remotest antiquity: 
Arabs they doubtless are, but with little in common 
with the nomads of the desert; \<ith their coarse 
features, their wild hair and bridgeless noses, they 
seemed to me to be of some primitive savage race 
descending unregenerated by mixture with higher types 
from the remotest antiquity; and these are the 
Quraish, the kinsmen of the Prophet,? 
At Al-Qasim, Philby learnt that according to the traditions of 
the Prophet locust will be the first creature to disappear on the 
approach of Doomsday, He says that "considerable consternation ^ vas 
caused in the time either of Abu Bakr or Umar bv the total absence 
of locusts for series of years". Further, he mockingly adds: "There 
v;8s no great desire for the world's end in Arabia of those days, 
and great was the public relief v/hen a newly captured specimen was 
T^ roduced before and certified as a locust by the ecclesiastical 
Q 
authorities" . 
Philby is also sceptical about the Iluslim concept of Paradise 
and the life hereafter. He traces the reason of the Arab's unshaka-
ble belief in the hereafter not in the teachings of Islam or in the 
appeal that its message has, but in the temperament of the Arabs to 
v;hich Islam suited most: 
7. Ibid., Vol.1, p. 205 
8. Ibid., Vol.Ill, p. 249 
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The Arab is a true optimist, forp;etful of past 
pain, depressed by present troubles v/hile they 
last, and for the future imagining naught but 
undreamed —of good; hal tul they would say of 
the desert herbs of spring, eking out the imper-
fect instrument of their desert speech with 
gestures conjuring up in my mind visions of im-
penetrable forests of pamrsas (trasses far exceeding 
the utmost possibilities of a perfect Rabi; doomed 
to disappoint in either case they magnify"" the 
camel's springtide hump as they do man's body come 
to Paradise; years of bitter exnoerience dull not 
their visions of an ever-imminent camels* paradise; 
can we then wonder if nothing on earth will shake 
their tenacious faith in the Paradise of Man ?9 
He qiiotes Junaifi, a practising V/ahabee •who tells him that in 
Paradise "we have only to enjoy ourselves with food, vrine and women; 
it is sufficient that we should observe the hours of prayer in this 
world only" , He refers to another Wahabee, Ibn Tlusallam, who had 
asked him about some strong aphrodisiac but had declined to use it 
as he feared that it would jeopardise his life in the next vjorld. 
Commenting on this Philby says; "at times one felt an irresistible 
desire to waken these folk out of their sottish sensuality by the 
very suggestion that the adoption of artificial aids to enjoyment 
might jeopardise their prospects in the next world' n11 
Though Philby's knowledge of Wahabism is not alleys exact, it 
does show his genuine desire to have a better Tinderstanding of it. 
Talking of the peculiarities of Wahabee mpde of praying he says 
that when journeying, the Wahabees were permitted, for convenience's 
sake, to shorten the five appointed times into three but not thereby 
9. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 152 
10. Ibid., Vol.Ill, p. 60. 
11. Ibid., p.56 
A5 
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to shorten the prayers themselves , The dawn prayer was to be 
performed at the usual hour while the traveller was allowed to 
unite the mid-day and afternoon prayers at a time roughly midway 
between the two, while at sunset he might combine the Maghrib And 
Asha prayers but the time for this was unalterably fixed at the 
moment v/hen the sun sunk below the horizon. Strict Wahabees insisted 
on saying the latter two prayers at the moment when light definitely 
attributable to the sun v/as seen no more. 
According to Philby, the Adhan formula of the Wahabees was iden-
tical with that commonly used by other Sunni schools with the only 
exception that it added at the end of it "the favourite Wahhabi 
phrase 'La ilaha ill allah"'. The Imam was generally chosen on the 
basis of his a^e, social standing or learning. When two or three 
persons were gathered together behind him the Imam rapidly repeated 
the Adhan a second time and ended vath the tv/ice repeated formula: 
"Qad qamat al salat" ("The service ima begun"). The prayer ended 
with the Imam's first turning his head to the right and then to the 
left repeating in each direction the formula: "Salam alaikum wa 
rahmatullah". Thereupon the Imam wo\ild turn round and face the 
congregation which would signal the begnning of a"confused rumour of 
voices"involving recitations of the three chief attributes of God each 
thirty-three"' times, or ninety-nine times in all ^, This would be 
followed by "much throat-cleaning and a period of respectful repose 
12. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 251 
13. Ibid., p.252 
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interspersed with ordinary conversation on mundane matters". Philby 
concludes that althouf^ h the Wahatree prayer was substantially the 
same as that of the other Sunni sects, it differed from them only 
"in the total absence of all empty formality both in their attitudes, 
which are left to individual predilections, and in the matter of 
single hearted concentration on the proceedings" , He adds: "I have 
seen them rise suddenly to their feet in the midst of a solemn pros-
tration to chase an unruly camel and return to their prayers for all 
the world as if no interruption had occurred" \ 
In the Wahabee prayer, according to Philby, the matter of direc-
tion was an important issue, for a mistaken direction of the Qibla 
was thought to nullify the entire prayer. Describing fe Wahabee 
prayer that was performed before him he tells how the Imam turned 
to choose the right direction interruptinp; his patter while the 
line shuffled into position behind him. "Hereafter", writes Philby, 
"it was a soiirce of amusement to me T-reitchinp- my companions at 
prayer-time". He adds: 
According to V/ahhabi percepts, prayers must be 
offered in the right direction, at the right time 
and after the proper ablutions; direction is all 
important, for a mistake nullifies the act of 
prayer; for the rest time is more important than 
ablutions, and the latter may be dispensed with 
altogether, when water is not forthcoming, without 
vitiating the ceremony. In the matter of time, 
considerable latitude is inevitably allowed in the 
combined afternoon prayer; none at dawn and sunset, 
when devotions must be started respectively at the 
first flush of the real dawn and when the radiation 
14. Ibid., p.255 
15. Ibid., p.454 
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of the setting siin has ceased. No part of 
the flaming; disc should be visible during 
the praver.lG 
He observed that there was some difference between the people 
of southern and northern Nejd in the observance of time of prayer. 
In the sonth country the Adhan or call to nraver was proclaimed 
immediately after the sunset and before sunrise when the sky remained 
bright with the actual light of the sun, v;hereas in the farther 
north the morning call vias made just before the first light of the 
dawn and the evening call when the last vestige of the sun's light 
disappeared. According to Philby, Shaikh Abdullah, the primate of 
Riyadh, held that punctual observance of the correct moment of 
prayer was the primary consideration. The Wahabees of the north had 
an attitude of hatred and disgust for this sourthem heresy and held 
that "the practice of Qadha or making good an omission to pray at 
the correct moment is only permissible when the omission is caused 
17 by no fault of the individual concerned" , Philby regards these 
restrictions as the evidence of theological hair-splitting among the 
simple Wahabees, In other respects, however, he found the Wahabee 
prayers conspicuous for their informal character; "provided that the 
service is begun at the correct moment, the late arrival of indivi-
dual worshippers is considered immaterial, much diversity from the 
correct attitude^, even if it amounts to inattention, is permitted; 
haste is tolerated and a worshipper mav even break off to bring an 
unnjily camel to order and resume his place as if nothing had 
Ifi 
occurred and without even the obligation to berin afresh" 
16. Ibid.,Vol.I,p.206 
17. Ibid.,Vol.II,p.198 
18. Ibid., p.179 
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them doubtless saw here for the first time that praying for the 
intercession of the saints, which they had been taught to regard 
21 
as the unforgivable sin" . However, they thought no harm in 
breathing a prayer for the mercy of God on those already dead: 
"Death is ever before the eyes of the pious Muslim, and he never 
mentions a dead man by name, but he adds: Allah yarhamhu — God have 
22 
mercy upon him" • Philby's views on Ramadhan, the holy month of 
fast and prayer, reveal his true feelings and convictions. He says: 
It was a winter month thst the Prophet, perhaps 
scarcely conscious of the inherent defects of the 
lunar calendar, selected for the first Ramadhan; 
it was moreover for Arabia that he legislated, little 
realising perhaps that his creed would ever penetrate 
bevond its frontiers, but certainly ignorant that the 
span of daylicrhtdiffered at different latitudes.25 
Referring to some particular features of Ramadhan as observed by 
the Wahabees Philby further says: "As the passover is to the Jews, 
Lent to the Christians, Muharram to the Shias and the Great Pilgri-
mage to orthodox Sunnis, so is Ramadhan to the Wahhabis, the season 
nar excellence for a general demonstration of the sincerity of 
24 their faith" , To him the whole theory of the Wahabee faith 
seemed to be "outwardly and visibly concentrated in its observance 
2S 
of the Ramadhan rites" ^, He came to Imow that the objective of 
Ramadhan fast was to purify the soul by bodily abstinence for 
21. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 195 
22. Ibid., p.154 
25. 
24. Ibid., Vol.Ill,p. 3 
25. Ibid., p,4 
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admission to Paradise. He also noticed that in V/ahabee opinion "to 
be fully effective and acceptable, it mast be accompanied by p2N>lo-
nged periods of prayer interspersed with periods of reading from 
the Quran and by a complete distraction from the affairs of the 
world and from all sorts of wickedness". The more often the Quran 
was read through from cover to cover during the month the greater 
was the credit in one's favour. He refers to certain Abdulrahman 
who manged "to repeat this stupendous performance as many as thirty 
times in as many days" . 
Philby gives a full-length account of the Ramadhan fast as 
observed by the Vahabees, He writes that, with the lightening of a 
great arclamp on the roof of the royal paiace and a simultaneous call 
to -nrayer. The entire population then roused itself from sleep. He 
says that after the period of private prayer they ate and drank till 
the true dawn (Pajr al Sadiq) whereafter no food or drink may be 
touched untill the sunset Adhan. Near sunset they assembled and 
wait for the first sound of the Adhan annoimcing sunset, "each man 
holding a date between his forefinger and thumb while repeating 
the phrase Astaghfir Alla.h (I demand pardon of God) again and again 
27 in accordance with the practice and percepts of the Prophet" . 
The sunset prayer was the next item on the programme and the 
evening meal followed immediately afterwards. After the evening 
prayer OCsha) there would be a course of Quran-reading which, after 
26. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 5 
27. Ibid., p.6 
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a short interval, was followed hj a further course of prayer known 
as Tarawih. During; the last ten nights of the month, the Tarawih was 
followed "by the Qiyam or 'resurrection' prayer which, Philby 
opines, was the culminating phase of Ramadhan ritual. He says that 
this prater lasted through the v:hole night untill the Suhur (pre-
dawn meal) and "consisted in inclinations and prostrations terribly 
prolonged 4,. and so exhausting that human frailty had to be suppor-
ted ih the intervals between each set by coffee and tea actually 
28 
seiTved round in the mosque precincts" , Concluding his observation 
on Ramadhan Philby savs: "Such is a bare outline of the ordeal of 
Ramadhan which completely dominated the stage during the first 
fortnight of my so;5oum at Riaydh .#.•" 
Philby notes that in Wahabee Arabia the day's fast was broken 
or might be broken at the first sound of the call to the sunset 
prayer but there were many among the Vahabees who used to wait till 
the ending of Adhan before doing so, while many a Muadhdhin was 
known to "drone out the dreary call coffee-cup in hand". He also 
noticed that the traveller was exempted from the observance of fast. 
According to Philby b^ the term traveller, as interpreted by the 
Arabs, was meant those whose home and family were not in the place 
where he happened to be, the reason being, as explained by these 
Arabs, that even the Prophet himself did not observe fast when he 
was at Mecca becaua-e his home was at Medina. Those returning home, 
when arrived within sight of the locality, were allowed to halt to 
28. Ibid., p.7 
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eat and drink "but from the moment that they mounted again to resume 
their journey the obligation to fast became operative and remained 
so till they had again lost sight of the locality. Philby found that 
not only were food and drink banned at such a time but sexual inter-
29 
course was also forbidden between sunrise and sunset . 
Philby says that according to the Wahabee tenets the great and 
obligatory fast of Ramadhan might be followed, after the celebra-
tions of the Id, by a secondary or purely voluntary fast of six 
days from the second to the seventh of Shawwal: "It is held that 
those whose fortitude is equal to this extra penance are practically 
assured of admission into Paradise in due course"^ . But fasting on 
the very day of Id was not permissible. The Arabs were not hesitant 
to punish anyone who did not abide by these rules of fasting. Philby 
refers to a certain Ibn ITimr who once observed fasting on the Id 
day and so was sent to ;3ail. He was not released untill he felt 
sorry for this unpardonable offence: "His example served to warn 
the Ulema of Arabia that the creation of distress in the minds of 
the public was not a legitimate weapon in the controversies arising 
out of their constant striving for precedence"; 
Philby felt the impact of the Wahabee Movement throughout 
central Arabia. He was told that before the dawn of Wahabism in 
Qasim, the celebration of Id involved dance and song and general 
revelry including military displays, but it changed into a purely 
29. Ibid., pp.250-1 
30. Ibid., Vol.II,p.14 
51. Ibid., p,l5 
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religious festival of prayer and sacrifice and the only remnant of 
the old paganism was a hideous din of songs and noise kept up 
throughout the night by the boys of the tovm-'^  . He recounts some 
Arab customs practised by the Murra tribe of Wadi Dawasir untill 
the dawn of Wahabism, A certain Jabir of the same tribe told him 
that before the Wahabism spread over the land, prayers were omknown 
to the inhabitants of the Wadi and marriage ceremony was perfomed 
without any priest or wiianesses in the typical bedouin fashion: 
,,• the prospective bride and bridegroom placed their 
Mish'abs or camel sticks together upri^t on the ground 
between them and circumambulated them twice or thrice 
repeating in unison some such simple formula as "Malichna" 
("we are married"); thus made man and wife they proceeded 
without further ceremony to the consummation of the 
marriage,35 
On the authority of certain Ibn Jilham, Philby writes that the 
female circumcision, a relic of the old pagan days of Arabia, was 
still practised by the nomad elements of Dawasir, by the Manasir on 
the Hasa coast and by most of the Uman tribes. But Murra tribe of 
Dawasir, regarded it disgraceful. According to Philby the nomads 
considered personal cleanliness as a secondary virtue, the reason 
being, he explains mockingly, the Muslim practice of cleaning with 
sand:" ,,, perhaps necessarily in a country where water is so scarce 
and the permitted substitute of sand is so plentiful"^ . 
Apart from the practitioners of Wahabee Islam, Philby also 
encoTintered, from time to time, some religious sects with diverse 
32. Ibid,, Vol, II, p. 
35. Ibid.- Vol.Ill, p, 220 
5^, Loc.cit, 
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religious doctrines peculiar to their tribes. This makes him appre-
ciate the fact that the Wahabee Movement had been able to unite 
various Arabian tribes in one faith where it excercised its influ-
ence. But, he says vrhere the Wahabee Movement could not spread each 
sect was in conflict with the other on hair-splitting religious 
issues. In Najran, for example, he found to common creed like that 
of Hejd but a wide diversity of religious doctrine. Each man had 
his own interpretation of faith and the body of the faithful was 
split due to internal schisms,So diverse were their opinions in 
matters of faith that it seemed difficult to classify them on the 
basis of creed. He was told that until recently the Tam tribes were 
roughly divided into two sects, the Biyadhiyya of Uman origin and 
Rufadha ("a term by which my informants vaguely meant .., the 
Ismaili sect"). This latter roughly included the whole of the Patima 
and Madhkar goups, though among the Rizq and Sulum sections of the 
latter, opines Philby,there were many who were scarcely entitled to 
be considered Muslims at all as they were outright mushriks 
(potytheists). In addition to the Muslim Allah they also worshiped 
a mountain of their country, to which they made offerings of meat, 
butter and other things. Various sections of the Mahshil were of 
Biyadhiyya persuation-which in Philby's opinion was a "schism having 
something in common with the Wahhabi doctrines", Philby found that 
the Biyadhiyya sect had apparently dis-pensed altogether with the 
Adhan and congregational pra^ rers while the Ismaeilies substituted 
"Hai ala khair al amal"^- for the orthodox "Hai ala 1 salat" of 
35. Philby is wrong again; it is not a substitute but an addition. 
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idhan. They also omitted Amin,, the congregational response to Sura 
Fatiha, which was a common practice with the Vahabees* . 
Philby was greatly impressed "by the Wahabee rule and Ibn Sand's 
ability to exercise control even aver his strong opponents. What 
struck him as the most remarkable feature of the Wahabee court was 
the presence therein of so many of those who once had been strong 
opponents of Ibn Saud, but had been converted to his service by "the 
strong blows he dealt them on the battle field, and his unfailing 
chivalry ia the hour of victory — another lesson culled from the 
37 failures of his predecessors" , 
The recapture of Anaiza by Ibn Se^ ud in 1906 is seen by Philby 
as a proof of his special ability to rule over the people of the 
desert. As Ibn Saud's policies were subservient to his imperial 
designs Philby rarely criticises Saud's political J^udgements and 
his administrative capabilities. He considers Ibn Saud's policies 
as eminently conciliatory and is sure that "no one knows better 
than he how to employ force when necessary in the face of recalci-
trancy, but the secret of hie success lies in the fact that he can 
cure the wounds of fire and sword by generosity to his foes and 
tolerance" . 
Ibn Saud is described as "wise in his generation" as he shows 
leniency towards the people of Qasim and Hasa in matters which could 
not be permitted elsewhere without detriment to the very foundations 
56. Heart of Arabia. Vol. II, pp.227-9 
57. Tfeid., "p.97 
58. Ibid., Vol.III, p. 171 
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of his system. To illustrate this point Philby narrates an incident 
reported to him by Hamad, his guide, A party of the people of Qasim 
while halting for midday siesta, was discovered enjoying cigarettes 
when half a dozen of Ikhwan passed by. Shocked with this 'atrocious' 
conduct of the Qasira folk the Ikhwan took it upon themselves to 
upbraid them for their backsliding into the way of the infidels. The 
Qasim folk who were convinced that cigarette smoking was no breach 
of faith, fell upon the accusers and slew thenu The relatives of the 
'martyred' men appealed to Ibn Saud but instead of ordring the 
offenders to pay blood-money, he sharply remineded the Ikhwan that 
"their dead kinsfolk had been guilty of the heinous sin of trenching 
upon the royal prerogative of judgement". Hamad further told Philby 
that the issue might have been different had the accused been from 
elsewhere than the favoured province. On the basis of such prudent 
policies, Philby concludes that "Ibn Saud regarded the Wahabee 
Movement as a means towards an end envisaged already but not formu-
lated even in his inmost thoughts . 
Despite Philby's admiration for Ibn Saud and some of his close 
associates whose company Philby enjoyed^his depiction of the common 
Arab in the narratives is in full consonance with the traditional 
hostile British opinion of the Arabs and Islam, He considers the 
Arabs of the Wahabee Nejd as still living in the age of barbarism 
from which the inhabitants of Aniza had emerged and attained civili-
zation. This praise was due to Philby's liking for the secular 
59. Ibid., p.175 
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outlook of the Anaiza people. According to him what distinguished 
the people of Anaiza from the rest of the Nejdis was their openr-
handed hospitality and their complete freedom from any kind of 
religious or sectarian "bigotry: 
It seemed to me that I had stepped suddenly out 
of "barbarism into a highly civilised and even 
cultured society, where the stranger within the 
gates, far from "being an o"bject of aversion and 
suspicion, was regarded as the common guest of 
the community to he entertained somewhat merci-
lessly and regardless of his own feelings - hy 
every household that claimed to count in the local 
scheme of things* I was fortiinate to have seen 
and experienced almost every province of Najd 
before coming to the Qasim and to have tasted the 
bitter in full measure before the sweet....40 
According to Philby the people of Hauta and Hariq tribes were consi-
dered "ignorant and difficult, wild and truculent" by Ibn Saud who 
warned Philby to "leave them to one side and come not near unto 
them". 
Like Burton, Philby also applies anthropological approach in 
describing; the features of the Arab women.Amongst them he found 
"two quite distinct types — the one a typically gypsy appearance 
and of Semitic cast, the other plTomp and squat-faced and Mongolian. 
At Taif he met some people of the Quresh family who appeared to him 
having little in common with the nomads of the desert. Once again he 
mentions "their coarse features, their wild hair and bridgeless noses 
40. Ibid., Vol. II, p.6 
41. Ibid., Vol.Ill, p.367 
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who appeared like some "primitive savage race descending 
unregenerated "by mixture with higher types from the remotest anti-
42 quity , Muharraq, a member of the Sulubi tribe, appeared to him 
the strangest specimen of the human race: "A dwarf in stature and 
clad in a deerskin smock reaching right down to his feet, squeaking 
rather than speaking, to all appearences half-witted •,,," ^ He 
describes Abdulrazzaq of the royal household as "a splendid specimen 
of pure-bred negro, large limbed and heavy lipped, pugnacious to a 
dangerous degree" . Jabir Ibn Paraj, chief of the Suwaihit subsec-
tion of the Libhaih section of the Ahl Murra is mentioned as "an 
\mcouth, wild-haired Marri with the keen visage of a sleuth-hound, 
a man somewhat past the middle age, in whose wrinkled face appeared 
a marvellous combination of relentless cunning and merry kindlinessV 
Like his predecessors, Philby also uses occasionally animal imagery 
to depict the Arabs, For example, commenting on the Ikhwan bedouin 
he says: "The Arab, like his camel, has an unlimited capacity for 
taking nourishment against the lean days when he has to do without 
food"^. 
Philby found no sign of civilization ' in Arabia as there the 
family structure and age-old traditions still held the people toge-
ther. He is critical of every thing that does not confirm to his 
own conceT3t of a civilized society. How he often judges the Arabian 
4?. This passage has been cited earlier in another context, 
43. Arabia of the V/ahhabis (Vol.Ill), p.48 
44. Ibid., Voi.-Trv p"-^!?" 
45. Ibid., p.l8 
46. Ibid., Vol.Ill, p. 129 
47. Except in Anaiza vrhere people of Anaiza seemed to him civilized. 
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society from the western norms of civilization, is evident from the 
following: 
In India I have seen a father and his son in 
the same room;the one sitting on the floor 
cross-legged, the other, a barrister educated 
at an English University, lolling comfortable 
in a deep arm chair and leadinp; the conversa-
tion, the one fondly proud of his fine child, 
the other just a little ashamed of his parent; 
in Wahhabi land they are yet far from that stage 
of civilisation and the laws of the old world 
still hold good, binding alike on sovereign and 
subject. A son will not wittingly enter an upper 
room if his father be in the room below; in public 
he sits in the lowest place if his father be 
present.48 
However, the land of Hijas, more particularly Taif, appeared 
to him somewhat civilized partly because of the non-puritanical 
attitude of the people who, including even the most respected men 
like the Imams used to smoke in -oublic and partly becaiise of its 
being in touch with the so called 'civilized* world. 
Philby is critical of the Arab's belief in the ;Jinn and regards 
it as a sign of the iftnorance of the Arab people. Philby gives 
some instances of this. An old medical practitioner at Anaiza called 
Sulaiman had informed him that Jinn's are creatures in human form 
with eye-slits which are vertical Instead of horizontal. They have 
the capacity to 'posses' any human soul. He was further informed 
that the jinns enteired into the body of their victims always from 
the ^eat toe. Describing his own experiences of the exorcising of 
*8. The Heart of Arabia. Vol.1, p.64 
49. Ihid.,p.^^ 
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a (jinn Sulaiman told him: "In almost all cases I have succeeded in 
easting them out by reciting spells min Kalam Rabbani — from the 
word of my God — over burning incense" , Izami, vdio, in Philby's 
opinion, was an excellent exponent of bedouin ideas, told him in 
all simplicity and seriousness that thunder is caused "by the angels 
shouting and beating on iron gongs among the clouds to precipitate 
51 the rain on places selected by God" . 
Philby considered Amir Abdullah an ignorant religious zealot 
whose knowledge was confined only to the boundries of his own 
territory. Philby hints that his deep reverence for Islam was rooted 
in his ignorance: 
"How long has Egypt been in the hands of English?" 
he asked, "and when were the Turks driven out? 
The English are the friends of Ibn Saud; ai billah 
and the friends and emenies of Ibn Saud are my 
friends and enemies; but inshallah it will not be 
long before all Englishmen have subscribed to the 
true faith".52 
When Philby sought an amanuensis in Amir Abdullah's court "the 
only writer of the village" produced was "a blear-eyed boy of twelve 
or fourteen" who would write in a round childish hand. According to 
Philby he was the only person who could write among 2000 souls of 
the village. To Philby, Amir Abdullah appeared "an utterly unin-
telligent and xmcouth man with no enthusiasm for anything but the 
50. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 259 
51. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 1?8 
52. Ibid., p.138 
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true faith in Ibn Saud • , 
Musaid, the only educated member of the roval court of Sharif 
Haudhan, Amir of Madhiq, is described by Philby in a mocking tone: 
"He always carried a small leather hand bag containing some impor-
tant papers which gave others an air of mystery. He always posed 
as if these papers were of utmost importance". 
Later, Philby discovered that his bag included nothing except 
some French newspapers and a Reuter telegram, all of ancient date^. 
No wiser or educated people surrounded Ibn Saud: 
Once, when Ahmad Ibn Th\inaian was present, he asked 
me what was the language of the Americans; I told 
him that their speech was English. '^ "What, then", 
he asked, "are they of English stock? I thought 
they were of Indian origin", I explained about the 
Red Indians and the term "Vest Indies' in reply 
and asked if ATO«^ rica was mentioned in the Quran, 
"Tes", said Ahmad without hesitation; Ibn Saud came 
to his rescue when I hazarded the suggestion that 
the New World had not been discovered in the time 
of Mohammed. "But God knows everything," he said, 
"and the Quran is His word"55 
When Philby sugprested to Ibn Saud that one could reach America 
both by travelling westward and eastward, he was puzzled, Ahmad who 
had some knowledge of the 'kurriyat' or orbicularity of the earth 
expressed doubt about Philby's complete sanity when the latter 
told him that "by travelling eastward and westward round the world 
53, Ibid,, p.159 
54, Ibid,, p.214 
55, Ibid., Vol.Ill,p,2 
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he would come again to his startinp point without retracing his 
steps". 
At times Philby seems admiring the literary heritage of the 
Arab people. Once, while sipping coffee in the house of a local 
Amir he got an opportunity to listen to a piece of poetry written 
"by a famous local bard Humaidan which described how the Wuthaithiya 
tribe won independence vdth the help of the house of Ibn Saud, A 
man recited the poem line by line often prefacing it with such 
remarks as 'I forget how it goes on' and 'what comes next' while 
the audience in chorus anticipated him by murmuring the last rhyme 
of each couplet, thus showing their ability to appreciate poetry. 
It was always at such tines that Philby could feel the richness 
of the literary heritage of the Arabs. He no doubt experienced 
some difficultyin following such recitations, nevertheless, he 
could see how the Arabic language was in literary graces and 
historical allusions. He found that almost every Arab, whether a 
nomad or a city dweller, had an extensive repertory of song and 
poems. 
However, when Philby talks of the literary heritage of Arabia 
he has always In mind the pre-Islamic Arabia, for, in his opinion, 
Islam or the Wahabee creed, which he considers a true and pure 
version of the original Islam, has but little to do with the 
development of knowledge. He laments the degeneration of the 
state of knowledge in Wahabee Arabia: 
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The Arabs have so long lost that sense of 
language and the literary finesse, vrtiich 
characterised their ancestors in the days of 
"The Ignorance'that we need feel no surprise 
at their accepting without demur an obviously 
untenable derivation .,, Time has wrought 
great changes in the pronounciation of the old 
Arabic, and the decadence of scholarship, which 
the Wahhabi revival of modem times has done 
nothing to arrest .•••"56 
From time to time Philby noticed various Arab traditions which 
included their hospitality, their customary way of serving cups 
and settling blood feuds. During his stay at Al Aflaj Philby was 
particularly impressed by his host Mohammad's hospitality, who 
was a man of eighty but very hale and hearty, Philby says that 
his hospitality was proverbial in southern Nejd: "It would have 
been proverbial in the whole orient in the days of Hatim Taiy 
himself". Though Muhammad belonged to the fanatical south, writes 
Philby, he was "a fearlesf? non-confirmist, professing and prac-
tising the creed of his ancestors". Philby adds that, in all his 
dealings Muhammad was led by his conscience rather than by public 
opinion. He extended his hospitality and the shelter of his roof 
to all whether pretender or a real follower "preferring treason to 
his king to treason against the laws of hospitality" , 
Serving coffee cups involved some special customs. It was 
served in very small quantities in small earthenware cups which 
were filled to the brim only to honoured guests while in Hijaz the 
filling up of the coffee cup to full was only reserved for the 
56. Ibid., Vol. II, T5. 37 
37. Ibid., pp.96-7 
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hated foes, which was severely criticised and ridiculed in Wahabee 
Arabia. On this Philby comments: "To fill to your foe as a hint 
to hasten his departiire may well be in keepinr with the civil 
manners of the rrreat cities". But it was totally foreign to the 
Wahabee society where the "three-day" law of hospitality was still 
in practice "bindinr alike on host and guest and seldom abused by 
either!'''^  
In Wahabee Arabia, a guest, whether friend or.foe, was not 
allowed to leave untill he was honoured with the traditional tib 
(incense), Tutaiyyib,ya sahib, hat al tib, ya walad (Take incense, 
friend. Boy, brin^ the incense) would say a host and a censer of 
coarse Ithil-wood was produced from the cupboard by the hearth. 
The censer emitting; fragrant smoke would then be passed round from 
hand to hand, each recipient holding it for a moment under his 
headdress and his beard and, before passing it to another, placing 
it under his nose to-'inhale its fragrance. Three times the incense 
would go round, each time returning to the host and when the rounds 
were completed one v/as free to depart. But the Arab did not feel 
obliged to entertain any guest at night, "Sabbih al dar wala 
tarmasiha (Make thy bourne by day and not by night), notes Philby, 
was a favourite Arab proverb. The hours of darkness were considered 
a man's own and were to be devoted to his family. It was improper 
for a stranger to claim his hospitality at might. 
Once in Taif, Philby got an opportunity to witness the 
58. Ibid., Vol, I, p. 18 
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proceedings of a Badouin law-court dealing with a case of nnirder. 
Philby was surprised to find that there was obviously no question 
t)f a death sentence but of settlement on the lines dictated by 
Badouin custom: "It was clear from the smiling acceptance by both 
parties of the order of the court that the dead man's avenger was 
well content that the murderer should live to pay the sum at which 
the dead man's life was valued". From this he came to conclude: 
"An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth is no part of the Bedouin 
code; the blood feud broup;ht upon himself by his bloody act permits 
the offender to choose betweeen paying in kind or paying in 
cash" 
On the status of woman in Arab society Philby's description is 
more or less ob,iective. However, his understanding of this aspect of 
Arabian life place him ahead of his predecessors. He was impressed by 
the extraordinary grace of the little Arabian girls who, in his 
opinion, had a certain prettiness tinged with a gravity out of 
keeping with their years. He found them wearing the common red 
goim, "which as they moved discovered the slender, graceful forms 
within, and veils too of black, but so loosely that their faces 
were fully exposed . 
At Buraida, Philby often got the chance of seeing the women 
of the city at their usual vocations. It was especially at sunset, 
when all the men of the place were certain to be in the mosques 
that "the rank and fashion of the Buraida's female society paraded 
59. Ibid., p.203 
60. Ibid., Vol.Ill,p. 567 
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on the roofs, the women taking co"arafre to move about xmveiled and 
exposing the glory of their braided locks". One evening he disco-
vered that the two young ladies on a not distant roof not only 
showed no signs of bashfulness on discovering him gazing at them 
but displayed a lively interest in him and his appeamace. Philby 
also noted there that the women did not seem to observe strictly 
the prescribed hours of prayer, particularly in the morning when 
they often prayed long after the sun was up. He saw that it was 
at about the age of seven or eight that the girls began to wear the 
veil for the first tine. Of the grown up women themselves he saw 
but little in the streets except their ample outer garments, though 
at times he could catch a glimt)se of the smock below—"generally red 
tho'igh sometimes black and, more rarely, green or other colours — 
and the shapely figure outlined by it before the veil was hastily 
drawn across" . To him the women of the place ,like their menfolk, 
seemed to have graceful figures, firm and well-knit without any 
tendency to corpulence. 
The little girls in the streets seemed to him making show of 
their charm so that any would-be husband or father-in-law might 
63 
purchase them: "At twelve they become marriageable— many being 
marked down by would-be husband or would-be fathers-in-law 
from the day before their withdrawl from the streets" , The 
marriage age was usually fourteen but if a girl was not fully 
61. Ibid., p.20^ 
62. Ibid., p.219 
63. Ibid., p.19 
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developed at her marriage her husband would leave her untouched for 
a year or two. However, Philby notes that they never bore children 
before the age of seventeen. However, according to him the lot of 
women was hard in Arabia" with marriage thus thrust upon them 
prematurely". 
At Al-Oasim when Philby was enjoying his evening on a roof ton, 
he saw three young women of great loveliness on the neighbourinp roof: 
"They were indeed virgin girls ready for the marriage market and 
keenly sought after by numerous suitors". With the help of his 
binoculars Philby could discover their beauty and charm vdiich seemed 
to him justifying "the boast one often heard of the beauty of the 
women of Qasim!' But Philby is sceptial whether the women retained in 
maturity the promise of their childhood. He is critical of the 
seclusion of women in Arab society and laments this senseless custom 
which, in his opinion, was for the pleasure of male individuals 
who forced the female members of the society to remain without 
education or training for the service of society. They were 
brought up in such a way as to think of marriage as their m?ip 
object in life , During his discussion with Amir Abdullah on polygamy 
Philby got a chance to know about its ideological basis in Arab 
society. Amir Abdullah ventured the opinion that Europe's losses of 
men during the war would compell her to abandon her monogamous 
practice partly to make good the actual deficiency in the population 
and partly to save women from moral degradation who might otherwise 
64. Ibid,,p.246 
65. Ibid.,p.255 
66. Ibid.,p,256 
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be deprived of all chances of marriage. He asked Philbj whether 
people of England practised "bigamy at all, to which Philby rep-
lied: "it was among us a criminal offence", Philby's reaction to 
Amir Abdullah's arguments makes it clear that these did not impress 
him at all, For inspite of the polygamy being common there, he 
found that fornication and adultery were not as rare in Najd as he 
had imagined, "though they were only indulged in the strictest 
67 
secrecy —.for death to both parties was the penalty for detection", 
Philby found great flaws in the Islamic marriage laws, which, 
as he believed, allowed a husband to divorce a wife when she loses 
her charm. He cites the case of a certain Abdul Aziz ibn Maiman who 
had already two wives and had recently married a girl of sixteen. 
Immediately after this marriage the girl asserted herself and 
presented her old husband with an ultimatum, as the result of which 
the two earlier wives were turned out of the house. According to 
Philby the great fault with the Islamic marriage laws: "the 
stranding of derelict women when they cease to service the main 
nuipose for which men wed". He added that the condition of those 
58 
who were childless, when divorced,was most pathetic , 
Philby cites Ibn Saudkopinion on divorce, which, in his opinion, 
typifies the real Islamic attitude: 
"Why is it", asked Ibn Saud, "that you English 
allow divorce to be so difficult ? Among us 
when a wife no longer pleases we get rid of 
67. Ibid., p.291 
68. Ibid., p.274 
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her by thrice repeating a simple word: Talliq, 
talliq, talliq; that is enough. Wallah, in my 
life time I have married five and seventy wives 
and, Inshallah, I have not done with wiving yet; 
I am yet yoting and strong. And now with the great 
losses caused by the war assuredly the time will 
come when the people of Europe shall take more 
wives thsui one, "69 
Nevertheless, Philby admits that Ibn Sand's attitude towards 
divorced wives was humane. Those of his wives who bore children, 
whether subsequently divorced or not, vrere provided by Ibn Saud 
with houses and establishments of their own in which to bring 
70 
up their royal children. '^ It was the practice >/ith Ibn Saud to 
have three wives at a time and keep a vacancy for a fourth to be 
filled temporarily by any girl who he may wish to marry. To this 
Philby comments: "the lax law of Islam as interpreted by the 
71 
Wahabee creed does not stand in his way...." Philby says that 
it was the usual practice of Ibn Saud that, if he was attracted 
by the rumour of some local lady's beauty, all that he needed to 
do was to inform by letter one of the four wives of his decision 
to divorce her and after that consider himself free to go through 
the marriage ceremony with the fancied girl. For Philby the 
divorce of Turky's mother was a pathetic affair as Ibn Saud had 
72 
to get rid of her as he wanted to marry her real sister. 
69. Ibid.Vol. I, p.69 
However, Ibn Saud's attitude does not reflect the real Islamic 
attitude. For according to a famous tradition of the Prophet 
Talaq is the most detestable of the legally permitted acts. 
70. For example, the mother of Turky, the heir to the throne, was 
established by Ibn Saud in a home of his own, with her son, 
after she had been divorced by him. 
71. The Heart of Arabia, Vol. I, p.9^ 
72. According to Islamic law it is 'forbidden that one should take 
to wife the sister of a women to whom one is already marriedl 
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"Marriage in central Arabia", Philby writes "is a simple uncere-
monious affair; the bridegroom repairs to the village of his future 
wife, and in the afternoon, after the Asr prayer, all legal require-
ments are satisfied in the presence of witnesses representing both 
contracting parties. The marriage of a youth with a virgin girl 
was often accompanied by a simple feast but at the marriage of an 
old man even that was dispensed vrith. 
From various sources Philby came to Icnow that unmarried slave-
girls were halal or lawful in Islam and that the children borne by 
them were recognised as the offspring of their father, Per example, 
he refers to Ibn Saud who had a daughter by a slave-girl at Riyadh 
who was recognised as such. He writes that in the Vahabee capital, 
slave-girls were allowed a considerable amount of freedom in the 
matter of seeing the men and women of their own "kind, while at 
74 
Burida, they were kept in strict seclusion, 
Philby's narrative sheds much light on the political condition 
of Arabia of the 1920's and on the events of World War I, He writes 
that while king Ibn Saud and the Sharif of Mecca had both revolted 
against the Turkish caliphate and had allied themselves with Britain, 
public opinion in Arabia was not in their favour. Some local Shaikhs 
of various provinces still thought it obligatory to be loyal to the 
Sultan of Turkey, For example, the Shaikhs of Asir tribes sent a 
letter to Ibn Saud v/hich professed undying loyality of the signa-
tories to the Turkish Empire, The letter also said that the 
73. The Heart of Arabia, Vol. I, pp, 139-40 
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destruction of Islam was "the aim of all Allies, and it was Ibn 
Saud's plain duty to assist in the defence of the true faith". 
Adherents of Wahabism who wanted to be loyal to the political 
power of Islam represented by the Turkish caliphate as well as to 
Ibn Saud who held the banner of the revival of pure faith, were 
greatly confused by this development: 
... in the more advanced sections of Arabian society 
— in the Qasim and Washm and the Hasa there still 
lingered deep down in the hearts of men a fellow-
fealing for the Turks in their religious aspect, in 
their role of defenders of the Muslim faith. Genuine 
Wahhabis as they were, the merchants of the districts 
named had been too much in contact with the world to 
value uncompromising bigotry, and in the Turks they 
found an ample and sufficient refusre for their orien-
tal nride in the rough-and-tumble of commercial life 
in a predominantly western atmosphere, a great and 
established power professing the same faith as them-
selves without compelling on the part of its subjects 
the austerity of conduct imposed upon them by the 
conditions obtaining in their homelands. They would 
regret the passing of the Turk, and resented Muslim 
activity directed towards that end. Their hearts 
condemned the Sharif as a traitor to the common cause 
of the East, but, as Ibn Saud was professedly in the 
same camp — without, however, any likelihood of 
contributing materially to the downfall of the Turks 
— their tongues condemned the pretensions of King 
Husain to rule Arabia.75 
On this duality of their attitude Philby comments: "The dup-
licity of their arguments was perfectly natural in the circTimstan-
76 
ces and transparent; it was not even meant to decieve" . The 
reason why the Wahabees, so strict in the observance of faith 
tolerated Ibn Saud's British alliance is related by Philby partly 
to the fact that they saw many advantages in their master's policy. 
75. Ibid., Vol. Ill, pp.104-5 
76. Ibid., Vol. p.105 
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At Al Qasim, Philby was told by Amir Abdullah that the war had been 
very beneficial to Arabia. "Formerly the Rreat nations kept their 
immense hoards of wealth to themselves, trading one with another, 
but now they pour them forth without stint and we, who were poor 
before and without the amenities of life, have become rich with a 
glut of money, arms and the like". The benefit being great, he 
77 
would care not "if the war should last for ever" . 
Philby noticed that only Ibn Saud and his close associates had 
a sympathetic attitude tov^ ards the British Empire and showed tole-
rance for the Christians whom he considered kins in faith as well 
as in lineage since Abrahain was the common ancestor of both Jesus 
no 
Christ and Prophet Mohammed, '^ Again Faisal Ibn Hashr, comparing the 
merits of Christian and non-V/ahabee Muslims, had declared that the 
former were the people of the Book while the non-Wahabee Muslims 
were in the category of Mushrikin (polytheists). 
"Whyl" he said, "if you English were to offer me of 
your daughters to wife I would accept her, waking 
only the condition that any children resulting from 
the marriage should be Muslims. But I would not take 
of the daughters of the Sharif or of the people of 
Mecca or other Muslims, whom we reckon as Mushrikin. 
I would eat of meat stain by the Christians without 
nuestion.All, but it is the Mushrik, he who associates 
others in worship with God, that is our abomination".79 
According to Philby , Ibn Saud was fully convinced of the prac-
tical advantages of a British alliance and, for this, he seemed 
77. Ibid., T5.239 
78. Ibid., p.24 
79. Ibid., p.23 
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willing to modify even his creed: "It seemed to me in those days 
that anything like a cordial reaction on our part would result 
surely and steadily in the establishment of the toleration of 
Christians as a basic factor of the Wahhabi creed" • At inaiza 
Abdul Rahman told him of a little known Muslim tradition which 
says that God had sent down wisdom and philosophy to only three 
races, the Greek, the Chinese and the Arabs, but from what he had 
seen of the English people and heard of their country he would add 
a fourth "the Inglis"®^ 
But in spite of Ibn Saud's attitude of tolerance towards the 
British presence in Arabia and his attempt to protect the Wahabee 
faith with British cooperation the common people of the Wahabee 
land never came to identify their way of thinking with that of 
their master. It was this attitude of the people that made Philby 
feel that he was a stranger in a strange country. On one occasion 
his guide, Ibrahim Junaifi^reported to him the following dialogue 
that he had with a Nawab concerning him: 
One of the Nawab or proctors, named Talashi, had 
approached him saying: "cleanse thy soul, oh Ibrahim!" 
On his reply that he was unaware of any special 
need of cleansing at the moment, the man had replied: 
"think a little Ibrahim, and God will open the eyes of 
your sonl". "Perhaps", ventured Junaifi, "you mean 
my frequenting the company of the Inglizi? 'Precisely 
so", was the answer, "remember God and give him up*.82 
Philbv refers to another incident. At Al Aflaj, a city not far from 
the V/ahabee ca-oital, Philby faced the risk of losing his life on 
80. Loc.cit, 
81. Ibid.,p.272 
82. Ibid,,p.43 
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account of his faith. The Amir of Al Aflaj came to his rescue by 
issuing a warning that anyone found saying anything against the 
'British infidel' will lose his right hand. However the incident 
made it clear to Philby that there were people in the town who 
felt strongly about an infidel being allowed to enter the city of 
Muslemin, Philby had a similar experience at Dam, the Capital of 
Wadi Dowasir. When residents of Dam received the news of the expec-
ted arrival of Philby with a caravan, they swarmed round the gover-
nor's palace saying that they would not have an infidel in their 
midst, and would oppose his entry by force. The Governor and local 
Qadhi thinking that Ibn Saud's guest must be admitted to the town, 
had to warn the people that the bedouin and loyal Hadhr would be 
called in to teach them a lesson if they persisted in opposing 
his entry , But even this threat did not have any effect and the 
governor had to send his messenger to Philby to inform him of the 
trouble and to beg him to delay his arrival: "The messenger could 
tell us no more than that a small body of the more violent hotheads 
of the capital had proceeded in spite of the governor's warning, 
to picket the outlying groves of Sharafa, the first of the Wadi 
settlements, against our comingT When the caravan entered the Wadi 
the following day Philby feared that "attempts might be made to 
dissuade me from the venture" • Soon after his arrival in the Wadi 
Philby discovered that the Amir who was reported to be a weak and 
worthless individual was in reality at heart in sympathy with the 
8 5, Ibid., Vol, II, p,180 
84. Ibid,, p. 181 
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fanatics and the 9&<^i "too had secretly iacouraged the turbulent 
elements in their obstinacy. - Similar was the attitude of Izami, 
a member of the inner circle of the Wahabee brotherhood of the 
Ikhwan, who did not hesitate to raise the anger of Ibn Saud by 
protesting against his inclusion in Philby's party. Though he 
finally obeyed the orders of Ibn Saud to accompany Philby, he pre-
ferred to sit at the servants platter "rather than break bread with 
an infidel"®^. 
Though there was no outward opposition to his presence in 
Riyadh, Philby gleaned from his host's remarks that there was much 
covert criticism of his policy. Once Ibn Saud read him a letter in 
which he,Ibn Saud, was warned that the English had come to ITe;jd 
for a selfish purpose and that, "though they might give him what he 
wanted in exchange for his assistance in the furtherance of their 
designs, it was not out of any love for him, and that they would 
eat him up when it suited their purpose to do so". According to 
Philby the letter though from one of the ignorant fanatics, was 
sufficiently illustrative of the trend of the public opinion. 
Conscious of the fact that his British identity was creating hurdles 
in the furtherance of imperialist design, Philby tried to conceal 
his British self behind his newly acquired Arab costume. To Philby 
this was the only way to dilute the Arab opposition to the presence 
of a British infidel in their land, Referrinr to this he candidly 
states: 
85. Ibid.,P-''85 
86. Ibid,, Vol. I, p.144 
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That Hamilton and I were right in the view that 
those who would travel in Arabia should learn 
to do as Arabs do in every respect, I personally 
harbour no shadow of doubt, and I have no sympathy 
whatever with the prejudice which condemns the 
dissimulation by a British of his identity as 
"British officer and gentleman" — a prejudice 
which perhaps cost Shakespear his life in 1915» and 
cannot but add to the difficulties of travel in 
fanatical countries .,,.87 
In support of this view Philby quoted the advice of Carlo Guarmani— 
the Levantine Italian, who had journeyed through the Shammar 
country — regarding the desirability of superimposing a local self 
on the foreign one in such circumstances: 
At the gate (of Hail) the corpse of Persian Jew 
lay rotting, he having been massacred by the 
populace for pretending to be a Mussulman and 
then refusing to repeat the formula ,.. If his 
fate was a sad one, it must be owned he had 
deserved it. When a man decides to risk himself 
in a great adventure, he must use every means in 
his povrer and be prepared to suffer all the con-
sequences of his enterprise.88 
Even Ibn Baud's staunch followers would not easily allow a British 
infidel to travel freely through their land. Many a time Philby 
felt his life threatened by the Arabs of various tribes when his 
real identity was exposed. At Tuwaiq when he found himself surrounded 
by a group of hostile Arabs, it was Mitrak, his desert companion, 
who managed to avert the catastrophe. He explained to the angry mob 
that Philby was the guest of Ibn Saud and that by cursing him they 
had insulted Ibn Saud himself. But this did not change their 
87. Ibid.,p.87 
88. Loc.cit. 
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attitude: "The curse of God be upon you all for infidels, you your-
selves, and Ibn Saud with you" ^, The supreme loyalty of the Arahs 
was to God and not to anyone else. 
In Arahia the common opinion about the Britishers was that they 
had come not to help the Arabs but to pursue their imperial designs. 
When Philby sugp-ested to a certain Amir to employ sophisticated 
pumps in irrigation so that the coxintry might become prosperous, the 
Amir, suspecting some ulterior motive behind this advice of an 
infidel did not respond in a positive way, Philby even offered to 
provide such a pump to him but the Amir would "ask for nothing but 
of God, and, after him, of Ibn Saud", The common Arab could not 
reconcile himself to the idea of the British presence in A]?abia and 
held that Philby*s friendship with Ibn Saud was inspired by ghish 
(ulterior motives). Although Philby tried his best to make the Amir 
believe that sheer necessity had complelled Britain to hold Iraq 
and Palestine imtil other arrangements could be made and that he 
soufrht the firndship of Ibn Saud as a means of establishing peace 
and security on the frontiers of British territories, his arguments 
could not convince the Amir who doubted whether the British help 
was really in the greater interest of Islam and the Muslims: 
"Allahu a*lam .,, Ibn Saud knows best that which will advance the 
cause of God and the interests of the Muslimin ~ God grant them 
90 
victory over the infidels". 
Like the inhabitants of Riyadh, the people of Buraida also 
89. Ibid,, Vol, II, p.267 
90, Ibid,,p,82 
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appeared fanatical and narrow-minded to Philby, His experiences at 
Buraida were similar to those of Doughty. The city was still known 
for its bigotry. Philby's acquaintance at Buraida, Tami, had to 
restrict his visits to Philby to retain his position in the society. 
Even then he soon came to be branded as a friend of the infidels. 
In short, what Doughty had gone through there was, ia Philby's 
opinion, "a fact of which every European visitor to Buraida has had 
experience , 
In his assessment of the Arabian life and culture, Philby 
differs from his predecessor Palgrave and dismisses his accounts 
of various places of Wahabee Arabia as purely imaginative, based on 
no real experience. According to him Palgrave's story of the strange, 
wonderful, and dangerous adventures at the Wahabee court, "does not 
lend itself to a minute dissection as to his accounts of the stages 
by which he reached their scene ... He errs, and errs frequently, 
92 
as we might expect, in points of detail" , He rejects as nonsense 
Palgrave's statement that "wild boars and pigs are frequent in the 
moiintain (of Tuwaiq)" and is highly critical of Palgrave for stating 
such things as the following: 
Profligacy of all kinds, even such as language 
refuses to name, is rifer here than in Damascus 
and Seyda themselves, and the comparative decency 
of most other Arab towns sets off the blackness of 
Riad in stranger and stranger contrast.95 
He regards the above statement as "a complete libel" and assures his 
91. Ibid., Vol. Ill, p.191 
92. Ibid., Vol. II, p.1^ 
93. Quoted by Philby. Loc.cit. 
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readers that "sodomy, fornication and adultery are practically un-
knovna in central Arabia, He is also critical of the assesment of 
Palgrave by D.G. Hogarth who wrote: 
The disguised Jesuit exulting in his escape from 
Puritan Nejd, had more sjnnpathy and more leisure 
to spare for Hasa than his predecessor (Captain 
G. Porster Sadlier who crossed Arabia in 1818); 
and his narrative, nowhere more full and vivid, 
shows him at no pains to conceal a semi-oriental 
leaning towards a people whose sole effective 
rule of life was hedonism ... In more serious vein 
withal Palgrave gives detailed and admirable des-
cription of both the towns and the oases about 
them, with which the little recorded by his prede-
cessor Sadlier and his successors, Pelly and Zwemer, 
uhiformly agrees. The laust named.., found the 
'Syrian's plan of Hofuf quite accurate enough after 
thirty years ••• On the details of life ... he speakes 
with a note of intimacy rarely attained by a European 
in the East. In much of southern Nejd we must use 
Palgrave as our authority because there is no other; 
in Hasa we use him in preference to all others. Were 
it not for him we should know so ill the character of 
the land and its people that its previous and subse-
quent history would be barely intelligible.9^ 
According to Philby this high praise is not justified "if we look 
at Palgrave's account naked and stripped of its rich covering of 
idle verbiage". Though he considers Palgrave's account of the 
Wahabee Arabia — "against which he harboured so wholesome a pre-
;judice and of whose manifestations he was always so acutely aware"— 
somewhat based on facts, here too some of Palgrave's observations 
make him suspect whether he had ever seen the country with his 
95 
own eyes . To strengthen his arguments about the inaccuracy of • 
Pal grave's observation of the Arabian scene, Philby cites the opinion 
of Colonel Miles, the Consul-General who he met at Maskat. Colonel 
9^' gttoted by Philby, Ibid,, Vol, II, pp.150-1 
95. Ibid., p.154 
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Miles who knew Palgrave well was of the opinion that his accounts 
of Maskat contained "not a word of truth in it ••• Palgrave talks 
about groves of palms — they do not exist; of cities and villages, 
which are purely imaginative". 
Philby's criticism of Palgrave and his understanding of Islam 
based on his direct contact with the Wahabees of Nend make him an 
Arabist of pyeat authenticity. Neverthiess,as stated above, there 
are some parts of the narrative in which it appears that he had 
allowed himself to be misled by some heresies like the one regarding 
the supposed tradition of the Prophet to the effect that the locust 
would be the first creature to disappear on the approach of the 
qn 
Doomsday . Again, he is not on finn grounds when he says that 
Al-Jahiliyya which in orthodox Islam means a period "prior to the 
appearance of the Prophet", is in Wahabee jargon more often used to 
denote "the period preceding the appearence of Muhammed Ibn Abdul-
98 Wahhab' , Further, his remarks that by tagseer the Wahabees 
meant shortening the prayer while journeying and not reducing the 
99 five appointed times of prayer to three , do not conform to the 
actual Wahabee practice which often included both. It has also been 
pointed out earlier that his understanding of the Wahhabi Adhan', 
which in his opinion distinguishes itself from the Adhan formula of 
other Sunni sects by the additional Wahabee phrase "La ilah ill Allah" 
96. Ibid., Vol. II, p.156 
97. See p.243 for Philby's acceptance of the stories connected with 
the fabricated tradition. 
98. Ibid., Vol. I, p.26 
99. Ibid., Vol.11, p.251 
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H^ ^•^^. end, ifi not CiSrr"^ ** £6 this fonaule i« not peculiar to the 
V«¥«^# Mhan Al<m« and is pronounced as a part of the Adhan in 
all Muslim sects. 
Such pieces of laisinformation, howefver, are rare in Philby's 
A«e<«ait;s« Major portions of his narrative emanates from his excep-
tionally deep understanding of the Wahahee Islam and his typical 
iioperial reaction to it. It has already been shown that Philby's 
basic perception of the Arab world, as reflected in his early 
writings, does not diffgr much from that of other orientalist tra-
^^  ' '^  ' • '*•••, "»: has also been pointed out that though 
..« towards Islam is neither respectful nor sympathe-
tic, he h?j^ ,^ i5}^ vertheless desisted from repeating the age-old 
Christian prejtfd^ ices aq;ainst it. This is because, like many other 
intellectuals of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, Philby 
took Christianity as a mere national identity rather than a matter 
of personal faith. This also explains as to vrtiy he, in Arabia, acted 
more as an agent of imperialism rather than as a Christian 
missionery. 
As Philby was less conscious of his Christian identity than 
other travellers he could see Islam and the Arabs with a relatively 
objective eye, free from the prejudiced western perception. The 
mocking tone of earlier narratives, a legacy from the other writers 
on Arabia, is gradually replaced by one which reflects his sincere 
and genuine desire to be fair to Arabia to some extent. However, 
Philby's reflection on Islam cannot be termed as sympathetic or 
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objective. His subsequent motivated conversion to Islam (in 1930) 
did certainly modify his atttude towards the Arab people. 
During his long sojourn in Arabia Philby felt from time to 
time the spell of Arabia affecting his relipious identity. When in 
a light-hearted way he said to an attendant of Qasim Ibn Hawwaf: 
"You mast consider me now a Na.jdi, for I will not leave this 
country," his statement was talcen at its face value by the atten-
dant who expresses the pious hope: "Insha Allah, you will embrace 
the true faith". At Al-Qasim an old man, Abdul Aaiz, pleaded to him 
to embrace Islam and thus save his soul; 
"If God willsi' the old man went on, "Philby will 
become Muslim, we would not have him go to the 
fire". "I will waif,* I replied, "till the coming 
of Christ, which your books assure us of, and if 
He confirms the preaching of the Prophet. I will 
join you". "But',' retorted Abdul Aziz Ibn Yahaya, 
'•it will then be too late, for salvation is only 
for those vfeo have put their faith in Mohammed."100 
In the course of his conversation on religion with an old man, 
Maqbil, Philby was frequntly reminded of the Gospel of Barnabas in 
which the coming of a prophet called Ahmed had been foretold. 
Maqbil also cited passages from the Quran about the ministry of Isa 
to convince Philby that Islam was not altogether a new faith but 
was based on the last revelation from God which endorsed the previous 
101 divine missions . Once, while a discussion on religion was going 
on, he was told by Tami of Baraida in all seriousness that the hell 
would be Philby's portion in the next world, Suman, a casual 
100. Ibid., Vol. Ill, pp.285-6 
101. Ibid., p.286 
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acquaintance, liked by Philby for his "extraordinary knack of always 
saying "the wrong thing simply because he always blurted out what-
ever thought was uppermost in his strange mind" asked him angrily 
102 
on one occasion: "Why do you not pray like the Muslimin?" 
Regarding Philby's conversion to Islam, a recent biographer of 
him, Elizabeth Monroe, has presented a view different from others. 
She does not consider him a sincere convert to Islam. According to 
her, Philby's conversion was motivated by his desire to get readier 
acces=; to the kinf^  and, to secure his cooperation in realising his 
dream — the crossing of the Rub-al-Khali, "Philby needed Islam not 
as a faith but as a convenience", she writes. But Philby's own 
comments on his conversion and his changed attitude towards the 
Arabs and Islam, which finds expression in his letter writings such 
as Gateway of Islam, Arabian Jubilee, "Is Islam Ripe for a Caliph" 
etc. show that Monroe's findings are not quite sound. Monroe 
doubts the veracity of his conversion to Islam on the fact that 
Philby was known to be a confirmed agnostic. She argues that for an 
agnostic the change of faith can never be a serious affair, and 
therefore, Philby's conversion was motivated by worldly considera-
tions. But if Philby's conversion is seen in the light of his own 
pronouncements and attitude and practices, it would be difficult to 
question his sincerity. As is known Philby himself divided his life 
into three phases: the first one vrtiich was characterized by sincere 
adherence to Christianity, the second, which started with his stay 
102. Ibid., Vol. II, p.195 
103. Elizabeth Monroe, op.cit, p.164 
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at Cambridge was marked by "agnosticism, atheism, anti-imperialism, 
socialism and general progressive revolt against the philosoDhical 
and political canons in v:hich I was brought up". When he realized 
that the time to "open the third and last chapter" had come, he 
embraced Islam. When Philby was asked by his friends as to why he 
had become Muslim, he told them that he admired Muslim ethics and 
that he felt at ease after entering the folds of Islam. Explaining 
the reasons behind his conversion he wrote in the famous Arabic 
Daily, Ummal-Qara of Aug 15,1930: 
Allah has opened my heart to the acceptance of 
Islam and has guided me to accept this religion 
in the rooted belief and full conviction of my 
conscience. 
The reaction of the members of his family to his conversion also 
shows that they took it as something serious. Dora, his wife, wrote 
to one of her family members: 
I've had the most disturbing letter from Jack. 
So he's taken the step at last. It doesn't matter 
really, I suppose, I don't know quite what to 
think of it and on the whole I'm sorry.1C^ 
She also wrote to Philby: 
I always knew you would turn,so it wasn't quite 
the shock it might have been ... Well, my deax, 
I hope you will be happier for it and I quite 
see what a difference it is going to make to you 
being able to get about the country.105 
10*. Quoted by Elizabeth Monroe, op.cit., p.169 
105. Loc.cit. 
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Cox too was not happy with Philhy's conversion and wrote to him that 
he had made a bad move, while Arnold Wilson criticized him for this 
step in the Baghdad Times, Philby bore such reactions with patience 
but he justified his action in an article to the Daily Herald and 
Emrptian Gazette where he said: 
I regard the Islamic ethical system as real 
democratic fraternity, and the general conduct 
of life, including marriage, divorce an<i the 
absence of the unjust stigma of bastardy, resul-
ting in a high standard of Arabian public morality, 
as definitely superior to the European ethical 
code based on Christianity. I consider an open dec-
laration of my sympathy with Arabian religion and 
political ideals as the best methods of assisting 
the development of Arabian greatness,106 
To Donald Robertson, his friend at Cambridge with ^ om he could 
always be frank, he wrote: "Anyway the deed is finally and irrevo-
cably done, and I shall die in perfect equanimity in the Muslim 
faith for which (especially on its ethical side) I have a very real 
admiration".107 
But in spite of such straight forward declarations there has 
always been a section of people, both in Arabia and England, expre-
ssing their doubts about the sincerity of his conversion. Philby's 
continuing good relations with his family in England and his old 
aquaintances there, till his last breath also gave strength to this 
view. The fame of his son Kim Philby as a double agent is yet 
another factor that makes one trace the same trait of duality in the 
106. St.J.H. Philby, "Why I turned Wahhabi", Egyptian Gazatte. 
Spt.26, 1930 
107, Elizabeth Monroe, op.cit, p,l70 
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father's character as well. However, it will always remain an enigma 
for the reserchers whether Philhy was or was not a sincere convert 
to Islejn, We are not in a position to pass a final judgement on 
this. However, the fact cannot be denied that in his post-conversion 
writinPTs one does discover a marked change in his attitude towards 
the Arahs and Islam. In this phase of his writings,the hitherto 
unsympathetic or rather indifferent attitude towards the Arabs and 
Islam has been replaced by the attitude of a man who openly identi-
fies himself with the cause of Islam. Speaking in England in July 
1935^three years after his conversion, he talked of Medina like a 
devout believer, correcting many European misconceptions about this 
great city. 
The five minarets and Green Dome of Madina dominate 
the whole city in a most effective and charming 
manner ... the embodiment of a great ideal democra-
tic quality dominated and governed by a great religion 
whose founder lived during his life-time and was 
buried after his death on the spot now covered by the 
Green Dome. It is perhaps scarcely necessary for me in 
a society like this to emphasise the strange error so 
common among novelists and fanciful writers, who so 
often represent the Muhammadans as turning daily in 
prayer towards the grave of their Prophet at Mecca! 
As you all know it is the House of God at Mecca and 
not the Prophet's grave at Madina,108 
Gradually Philby became a defender of Whabism and vdiosoever spoke 
against Ibn Saud's faith or the puritanical attitude of his 
followers he took it upon himself to convince him that what the 
Wahabees represented was the real Islam, "The political wisdom of 
their iconoclasm may be nuestioned but, not their single-hearted 
* — ^ — H ] _. I , • I II I • - - ^ , , , , I I - • • IBI • I • I II •! H I • • 
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sincerity" . That Philby developed a great admiration for the Arah 
life-style and the Wahabees who were its true practitioners, is 
evident from the following: 
... though some few at least will probably agree 
with my view that there is a good deal to be said 
for a cotmtry and a people who still preserve 
something of the virtue and simplicity of an old 
world which has passed away from us almost unaware 
into the general chaos of modem civilization. That 
Arabia has a great future before it I have no doubt 
whatever.110 
An outstanding reflection of his 'Muslim' attitude can be seen 
in his p-^ otest to the BBC for its malignant reporting of the Arab 
scene. In a letter to Kenneth Williams, Philby wrote: "It does not 
matter to most of them, but the British Government, in inaugurating 
Arabic broadcasts from London, promised us straight news. Are we 
gettinp: it? Not yet, so far as we can judp:e here" . In this context 
the use of the pronouns 'we' and 'us' clearlv show that now he was 
able to identify himself with the Arab interests. 
A more obvious instance of this changed perception is found 
in his famous article "Is Islam Ripe for a Caliph?" in which he 
vehemently opposed the British Parliamentary opinion which held 
that the young monarch of Egypt should be made the Caliph of the 
Muslim world to safeguard British interests in the region. Philby's 
arguments in denouncing the British idea of such a Caliphate pro-
jects him not only as a man of exceptional insipiht into the nature 
109. Ibid., p.513 
110. Ibid., p.517 
111. "Mr Philby's 'Broadcast'" World Review April,1938. p.53 
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of Islam, it also shows that he considered the cause of Islam his 
own cause. Resentinp; the British interference in a purely Muslim 
issue such as this, he wrote: 
Let it be said at onoe, however, that any aspirant 
to such preeminence who counts on enlisting 
European support for his candidature is likely ipso 
facto to forfeit the consideration of Islam once 
and for all ... And Islam has no illusion on the 
subject. It does not regard the Prophet's mantle 
as a decoration to be conferred on some deserving 
prince, but as a standard to be carried, always 
at the post of danger, by a warrior willing and 
competent to lead a crescentade against the growing 
supermacy of Christendom, against the increasing 
encroachment on what remains of Islamic independence 
and freedom. An Abyssinian eunuch — and slaves have 
been Caliph before — an Abyssinian eunuch capable, 
for instance, of ridding Palestine of its Jewish and 
British usurpers would have a better title to the 
Caliphate in the eyes of Islam than any of its crowned 
heads of today, forced by their military weakness to 
acquiesce mutely in a situation that Islam regards as a 
scandal,112 
These citations are enough to prove Philby's changed perception 
after his conversion to Islam. 
To Philby, if the conversion was not a matter of change of 
heart, of which nothing can be said conclusively, at least one 
thing cannot be questioned — that it did make him look at Islam 
in an objective and to a great extent, sympathetic manner . Thus, 
it would be proper to divide his vision of the Arab world into two 
phases, either of them being different from the other. For a true 
understanding of Philby's attitude towards Islam and Arabia both 
112. St.J.H. Philby, "Is Islam Ripe for a Caliph?". Asia. New Tork, 
Nov.1958 p.669 
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phases of his writings are to be studied in their proper historical 
perspective and neither of these should be allowed to over-shadow 
the other. 
9( ;iO 
Conclusion 
The present work opened with a brief discussion on the difficulty 
in defining the term "Arah world", settling for a definition which is 
closer to what the Arab geographers call "the Isles of Arabia". But as 
is clear from the Preceding chapters, the British travellers to the 
Arab world did not approach it as a mere geographical entity, but as a 
created Arab world, with its myths, symbols and vocabulary which it had 
acquired in the course of centuries-long Arab British contact. Though 
the travellers who went to Arabia encountered a real Arab world, they 
could not wholly discard from their minds the image of this mostly 
fictitious Arabia. Hence their depiction of the region has an air of 
reality as well as of fantasy. 
From six most celebrated travel narratives, that were produced 
during the past one hundred years or so, a number of episodes and 
themes have been taken up that seem to constitute the collective 
British vision of the Arab world. The present study is not intended to 
be a refutation or correction of the British opinion of the Arab world; 
it is rather an attempt at an objective enquiry into the British 
traveller's perceptions of the region. The selection of limited number 
of works from a long list of writings on the subject and analysis of 
the vision of their authors do not offer adequete material for passing 
a judgement. However, it has been poosible to draw some general 
conclusion on the basis of the observations of the most representative 
travellers to the Arab world during the nineteenth and early twentieth 
century. 
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The attitude of the most of the British travelleirs to Arabia was 
shaped by a series of reactions and misunderstandings that resulted fro 
an almost unsurmountable barrier between the Christian and the Muslim 
world. There was an unbroken tradition of aggrassion in the minds of 
these travellers, deriving precisely from their pre-existing conviction 
that the Muslim East had always been hostile towards them. Also, for 
them, Islam was a "sum of heresies" invented by Muhammed against 
Christianity. This typical British attitude towards Islam and the Arab 
world was reinforced in the days of British imperialism. 
The imperialist expansion that arose from the soil of Europe was 
yet another factor responsible for shaping the attitude of the British 
travellers. Imperialism, by its very definition aims at exploitation of 
other people for the benefit of a particular nation. This attitude 
engendered in the travellers under discussion a sense of superiority 
over the Arab people. Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth 
century the European officials posted in the Arab world had the convic-
tion that European rule was morally and politically justifiable and 
that if they were unable to convert the people to Christianity, there 
must at least be Christian supervision, and that even if the European 
supervisors were not true Christians they were in any case superior 
to the Arabs because they were, after all, Europeans. This conviction 
was responsible for their aggressive determination to do good to the 
Arab people, whether they wished it or not. 
The factors that were responsible for imperialist expansion among 
European nations had also nurtured a sense of superiority in them. The 
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entire imperialist movement during nineteenth and early twentieth 
century was characterised by (i) technical advancement (ii) military 
prowess and (iii) an urge to do good, from the European point of view, 
to others. Technical advancement in Europe led to military supremacy 
and abundance of wealth and as the industries went on producing more 
and more the need to discover and control new methods and sources of 
raw material also increased. This made it necessary to spread the 
frontiers of their respective empires. To cover up their sordid commer-
cial aims(perhaps to deceive their conscience too) they also considered 
themselves as 'do-gooders' saddled with the responsibility of carrying 
the blessings of civilization to the semi-barbaric people. 
Nevertheless, the attitude of the imperialist powers towards the 
Arabs was not exactly the same as it was towards the non Muslim nations 
of the East; like the Chinese, the Hindus and the Budhists of India and 
Burma and the original inhabitants of Africa, Australia and America.For 
many centuries the Muslims were the only well-known foreigners to the 
West and, therefore, its attitude to the Muslim world was somewhat 
defined. It was also aware of the cultural and military superiority of 
the Muslims in the earlier centuries. Therefore, like others, the Arabs 
could not be dismissed as inferior creatures. Hence it was that British 
observers of the Arab society brought its socio-cultural pattern e.g.; 
its supposed sensual life-style, inequality of sexes and polygamy into 
focus to prove that the Arabs were culturally backward and stood in 
need of enlightenment. The fact that the Muslim East had been a formi-
dable political power in the past and had defeated the Christian world 
in many long-drawn out battles was never absent from the mind of the 
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British observers of the Arab scene. Although they had convinced them-
selves of the cultural and religious backwardness of the Muslim East, 
they could not forget the Tinpleasant memories of the mighty sword of 
Islam. This could not but result in their hostility towards the 
Arab world. 
In spite of a diversity in their observations on the Arabs, there 
is a uniformity of attitude in their treatment of the Arab society as 
outdated one with antiquated traditions and ways of life. Belonging 
as these travellers did to an industrial society , they found the Arabs 
as still living in a pre-scientific age. Some of them, especially 
Palgrave and Doughty, went to the extent of depicting the region in 
Gothic colours while Burton tried to find in it answers to his 
anthropological queries. However, in the hands of these travellers the 
depiction of Egypt received a somewhat better and sympathetic 
treatment. This was mainly because in their mind Egypt was associated 
more with the civilization of Pharoah than with that of the Huslims. 
Another reason was provided by the ease with which their colonizing 
mission could carry out its activities amongst the Egyptians. 
The impressions that are formed from a study of these travel narra-
tives are confused and contradictory.No clear well-integrated stereo-
type image of the Arabs emerges from these accounts.Rather,one finds a 
number of mini-stereotypes that have little in common.All the Western 
travel-writers held the Arabs inferior racially as well as culturally. 
Burton went to the extent of even detecting in their physical features 
a proof of their primitiveness and deployed his knowledge of 
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anthropology to establish this point. Palgrave alone considered them 
superior to other orientals, "but he could never reconcile himself to 
the idea that they could be equal to the English people. Both he and 
Doughty consisdred them mere ignorant pagans having no concept of 
civilization and culture. The supposed savagery of the Arabs is a 
recurrent thene in all these three travellers. With Lawrence and Philby 
the situation in this respect seemed to be improving but the fact 
remains that they too referred to them in patronising tones and never 
tried to identify themselves with them. In their hands the Arabs 
emerge as a race which could develop and flourish only under the 
benign patronage of the British. Lawrence's admiration of Faisal and 
Philby's of Ibn Saud are natural by-product of this concept. But, as 
Hourani puts it, their's was a queer sort of liking, as it was not 
based on love or friendship. One notices a peculiar eagerness among 
these travellers to highlight and extol the minutest 'western' trait 
that they could discover among some Arabs. This they did in the case 
of Faisal. But even in respect of men like Faisal they could not fail 
to notice the influence that their faith had on them. For them it was 
a unique experience to find the entire population of a land holding 
religion in great veneration and its entire mode of life guided by 
its commands. 
But being proud of their own race and religion, they could not but 
react hostilely against the social and religious beliefs of the Arabs 
which accorded an inferior place to their faith and nation. Thus 
they were in conflict with the Muslim East on political and religious 
* Albert Hourani,"The Decline of the West in the Middle East", 
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planes. They stigmatized Islam as a fake religion based on supersti-
tious beliefs and, thus, well suited to the backward Arabs. They 
firmly believed that this religion, if exposed to scientific enquiry, 
would lose all its credibility. According to them it was mainly their 
ignorance which made the Arabs blind followers of Muhammed. All of 
them were equally critical of the mode of Islamic worship and parti-
cularly, the rituals associated with the holy pilgrimage, the Haj. 
The sufferings of the pilgrims in Mecca and Medina during the Haj 
season aroused their pity. They convinced themselves that it would 
be an act of charity if efforts were made to deliver these wretched 
from such a creed. Amidst openly hostile comments on Islam, these 
travellers, from time to time, voiced their sympathy for those simple 
Arabs whom they found undergoing the ordeal of Ramadhan fast in hot 
summer months. They considered it their responsibility to free the 
Arabs from the supposed tyranny of a'superstitious' religion. 
However, though they could not look upon Islam in an objective 
manner, they were, at least some of them, greatly impressed by its 
unifying quality which had brought the diverse Arabian tribes together. 
It was this very quality which helped in making Wahabism a great 
political force throughout the peninsula. 
As these travel-writers were very much conscious of their British-
cum-Christian identity, it is not surprising to find in their accounts 
a great deal of animus against the Prophet of Islam. The religion to 
which these travellers belonged had a long tradition of depicting 
Prophet Muhammed as an anti-Christ and an impostor. Though in Arabia 
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the reality of Islam vrns revealed to them in fall they scarcely felt 
obliged to study it objectively. Nor did they ever try to test the 
validity of the popular European opinion about the Prophet of Islam. 
True, the medieval European epithets such as "false Prophet", "anti-
Christ", "impostor" or "false Messiah" were not used by them but still 
they were not prepared to concede that his mission had a divine source. 
Burton considered the Prophet's tribe as uncivilized and barbarous 
folk while Lawrence held that Prophet Mohammed preached his gospel 
only to gain political power for his tribe. Philby was not sure if 
there was any wisdom in the teachings of the Prophet of Islam. These 
writers were, however, astonished by the impact of his teachings and 
personality and were at a loss to find an explanation for it that 
would go with their views about the prophet. 
Their views about the Holy Quran were of the same hue. None of 
them would consider it a divine revelation or even a well-composed 
book. Burton found it confused con5>ositlon full of errors. He even 
doubted that the Quran in the present form was the same that was 
composed in the Prophet's time. He was also critical of the supposed 
miraculous power which, according to him, the Muslim divines attribute 
to the Prophet. Doughty could feel only headache in the 'farrago of 
the Coran', whereas Philby dismissed it as an ordinary book, having 
nothing special about it. For him the great reverence in which the 
book was held by the Arabs was something xmaccountable. His conversa-
tion with Ibn Saud pertaining to the Holy Quran give the impression 
that he was getting more and more interested in the book, but one 
cannot vouch for the genuineness of this interest. It may all have 
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been a part of the grand design that he had worked out to win Ibn 
Sand's allegiance. 
The cultural pattern created by Islam and the mode of living 
shaped by its operational force were looked down upon by these 
travellers with contempt. There were some occasional pronouncements 
in favour of Arabo-Islamic culture. They mainly focussed on those 
aspects of the Arabian life the coloured version of which were 
already known to the European people which sought to establish 
their superiority over the followers of Islam. Hence, the focus of 
the accounts of these British travellers was on slavery, status of 
woman, polygamy and the supposed sexual perversions of the Arabs. 
The image of the Arab world, as created in these travelogues was 
that of a region >feere the age-old institution of slavery still 
existed, v^ere women were regarded as no more than a mere source of 
sexual pleasure to men, whei*e the sole purpose of life was to indulge 
in sex vagaries and where the supernatural was deemed quite real, 
almost palpable. This is certainly a world totally different from 
and much inferior to the real Arab world known to the unbiased 
observers. The collective vision of the Arab world — that one gets 
from these books is that of a polygamous society infested with 
homosexuality, slave girls and concubines with prostitutes plajring 
their trade in the holy sanctuaries, and the spirits of the dead as 
also the ghosts and jinns making their presence felt. This picture 
of Arabia is not much different from the one drawn by the medieval 
Europe's imagination. What distinguished these later travelogues 
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from the earlier European vrritings on Arabia and Islam is their manner 
of treatment of these old themes. Distortions such as the popular 
western notion that Muhammed was the name of an idol which Muslims 
worshipped or that he himself had invented his religion or that it 
was a sensual way of living advocated by him which attracted converts 
to Islam, were now being avoided as they had lost their credibility 
with the growing knowledge of Islam in the West, However, a number 
of minor misconceptions were introduced to project that kind of image 
of Arabia that was supposed to suit their purpose. Some new themes like 
the supposedly superstitious rituals associated with the modes of 
Muslim worship were added and new sciences like anthropology were 
deployed to depict the Arab world in pseudo-scientific terms. 
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